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ABSTRACT
The thesis is an attempt to relate aspects of Rozanov's
writing to the Russian tradition of the word, as
exemplified in the work of writers and thinkers,
contemporary and near-contemporary to Rozanov. The first
part establishes key features of this tradition through the
work of writers such as Er Losev, Mandel'shtam and
Averintsev. The relevance of Bakhtin f or a reading of
Rozanov, and of Rozanov for reading Bakhtin, is argued
through an extended comparison of the two writers in the
context of the Russian tradition of the word. Aspects of
Rozanov's thought and formal expression, such as silence,
intonation and the resisting of definition are discussed in
relation to this tradition. The role of intimate genres and
the reader is discussed with reference to Dostoevskii,
Rozanov and Bakhtin. Rozanov's use of letters, footnotes
and the idea of manuscripts is examined as a part of his
battle with received literary forms. The second part looks
at these various aspects of Rozanov's work in relation to
his contemporary context; to the writing of the obscure
'literary exiles' and that of Solov'ev and Merezhkovskii.
Rozanov's particular sense of the word is argued to be
crucial in his attitude towards these writers. Rozanov's
involvement with the decadents is discussed, and his
exemplification of themes of sectarianism and apocalypse in
his writing. The thesis ends with a look at the paradoxes
of Rozanov's own role as a writer supposedly in battle with
literature, and the relation between his need for words and
his need for belief.
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4LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
The following abbreviations are used for references within
the text:
Lied.
Smert.
0. 1. I
0. 1. II
Atok,
Lit. izg.
Uedinennoe, 1912
Smertnoe, 1913.
Opavshie list'ia, 1913.
Opavshie list'ia. Korob vtoroi
i poslednii, 1915.
Apokalipsis nashego vremeni,
1917-1918
Literaturnye izgnanniki, 1913.
Quotes from Literaturnye izgnanniki are taken from V. V.
Rozanov, Literaturnye izgnanniki, London, 1992 (reprint of
St Petersburg, 1913 edition). All other references are
taken from V. V. Rozanov, 0 sebe i zhizni svpei, comp., ed.
V. G. Sukach, Moscow, 1990.
5INTRODUCTION
In the late l980s and early 1990s, as one of the first
consequences of the campaign of glasnost' in the Soviet
Union, Russians were free, and even encouraged, to
rediscover much of their national literature which had been
previously unpublished and difficult to obtain. An
important area of rediscovery was the Russian religious and
philosophical tradition, anathema to the Soviet canon. The
new interest in previously suppressed religious thinkers
was found both in academic and popular environments. The
breadth of style and format of the new publications, in
books, journals and pamphlets, and even on television
programmes, bears witness to this broad interest. 1
 Although
the almost fashionable early enthusiasm has begun to wane,
the work of publication, republication and analysis of
Russian thinkers remains assiduous. The circulation of
Rozanov's writing has benefited greatly from this
activity.
Rozanov's writing was quickly excluded from Soviet
literary study, as Fateev writes, 'B COBeTCxO Pocci
	 ri
Po3aHoBa 6LU10 BTecHeHo cHaana
	 rIeaTH, a IOTOM
•2 Yet the early period of communist rule was a time
of considerable interest in Rozanov. This interest was
evident in emigr writing, in the memoirs of his friends
and colleagues, Remizov and Gippius, 3
 and in Russia, in
Khovin's Knizhnyi ugol, which continued to publish articles
by and about Rozanov in Petrograd, and then in Berlin.
6Gollerbakh's small book on Rozanov was published in Russia
in 1918, just before Rozanov's death. 4
 Gollerbakh also
published articles on Rozanov's writing in Berlin journals,
in the early 1920s. 5
 He was angered at the lack of response
to Rozanov's death from literary organizations and in the
press. Gollerbakh was active in the organization of a
Rozanov study circle in Petrograd. In September 1921 an
announcement was published in Vestnik literatury, stating
the aims of the group. 6
 These included the collection of
all printed and manuscript materials relating to Rozanov,
the compilation of extensive bibliographies of Rozanov's
work and of criticism of his work, the collection of
Rozanov's letters, a Rozanov section to be instituted in
the museum of 'Dom literatorov', the publication of
collections of articles and memoirs and the holding of
evenings devoted to discussion of the writer. Sadly, these
large intentions were not all realized. At the first
meeting in October 1921 a committee was formed that
included Gollerbakh and Khovin, the critic Volynskii, and
notably Andrei Belyi, later so publicly dismissive of
Rozanov. 7
 The group soon became part of the Vol'noi
filospfskoi assotsiatsii (Vol'fila) study circle of which
Belyi and Khovin were also founding members. This was an
association of general philosophical, spiritual, and
political inquiry which continued until 1924. After this
time, references to Rozanov within Russia become
increasingly rare.
The other main area of Rozanov's influence in
7immediate post-revolutionary intellectual life was amongst
the formalists, who read and cited Rozanov. Shklovskii was
foremost in his attention to Rozanov, with the publication
of his book Siuzhet kak iavlenie stilia in 1921.8 In 1922,
he cites Rozanov as a key figure in the development of a
new way of writing, in his book Zoo. iii pis'ma ne o
liubvi: 'HenB3s! rzcam iur no-cTapoMy. STO SHaeT Ben&,
xopomo an Po3aHoB.' 9
 Rozanov's writing on Gogol' was
particularly important for the formalists; he was cited
notably by Boris Eikhenbaum and Iurii Tynyanov.'° Several
critics have suggested parallels between Rozanov's writing
and the work of the futurists, emphasizing Rozanov's sense
of the physicality, presence and irrepeatability of the
word, which is its guarantee of life in contrast to the
imposed schemes and rules of official literary tradition.
The religious philosopher Vladimir Il'in wrote explicitly
of Rozanov's 'futurism'. 1' Khovin also drew parallels
between Rozanov and futurism in the book, Na odnu temu,
which concentrates on the work of Rozanov and Maiakovskii,
and in the juxtaposition of posthumous publications of
Rozanov's articles and 'poslednie list'ia' with futurist
publications in his journal, Knizhnyi u gol, in the 1920s.'2
Anna Lisa Crone also asserts that Rozanov's writing is very
much in the spirit of futurist statements such as
Kruchenykh's introduction to Pomada, in 1913, and the
manifesto in Sadok sudei. She compares Rozanov's bid at the
disintegration of traditional literary genre with the
futurist disintegration of grammatical and syntactical
8rules and suggests that this is a valuable area of
research.'3
Remizov, like Rozanov, developed a powerful 'physical'
phonetic language that could be seen both as a defiance of
existing literary convention and a supremely literary
achievement.' 4
 Neither writer saw himself as adhering to a
manifesto, futurist or otherwise, yet they were both
important sources of a new approach to the word in prose
for those who sought to classify and analyse the new
impulses in writing. Remizov characterized Rozanov's
linguistic achievement in words that were particularly
relevant to the time, as '")!.!BO", "H3ycTHbr",
"ieci<" .j Greta Slobin cites Remizov's insistence on
the need for words that were like breaths, of 'live
unwritten speech' •16 The love of both writers for the tones
of spoken words and their attempt to recreate this in
writing, their emphasis on handwriting, on unprinted,
private documents, their assertion that private letters
should have the status of literature, and the boldness of
their experiment with their newly asserted genres can be
seen as having parallels with the futurist emphasis on
handwriting and spoken resonance, but it is significantly
different. Both Rozanov and Remizov also belonged to a
different Russian tradition, that valued the writings and
legends of Russian sacred literature, seventeenth century
religious texts, and a philological culture of spoken words
amongst intimates. Mandel'shtam recognized this in his
discussion of Rozanov in the article of 1922 '0 prirode
9slova' Both Rozanov and Remizov were also at the centre
of the pre-revolutionary religious and aesthetic
renaissance, usually characterized by the terms 'decadence'
and 'symbolism' in literary history. At one time Rozanov
was closely connected to the leading decadents,
Merezhkovskii and Gippius, and he had continuing links with
religious thinkers, notably Florenskii. But the titles
'symbolism' and 'decadence' do not do full justice to the
range of Remizov's and Rozanov's work. A certain
mischievousness and play in their writing and life set them
apart from their contemporaries; as Slobin notes, they were
the only two of the leading figures of the time to approach
the current religious and philosophical themes with any
degree of humour.'8
 Their talent and humour gave them a
freedom that ensured a more lasting vitality to their
writing than that of many of their contemporaries. Even
more than Remizov, Rozanov's work has connections with many
varied and even contradictory literary phenomena in Russia.
While he can be interpreted as an innovator on a par with
the futurists, seeking to overcome, even to destroy,
traditional literature, he was at the same time the
painstaking preserver of obscure and unknown conservative
writers. However, in both his radical and conservative
stances Rozanov remains constant in his approach to and
value for the word.
Rozanov himself constantly asserted his indefinabilty,
resisted categorization and worked to extend the breadth of
his future interpretation. He saw definition as an end, a
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death, a stifling of the life of the word which should be
constantly generating new life and new meaning. He speaks
of himself as an unparalleled literary phenomenon, the end
and transformation of literary traditions, freeing man from
books, yet he simultaneously described himself as part of
the most conservative literary tradition, associating his
work with writers who remain obscure today, such as Shperk,
Romanov (Rtsy) and Govorukha-Otrok; these writers were
reverent towards books and written traditions. Rozanov
delighted in the juxtaposition of these seemingly
contradictory roles, and in the fact that his radicalism,
outrageousness and literary caprice could help to promote,
as he hoped, the reputations of forgotten conservatives
whom he believed were far more exciting and innovative in
their writing and ideas than the dull dogmatism of the
wrongly named radicals. Rozanov also asserted his links
with the earlier Russian literary tradition, with
Grigor'ev's 'organic' criticism, Dostoevskii, and isolated
figures like Strakhov and Leont'ev. The multiplicity of
Rozanov's literary range and influence is already evident
by the 1920s, when his writing can be seen to have
connections with the decadents and symbolists, futurists
and formalists as well as with Russian religious philosophy
and earlier literary tradition, mainstream and obscure. In
addition, both Mandel'shtam and Tsvetaeva acknowledged an
early love for Rozanov's writing, and arguments have even
been put forward for Rozanov's influence on their prose
style. 19
 Perhaps no other writer could claim so broad and
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varied an influence at this important transitional time.
The range of his enthusiasms and the infectious strength of
his language was powerful enough to encompass these many
varied inspirations and influences, which have continued to
have effect on Russian writing until the present day.
Nevertheless, Soviet ideology succeeded in compressing this
multiplicity and condemning it as a retrograde
subjectivity. The active study and publication of Rozanov
was effectively suppressed from the middle of the 1920s to
the late 1980s.
Trotskii's 1922 article on Rozanov is characteristic
of the Soviet view. 20
 Rozanov's principled contradiction is
seen as opportunistic compromise, his defence of the
intimate philology of the family and home, praised by
Mandel'shtam in his article of the same year, is described
as a repellent philistine cosiness, a bourgeois fear of the
world beyond the warmth and comfort of the interior.
Trotskii's criticisms had been anticipated by Struve and
Berdiaev in the pre-revolutionary period, and they remained
the standard Soviet portrait; the depiction was made more
lurid by Belyi's hyperbolic caricature in his tendentious
memoir Nachalo veka, of 1933.21 Soviet criticism portrayed
Rozanov as an unprincipled, subjective extremist,
pornographic, decadent and monarchist. The rare references
to Rozanov in the Soviet period continue in this tone into
the 1970s. In 1975 there was a quite extensive article on
Rozanov published in Voprosy literatury, 22
 which is close
in spirit to the usual anti-Rozanov criticism, but
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discusses his innovations in form and language. In 1978 the
literary journal Kontekst published Gor'kii's notes in his
copies of Rozanov's books, and a part of his correspondence
with Rozanov. 23
 However, there is no doubt a rich
unofficial history of Rozanov's reception, and of the life
of his work in the Soviet period. Venedikt Erofeev's homage
to Rozanov in the book, Glazami ekstsentrika, 24
 bears
witness to the sort of power Rozanov might have had for
independent and creative thinkers in Soviet Russia of the
1960s and 1970s. Rozanovian influence is also evident in
his famous Moskva-Petushki. 25
 Meanwhile Viktor Sukach, a
friend of Erofeev's, was active in compiling a mass of
documentation and materials on Rozanov and his life
throughout the 1970s and l980s, not suspecting that his
private obsession would become a popular demand. This
eventually resulted in the publication, with extensive
annotation, of collections of Rozanov's published and
unpublished writings such as 0 sebe i zhizni svpei and
Inaia zemlia. moe nebo... Polnoe sobranie putevykh
ocherkov 1899 - 1913 gg. 26 Siniavskii should also be
grouped with the Russian 'unofficial' discoverers of
Rozanov. Like Erofeev, his work shows both acknowledged and
unacknowledged influences. These are most evident in works
published after he left the Soviet Union. The collection of
thoughts about writing and thinking, Mysli vrasplokh, seems
Rozanovian in inspiration. Siniavskii's direct homage to
Rozanov, in the book "Opavshie List'ia" V. V. Rozanova, is
one of the most complete modern studies of Rozanov
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published before the recent renaissance.27
The public promotion of Rozanov remained the work of
emigre writers and scholars during the Soviet period. Iurii
Ivask was perhaps the most prolific Russian Rozanov scholar
at this time. He published the first posthumous Russian
collection of Rozanov's work, in 1956, with an extended
introductory article. 28
 He also wrote about Rozanov's
relationship with Pavel Florenskii and Konstantin
Leont'ev. 29
 Npvyi zhurnal in New York was the most
consistent publisher of Rozanov's writing and related
materials; Vestnik Russkogo Khristianskogo Dvizheniia
published important correspondence. Western writers also
began to take an interest in Rozanov's work, notably Renato
Poggioli, with his book on Rozanov for Western readers,
published in 1957.° The study of Rozanov by German readers
was promoted by Heinrich Stammier, who has written several
articles in both German and English and a book, devoted to
Rozanov's religious philosophy. 31
 Attention to Rozanov in
England was earlier and less academic. Selective
translations of Uedinennoe, Oppvshie list'ia and
Aokalipsis nashego vremeni by Kotelianskii were published
in 1924 and 1929, and Rozanov was drawn to the attention of
D. H. Lawrence and W. H. Auden amongst others.32
The majority of publications focused on the content of
Rozanov's articles as a Russian religious thinker, or
categorized him in Western literary histories of Russia
solely with the pre-revolutionary decadents and symbolists.
Anna Lisa Crone's book Rozanov and the End of Literature,
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a reworking of her thesis of 1975, was an attempt to break
with what she saw as an approach to Rozanov dominated by
discussion of his religious ideas and his biography. 33 She
attempts a close textual analysis of the opavshie list'ia
genre, based mainly on Shklovskii's formalist approach and
Bakhtin's theory of polyphony as expressed in Problemy
poetiki Dostoevskogo. She discusses the possibilities and
effects of Hegelian influence on Rozanov's writing, and
suggests links between his literary transformations and
futurism. However, her analysis of the eight different
'polyphonic' voices in the opavshie list'ia genre is
characterized by a formulaic schematism that seems at odds
with Rozanov's work, and a complete lack of ear f or the
original text in the introduction of characterizations in
English such as 'The Practical Homebody' or 'The Russian
Buffoon', ugly phrases that jar with the style of the
original writing and obstruct rather than refine the
reader's perception. While it is important to be as aware
as possible of the many varied tones and intonations of
Rozanov's writing (the purported aim of the book), the
categories here constrain rather than reveal the work and
impose Crone's noisy language on Rozanov's own writing.
Crone's discussion of Rozanov's writing as the end of
literature is more interesting and less schematic than the
polyphonic labourings. She links Rozanov's vision of
overcoming literature to his imagined descriptions of
literature's birth, and shows how Rozanov's anti-literature
cannot escape its self-consuming literariness, evoking
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Rozanov's sense of being suffocated in literature while it
remains his only possible way of breathing.34
Recently, the area of Rozanov studies has opened up
greatly. There is much more accessible material, both in
archives and in the many publications and republications in
Russian books and journals. There are many committed new
Rozanov scholars in Russia. As well as two extensive
collected works in progress, 35
 several books have been
published on Rozanov, including those by Fateev, Nosov and
Pishun and Pishun, 36
 and theses are being written. A
society for the study of Rozanov has once again been formed
and has held Rozanov conferences. 37
 Rozanov's work touches
on so many different and important aspects of Russian
thought and writing that this increased attention,
discussion and publication should be exciting and
productive.
Rozanov and the Word may seem a rather over-ambitious
title for the present study. There are vast aspects of the
word and Rozanov that I have not even touched on, yet I
think that an awareness of and concern for the Word and
words was a central and uniting factor of Rozanov's varied
interests and writings. This is as important to an
understanding of Rozanov's relationship to the tradition of
Russian religious thought as it is to an understanding of
his place in the Russian literary tradition; indeed the
connection is revealing. The idea of the word as a powerful
source of spiritual renewal is central to both traditions,
as is the sense of doing battle with ossified, dead words.
16
The ideal of a living, concentrated energetic word is a
constant of Russian religious and literary thought. It is
in the approach to the word, more than in the role of
religion and literature as preacher and moral reference
point, that the essential relation of the two traditions in
Russia is made evident. This interconnection between the
use of words and human values, religious in the broadest
sense, is shown in Mandel'shtam's prose and poems.
Mandel'shtam saw that Rozanov, for all his shortcomings as
a critic, recognized this crucial connection and devoted
all his energy to fuelling the life of the word. 3
 This
sense of the word is repeatedly described as something
inherently Russian. Mirsky repeatedly praised the 'racy
russianness' of Rozanov and Remizov, and spoke of their
prose as an assertion of the most Russian aspects of the
Russian tradition. 39
 In 1925 he wrote of the importance of
freeing the Russian language from formulaic cliches and
outworn literary and 'newspaper' language: 'Ka&i ra ce6si
Jo.TEzeH BHOBB rIO1yBCTBOBaTh ec H g aqee cJToe,
corpomneie MaTepHana. '° He claimed that Rozanov
achieved this at a timely moment for the Russian language,
as Avvakum had done before him. 4' The sense of a physical,
phonetic language suggests the energy of spontaneous
speech, but Mirsky points out, as others have later pointed
out, that the power of writers such as Avvakum and Rozanov
lies precisely in their ability to transform the colloquial
and fragmentary spoken language into a supremely literary
and conscious creative achievement. They did not merely
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break with the limitations of stagnant literary style by
reproducing living speech, they gave this speech new and
purely literary tasks, and in this interaction between
artifice and life they regenerated the language.42
This thesis is an attempt to indicate some of the
links between the religious and literary implications of
Rozanov's work. The first half concentrates on Rozanov's
work in the context of Russian traditions of thought and
the word, through the writing of Bakhtin, Mandel'shtam,
Averintsev and religious thinkers contemporary or near-
contemporary to Rozanov, such as Em and Losev. The second
half looks at the context of Rozanov's work, through the
writing of, and Rozanov's attitude towards, his friends and
colleagues. These were the obscure conservative writers
whom Rozanov called the 'literary exiles' (literaturnye
izgnanniki) and the more famous and successful 'decadents'.
I look at how Rozanov understood his own literary activity
in relation to these two traditions, using them as a
touchstone for his literary ambitions, and for values that
he feared he might be losing. Of course, there are writers
and thinkers with whom Rozanov was engaged who are not
exemplary of either tradition, and one of them, Solov'ev,
is discussed at some length because he was a problematic
figure for Rozanov, and occupies an unparalleled amount of
space in Rozanov's own writing. The final two chapters of
the thesis attempt to understand Rozanov's writing as both
a religious and literary activity and as an engagement with
the paradoxes of his own self-created role as a writer.
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The first half of the thesis begins by relating
Rozanov's work to contemporary thought and writing about
the word in the Russian religious tradition, using the
examples of Em and Losev in particular. Bakhtin's early
writing is introduced in relation to this tradition. While
I agree with the wariness of those who oppose the exclusive
adoption of Bakhtin as part of the Russian Orthodox
tradition, I believe that the juxtaposition of the two,
with no further political agenda, is valuable. Equally,
reading Rozanov through Bakhtin provides a highly revealing
approach to his writing (and to the work of Bakhtin). I
look at the genres of solitary self-accounting, confession,
prayer, prophecy and iurodstvo, as discussed in Bakhtin's
Avtor i geroi v esteticheskoi deiatel'nosti, 43
 in relation
to Rozanov's opavshie list'ia genre. The second chapter
looks at questions of form, intonation, resistance of
definition, silence, approaches to knowledge and the
importance of litso in the Russian tradition of the word.
In the third chapter Bakhtin's theory of the familiar and
intimate genre as a way to break with established literary
canons is discussed in relation to Rozanov's work. Bakhtin
insisted on the interrelationship between life and art in
almost all verbal activity. Thus this break with existing
canons is described by him in terms both literary and
political. Rozanov's acute sensitivity to the use of words
in life and literature enabled him both to lay bare the
pretensions of his enemies as well as to persuade by the
power of his language rather than by factual proof. His
19
work is discussed as a form of Bakhtin's intimate genre,
challenging and even replacing previously received literary
canons and assumed authorities in existing writing.
Rozanov's principled self-contradiction was a deflation of
false certainties, received ideas and literary pomposity.
It demanded a new active response to reading, and thus to
writing, and Bakhtin and Rozanov would both argue, towards
life. I look at Rozanov's relation to the reader in the
context both of Bakhtinian ideas and of Mandel'shtam's
prose writing. Mandel'shtam's prose essays, similarly to
Bakhtin's writing, can be read in the tradition of thought
about and concern for the word in Russian culture. 44 The
final chapter of part one looks at the use of letters,
handwriting and manuscripts, print and the press in
relation to Rozanov's literary battle for a living word.
Ideas of the renewal of the word in literature link
Rozanov's writing not only to that of modernist prose and
to the acmeists and futurists, but equally connect him with
the obscure conservative tradition of the group that
Rozanov called the 'literary exiles'. The first chapter of
part two, looks at Rozanov's relationship with these
writers, Strakhov and Leont'ev, Romanov (Rtsy), Shperk,
Govorukha-Otrok and others. I have concentrated on the way
in which Rozanov presents their writings in terms that
relate to the first part of the thesis; as a series of
approaches to the spoken and written, uttered or unuttered
words. Through his attention to these writers, Rozanov
concentrates	 on aspects of manuscript,
	 printed,
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'disembodied' words and words situated in an immediate
transient context, the physical concrete presence of words,
verbal intonation, and words as prayer or breath. These
ideas are as important as aspects of the tradition of
Russian religious thought as they are to ideas about the
word that became a part of the acmeist and futurist
movements. Much of Rozanov's extremely innovatory writing
consciously allies itself with Russian traditions against
the supposedly modern and radical fashions of thought. The
very modern form of the opavshie list'ia genre, which was
at least in part the result of unlikely obscure
conservative influences such as that of Rotnanov (Rtsy) and
Leont'ev, has had lasting innovative effects on Russian
writing. In the second part I also look at Rozanov's
relationship with other figures, such as Vladimir Solov'ev,
and the 'decadents'; in particular Merezhkovskii, Gippius
and Blok. Rozanov's attitudes towards these writers is
again approached through what he understood to be their
relation to the word. Chapter VII looks briefly at
sectarianism and apocalypse as a literary phenomenon, and
at Rozanov's personal demonstration of these dominating
contemporary themes in his writing. The final chapter
discusses Rozanov's attempts to resolve his relation to
words, writing and existence in the opavshie list'ia genre.
Rozanov's works are themselves the result of an extremely
literary consciousness, which, like the writing of the hero
of Dostoevskii's Zapiski iz podpo].'ia, was unable to escape
the awareness of its literary nature, despite being a bid
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to overcome this and speak spontaneously, free from
reference or consciousness of example. Yet in his opavshie
list'ip
 genre, Rozanov himself created a form that has
penetrated deeply into the Russian literary consciousness.
I look at the conflict between this self-conscious
literariness and the sense of constant utterance, and
constant writing, as a religious need, or as the only
possible way of living when God remains silent.
I hope that the present study approaches Rozanov to
some degree in the spirit in which he approached the
writers that he loved, with excitement and an ear for the
tones and intonations of speech in the writing, and for
what is left unspoken. I am sure that Rozanov's influence
will be found to be important in many ways that have not
been indicated in this thesis but I hope that the present
work, not least through the quotation of the original
writing, may spark off connections that I have not
anticipated and enthusiasm for the value of reading
Rozanov.
22
PART ONE
CHAPTER I: THE TRADITION OF THE WORD IN RUSSIAN THOUGHT;
ROZANOV AND BAKHTIN
ASPECTS OF THE TRADITION OF THE WORD IN LATE NINETEENTH AND
EARLY TWENTIETH CENTURY RUSSIA
Rozanov was writing at a time when the debate on the word
was carried on with intensity in Russia. In the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the word
contained potentially far more than a purely stylistic
function, it was fraught with implications. The word in
Russian, sl pvo, itself had a resonance beyond the mere
indication of a vehicle for the translation of meaning. It
had religious, philosophical and political resonance.
Writers and thinkers emphasized the need to restore this
living word, in religion, literary and political life.
There was a call for an active and true use of the word
that was free of clich and hypocrisy. Any debate on
writing could not avoid engaging with the broader
philosophical tradition of the word. In Russia, this meant
engaging with the word's sacred inheritance.
The dominant tradition in Russian philosophical
thought understood language as implicitly religious, God-
given. Yet the Russian verbal and religious tradition
eschews abstraction and is very much a part of the physical
world; this is affirmed by a strong awareness of the
concrete presence of words as sound in both religious and
23
secular usage. Mandel'shtam claimed that this strength of
the Russian language lay in its Hellenic origins:
Pyccx 5t3IK - siix ciqecxr.ij. B ciiy esioro
psra HCTOMCKHX YCJTOBH, HBM CHJI& JTJIMHCKO KYJIBTYpLI,
YCTYIHB 9arza J1THHCKHM BJ1HHH5IM H He aoiro 3aranHBa5zcb
B 6e9eTHo Bwairr, ycTpetflHc B JIOHO pyccxo pei,
coo6rgr	 e	 caMoyBepeHHyx	 TaHy	 imicwiecxoro
MHPOBO3SpeHL45I, TaiHy cBo6oyHoro BOrLnoneHHs, H IOSTOMY
pyCCKHi	 CT&JT Z4HHO 9syqane H roBopsne	 •
Mandel'shtam emphasizes the word's phonetic presence as
tangible and resonant flesh. Averintsev has also described
the central role of the word in Hellenic and Near Eastern
verbal traditions as formative of the Russian verbal
tradition. 2
 He contrasts the supremely literary and written
culture of the Greeks with the Near Eastern, Judaic
traditions of prophecy and prayer, where energy is
concentrated in the moment of utterance, not in written
vestiges. Yet for both cultures the living word is the
centre of attention: 'KoHeqHo, rpeecx	 mee rrepe
JIHTPTYHO iciiaccxo H IHTT riepe CBHuemmiM mcaie -
BH pa3nHqHBIe, flO'TH rIpoTMBonoJIoe; HO H TM H zec B
LHT KYJThTEI H 9HH CTBHTC TO, TO B'OBOpeHO B
c.noBe . '
The word confers sacral power in the Russian
tradition, but it also imposes historical responsibility.
The word as the central source of value demands a sharpened
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accountability to the use of language in the here and now.
Mandel'shtam claimed that a separation from this living
sense of language would mean historical death: 'CTOJTh
opraecx	 mc He TOJThKO BPB B HcTop, HO	 caa
HCTOpM5I. JJnsi Pocc	 onaee OT I!CTOpH! <..•> 6N.uo 6t
onaee OT gsNxa. OHeMe7ue*	 yx, pex flOKOJIH Mor.rzo
6 PMBCT.I IC coprecxo cMepTri.' 4 He describes language
as an active event: 'nmHMcTHecKyI nppoy pyccoro 5LSEflC
MOHO OTOCTBJ1TB C ero 6RTICTBeHHoCmRD. CJIOBO B
9J1HHCTeCKOM flOHI4HH ecm	 rLnom	 eTe.rIBHa,
B CO6MTT!e.' 5
 Mandel'shtam's writing on the
role of the word can be compared with Bakhtin's description
of the word as a constant historical accountability.' The
juxtaposition of si.ovo and sobytie was crucial to Bakhtin's
writing on verbal creation. 7
 The word is understood as a
deed. Man performs an act of speech, and no words, even the
words of the past, are inert if they are spoken or read
anew. In Bakhtin's view, the word participates in the event
of Being from the unique and specific situation of time and
place in which it is uttered. From his earliest writings
onwards, Bakhtin argued the need for constant verbal
activity to renew the world that exists, to release it from
its givenness, which he saw as a stasis and loss of life.
The word is an event, enacted by the speaker on the
givenness of his existence, thus it is a momentary release
from this givenness, a temporary freedom for the speaker
and for the world as it participates in his act of
utterance. The world is renewed in as far as it is uttered,
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and yet having been uttered, it suffers a loss of life, a
completion, through words, in definition. For the world to
live in the fullness of ever possible new interpretations,
there must be a continual recreation of existence in new
words, or in a reutterance of old words, in order to
revivify this completed existence. Bakhtin warned against
the tyranny of finalizing words or concepts, he demanded a
constant reinterpretation, a constant verbal activity that
it was our duty to engage in. Arguing from a basis of Neo-
Kantian concepts of givenness, he calls for a repeated
enactment on the given world in words, to overcome the
hopelessness of the present world and open it up to new
possibilities and various futures. In the essay Avtor i
geroi v esteticheskoi deiatel'nosti, Bakhtin speaks in
terms that have a religious philosophical resonance. Like
Mandel'shtam, he puts the word in the biblical context of
the Word made flesh. The present world in its finalized
utterance is a 'dead flesh' which must be renewed by a
constant incarnation through utterance:
<...> eCTBMTeimH&	 p (B OTBflHH [oT] rrpecoero
H 9HHOO, ene He w3peqeHHoro) ecm ye H3pet eHH, yze
BHcxasaH}r& CM&C.T! CO6LLTMSI 6NTH5I, MH B CBO HflWHOCTH
ecm BLTpaeHHOCTh, ye cxa3aHHoe, ye rxpo9By'iaBmee CSIOBO.
<...> floxa CflOBO He tno cxasaHo, MOHO 6LTJIO BPHTh H
HaJemcsI - Bex rIpecTo.na axa HYXHTJThH5! riomioTa
cciia <..•>. Ye cxa9aioe CJIOBO 3BYHT 6e3HaeHo B CBO
y*e-npoH9HeceHHocTH; cxaaoe C.T[OBO - CMTH
	 1TJIOTh
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ccsia. EEtTe, ye HJIMH0 B rIPOmJIOM HacTo2neM, - TOJIBKO
CMTH5I LYIOTB rxpeyconero ccsIa CO6ThS! 6UTMI
a6cosm,THoro 6yrzyuero B
New utterance re-enacts the Word made flesh and opens
up new possibilities of meaning, in response to the
original incarnation. Both Mandel'shtam and Bakhtin's
writings on the Word quoted here, written in the 1920s,
show the influence of Russian religious traditions, in
which there had been a resurgence of interest in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Such an intense
focus on Russian traditions of language and thought was at
least in part an attempt at national self-definition: to
affirm the specific features of Russian thought in the face
of European philosophy, which was seen to have reached a
crisis point. It was stimulated by a disenchantment with
the limitations of an overly rationalist European
philosophy, and a new urgency about the need to stake out
a specifically Russian way of thinking.
Dostoevskii's writing was an important source of
reference for thinkers, not least for Rozanov, at this
time. His novels engaged with the contemporary conflicts
between what was seen as a rationalist European legacy of
thought and a more organic, religious, Russian approach.
They exposed the precariousness of the situation in which
people were brought up entirely within structures borrowed
from a foreign culture on the verge of spiritual
bankruptcy. In Dnevnik pisateli p , Dostoevskii wrote that
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European languages were limited by their finished forms and
unyielding to innovation in words or thought. The Russian
language possessed immense potential for the expression of
as yet unrealized thoughts. It thus offered a way out of
the intellectual and linguistic impasse of European
culture. Dostoevskii described the Russian language as a
paradigm proof of the nation's historic potential:
Be CTHO cKa3am, TO eporzecx
	 yx, MoeT-rm, e
Tax Horopajme	 6oriee 3a14xHyTo-cBoeo6pa3eH,	 Ham,
HCMOT5I ae Ha TO, TO y	 ecoeimio saxoieee
oT1eTi1i.!Bee BpasaJicsi, ez.i Ham. Ho eci TO cpamo cxa9am,
TO, rio
	 Mepe, HeJTh He npH3 Ham, C
	 H C
Bece.nHe xyxa, 1TO Hamero-To sisrxa yx - 6escnopHo
Oropa33Iw1eH, öoraT, BCeCTOpOHeH H Bceo&beMnIDn, ro B
HeycTpoeHH&x ene opMax CBOHx, a ye Mor nepeam
xrparoreHHoc	 H coxpoa	 zcsrø eBponecxo, H M&
yBCTByeM, TO riepea OHH TO'HO H BPHO .'
Mandel'shtam also describes European languages as
constrained by the boundaries and formal limitations of the
Western cultural tradition. He insists on the immense
vitality of the Russian language:
EcsrH anae KYJThTYI H HCTOPMH 3a brxaxT SISHK W3BHe,
oropaa ero CTHMH rocyapcTBemoc H UPKOBHOCTH H
HpOrIHTHBaITcR 1M, TO
	 M51HHO HHTh H 3LBTTB B
OJ1H	 ac ero pacriaa, pyCCKa. xymypa HCTOH Co BCX
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CTOPOH orra	 orzoscaa rpo3Hok	 6e36pecHoi cTxHe
pyccoro SI9EIK, He BMeIgaIIerOCsI i B Kax-ie
epxose opM&. 10
Both writers identify the limitations of European languages
with those of European culture; the degeneration of the
language is inextricably bound up with that of the culture.
By the late nineteenth century Europe's role as a symbolic
source of progress and innovation for Russia seemed
threatened. Russian writers perceived in Europe a sense of
intellectual and spiritual pessimism, a loss of direction
and a threat of decline. These anxieties were embodied by
characters in Dostoevskii's writing, such as Versilov in
the novel Podrostok. He describes the educated Russian as
a wanderer (skitalets) in Europe. 11 Dostoevskii believed
that the Russian had one advantage from subsisting always
on borrowed cultural and intellectual ideas; he remains
free from the cushioning habits that entrenched cultural
tradition can become, and he can perceive more sharply the
crisis that it conceals. The Russian wanderer not only
becomes the consciousness (and conscience) of Europe, but
feels this crisis, the conflict between ideals and formal
stagnation, most acutely in himself.
Dostoevskii argued that it was Russia's role to show
Europe what she most dangerously lacks, and for want of
which her entire culture was in atrophy. The attempts of
the next generation of writers and thinkers to define the
specifically Russian characteristics of language, thought
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and religion was an affirmation of national individuality
from within a country that has itself been described as
pursuing an adolescent quest for identity, exemplified in
the title of Dostoevskii's book, Podrostok.'2
Vladimir Solov'ev achieved a turning point for Russian
thought with his Kritika otvlechennykh nachal of 1880, a
critique of the limitations of Western philosophy and
indication of Russia's original potential inspired in part
by the early Slavophiles, Kireevskii and Khomiakov. The
interest in Russia's own philosophical tradition became
particularly intense at the turn of the century. The
philosopher Vladimir Em was particularly representative of
the Russian attempt at intellectual self-definition. Em
argued that the intense involvement of Russian thought with
Western European philosophy was not an imitative
dependence, but a stimulus to the development of original
Russian traditions of thinking and of the word:
rny6oxoe	 x anaHo M&cJIH, HCKHTJThH5I
ce rzpoyxai	 iiococxoro TBOPCTB
EBporr& H B TO e BpeH, MOHO cxa3am, cy6cTaHHaJ1bRa.q
IPOHH3HHOCTb pesire CJTOBa, potsme Hac C 4IIOrH3MOM
BOCTOt1HOXPHCTHHCKOO yMo9peHMsL, - BOT 'iTO cocTaBn5leT
flOMCTHH opHrma3siyID IO'iBY pyccxo
	 HJ1OCOCKO M&CJIM,
rxoqBy, xoopa	 ocb.cHeT H BC
	 oco6eimoc'rH pyccxo
øi1oco OT CxoBopoI o xii. C. H. Tpy6eLjKoro H OTKNBT
gn xajmemero iiuiococxoro TBO TiCTB B Pocc 6es6pezrme
neperlexTHBN. 13
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Em characterized the distinctive nature of Russian
philosophical thought by three fundamental tendencies:
1. The avoidance of abstract concepts and systems that
falsify life and thought:
T'opMa i coepzaie	 Hepa3enFr&. Mrcim, xoopasi
1rHopHpyeT CBO coepaH .!R, CtJI5IC OT HMX oTBsIet1csI,<...>
srxaae B J1OHYI OTBJIe'eHHOCTb OT ZMSHH <...>. Pyccxaq
HJ1ococcKasI	 H	 1IpOTØBOtIOII0HOCTb	 BTOMY
paLHoHan!cTecxoMy cpene
	 K XZYPHO OTBJIHHOCT! na
cera cyrrecTBeimo xoHxpema <..•>. OHa e o6yc.JloaimmaeT
ni6onrHyI	 epTy: OTCYTCTBi	 CHCTeM. <...> Pyccxe
&csrwremi saiiwri cao Mc3mE, a e ee HCKYCCTBHH&M
o6paitrieii.ier.i. 14
2. In the West, while philosophers themselves may be
deeply religious, philosophical enquiry is restricted to
the intellectually ascertainable. Russian thought is based
on a premise of religious faith. Language is God-given:
'Oco3Hae Jioroca ecm coae Eoec'rBa. Bcsixoe ocoaie
Jloroca IOTOMY CYItCTBHHO peJ!rHOsHO. OTciva BT00
OCHOBH0i epToI pyccxo
	 JTOCOCKO MLTCIIH SIBJ151TC rnyoxasi
xopeHHa..	 JU1HO3HOCTh . '
3. Understanding is seen as a dynamic ascesis, carried
on as a response to life, not in scholastic isolation.
Discoveries in thought should depend on one's entire way of
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living and should likewise affect one's life: 'scxoe, ae
caiioe OT3IHHO H rIpH6neHHoe, coae Jloroca
ripe.rrio.naraeT KaK coe Heo6xoHMoe YCJIOBH CBepXO6Hy1D
HIPHHOCTh 1W1HOi	 H9HH, r1OBUIIHHO OHTOflOt'MCKH-
3HHHO	 •
In Russian thought man's use of the word is closely
linked to his individual existence, which was sacred. The
question of language and individual identity was important
to thinkers who were contemporaries and near contemporaries
of Rozanov. Diverse thinkers such as Er Losev, Florenskii
and Bakhtin shared a common premise about the relation
between individual nature, words and responsibility. The
ideas of 14Jç, litso, and lichina are crucial for any
discussion of the Russian tradition of the word. They
demonstrate emphatically the impossiblity of separating
word from flesh, of making words into concepts abstracted
from their specific embodiment and situatedness. For
Rozanov and Bakhtin this tradition of the word makes itself
felt in an insistence on the unrepeatable nature of each
existence and the indefinable nature of man and of his
utterance. 7
 In the Russian religious tradition the word
j]ç represents the divine image that is present in all men.
Rozanov entitled his book on Christian metaphysics Temnyi
.i]s. In as much as we answer to this divine image, or j4jç,
that we contain, we fulfil the demands of our own
particular nature, our litso and lichnost'. However, if we
deny this accountability, we do not fulfil our nature and
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are limited to a false face, or lichina, a mask that
stifles our divinely created image. Value for the word,
whose origin is in the divine Word, parallels this idea:
the original divine word, Logos, and the original divine
image, ijJ, are made manifest in transitory, everyday
incarnations of human lives and language. Our
responsibility to this original source is to complete our
nature through acts of language. In the tradition of
Russian thought, we are responsible to our nature in our
deeds, our physical and verbal incursions on the world. In
speaking we answer, or fail to answer, to our origin, and
to the origin of all speech. All utterance is thus in some
way a reckoning with the supreme source of words, which is
God. The word lits p
 is used both to indicate the face, the
part of the body most closely bound to God since it is the
centre of verbal and emotional expression, and the entire
individual. Em writes of the connection between the divine
Word and the individual:
Myapocm C.noBa ie MOT 6Hm aa noo IThHOCTH. OHa
pacxpiaec tiepes IIMIHOCTB H B JMTIHOCTH.
<...> IHHOCTh B aocepe rrorsMa, eCTeCTBeHHO, 3HHMT
LeHTpanbHoe MCTO <...>. B sioriise Bor - J1WHOCTB,
Bce.riem.ia.	
- J1wHoCm, UepxoBE - J1H'HOCTB, 'IIIOBeX -
J1WHOCTb. <.•.> IeJIOBeX B ry6oqakme Ta 1xHe coero rrqHoro
6NTHSI, B HIOCTH1OM sepe cBoe HHHBHya.JIBHOCTH ropaso
6ne H cynecseee nocrae MOYC CYflCTBOBHH51 Bora H
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Mripa, ie rrpeas nepHepwecxoe, coepmeHHo 6eccc&cJieHRoe
H oTB.neqeHHoe rIoHsTHe MepTBeHHoi BeIIHoCTH. 19
Em emphasizes our responsibility to the particularity of
our existence in the individuality of our words. 2° The
Russian tradition recognizes the specific task of each
life, as expressed in words, physical expressions, and
actions, a task that is both a responsibility and freedom.
Losev described the importance of these ideas in Russian
thought, and illustrates his argument with extensive
quotation from Em's book on Skovoroda. 2' Em, Losev
indicates, valued Skovoroda's transferral of eternal and
abstract metaphysical qualities to the unrepeatable
individuality of man. In Di plektjka mif a, Losev describes
the central importance of expression in the formation of
one's true character or lichnost'. Like Em he maintains
that true individual existence develops in a constant
process of physical and verbal expression in response to
the original source of the Word, Logos, and the divine
image, i4J. In the physical expressions of his face, his
gestures and his speech, man attempts to overcome the
imprisonment of a purely subjective existence by expressing
himself to the outside world. Human expression, both bodily
and verbal, reveals the tension of inner and outer
existence that makes up the active life of every
individual:
Ha6nza.g
 xopomo aKoMoe ipaee nHLa tenoexa, xooporo
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BH BHO 3HaeTe, BLT o6SI3aTeJIBHo BHHT He IOCTO BH1I1HOCTh
iiia <...>. Bi BHHT sec osI9aTesIBHo HeqTo BHyTpeHHee, -
oHaxo Tax, 'ITO OHO aHo TOJThKO epe BHemHee, H TO
HHCKOflBXO He emae HerIocpecTBeHHocTH axoro co9epLaHHsI.
	
HTaK, ItMHOCTh ecm	 cera	 a flOTOM
npHHLwfrlHa.JmH0 - H cuon. Ho caoe rsiasoe - 9T0 TO, TO
J1WHOCTh ecm o,igaTeju,Ho ocynecTBnemmI COM H
rem.ø. <...> JIH1HoCTE ecT a x T.
OHa CYUCTBYT B H C T 0 p H H. OHa !BeT, 6opeTc,
nopoaeTcsI, pacreae H yMMpaeT. OHa ecm cera
O69aTeJThHO ZW3HL, a e HCTO nome. HCToe rzoiiwrae
OJtHO HT! ocyrrecTBJ1eHo, OBe1IeCTBJ1eHO, MaTepHam9OBaHo.
OHO OJ7HO ripe JTTB C iBNM TJIOM H opraHaMl4. JIHqHoCTh
CTb	 cera TJICHO	 aHHa.	 HHTeJurHreHLMsI, TJ1CHO
oCyneCTB.rIeHHEt C!OJI. 22
Rozanov's writing is at times a very specific
interpretation of this Russian tradition of the physical
incarnation of the Word. 23
 In the Russian tradition the
living language can be as spontaneous, diverse, robust and
prolific as creation itself, but this does not deny its
God-givenness. The world is seething with immanent
linguistic potential through which man can respond to God's
world in speech. The religion of the Word is unlike Western
philosophical systems in that it demands individual effort
which is not merely intellectual. One is accountable with
one's whole existence, as Bakhtin emphasized: 'B HHOM H
HHCTBHHOM CO6ITHH
	 TH$I HeJThS5I rL1Th HeTpaJmHEM' •24
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Vladimir Em had described this situation thus:
B caMooBoJmcTBe rIpe6LtBaIDT Te, KTO yMaeT, iTO .mrcn
eCTBHTemRa TOJThKO sa Ka6MHeTHBIM CTOJIOM. Korxa CrroBo,
rrpoixasi BHYTpb, sairaeae Bce flOJIHOTO esioseqecxwx
nepe!cHBaHM, OHO srpaae ce6R He riepo H He OHH! ycTa,
a 6oecTBeImo r6Ho H MYKO HcxaHM, copasMepHoro
sHaln.!Te.nbHocTH MN3Th -
	 ST	 cm H
xw tynero BCD	 sI I!sc5paHHixa.
OT STOrO	 CJTh He	 xa	 YMT
par..HoHasrHcTN, a yrJ r6fl5IeTC5Z, He rHHeT, a pace •25
In the essay of 1918, 'Russkaia filosofiia', Losev
claims that Russian philosophy demands imagination and
individual engagement. Russian philosophy is inextricably
bound up with real life, and this is why it often appears
in the form of journalism that participates in the spirit
and chaos of the time:
PyCCICa2 tHJ1OCOM H3E1BHO CB3H C
SHb, 1O9TOMY oHa aco B3ITC$I B BH	 rIy631HLHCTHKH,
KOTOpa 6epeT aaiio B O6ueM xzyxe BpeMeT, Co BCeI1 ero
rIOJO!TeJThI	 H	 cTopoHa4, Co BC1 ero
paoCT, H cTpaaH g.1, CO BCM ero flOXOM H XaOCOM.
	
flOSTOMy cpe	 pyCCKx oem MJIO MflOCOcOB par
excellence: oi ecm, or
	 HHJTh}, HO saacy ax
HCKTb cpe
	 eJmeToHHcToB, JlHTepaTypIwx
KHTHKOB H TOTKOB oTenb}mrx
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Losev adds that literature is also integral to the Russian
philosophical tradition. The insights obtained in Russian
literature go far beyond merely literary or artistic
considerations. Philosophy and literature are closely
linked in the Russian tradition. A secular literature was
itself a recent development. Writing had emerged from a
predominantly sacral tradition. In the nineteenth century
secular literature did not lose this aura of sanctity, of
possessing transformative powers. Both in the revolutionary
and religious traditions in Russia, the sacred nature of
the word is vital to an understanding of the ways in which
many writers in Russia in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries understood their task. Anatolii Naiman
has argued that Russia's dependence on the word is rooted
in these sacred origins of its written language. Writing
not only had a transformative potential, but could create
its own literary reality, distinct from the reality of
life:
The specific status that literature enjoyed in Russia,
including within itself religion, politics, philosophy and
social thought, and assuming the functions of preacher,
teacher, judge and legislator, turned it into a kind of
second reality, quite often more immediate and actual than
real life.27
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ROZANOV'S WRITING AND THE RUSSIAN TRADITION OF THE WORD
Writing within this tradition, which conferred such a high
importance and moral seriousness on words, Rozanov could be
seen as a maverick figure, continually avoiding
responsibility for his words and asserting an extreme and
multiple subjectivity in a time still resonant with
objective truths. Rozanov's ability to write from many
viewpoints, his contempt for morality and his principled
self-contradiction seem to be persuading a radical
relativity at odds with Dostoevskii's demands for moral
seriousness in the task of enriching the intellectual
potential of the language. Critics saw his attitude as
flippant, devious and perverse. Yet Rozanov exemplifies the
combination of journalist, literary critic and autonomous
philosopher that Losev described as typical of Russian
philosophy, only his art lay in exploding these very
definitions by his exploitation of their nature. Despite
claiming to despise journalism, Rozanov made use of his own
journalistic role to promote a constant contradictoriness
which both laid bare the ephemeral quality of the powerful
and revered journals and had a serious philosophical
intent. Rozanov's relativity was, he claimed, his method.
He was continually questioning his own writing processes
and aims. The self-contradiction, fragmentary, aphoristic
and 'spoken' forms of expression had important consequences
for the dominant forms of thought and literary exposition.
Although Western critics, following the formalists,
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have concentrated more on Rozanov's innovations in style
and genre, Rozanov's religious writing was valued by
contemporary and near-contemporary religious thinkers:
Pavel Florenskii, Er Shestov and Losev among others.2
It is true, as the formalists demonstrated, that Rozanov's
writing had a very important stylistic influence on Russian
literature. Yet his legacy was as much in the opening up of
new expressive possibilities for thought as it was purely
'literary' or stylistic. Rozanov's writing was radically
innovative in both form and content. Those that loved him
and learnt from his writing found him neither frivolous nor
unprincipled. His challenged to received ideas in
literature was motivated by the intensity of his search.
Rozanov was as concerned as Dostoevskii about Russia's fate
and about his role in it as a writer. He claimed that
Dostoevskii's Dnevnik pisatelia was his constant reading
('nastol'naia kniga') 29 Rozanov is answering Dostoevskii's
summons for writers to take up the challenge of the Russian
language, to explore new possibilities of thought through
this language. As D. S. Mirsky emphasizes, Rozanov created
a distinctly 'Russian' literary language: 'The poetry of
the symbolists was very largely conditioned by foreign
influences; <.•.>. The parallel development in Russian
prose was, on the contrary, <...> an assertion of the most
Russian aspects of the Russian tradition. Rozanov's
radically new and vernacular treatment of literary Russian
gave the keynote.' 3° Rozanov introduced not only words, but
also subjects that had hitherto been considered
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'unliterary', and was accused of a shameless egoism and
triviality. However, it is not a case of serious spiritual
intent betrayed by capriciousness or innovation for its own
sake. Even Rozanov's most flagrant defiance of literary
taste, his lack of moral principle and unorthodox
eccentricities can be understood within the context of the
Russian religious tradition of language and attitude
towards God. Mirsky defends Rozanov's stylistic
innovations, but also writes that Rozanov's insight into
religion and human character was more profound even than
Dostoevskii's. 31
 Rozanov fuelled the tradition of language
as spiritual expression and opened up new possibilities for
this expression. His writing revealed a daring new approach
to God and to one's own spiritual questioning, and ways of
addressing the problems of man's relationship to God and to
his world that appear remote from traditional forms of
prayer. Yet Rozanov understood his writing as both prayer
and prophecy. The possibilities for expression, rooted far
more in the individual, the fragmentary and everyday, were
particularly powerful at a time when the difficulties of
belief had become increasingly fraught.
Rozanov's writing, although highly idiosyncratic,
embodies the characteristics of Russian thought as
described by Losev and Em, in its philosophical approach,
form, and language. Rozanov wanted to go beyond the
limitations of rational enquiry to ask questions that
concerned man's emotional and spiritual life and his
relation to God. He believes that this enquiry should not
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be limited to writing, but that it should penetrate the
whole of man's conscious existence. In a review of a book
by Pobedonostsev, Rozanov criticized the theoretical
approach of the intellect that shuts out the creative power
of emotive instinct. This instinct was both religious and
rooted in life:
HHCTMHKT - Bepwr, IOTOMY TO OH ecm; M - He Bepwr, IOTOMY
TO OH TOJIBKO BMT, TO XTO-TO ecm, H He SHT TO}ThDC
rpaHML Toro ecm* <..>. W3HB, HCTOM5I - HenpeMeHHo
TBOp.TC. Bepor; 6e3 BH - HM mary <.•.>. 51 rIoBTopx), iTO
epa ecm 1TpOCTO Be.nHxoe onyiiee cepe w3wrxa B ceóe
6irraci - Toro qTO OHO ripocTo ecm <. . .>. 32
Rozanov rarely used language in an abstract way. His
thought and writing exemplify the dynamic sense of
existence (bytiistvennost') of the Russian tradition of the
Word. As the Russian philosopher Frank wrote:
PosaHoB	 oJ1araeT	 apo	 coepmemo
6e3bHcKycTBeHHoro,	 npsnB,	 3aMe'aTe3ThHoro
HenHTepaTypHoro BEtPHM5 M&cne. CJTOBO ecm y nero He
HCKYCCTBeHHOe opye rpae
	 oneeoro
MNCJTH, a ax 6R
	 oe aexaoe onnouee xoiixpemoro
ymeoro	 npoecca	 MNJIHH5I	 BO	 BCe	 ero
Henocpe.rcTBeHHocTH .
Rozanov sought to capture the immediacy of thought,
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unconstrained by conventional literary organization. This
was the basis of his innovations in the literary language,
and in form, as in the ppavshie list'ia genre. The
radically modern results can nevertheless be understood in
the context of the Russian philosophical approach to the
Word.
ROZANOV. BAKHTIN AND THE RUSSIAN TRADITION OF THE WORD
The Russian religious tradition of the word was an
important part of Bakhtin's early experience. He was highly
aware of this tradition. He had been drawn to religious and
philosophical groups such as Voskresenie and Volfila, where
he was engaged with religious thinkers such as Meier,
Askol'dov and Fedotov. 34
 The influence of Russian religious
ideas is particularly evident in Bakhtin's early work,
Avtor I geroi v esteticheskoi deiatel'nosti. Yet thoughts
about language from this work persist in Bakhtin's last
writings, and still have a certain religious resonance:
'CrioBo xax cpecTo (m) I.i C.TIOBO Kax ocrmic31ee.
Oc&cmiaruee C.TIOBO
	 K LapCTBY ejie. CrIOBO KK
rTocneHaR (BNcma,g) r..esxb . '
Bakhtin furthered the inheritance of Russian thought
in a way that reached far beyond the specifically Russian
and religious context from which it emerged. Yet it could
be argued it was a specifically Russian approach to the
word that was the source of his writing's continual
vitality. There are implications of religious ideas
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throughout his work, 3' particularly in the central idea of
his early writing of language as existing in acts (deeds)
of speech between people in a specifically situated context
that is encompassed and guaranteed by an all-comprehending
God. Bakhtin's early work concentrated on man's linguistic
activity as a continual answering to God. In it, the use of
language to further thought is never far from prayer. Man
may be in dialogue with himself, with another, but he is
also communicating to God, the ultimate goal. Clark and
Holquist call it 'an attempt to understand and describe a
world in which prayer makes sense'. 37
 In Bakhtin's
combination of religious and Neo-Kantian approaches to the
relationship between the subject and the world, words are
a central deed: 'Human consciousness enters the world
through deeds in the form of acts that define values, or
through 'outgoing words' (iskhodipshchie slova) . ' The
world which Bakhtin describes is one in which the sense of
God as interlocutor, addressee or referent and witness is
always present.
In Avtor i geroi v esteticheskoi deiatel'nosti,
Bakhtin examines the individual utterance in the form of
solitary self-accounting, confession, prayer, prophecy and
even iurodstvo. These all are a part of a specifically
Orthodox tradition, and his analysis should be read within
the context of Russian traditions of approach to God in
words. Again, these are themes that remained important in
his thought in the late notes of l97O-7l. Bakhtin also
explores these ideas with extensive reference to
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Dostoevskii, who was a formative influence in his
exploration of the varied forms of religious verbal
expression, located in an explicitly literary, aesthetic
context. These categories of verbal expression are valuable
f or an approximation of the nature of Rozanov's own genre,
that of the opavshie list'ia, as a literary activity that
nevertheless seeks to go beyond the limitations of
literature, that is closer to prayer or prophecy, that
appeals to God and sets itself apart from the traditional
literary audience.
A religious approach to Rozanov's literary genre was
made by contemporaries and later generations. Rozanov's
writing has been variously described as confession, prayer,
'prophetism', and 'iurodstvo'. He has been described as a
Dostoevskian 'underground man', and a Karamazov, and is
recognized as a supremely Russian phenomenon, embodying the
various eccentricities of Russian approaches to God and to
religious questions, on the edges of Orthodoxy. Yet the
link between Rozanov and Bakhtin is stronger than a chance
association. Although Bakhtin's references to Rozanov in
his published work are restricted to a brief mention of
Rozanov as critic of Dostoevskii in his Problemy poetiki
Dostoevskogp , 4 ° it is known that he admired Rozanov and
knew his writing well. Indeed when the young disciples who
initiated Bakhtin's 'rediscovery' in the 1960s asked him
what books they must read he replied, 'Read Rozanov' •41
Bakhtin's interest in Orthodox Christianity drew him into
close contact with Florenskii who was also a close friend
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of Rozanov and who was influenced by his literary example.
Clark and Holquist maintain that there are significant
parallels between the thought of Bakhtin and Florenskii.42
However, the differences between the two are also
important. Bakhtin's emphasis on the physical world, the
here and now, feasts and the body, continual utterance and
the resistance of final definition are far closer to
Rozanov than to the other-worldly Florenskii. Bakhtin's
emphasis on outsideness and otherness was in direct
contrast to Florenskii's aim at an ultimate union, where
'two will be one'. Bakhtin celebrated the multiplicity of
immediate everyday experience and was suspicious of
ultimate transcendence. 43
 Rozanov had attacked Florenskii
for his indifference to human, earthly love. 44 Like
Rozanov, Bakhtin was suspicious of all forms of dogma and
authoritarianism that could detract from the immediate
experience of life, and this included Orthodoxy. Both men
were drawn to the transient details of life itself and the
power of the passing word. Bakhtin's writings are of course
aiming at something quite different than Rozanov's opavshie
list'ia, he was far more scholarly and cosmopolitan in his
erudition. Bakhtin was wary of the 'free-thinking'
religious questioning of Russian thought,4s but the two men
shared fundamental approaches to life and words. Bakhtin
had met Rozanov but he spoke little of his impressions and
declared only that in appearance Rozanov was the most
ordinary looking 'meshchanin' •46
Rozanov's opavshie list'ia genre, that began with the
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publication of Uedinennoe in 1912, shocked readers by its
contempt f or the conventional forms of address to the
reader, its casual familiarity, and principled self-
absorption. However, this writing had a serious intent. It
is helpful to look at Rozanov's writing and his own
evaluations of his writing through the discussion of
writing and self-expression in Bakhtin's early work.
Bakhtin's description of the dialogic situation which is
the paradigm for verbal situations in literature and life
contains three participants: the speaker, source of the
utterance, the other who is addressed in immediate time,
and a third participant, who can be imagined as God, an
unknown future reader, or a focus of ultimate appeal such
as the judgement of history or the human conscience. 47 This
third consciousness is a guarantee of the value of what is
spoken, a guarantee of a true understanding in time, in
spite of the possible misinterpretations of the immediate
situation. In Avtor i geroi v esteticheskoi deiatel'nosti,
Bakhtin analysed in detail the instances of relationship
between man's speech and the other that he addresses,
whether this other is a contemporary or an absolute, such
as God. He describes the transition from solitary self-
accounting to religious genres, confession, prayer, and
sacred naivety. The prominence of these genres in Bakhtin's
first formulations of a philosophy of utterance and self-
expression in literary and extra-literary contexts is not
accidental. Bakhtin was responding to a tradition that he
was engaged in. He believed in the central importance of
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the sacred forms of verbal expression, the need to speak to
something beyond the immediate human presence. He
recognized the persistence of the human need for appeal,
for prayer, self-accounting and utterance, as a part of the
life of consciousness. Bakhtin shows how the isolated
consciousness that speaks is an impossibility. He is
explicit about its religious origin: 'BHe 6ora, BH oep
x aco3TxDTHo	 pyrocT	 HSO9MOHO caMoocosHaHHe H
caMoBtcxa9zBaRHe <...>
	 oepie x Bory - r24aHeWrHI
KOHCTHTyTHBHN	 MOMHT	 HCTOO	 caMoocosHaH	 H
caMoBEpaeHM. .
Rozanov can also be understood within this tradition
of religious utterance. He demonstrates the conflicts
involved in finding a way of expression that was both
spiritual and literary. Both Rozanov and Bakhtin look to
Dostoevskii for original examples of literary confessional
self-accounting, self-condemnation, prophecy, iurodstvo,
and religious questioning of God. Rozanov writes in many
different tones within these forms of address; he is angry,
challenging, reproachful, beseeching, playful, praying,
prophetic. His writing is indeed a 'fugue', as he wrote to
Pertsov, 49
 containing a whole range of emotions about
himself, his reader and God. Rozanov has recourse to
traditions of the word that he finds threatened, such as an
individual spontaneous spirit of prayer and prophecy. His
resurrection of these traditions is a response to this
imminent loss. However, it also provides him with a
peculiarly new form of writing, as literature. The
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tradition that he borrows from allows him to break with
existing patterns of literary form and address to produce
writing that is extremely modern, both in its formal and
organizational freedom and in its intimate and
introspective reply to living in words.
'UEDINENNOE' - SPEAKING IN SOLITUDE
Bakhtin describes solitary self-accounting as a bid to get
to the truth of oneself by denying an immediate
interlocutor. Yet this process cannot be carried on in
self-referential isolation. Bakhtin writes that the denial
of an immediate audience pushes the subject out towards an
absolute other. By speaking, even for a distant other, the
subject breaks free from the confines of his subjectivity
and enters into the fray of life. Utterance is the point at
which the subject lays bare his subjectivity for evaluation
and completion by an other:
OTpaie senxero orzpaBaHH nepexo
	 B HYY B
peJm4rHosHoM; OH 110310H HY& B I1POUHHi
cxyrLneI.i1
 icax a6Co.JmDTHO !CTOM nape <...> STO onpaae
He *4HHTHO CaMOOT'4eTy, HO .ne
	 a	 ero, B
HerrpeOnpee.neHHoM pHcxoBaHHoM 6yX yReM e1CTBWre.JThHOrO
CO6&TM5I <...> cai ripoc6a
	 MO.Jmôa OCTTC OTICPTSThfM,
HesaBepmeHHI, o xax 6t ONBRDTC B
6yyuee co6Eimsi.5°
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In a very similar way Emmanuel Levinas states that: 'By
offering a word, the subject putting himself forward lays
himself open and, in a sense, prays.' 51 Solitary self-
accounting and prayer is a form of this self-exposure which
attempts to preserve the highest degree of subjectivity,
seeking refuge in an other who is the repository of
ultimate values, but who will never speak. Solitary self-
accounting is an evasion of the intrusion of the random
evaluation of another consciousness. The other's immediate
presence can act as a completing of the utterance, a
defining. Avoidance of the immediate other is an attempt to
preserve one's own indef inability, to maintain a continuous
creativity of speech, without having to reckon with the
listener's judgement. Thus the attempt at self-
understanding is best carried on when words are uttered for
an absolute other, at whom one can pitch one's words
without fear of an immediate evaluation. At this degree of
introspection, the immediate other's evaluation becomes an
imposition, clouding the process of self-elucidation. In
the process of self-accounting Bakhtin describes a wilful
distancing from the immediate contemporary audience which
constitutes a potential threat to the purity of the
writer's relationship to himself, and thus to the truth of
his words: 'coe LHHOCTHO oøHoxoe oomee x ce6e
CaNOMy - TaIoB rrpee.ri, K KOTOOMY CTML4TC callooTeT-
!cnoBeb,	 rIpeooJIeBa.	 ce	 MOMRTN
onpaa	 oLemcH, BO3MOH& B CO9HHH xpyrx iz)e
<>,52 Thus, in Bakhtinian terms, Rozanov's denial of
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his reader on the opening page of Uedinennoe is an attempt
to free himself from any obligation to the immediate
addressee, to attempt a pure self-exploration, free from
the possible evaluations of other imagined onlookers or
judges:
<...> Ax, o6pNi TaTeJm, si ye BHO rmmy 46es wraTeJ1,
- rrpoo IOTOMY ITO HpaBHTcR. Kax ic6es TaTeJi
.>.
Hy, HTTJTh, He
	 C TO6O, - ozem	 TN
He Lepeoimc Co MHOt:
- K epTy...
- K 'epTy!
H au-revoir o BCT t ! Ha TOM CBT. C t1HTTJ1M
ropao cxyIHee, eH oHoMy.
tUed.: 36]
'Writing for oneself' denies a temporal completion in
the reception of another, but is thus all the more in need
of an absolute receiver, reader or listener. Bakhtin
describes the transition from solitary self-accounting,
through degrees of confession, and self-condemnation,
towards a direct appeal to God, in prayer and prophecy. He
argues that, in the search for freedom from immediate
addressees, for the purity of self-relationship, the
subject is forced into a recognition that this is not
enough, and his cry turns outwards, towards an ultimate
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judge and witness of his solitude, towards God. 53 Without
this ultimate source of appeal, utterance would be
senseless. Despite what he claimed, Rozanov was never
writing purely for himself. Yet the renunciation of
responsibility to the immediate reader created a much
needed freedom for speech, in which the emphasis in
Rozanov's writing can shift to the 'unknown' but intimate
readers in time, and to God. Rozanov's emphasis on his
extreme subjectivity, his lack of a sense of a reader, and
his justification in God can all be read in relation to the
Bakhtinian analysis. Rozanov describes an acute sense of
separation and isolation from the world and his
contemporary readers, which is the source of the
'subjectivity' that he later claims is his 'method':
TO 6E1	 ii esran, xoro 6i iii BeJI - He MOY H C
csmmcsr. .He COBOKyrL15L1DIIMCsI qerroBex* - XIYXOBHO. qenoBex -
*solo*.
Bce STO 51 BEpa91n CJIOBOM *HOCTpaHeLp, xoopoe Y MAR51
rrpomerrra.noc xax eiwamee ocyee ce6e, xax eiamasi
rpycm 0 ce6e, B ce6e.
STO - Tore p0K.
tUed. :90]
<...> cTpaHHasl epa Moe ncxoiior sax.nEaeTcg B TKOM
CKJTbHOM onyiiei rIYCTOTR oxono ce651 - rIycToTH, 6esMo.nsM51 H
He6ErrMs! oxpyr H Be9e, - TO 51 egea SHaRD, egea BepRD, egea
JoriycKa, To iie szcoBpeMeHHMqaRDT* pyre	 STo xazecsi
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HBO3M0Th4 HeJ1ermm, HO 9T0 - Tax.
[Ued.: 106]
Yet Rozanov's intense sense of 'subjectivity' frees
him, he claims, from any accountability to others in his
writing. It is a matter for himself and God:
rsiyooairia. MO
	 cy6beIcmBHocm (riaoc cy&beKTHBH0cTT.!)
cxe.najia TO, TO TOHO BC
	 3HB npon a saHaBecxo, He
cHaeHo, He pa3HpaeMo. Io 9TO saaecxø }KTO He
cMeeT KOCHYTbCR*. Tai' si	 fl; TM C COOID, 6}zn npaBMB. . . A
TO roBopan 4r10 CI) CTOPOHY saHaBecxD, - O npat& sToro,
e xaa.noc, HKOM
	 eiia HeT.(...>
rIOSTOMY e .zacTo ce xa3a.nocE (t4 MOT 6tm, Tax STO
i ecm), TO $1 cai.i 	 rrpa	 I.i HKHH	 rI!caTe.Jm: XOT$I
TYT He	 HH cxpynyrxa HpaBCTBeHHOCT.
4cTax MH ycpoan Bor*.
(tJed.: 98]
YMei cxam yeHHeHM, yMe Hcxam yexHHe}, yMeii
cxam
YexHee - ny'mr crpa xym. 51 xoy cxaam - ee
AHrerI XpaHwreJm.
!s yeie	 - Bce. H3	 HHHH5I - cw, H9
- tThc'rOTa.
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YeiHee - 4ccoöpaH	 9T0 - si oriim 4LesIeH*.
[0. 1. I: 275-76]
This sense of spiritual isolation cannot find and does not
seek outlet in the traditional forms of address to the
reader. Rozanov claims that the only truth he can speak of
is intensely subjective and private. The innate sense of
isolation from others that Rozanov describes becomes his
artistic freedom, a defence against the possible intrusion
of another's judgement, obligation towards, or self-
consciousness before, the other. He claims that he has no
obligation to others because of a life-long loneliness and
distance from them. Yet he also claims to draw a sense of
spiritual strength and invincibility in God from his
isolation. The reader is a remote witness to the process of
self-uncovery that is undertaken before God. Yet solitary
self-accounting, the first stage of this approach to God,
is an address seemingly sufficient to itself, although it
is dependent on a sense of God's surrounding presence:
Ty'r, B KOHL xoo, Ta aa (rpaiana. c e3yii.eM),
'ITO CaM c co6o roBop: HaCTOJThKO rIOCTOSIHHO, H
BHIMaTe3ThHO, H CTpacTH0, TO Boo6ue, xpoMe BTOrO, wero e
cjmwry. <...> B CaMOM e.ne,
	 ronoernxa ( t acTo B
TCTB BTCXHBfl 03 neqo) - noxoa Ha MeH: ee COBCM ie
BH.tHO, He BHXHO IrHrruoB, KOTONMM ee epib.
H rocnob ep
	 MH norua. 4crocno HaTLThHJ1
B	 [0. 1. I: 251]
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Writing is a spiritual self-exploration, based on the
purity of a self-uncovery without external evaluation. It
must be writing purely for oneself, an attempt to express
in words for one's own understanding." Rozanov's sense of
the 'unreality' of a world of others, his claims of
detachment, are an attempt to maintain this absolute purity
of relationship to himself. Yet even this stance, which
must be seen at least in part as a literary stance, for the
books were published and sold, does not remain completely
sufficient to the self. The dynamic of self-questioning is
only sustained by some form of outward relationship.
Writing may be for oneself but it maintains an awareness of
the other, which for Rozanov was acute. While claiming
solitude, Rozanov's writings bear witness to this inability
to remain an eternal subject, sufficient only to oneself.
THE NEED FOP. CONTINUAL UTI'ERANCE
For Bakhtin, utterance is a need as constant and continual
as human growth, and this growth, or life of consciousness,
is impossible without utterance. Like Bakhtin, Rozanov
emphasized a continual process of verbal creation in man's
freedom of utterance, according to the demands of his life:
MorIwrBeHHoe TBOpecTBO, MoraTBeHHoe CO9MHM LepKB He
KOHqeHO, He 9arleqaTaHo. 0 BCKO CXOp6H H BO BCKO Myxe
MOHO MOJTHTh Bora, H MOJTb He O6IIHMM, a oco6o
CnOBaNLL' 55 In this way man's words to God
are left undefined, a constant potential, according to the
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needs of the moment. This form of spontaneous address is a
guarantee of man's freedom from the constraints of dogmatic
forms. Bakhtin emphasized the importance of a constant
potential for new meaning, and new utterance as a source of
new life:
CBoex saepmeocmi saepmeocm CO6TM5I !ZHT HeJTh3,
HeJTh 351 rioCTyrlam; TO6H HTb, Hao NTh He3aBepmeHH&M,
oTxpbLmr.	ce6si - BO BCSIKOM cnyae, BO Bcex CYflCTBHHEX
MOMHT	 3HM, - HaO LHHOCTHO ewe rIpCTO51Tb ce6e, He
COBrIaaTb C CBO Ha.TrMqHOCTBI • 56
In particular, Bakhtin claimed that one's own self-
accounting could never be a definitive, last word. The
'non-coincidence' of one's living self with the sum of
utterances about oneself was the dynamic of life and
speech:
<.•.> Moe co6cTBeHHoe c.noBO 0 cee PHHuHIMiThHO He MOT
NTh nocnewL4,
	
MeH CJTOBOM; Moe CIIOBO .W1 MR51
caoro ecm Moi riocyrio, a OH iB TOJTXO B	 HOM 0
0HCTBHHOM CO6TH0 6LrrM51; a IOTOMY t oo riocyriox He
MOT saepmom CO6CTBeHHO 03HM, HO OH CB519BT 03Hb
C OTKThITO 6eCKOHeHOCTbI corrosi 6Em!sl. CarooTaeT-ocrIoBe
He W3OYT cesi os 3TOO eooro co6rros, OTC	 OH
IOTHL0JThHO 6eCKOHeleH. CaMooT11eT-ocnoBeb ecm OMeHHo axT
rIpMHLJonoaJmHoro o axTyamHoro ecosnaeo C CN0M CO6OID
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The process of self-definition, as Bakhtin emphasizes, is
a continual succession of unique utterances. No last word,
or definition, can be made. Rozanov had recognized this as
an important feature of Dostoevskii's work before Bakhtin.
Contrasting Dostoevskii with Tolstoi, he writes:
<..•> OH aHamm!x	 B	 WHH i
B J1OBCKOM yxe.
<...> STO ecm aHaxtw3 '1e3xoBeqecxo xym BOOthIe, B ee
P3J1HBDC COCTOSIHM$IX, cTaMsLx, nepexoax, HO H	 HJIM3
HHBHyaJmHO, o6ocoJ1eHHo, i	 BHyTpeHHel
(xax y rpaa JI. H. ToncToro)
Rozanov's writing likewise sought to avoid a
finalizing definition. This was a motivation for his
repeated utterance and self-contradiction. Rozanov called
his oppvshie list'ia writings, 'my soul'." He emphasized
the continuous nature of his writing, in constant response
to his own changing thoughts. He continued writing these
'leaves' until his death, as he wrote in the introduction
to the second book of Opavshie list'ia, in 1913: 'e.i
capee epeBo, TM 6onbme naae C nero nricmeB.' 6 ° It is
the irrepressible need to give words to feeling that fuels
the constant process of writing that he claims constitutes
his life:
C arnero BMH!	 e	 cHeiasuH&e BocKnIn4aHzuI*
rIOqeMy-TO HpaBTn!cE). C06cTBeHH0, OH 	 TKYT B HC
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HerIpepLzBHo, HO HX He ycrieaem (HeT yi.iarw no pyxo)
SaH0CHm, - oiø yMHpaIT.
(tIed.: 36]
flITflBHO He MO ocTaHoBnmc,, yzepamc, TO6I
He OBOHTB (nHcaTB) <. • .>
m roBopz (merioTN)	 ecm MO 4JmTrepaTypa.
(Ued.: 124-25]
Segal argues that a sense of unhappiness and incompleteness
perpetuated Rozanov's continual utterance which in turn
renewed the sense of incompleteness. 6' He sees Rozanov's
writing as an attempt at self-accounting and self-
transformation through words.' 2
 This self-accounting is
never finished. He claims that a deep sense of
dissatisfaction and insufficiency fuels Rozanov's attempt,
through writing, to assert himself, and to assert his
connection to the surrounding world, while claiming to
despise its judgement or approval. In Opavshie list'ia
Rozanov's assertion of his solitude changes in tone from a
confident to a more despairing defiance of his reader, to
whom he appeals while rejecting him:
JIeBTIH BHO yrrpexae MH$ B OTW9M*. KoHeHo - STO
ecm. M ae .1eIHo OT BTOO 5! i rrøca.n (rrrimy) .*Ye. *: riøcan
(riwmy) B riiyoxol TOCKe Kax-Fir16yxb paopam KoJmLo
yeHeH!5!. . . STO IiHHO KO3ThLO, uaeoe C
13-sa nero 5! H KpHy: BOT '1T0 3ecb, IYCTb - ysHaxrr,
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eci yze HBOMOHO
	 yBMeTh, i ocsam, ii rrpm Ha
flOMOUb.
10. 1. I: 179]
OTcIa g iYe.* xax rioimrra BNtT	 .13-3a yZaCHO
3aHaBecK, H9-9a KOTOO He TO JTO6N	 He XOTJI, HO H
HOr BEtTH...
9T0 He wecxasi cTeHa, a x yxoBHaR , - 0, xax cTpamHei
3wTecxo.
[0. 1. II: 337]
Writing is an escape from the suffocation of subjectivity,
unhappiness and insufficiency. Writing is the only chance
of breaking the burden of isolated observation, or at least
of making that sense of isolation productive. Rozanov's
incessant need for utterance is an attempt to understand
and give life to the phenomenon of his own existence. He
needs to write in order to make contact with the world.
This writing acts not only as a self-renewal but as a
renewal of the world and things that surround him. These
are never threatened by a finalizing definition through his
writing, the dead subsistence of 'givenness'. Rozanov goes
out towards the world in words and so renews his life in
the world by this catching of the momentary coincidence of
time, external objects and his own thought. This is his
task in writing, his zadanie, in Bakhtinian terms, a
renewing process carried out on inert and given existence
(dannost') 63
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Bakhtin maintained that this sense of a continual and
unfinished process should be the organizational principle
of one's life. He uses the term lichina, with its Orthodox
religious resonance, to describe the false face that man's
existence becomes if it fails to maintain this continual
non-coincidence of self, this active and never satisfied
response to the world:
HBoe nepe aHHe BO e, B KOTOPOM 51 KTHBHO aKTHBeH,
ixora He MOT CflOKOHThC51 B ceôe, ocTaHoBHmc51,
KOHHTbC51, 3aBepmHmcsl, He M0T B1rIaCTh Hoe
aKTHBH0cTH, sacum B)Lpyr B CaMOCTos1TeSIHO saxoH1eHHoe
<.•.>. $1 He MOY riepeca	 N'Th	 B HeM, STO
9Hamo Et OTMHHTh ceôsr B CB0M cM&cne, npeBpaTHm ce
TO3Th,KO B
	 coero 6!rrHsr, B flOb ca
	 co6o ce6e
caMoMy. <.•.>.
• .> Moe enco n51 MH51 caoro - B1HO npeconee
eJHHCTBO; OHO H
	 HO H H	 aHO MHe, OHO errpecao
Ha OTH Moe KTHBHOCTH
A sense that the world and oneself are not given entities
but recreated by acts of utterance is a predicate of
existence:
Tomxo co3HaHHe TOrO, tITO B CaMOM CYflCTBHHOM MH51
ene HeT, 51BJ151TC51 opra	 Ifl11 aano Moei	 ce6
(B MOeM OTHOfflHHH K ce6e caMoMy) . rlpasoe esye
rrpHHLJHrrHaJIbHoro	 C cas! co6o	 aHimm1
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o6ycsroBnHBaeT opMy Moe H9HyTpH-H3HH.c...> 51 HBY B
rrryöHHe ce6s Bt1HO BePOH H	 Ha IOCTOHHY)D
B03MOHOCTB BHYTHHO ya HOBOO poeHM. 65
Rozanov asserts precisely this 'miracle of new birth' as a
description of his writerly invention. He speaks of his
ideas as a constant new birth (novorozhdennost'), which is
the source of the power of his writing. Rozanov continually
defended the formlessness, the indef inability, that fuelled
his writing. He recognized that accountability, in form,
structure or any other way, to another who was not God
could hinder the process of self-expression. He claimed to
be as wary of the reader's praise as of his condemnation.
As Bakhtin maintained, the approach of the other could
penetrate and cloud the purity of the axiological
relationship to oneself:
no OTHOfflH K 9TM TpaHcrpeJHeHTH1IM M0MeHTaM, TO CTh
BO3MOHOM LHHOCTHOMY CO3HHH xpyroro, calloqeT-HcnoBeb
oTpHLaTesxbHo, 6opeTc c
	 sa tHCTOTY
callocosHaHM, HCTOTY OHHOKOO OTHOfflHMST K ce6e CaMOMY.
P16o scewecx	 IOXOX H orxpaxae tpyroro MOYT
OHHKHYTh B MO eHHOCTHOe OTHOffiHH K ce6e CMOM H
saMyrim ero HCTOT (c.naBa nxCxa.,	 eie mxe, CTM
n3te!, !. J1OCTB flDE	 H ITpO. ) • 66
For Rozanov, the bid at Bakhtinian non-coincidence was made
primarily through his writing, which increasingly became
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the grounds of his existence. Even Rozanov's protests
against the literary existence, his defence of the
immediate experience of life, were transcribed and became
literature.
SELF- CONDEMNATION
Bakhtin describes the ways in which self-accounting
maintains a rigour and purity in relation to itself against
possible evaluations by real or imagined others.
Eventually, self-accounting and solitary reflection find an
outlet in appeal to an ultimate other, which could be God.
However, there is a precarious transitional stage between
rejection of the one's contemporary interlocutors, and
acceptance of God. At this stage it is hardest of all to
maintain the purity of one's relationship to self. Self-
condemnation is a stage in the process of self-accounting,
a deflection of others' outward evaluation when one has not
yet the confidence of refuge in God: 'Bcxoe ycnoxoeNHe,
ocTaHoBxa B CBOM caMoocyeR, BCSIK&5I nOJIOTeJThHa
oeHxa <..•> BocrrpHMaTc. xax OTflH14 CT	 CTOTN
caooTomen, xax oxepae BO9M0HbTh otearum.i
xpyriM' •67 Self-condemnation is thus a process by which the
protagonist hopes to get to the truth of himself. Bakhtin
argues that this constant self-criticism prevents the
individual from falling prey to vanity, a false self-
evaluation that stalls the process of self-uncovery. Self-
condemnation is a bid to preserve the continuity of the
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process of self-uncovery, to fend of f a possible completing
evaluation by another's judgement. Bakhtin discusses
Dostoevskii's heroes as examples of this assertive self-
accounting and self-condemnation before the other, as an
evasion, anticipation or subversion of their possible
response." Rozanov describes his own life and literary
attempts in terms that express a dynamic of self-engagement
on a par with Dostoevskii's protagonists:
	 'yra
caMoyeHeHMsI, caMooecToteHMsL, caorrpepe Li Bpag&,
Bpatt&, Bpagz... C flPOCBT1 yMMJ1eHH, cues flpofleHM5i.
Bcero 6trrO.'69
Like Bakhtin, Rozanov is also preoccupied with the
pitfalls of writerly vanity. It is the imagined, as much as
the actual reader, that he needs to distance himself from.
The anticipation of oneself in the eyes of another
threatens to cloud the purity of self-perception since one
is in danger of adopting a falsifying pose. Rozanov and
Bakhtin both use the idea of a mirror reflection to
emphasize the dangers of imagined self-knowledge. The image
that we receive is always deceptive since it is shaped by
the distorting viewpoint of an imagined other, for whom we
strike a pose:
B CaMOM ene, name nouoee riepe sepxano 	 cera
HCKO3ThKO tflb1U1BO <.. .>.°
mococxe	 secxe pasiimi Mey BHYTPHH
caMocosepLaHHeM (s-ns-ce6si)
	 cosepaHHeM ce6si B sepane
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( -	 - j:ipyroro, c TOK 9pe!5T .gpyroro) .
Rozanov wrote of the danger of 'looking in the mirror' when
writing:
Eoe, coxpaH BO e STO rzcaeimcoe LeJ1oMyxzpHe: He
CMOTPTbC5! B sepxaiio.
flHcaTesIM HaHTe.nb}we OT HiTOHX flOiT TOJThKO 9T
oTsmarTCs: CM0T5LTCR B sepxano - He CMOTP5ITCB B sepica.Tio.
(0. 1. I: 229]
The knowledge that we get from a mirror is a distorted view
of the self, just as the writers who 'look in the mirror'
cloud their sense of the truth, particularly if they are
seeking a flattering reflection. Rozanov seeks a writing
that is free of an evaluative audience, real or imagined,
and thus free from the falsifying temptations of writerly
vanity: 'HH OHO raeimcoe no e He BOO6paaJ1OCb, HH
OH M He BNPI4COBHBaJIC2. M s cerja rrcan
OHH, B Cy1gHOCT - gn cesi.' [0. 1. I: 249]
GUILT AND REPENTANCE
Rozanov's writing is marked by frequent self-condemnation,
as well as hyperbolic self-exultation. He claims to be
marked, like the hero of Zapiski iz podpol'ia, by a strong
awareness of his own guilt, which he links to his
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subjectivity, sense of separation and distance from the
world. His assertion of his guilt, his self-condemnation
and repentance has a specific aim, to lead him out of the
precarious phase of solitary self-accounting towards a
prayerful redemption in God. He describes his sinfulness as
a source of his isolation:
CTpamlioe OMHOCTBO sa BCID H3HB. C eTCTBa. OHoIae
iym cym saTaemme yma. A raaeocm - OT nopoHocTH.
CTpainHa. TCTB otHHoeCTBa. He OT Toro n 6oim?
He TOJThXO OT BToro.
[Ued.: 120]
Yet this guilt, or sin, is also a source of relation to the
world:
TO e mtna Ta cTpeJla, KOTOYE I1OCTOSIHHO YBCTBOBSI B
MOM ceprte? 14 OT xoTopo, B CYIDHOCTH, H 1OHCXOHT BCSI MOST
nHTepaTypa.
STO - rpex MO.
epe rpex si rIOrHaBaJI BCe B
	 pe H epes rpex
(pacxasrnHe) OTHOCHSICB xo BCNY B
[Ued.: 103]
Sin and repentance bring Rozanov out of his isolation and
detachment and allow him to penetrate, and thus participate
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in, the world of things. Bakhtin saw the transition from
sin into repentance, the verbal avowal and appeal against
one's sinfulness, as the point at which the subject throws
himself outwards, to the other and towards the mercy of
God. Only in the repentance that leads to God can the
individual find an organizing principle for his self-
expression that leads him away from the circular and
disintegrating limitations of himself. Bakhtin argued that
this was because in repentance the speaker or author
maintains the energy of speech as deed and potential
(zadannost'). 72
 He maintains a sense of himself as an
uncompleted potential. No finalizing evaluation, or
utterance, has been made:
Ha CBOK HamHocTBK 51 MOry 3M3ThTB TOJTBKO B 1OK51HHhDC
Toffax, i6o BTO ripoemnee coepmaec B CBT axzaHHocTw.
Ho xax TOrIbxO 5! Bm-rycxalD	 LHHOCTH0O noii coero BH51
CBOBD saamocm M nepecTax arrpemo 6rr C COOD B
6yy1reM, MOS1 HHOCTh Tep5!eT cBoe rrpecosuxee HCTBO .W15!
MeH5!, pacnaaeTcs1, paccnaaecsi B TYtO-R.flWflThI parMeHTN
6rrHs1 ."
Repentance is a guarantee of the unfinishedness and lack of
definition that was the constant dynamic of Rozanov's
writing. This is an utterly Bakhtinian principle of
creative utterance. Sin and repentance is seen as the only
way to bridge the gulf between oneself and the world, to
force out the word that is redemption. 74
 In this way
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Rozanov escapes his isolation and addresses the world, and
eventually the other of God, who is the guarantee of his
writing. Yet Rozanov recognized the difficulty in finding
a sense of God:
YBCTBO Bora ecm caoe 	 B enoBexe,
HaH6onee CT nero arrexoe, pyHee cero ocsIraeMoe: TOJThKO
ca&e oramie, MOIIHN	 fflH H mnr epe crrrraHHg, ropecTH,
cTpaaHHsI, H 6osree cero tepe rpex, <..•> y ocra	 rix
BEICOT
Rozanov claimed that he needed to break free from his
powerful isolation and self-absorption. The process of
self-condemnation is a search for release, through
repentance for sin, in which Rozanov can again perceive
himself innocent in the hands of God. In Apokalipsis
nashego vremeni, Rozanov wrote that mankind inherited this
sense of sin, and release from sin in prayer and invocation
of God, from the Jews:
! ee oi HeCy'r 6siaropoxuiyi H CB.TyI Hxer rpexa* (.
ruiaqy), 6e KOTOO HT peJIMr, a
	
ano 6EI
pas6wro (rrpasemmx He6oM), ecm 6N 4C0T tOB* He Hay'nOCb
TperIeTaTh H MOJIHTh 0 ce6e a rpex.
(Apok..: 614]
The Jews gave prayers and psalms through which man could
find release from self-contained sin. Bakhtin also
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describes this transition from self-condemnation and
repentance to tones of faith and hope in the Psalm of David
(Psalm 50) •76 In Opavshie list'ia, Rozanov wrote of the
power of the sigh (vzdokh) that inspired the psalms,
against the seeming self-sufficient organization of
contemporary society:77
<...> rIyCTh H& o6a B BOHH, B rp3H, B rpexe, B cMpa.re.
Ho y Hac ecm B9ox.
• •>
Bce 9T0 neWT BO 4cB3oxe*... B 4cyHoBeH*,	 yme*.
4zKoppexTii&e rv cym 1IpOCTO .sHeoixymeBsIeimwe CYIEeCTBa* -
0	 <•••>
Ho B MOM B3oxe* Bce ne'r. Bsox 6orate LapcTBa,
6orae Porniuma ae eraio: w 4Bsoxa* 1-IOTeKYT sosIoTe
pexo, H TpOH, H apcTBo, H BCE.
B3ox - BCMHH5I HCTOpHS!, Hazano ee. A
eMOBeKb CTB KOppeKT}Tht! T.IeJIoBeK, KOTONM BCe KOHHTCSI, H
ca OH ye ecm cMepm H rpo6.
••>
K 4CBS.TOXy Bor npoeT: HO cKaoTe, no,KaJzycTa, Heyem
Bor rrpoe x KOKTHOMY enoBexy?
[0. 1. II: 567-68]
Rozanov showed Dostoevskii's influence in his
conviction that the most sacred was to be found in places
that society labels as most sinful, and that even the worst
depths of degradation can lead one to redemption:
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Ja, B 'zrpexe*	 cpae* ip CKflH i KaK-To npaH.7
- Mo OUH6K TK e CBHH& - xax H MOH rIpaB&, ii.
. OHH TKYT H3 XecTBHTesffHocTH, a XCTBHTJThHOCTb
cBsIIgeHHa.
HeoucHoBe}nio yrRD6ol-rErrH& Oiir cMeme}, ceia	 rpemoro
CB5TT0r0. TO xoro noe.w.rr? KoTopoe BHBeT? 'rro cMJmHee?
JmDo1mrrHO. CaMO XPHCTHHCTBO ecm, O H3BCTHO
cTeneHI, orr&T axoro cMe1neHas: Bor COfflJI Ha SeMJIE -
cacrrenee cpetø rpenlHoro. Hesrb9. oTpHuaTb, T0 STO - Talc. SO
However, Rozanov also accused the Christian Church of
burdening mankind with an illusion of sinfulness that was
itself a sin. Sin is valuable only when it is liberating
and leads to God:
MN flO3IOflMC5I, oraeic,
	 C ce6si rpex:
xorxa	 am rpex nocne Crxacwresrsi COCTOMT B rHrloTe3e,
qTc, i ene rpe, BCe-TaKH He CBSITM.'
<..•> ncHxHxa YHTHHOCTH HKOHL nepexox
	
H B rIcHXHKy
oanoóneHMsz: TK Te31O, TO 51 CTHOBJIXCb H B CaMOM esie
xzypeH , $1 	H nogmmio axoy (cosaE) BHHY! T. e. HJTJIJ)3H51
rpexa coae B C14OM e.ne rpex. 82
HeKoTopr % r3rra, H ae MKoro, ae6JzaropoHoro, 31eT H
nocne rpexonae, He MOT He neam B KOM enoBexe:
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flpeM BTO 4CKaK cyE6y, icax CBOI) tOJI)D,	 jipyr y tEpyra He
6yeM ripjipamcs ic 9TOMY i	 xopHm	 e.noBexa sa
HeBN.epaHHOCTB ea.na*.
Eor c ii, c	 eana	 <.•.>. BO3MeM HByri HTKY
xax ecm w nytime 6yXeM oTNcxBam B	 He 9BJ1KflOb JIW
B yrosixe qero-H!6yXb xopomero 83
Man is sacred for Rozanov, in his weakness, confusion and
sin. Any attained ideal is for Rozanov a completion, and
thus a sort of death. Yet despite the sense of an illusory
aspect of sin, Rozanov's writing is strongly marked by the
late and 'fallen' civilization in which he was living.
Guilt is an important feature of his writing: the guilt of
living without writing or giving utterance, and
simultaneously the guilt of writing and not living; the
guilt of extreme self-consciousness from which he was
unable to free himself. One could see the incessant need to
write as a sort of self-confession, but Rozanov insists
that this is not confession.84
CoBepmeHHo He SaMeTtTiH, 'ITO CTb HOBOI'O B 4Y.*.
CpaBJu c 4cPICnOB . * P.,
	 ora icax	 rrpee cero He
HcnoBeIWRDc.
(0. 1. I: 249]
A public and literary confession, like that of Rousseau,
would mean a compliance with literariness and the
traditional forms of address to the reader with which
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Rozanov claims to be breaking. Least of all does he want to
be seen to need the reader's approval, which a confession
might imply. Rozanov claims that his writing is for himself
and, more remotely, for God. It rejects the sanction or
consolation of the immediate reader. Bakhtin focuses on the
transition from self-condemnation to penitence and
beseeching prayer. God becomes the authority and last
resort. God allows man to continue the process of
questioning beyond the limitations of his own existence.
The appeal to God is a potential for new utterance, it is
the dynamic of this utterance:
IMCT CaNOOTteT, TO CTh LHHOCTHO O6pafleHe TOJIbKO K
cede CMOMY B aCOsrPDTHOM o a.1Ho' ecTBe, HeBosMoeH; 9T0
rrpeesr, ypaBHoBemx-!Bae 	 ripyr
	
npexe.noM - CflOBK, TO
CTb	 O6pafleHHocTh3D BOBH ce6s, x 6ory. C
rxoxasrmiEm!	 TOH	 crmeTarYrc	 TOH	 rIpocHTesIBRO-
MoJTwTBeH}e 85
PAIN AND SUFFERING
Rozanov's declarations of his own weakness, sinfulness, and
also pain (bol') are dear to him as they are a move out of
himself, out of self-sufficiency, towards a possibly
redeeming other. Guilt, self-condemnation, a sense of sin,
tears, extreme pain, fear, or an uithearable solitude can
force out the word that is a possible redemption, and are
moments in the transition, through penitence and petition,
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towards prayer. Rozanov writes of prayer as the point at
which one's insufficiency to oneself becomes unbearable:
'CyIIHocTh MOJIHTBN saxJo'aeTcsI B rrP13HHMH rJly6oKoro coero
6eccMnMsl, rny6oKo orpaøeHHocT. MoxzwrBa - re & He
MOry; re 5I Mory* - HT MOJ1TBH.' [0. 1. I: 166]
Rozanov repeatedly linked prayer and religion with a
sense of pain:
E&m C MOJIMTBO1 60imi.
TO ecm nocneii ripaa Moe	 llocsie xoTopo,
ecTecTBe}mo, Bce rrpeHee Si Ha3Ba.n iior*.
[Smert.: 159]
Eoir	 yma, 6OJIWr yma, OJ1iT xyma...
M TO e.naTb C BTO 6oimi - Si H HaI).
Ho TOSIbKO npi 6oiu si coriiace	 im... STO ecm canoe
oporoe e H BO e.
[Ued.: 117]
In Opavshie list'ia, Rozanov expressed gratitude for
those who had written about him, but complained that they
had missed the point. Chukovskii was the only writer who
came close, he said, but even he had not fathomed the
essential source of Rozanov's writing." This was the pain
that he also recognized as a motive and source for his
writing:
<...> OH H yraa.n oero HHT1Horo. STO - 6oim; KaKa-TO
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ecrrpexMeTHas, 6ecripwiHHHasl H flOTH HerrpeptsHas. MHe
xaceTc. - TO canoe nopaejmoe, rio KpakHe epe -
Heo&bsIcHHMoe. Mre xaeTc., c 6osm si poxmcsi . •.>.
• .> EoJm MO.	 cera OTH0CHTC K
	 MY-T0 O.THHOKOMy, H
1eMy-To 6031b!iOIsly, H eMy-To a.neKoMy; ToWHee: 'TO	 -
OHHOK, H 0TT0r0, 'iTO H CO MHO xaa - TO xa.im, H 'iTO
aim XK- TO 0J1HT, - HJ	 603ThD, 'iTO OH TOJThKO Ja.im... Ty'r
CTB riOpNB, HBO3MOHOCTB H 'iTO CM H BC	 TO, He
TO.
[0. 1. II: 478-79]
Psychological pain, like sin, is a form of relationship
with the world, a way of breaking one's isolation if only
momentarily. The mood itself is a release, leading to the
tones of repentance and prayer. 87
 Rozanov describes it as
a touchstone of values, 'the ultimate truth of my life'.
Pain revivifies the sense of the living connections between
things which Rozanov claimed he often felt unable to
believe in; this was the root of his defence of pain and
prayer. Pain forced out prayer that was the expression of
a reawakened sense of connection to things in words, with
a heightened emotional pitch which he descibed as his
'burning' pain. Pain is proof of man's spiritual need:
'Bon R3HH ropajo	 epeca K &91i. BOT
oT'iero pemr	 cera 6yxeT ooneam cø.nocoiix.' [Ued.: 46]
Rozanov emphasizes this source of prayer and religion in a
prayer-like incantation from Opavshie list'ia:
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Tixe TeMme
crryr rrpecTyrLneHssl.
Tocxa oHoqecTBa...
C.neri oTa5IHbs, cpaxa riom rpya.
BOT mi, peJTMrMsI...
floMoIgb coreHHoMy...
floMoIIB YCTaJIOMY...
Bepa 6oxriHoro...
BOT TB0 KOpHH, pesrHr'Ms...
BeHhxe, yH&e KOpHH...
[Ued.: 116-17]
Rozanov was so immersed in the pain that he felt to be
a central fact of human existence that the emotion at times
took over from the approach to God. Man's religious needs
are emphasized to the point where it seems that it is man's
pain that has created religion, and the sense of God. God
becomes a product of pain. Man's need for religion is
dearer to Rozanov than religion for its own sake. Rozanov
wonders if God can share in man's weakness, if he too feels
pain : SB
Bosiwr JIH B. o Hac? ECTb m y B. 6onB rio IenoBeice? Ecm
mi y B. BOO6Ite 6031b: xax rio 4cCBOCTBaM 6rrwsi B-si* (rio
cxonacTmce).
[0. 1. I: 330]
Rozanov claimed that man had an instinct for
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suffering. Like Dostoevskii, Rozanov saw suffering as a
possible source of knowledge, truth and purification. He
claims that man is drawn irresistably towards suffering, as
the source of the most profound questions that he can
ask . B9 Rozanov made man's need for suffering the central
focus of his analysis in his Legenda a Velikom Inkvizitore.
He claimed that suffering was more powerful than happiness,
and wrote that loving a man in his joy was a far greater
task then loving him in his sadness.
B 9TO	 6im ! B HeyTorr.r.io
 e are CTTB 3OCTOHEM
ero XOTR 6i epes	 oruim yraxaa JOCTOeBCKM
rny6oaniasi epa !cTop, caasi cynecTBeHHa,
	 m MOT
t.e}rrpa.nBHa. 90
<...> rrpaB& Bce, xoTopEe xyMaBDT, TO	 oqaeT,
r1poCBeT.TLeT	 cl.lsIrlaeT gymy eriosea
Yeie cerja nepexowr 'epe9 HecxoJmxo XHei B axoe
zymeoe cMsrnHe, C KOTOP	 He CPBHTCS HTO. He
HBO3MOHO cxa3am, 'ITO HexoTopHe, M rIpTOM wcoae
1-IpOCBeTJIeRM$I HOCT}!M& 6es npeapwreimo
He Ha 9TO m TaHe BCMHHO flCLiOflOWHOCTH c. .>
OCHOBHO TO, TO HaxoHeLt, OH 3axoTen nocTpaam?. ..
[Ued.: 81]
Suffering also becomes, for Rozanov, a way of
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justifying writing, since it brings this writing closer to
prayer. He saw the impulse to 'write down', to give
utterance to one's suffering, as a form of redemption.
Rozanov writes about Turgenev's suffering as a motivation
for writing: 'BaeH
	 HCTWHKT HancaHM, BO9BHH
cpaa B KyJThT, K CBSiTOCTH (.*Moni.i*), x pemri. " This
'instinct for writing down' was what Rozanov observed in
himself, stemming from an emotional need that took the form
of appeal to God and to unknown and unseen readers.
Suffering finds release in writing. For Rozanov it was also
in part a justification of his writing in which he
otherwise sensed a deep moral ambiguity. Rozanov argues
that writing is an essential part of the transmission of
suffering from the physical, temporal boundaries in which
it is contained so that it can participate in something
much greater, more eternal:
He cpaa Tax yacio MOB, MOHO sm 6no Harm!cam KHTry
HoBa*?.. Krra t4oEa*, BOT 8Th TpH.Wam CTpa}eK, KOTOPEt
'HTaIDTcsT B Te'ee TTTH BexoB... Ho, Boe, CTO1T MHHYTY
nox yMam , t TO6H rIOH.TB, TO cKiira MoBa* ecm caa rio ce6e
axT, caa no ce6e !cTopMz, xekcTBHTeJIbHocm, ii IPHTOM
TaKa., B KOTOpO1 MaTepMi H coepaTenbHocTH, KPOBH, HPBOB
H HH 6osiee, B KKOM 6N TO ii 6no HoBe, JT OH MJrii
HeT, cTpaan HJTh H cTpaa.n. <.•.> Bce KOHKpeTHOe, -
- KPTKOTHO H KX-TO ocTaeTcsi icOes nociexcTB*... B
icKiire Hoea ropao omme W3HH, ymM, CHJI,
xecTBHTesIBHocTH, HeJIH 6EtJIO cero 9TOO B CMOM MoBe, a
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ery TeM, He cpaja IIOB, He flO5BMIIOCB 6!i
HoBa* .
Rozanov here identifies a function of writing that becomes
a recurrent feature of his work. Writing can give voice to
an individual, specific suffering, and make it into an
immense and universally powerful phenomenon. Averintsev has
noted the importance of suffering in the Near Eastern
verbal tradition. He describes the situatedness of
suffering in the Old Testament, in the living experience,
conveyed in words, so that the reader participates directly
in the emotion. He contrasts this with the artificial
distancing of the more 'literary' Hellenic tradition.
Averintsev sees both traditions as formative of Russian
verbal creation. However, he makes clear certain
fundamental divergences between the approach to the word in
each culture. At times he thus comes close to betraying his
own sympathies:
<...> cTpaxaHTe aHo	 ec He xax	 sHeHHasI CHTYL
cTpaaHH5L, cocTaBn.IDna2, cxaeM, TeMy KHrI! HoBa KTIH
orix nCaJIMOB, H xax CTXM 6oni, saxBaTBauasi
HTaTen, HO xax speJme, xax o&bexTHE ripee HainBDeHHsL,
xapaxep*	 acxa* cTpaaJmLa. C To'1X14 spe
6srrcHeBocTotnto flOBTHK TaKO nOXO flMXO)HTC. oLeHm,
noany, xax RxO3BOMHHO 1c6a.noBcTBo*, xax anoynoTpeöiIeHHe
HCTYMHTOM c.noBa •
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Rozanov's emphasis in his writing on the situatedness and
living experience of the moment of emotion, and his demand
that his readers participate directly in the emotional
experience of his writing places him closer to the Near
Eastern and Biblical traditions, towards which he was far
more sympathetic. Rozanov's complaint against literature is
against the artifice, distancing and invention that
Averintsev describes as developed in the Hellenic
tradition. Averintsev contrasts this with the sense of
immediate access to God, of the right to cry to God from
the depths of one's own suffering that is the essential
life of the Old Testament tradition: 'BeTx aBeT - TO
KHH, B KOTOO HHKTO He CTITC cpaam H KPWTb 0
coe 6osr4. '
Rozanov constantly insists on the centrality of pain
(bol') to his writing. He makes frequent reference to the
Old Testament and explicitly compared himself to the
prophets. He describes his writing as a cry. He insists
that his writing is not literature in the sense of
invention but comes from the situation of his life and his
needs. Rozanov wants in many ways to 'overcome literature',
to get back to a time where words were a spontaneous
expression of feeling, in prayers and song and psalms,
which he calls the 'birth of literature', before the
emergence of literature as artifice. Averintsev describes
the divergence of the Near Eastern and Hellenic verbal
traditions similarly, distinguishing between spontaneous
verbal creation and self-conscious literary art:
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B rpeLr1 I-IpOHSOWJIO r0, nero <.. .> rIpMHT41rmanHo He MOI'SIO H
He OJTHO 6ELflO OH3OTH B 6JIHHeBOCTO qHOM MHpe: nepaypa
riepwe oco3Ha.na ce6. 	 eo nHTepaTypoH, TO	 CTh
CMO9XOHHO	 OPMO teflOBetecKoH eTeJIBHocTH, BHO XII
ce6si npOThBOCTO.1Iek BCeMY, TO He ec	 oHa caMa, -
HarlpHMep, CTHXTHOMY 9KCTTHt CKOMY BemaHHx>> rIpOpOKOB, a
ae xyJmTy, OpSIy, 6wry H Boo6ne	 9HH* •96
Rozanov's writing was aimed at a restoration of this
pre-literary, prophetic sense of life to the word. He
wanted to release an 'elemental' energy and spontaneity in
the written word. He sought to return Russian literature,
which had developed by the end of the nineteenth century
into an immensely powerful self-sufficient entity and
authority, to what he saw as its true and sacred source,
rooted in life itself, in the spontaneous declarations of
the prophets, and the words that emerge from a sacred sense
of everyday life. This is the tradition that Averintsev
designates Near Eastern slovesnost' in contrast to Greek
literatura, it is a tradition which encompasses the more
religious and less literary forms of verbal creation, such
as prayer and prophecy.
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PRAYER
The Near Eastern verbal tradition that Averintsev describes
is founded on a view of the word as thoroughly immediate to
life and responsive to the needs of the moment. It is a
word that will not be frozen in the moment of
transcription, but is unique to each moment of utterance.
As outlined at the beginning, this view of the word is
central to the Russian religious and philosophical
tradition and is resonant in the thought and writing of
both Rozanov and Bakhtin. Rozanov's need to fix the moment
in words is a constant dynamic of his work. This
spontaneous utterance of emotions is very close to the Old
Testament spirit of prayer and cries to God. Only when the
word is as intimate to living experience as in prayer does
Rozanov find justification in writing. A world without
literature is possible, desirable even, but a world without
any form of solitary utterance, without prayer, would be
impossible:
BHHITe, TK ci<asam, H3 caoro cyiieca MH MOJIHTBY -
ce.naHTe, TO6LT 9LTK MO, YM MO paytnc CJIOBM ee,
CMOMY esiy ee, CYUCTBY ee; TO6I 51 TOO He MOr, mc
TOFO He M0r.Ju: H 51 C Bmy1eHHE rnasai H	 CHEJM BOOM
BEI6e)Ka.n 6ri W3 oiy, H 6ea.ii,	 easi, rioxa He ynasi. Ee
MOJ1HTBI coepmeo HJTh351
	 Ee3 MOJIHTHLT - 6eByMHe H
yzac.
[Ued.: 72]
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Rozanov insists on the necessity for prayer in contemporary
life. Prayer is the source of life and growth in Russian
cultural and religious life. For Rozanov it is more
essential than ritual, as it contains a continual creative
potential: 'Jyma flpaBocJ1aB - B nape MOJ1I!TBN. Tesio ero -
o6pSEt, KYJThT. Ho KTO noyai 6, 1TO, KOM o6psios B HM
HT	 iero <...> - TOT BCe-TaKH rrp BcecxoM YM He I1OH3T
6 B HM riero.' [Ued.: 108]
Rozanov emphasizes the empowering force of prayer, it
is open to any man, at any time. Any man may speak, and God
wants him to speak. As shown above, Bakhtin emphasized the
imposssibility of an exclusively self-referential
consciousness, without an outlet in God as absolute other.
In Rozanov's view, God's willingness for man to speak can
lead to man's justification of his words through God's
will, against the words of those who have set themselves up
as the guardians of the word that binds or commands in
religious and political life. Man's speech in God, as
prayer, confession or prophecy, is thus a source of
resistance to hierarchy, whether this hierarchy is in
government, religion or literature. In a passage in
Uedinennoe, Rozanov describes the warmth of Orthodox
priests towards him, despite his battles with the Church,
and claims that the Church is the last refuge of warmth on
earth. Having chosen the Church, he describes prayer as a
joyful freedom in God, associating it with play, dances and
feasting. With prayer, 'everything is permitted':
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<..•> PeimoiI qesroex Bmze MyIporo, BLmze rIoTa, mne
no6eTe.n.	 opaTopa. KTO MOJIMTCS* rxo6exwr scex, <.. .>
<...> J1yme cyeBepHe, iiy'ime rsiynoe, nyime tlepHoe, HO C
MO31HTBO. Pe.nHr, KTIH -
	 qero. <...>
Mo BWÔOp pemeH.
MomnBa - H Hrpa.
MomTEa - H rmpz.
MOJTHTBa - H TaHL&.
Ho B cepeiie cero - H0JIHTBa.
ECTB 4Mofl$mHi e.flOBeK* - H MOHO Bce.
HeT ero* - H
	 ero He.nBs.
STo Moe credo*, - H coby C H B rpo6.
51 arny BeJ]MXWi THL MO.TIHTBH. C .J1HHFH Tpy6aNH, C
MY9NKO, CO BCeM: H BC 6yeT o3Bo3IeHo, IOTOMY TO Bce
6yyeT 9aMoneHo • <• • .>
C HNH Eor - STO BeHo.
(Ued. :122-23]
The freedom that an individual has in his private and
intimate words to God allows for a spontaneous personal
approach to God, even when this speech takes place among
others. This is an important part of Orthodox religion.
Prayer allows for the freedom of a highly individual
approach to God, while recognizing one's connection to the
whole. Man is seen as being free to make his creative
8].
utterance on which there is no evaluative constraint. God
is a guarantee of this freedom. It is within this tradition
that Rozanov turns away from the imposing and threatening
values of his contemporaries, towards God, as a guarantor
of inner spiritual freedom and self-exploration. Rozanov
recognized this release by his linking of prayer with
communal celebration, in feasts and dancing. Rozanov's
sense of freedom in God releases him from temporal and
textual authorities:
MKn.noH neT ripoumo, rloKa MO yma BrriyneHa öwia norynim Ha
6e.TIE CBeT; H BLY
	
N S e CKasa.rr: 4Th, xymeHBxa, He
H ryn	 4crIo MopaJm*.
HeT . e Cxay: 4ryfl$I, ymeHxa, ryn, csiaBHeHxasi,
ryn, xopeHBxasI, ryn xax caa sHaem. A x eepy
riozemi x Eory*.
Ho	 MO ecm eii MOE, H OH emo Moi	 a
He CoxpaTa HJIH CrmHosi.
[Ued.: 86]
Sukach argues that the peculiarities of Rozanov's
style, the sense of inspiration and self-sufficiency, come
from the source of his writing which was this very
intimate, individual conversation with God. 97 Rozanov
repeatedly maintained his sense of God as the ultimate
author of his utterance in his opavshie list'ia genre. God
is the ultimate guarantor of all the self-contradictions,
outspokenness and intimacy of Rozanov's words. Rozanov
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repeatedly insists on God's closeness and watchful
protection:
Eor MO BH0CTb MOs1! 0rijero e yma MO Tax rrpNraeT,
xora	 o Tee...
Bce xepT pyxa TBo: 'ITO oHa MH	 - BTO
flOCTOSHHO yBCTBy.
(Ued.: 77]
Averintsev's description of man's sense of God in the
Near Eastern verbal tradition is close to Rozanov's own
address to God through his writing. This God is described
as an immediate physical presence, alien to theory or
intellectual category:
enoex B 6J1HeBOCTOHO CJIOBCHOCT	 xora He OCTTC
no-HacToeMy oiii, i6o ae Torxa, xora POM C H HT
ero yemain HJTh rpoan 6or cerja poM,
	 ero
!HCYTCTBH	 aHo xax HeqTO O KHOCTH HaCyIgHoe,
xoffxpeTHoe, oUWTHM0e, Tax TO MecTa gn xonoHo
T yIKTY&JThHO OTCTPHHHOCTH OT cero cynero IPOCTO He
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Rozanov, like Averintsev, emphasizes the concrete presence
of God, a presence that can be sensed. God is a real entity
with whom man is constantly in dialogue. He is not remote,
but someone whose moods and response can be anticipated,
like human responses. Rozanov's addresses to God use the
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familiar human tone that suggest an immediate, and
intimate, interlocutor. As Averintsev notes, the sense of
the closeness of God, even in solitude, becomes a principle
and motivation of utterance: 'B 3IHHBOCTOH&X rrpeax
HHKTO He CTHHTC HYTBC B pyroM; eioex H
aiie 1-IpeaHHOCTH xpyroro qenoBexa <...> H MflOCTH ora. ''
Rozanov's appeal to God is an appeal for release from
an impossible and unbearable solitude. He explores his
sense of solitude and resulting relationship with God in
Uedinennoe. He eschews all intellectual definitions of God
and equates his sense of God with the movement of his
emotional life, the pitches of mood that stimulate
utterance. He even asks whether God is not the same as his
mood. Indeed Rozanov's sense of God is barely extricable
from his own subjectivity, and yet it is a way of
transcending the limitations of this subjectivity by
positing an other towards which his emotional confusions
and fear of finality can have relation and acquire shape.
<...> xora	 MH -	 rzonH&i, a xora Co BC! - He
nom. OHoMy e Bce - TKH nyme.
OxHoHy siyime - IOT0M To, xora oHH, - 51 C EoroM.
51 MOr cSLI OTX3ThC51 OT apoB, OT nHTepaTypLt, OT
YYIIHOCTH coero 51, OT CJ1B HJIH HSBecTH0cTH, C3Th!IIIXOM Mor
<.•.>. Ho OT Bora $1 iixora He MO 6 oTxasamcsI. Bor
CTB calloe Terr.noe	 eisi. C BoroM ie cero Termee*.
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C BoroM xora He CKYHO i He X0JIOHO.
B xone KOHLOB Bor - M0
51 TOJThKO	 y nsi Hero, tepe Hero. BHe Eora - MH
HeT.
<.•
Tax TO e OR axoe n.g MeHST?
MoST	 rpycm H paocm. Oco6eHHasi, i K 'IMY He
oTHoCSUIa$1CST?
Tax He ecm .n Eor Moe HacTpoeHHe?
51 nxsm Toro, KTO 3acTaarmeT MHST rpycim H
paoBamcST, KTO Co MHO roBopHT; MHSI yrlpexaeT, MHST
yTemaeT.
STO KT0-To. STo - S1Hro. Bor gn MHST cera *OH*. KnH
- cera flH9OK.
Mol Bor - ocoeHHET. STO TOJThKO MO Bor; i ene Hwe.
Ecsii ene	 ie-H6yE* - TO STOO ST He 3H3D H H
Hrepecyc.
sMo Eor3 - 6ecxoHeqHasT MOST HHTMHOCTB, 6ecxoHeqHa5I
MOST HHtHBH.w1aJmHOCm.
[Ued.: 75-76]
God is not given an objective commanding authority, but is
almost the creation of Rozanov. Rozanov calls God 'My God',
and addresses him with the familiar 'u'. God is for
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Rozanov a part of, and justification of, the intimacy and
subjectivity that is his writing 'method'. God is the
organizational principle of Rozanov's life and writing, but
he is a God as intimate as his own subjective self. Only
through God, posited as a potential eternity, a source of
eternal value, can Rozanov sustain his sense of subjective
utterance. Thus passing words can be transcribed and sent
'into eternity'. In this way, Rozanov speaks of his
writing, that 'God wills', as a way of making sacred and
eternal the hidden and transitory moments of life.
Rozanov's sense of God as a part of his individual
subjective life is a guarantee against the loss, that he
felt to be so imminent, of these transitory feelings and
words. God is a constant focus amidst Rozanov's sense of a
chaotic and fragmented existence. He claims that he is lost
when he loses his sense of God: 'Eoe, Eoe, sae Th 3a6aJI
MeHg? PaBe TN H Haemb, 'ITO BCCH pa9, xax TN !3a6NBaenIb
MeH,	 Tep1Dc.' (Ued.: 85]
Rozanov asserts the divine origin of his writing both
as a protection of his subjectivity and as an authority for
an intimate freedom that has its source in the Orthodox
tradition of prayer. The assertion of a religious state
allows for an intimate dialogue with God that preserves
Rozanov's almost dream-like state of subjectivity and
avoids too great an accountability to the reader. It is a
way of resolving the problem of the intrusiveness of the
imagined reader's reaction, the reader's possible
infringement on Rozanov's freedom of utterance and
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continual process of self-exploration. Rozanov emphasizes
his intimate communication with God in speech or
'whispers', although it is ironic that the reader has
access to this through printed writing that betrays the
exclusiveness of this communication.
God is a guarantee of Rozanov's freedom. Thus Rozanov
finds authority in God for the boldness of his claims, his
intimacy, freedom of speech, and his independence from the
reader. Rozanov's adoption of God as a part of his own
'subjectivity' might seem to undermine the authority of
God's own word. Yet Rozanov is also persistent in his
reminders of our need for God's word. He describes his own
first realization of this need, which arose, significantly,
in contrast to a period of immersion in Ancient Greek
literature, thus in a similar juxtaposition to that made by
Averintsev in the descriptions quoted above:
H TYT $1 noyBcTBoBaJI, iii.iemo ceac noc.ne ceimt Tex
rpeecxwx BneaTneHM, o 'zero e TO MorynecTBeHHee,
ripone, ryiee, cBTee scero, Bcero. . . flepBK pas
rioey STO 4oroBxoxHoBeHHo*, T.e. riotiez.y Tax petn
BOT 06 5TO eHCTBeHHO1 xre, a e 0 XLpI'HX. 9T0 m.no
XYx-TO B 6esXoHHy1, rny61Hy ymH... TO 6mio cosce xz,pyroe,
)eMoceH. 0 iyiia Crp, 0 TBOH TaH&! Hiero z
noae B BocToxe. Bor roop, a TO - esioex roBopMT. a
He Ba,HO, qTO TYT (y Hcari) cBor Hal-IHCaHO. H i sese H
BCXW STO Eor* rxer.i. Ho eci 6& Bor* H H 6NTIO arrcao
(y Hca): BCe PBHO H BC$IKHk rIOyBCTBOBa.TIH 6H, TO STO -
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Eoøe CJIOBO, TO Boo6rre STO xaxoe-To Heqe.noBeecxoe CJIOBO.
0 xax OHO HyHo! 0 xaic OHO oporo! OHo crlacHTejmHo, Ofl$!Th
H B HBOYHTJ1BHOM cMHcrre, a B KaxoM-To Ipyr0M,
rrxy6oanxeN - BOT B 	 eszo 100
The failing of the contemporary age, as Rozanov sees
it, is that people are no longer receptive to the word in
this sense. People's sense of words has become too
analytical, and words are used too abdundantly for their
living force to be felt. Bereft of words as events (slovo-
sobytie), the active creative impulses in life have been
replaced by a shadowy literarization of life. Rozanov
believed that the loss of this sense of divine language was
one of the foremost evils of contemporary civilization.
When man's sense of God's word is replaced by confidence
solely in his own words, language begins to degenerate.
Rozanov sees the decline of prayer as responsible for much
of the banality and characterlessness of contemporary life
and thought. He described the weakness of contemporary
writing as rooted in man's loss of a sense of language as
prayer: 'OH BC 6onee 6oriee payiaec MOJIHTBCSI: MOJIHTB&
ecm opanee .rymH K Bory, a TeN, ero yma
o6pawaeTc TOJThKO K ce6e."°' Man no longer has a sense of
the spiritual potential of his own language. He no longer
sees it as a connection to something beyond the empirical
boundaries of his world. He has become so insensitive to
the power of language that he would not even react to the
words of a modern day prophet:
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Oco6enocm Bexa, nom r.naBHa OCO6eHHOCm, caasi
MyHTeJmHa, caa cxop6Ha, caMa. onacHa, sax.naeTc B
TOM, !TO ecn 6N <. • .> flOBHJ1C BOCCTBU1H H3 rpoôa ariocToJi
tiaBeM, CO BCM OrHeM coero CJ1OB H y6eHTeJThHOCTE MhTCJIH,
TO, KOHeqHO, *yex Eoxn H epimmIeBcxoro* Ha nero z
iae He OJIHYIThC • 102
PROPHECY
Rozanov repeatedly appeals to the 'spirit of prophecy' that
he feels has been lost by modern civilization. Prophecy,
for Rozanov, is a true recognition of the intrinsic power
of the word. It is the only way to counteract the deadening
'nominalism', the loss of spirit in words that pervades
contemporary literature, journalism, daily life and even
religious worship. Prophecy has a central role in Rozanov's
writing. 103
 Prophecy is a reinstatement of the word in its
original religious sense, as an active deed, a word made
flesh, or fact. He calls it a 'word-event' (slovo-sobytie)
as he describes the Book of Revelation: 'H, XOTB TO
c'rpaHHo C1PHBTB 0 TKHX co6LITHsIx-CJloBax: HT JTH ero
rzoxasyrinero	 flTh4 B cme .miTepaTypHoro HsnoeHMsL?'
(Apok.: 589] Rozanov's use of this term anticipates
Bakhtin's far more broad adoption of it to describe the
word as event and deed. Prophecy emphasizes the spoken not
written utterance, its action is in the immediate context.
Rozanov believed that Christian culture had lost this sense
of the word. In the article 'Istinnyi "fin de sicleItI, he
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writes of the need for a creative storm to inspire man with
the Old Testament sense of the word:
)aTe HM ene apy, OII5ITB )aBa <...>. Taxn opaoM,
4cf in de sicle, Tocxa t'oroJ15, peymcTBHe JocToeBcxoro,
r.ny6oxas rxo.nyTpeBora, no.nyoTBpaueHe cex Hac 	 ee
YHNHTOM flOg CO6OE TO o6nee sIBneHHe, 'ITO HOCT&T
TBOpeCKOi H HeMccsIKaeMo, BeHO eccsixaeo KOTOYI
B Hamix ejimix cepax rIOHSIJIO 6& 4C310B0 1BoTa 104
Averintsev describes the importance of prophecy to the
Russian religious tradition of the word. He writes of it as
an active and creative principle immediate to the moment of
utterance and not seeking a merely textual immortality. His
description is very much in the spirit of Bakhtin,
emphasizing the importance of the word as event (slovo-
sobytie) and the unliterary, unauthorial word (.
avtorskoe slovo), thrown into the immediate situation of
constant dialogue:
Ha EJ1ieM BOCTOKe aoe cnoo rzpexari
	
OBOHTCSI
BCSIKH pas BHYTH HerIocpecTBeHHo
	 43HHHO	 oueHM
roopero CO CBO}! 6Or0M H C ce6e flOO6HENM: TaK, flOOK
OTHX	 e iee flTH3M CO3TB HXM meep Ha Bexa,
•.> HO 9TO eSIaeT 6HTb no-enoBeqecKH ycJmmIaH4, H
IPHTOM HesaMerrI!TeJmffo. flOTOMY STO CJIOBO - rIPHHUHIHJThHO
He-aBTopCxoe	 CSIOBO,	 POIIIHHO	 Ha	 BO3IR	 HOTOKa,
BCM	 eexpawaeroc
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paroopa . lOS
Averintsev refers to the Old Testament tradition of verbal
creation, which Rozanov was most drawn to. Controversially,
Rozanov linked the loss of a sacred sense of the word with
New Testament Christianity, which he claimed had encouraged
dogma and nominalism in religious life. Rozanov argued
that prophecy would once again be possible if only man
could free himself from the deadening authorities of
written texts: 'B CMOM e.ne XHCThHCTB HeoCTaeT H ae
CO6CTBeHHO cera HOCTOBJ1O rrpOpOKOB; H H 6tflO B HM
caoro x yxa npopoecxoro' In Temnvi uk Rozanov argues
that this lack of a spirit of prophecy is not the fault of
Christ himself, but of popular interpretations of
Christianity. He seeks to overcome this lack by emphasizing
that Christ must not be separated from the original
prophesying God of the Old Testament:
OTenIDT Bora CT XpHcTa, xora 9TOO HemS,I. Secb om
Cy&bexT, riiarostn	 H TBopsmd, H rIpOpO'eCTBO XpHcToBo yze
siee cor, xax ora ynero TItHT 6amMax. He 6ano 6
npopoeca - He 6yeT axTa a CTJ1O 6am, ec.im 6N.JIo
1TpOpO'eCTBO, TO &KT erxpeeo 6yrLeT, c6yreTc.s, H -
CTaHeM ze BITB B aHTpOrIOMOpH3M - OH C6yYeTC5 BCJICTBH
npopoecTBa. 4cEyeT* B YCTX BOcZHHX PBHO *a 6yeT*.°7
Rozanov recognized that the original prophetic word had the
power to become facts: 'rnaro
	 E0!ZHH cym co6wrH5L
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HcT0pHH."° 8 Prophecy relates to the actual, not merely the
intellectual world. It is a forcing of the word out into
the living lives of men, for this reason it had particular
power for Rozanov. Rozanov characteristically centres the
origin of prophecy, as of religion, in man's need, not
God's command. In an attack on the Church's formalization
of religious structures as an obstacle to religious
feeling, he speaks of man's instinctive prophetic nature:
enoBex	 rio CiMOMY CYIECTBY CBOeMY: H ecmi
OH BOCiPMHMT peJIHrH, ycBaHBaeT OXHY HSTh XrpyryI , cnymae
flPOflOB XU 1XOB , TO IOTOMY eHHo, ITO OH Hbffi ycjmtmao
riponoeø ecrb ye HcrxoBeHmc, CBSUIHHMK xo oopneaoro
cBneHcTBa H ripopox o ocopMMsmerocsI npopoeca 109
Rozanov believed that the failure of organized religion to
respond to the needs of the moment was symptomatic of a
more widespread loss, a failure in the life of the word,
which should be a fiery, energizing force: 'CJIOBo ecm 6i
XYXOBH& Tax-re, xax H mTaIua. MHH <.•.> 6yteM
rnyxo	 cepa rrp rpeux cnoecax nI6BH*. EyeM
rIpaBHBH, 6ye.i rpyi, 6yeM ripocr&...' [Lit. izg.: 497]
Rozanov claimed that his writing was a form of
literary prophecy which would awaken man's sense of a
living word. He sought to create what he saw as an intimate
and domestic prophecy, which would return people to the
living facts of their lives. He saw man's attention, in
words, to these facts as a creative transformation that man
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can enact on his life:
CO6CTBeHHO 51 POHJ1C5I cTpaHHMK0M;	 CTpaHHHXOM-
rrponoBeHHxoM. Tax B Hyee, 6NBaJio, 4cLena51 YJThIUa
npopoIecTByeT*. BOT Si OIH H TaKHX; T.e. nxek ymaiw
(cpex) H BO npopoxax* <.•.>. 4tIpopoeCTBo* He CTB y
z.ie	 nsi pyccxHx, T.e. axT HCTOHH amero Hapoa, a oe
oMaIHee OCT0siTeJ1LCTBo, H OTHOCHTCSI T0JIEx0 O MH51 (6e9
H BJIH51HH51); ecm CTHOCTB Moe 6orpa.iH.
SI DIHTJThHO He MOI ocTaHoBHmcSi, yepamcsr, tTO6N
He OBOHTh (rrHcaTb): H BC emaee oT6pacLIBaBD eeprresro
(zesra	 TecxHe) HuH	 w pyx (xrr.i).
TH roBopi (meriomi) H ecm MOSi ssmITepaTypa..
[Ued.: 124]
The invocation of the tradition of prophecy is used as a
justification of Rozanov's otherwise paradoxical position.
He claimed to be seeking to overcome literature, and yet
was himself more intimately and tirelessly engaged in its
production than almost any of his contemporaries. Rozanov
seeks to equate his constant need to write and publish,
which he associated with the very features of modernity
that he despised, with the continual (spoken) verbal
creation of prophecy. He emphasizes the spoken, not the
written character of his utterance. The role of prophet and
wanderer assures Rozanov the same freedom and lack of
accountability as the genre of prayer and solitary self-
accounting. In both he has a guarantee in God's will that
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frees him from a more worldly answerability.
Rozanov's declaration of himself as a 'wanderer-
preacher' (strannik-propovednik) can be seen as a literary
device, seeking to reserve for the author both the absolute
power of prophecy and the freedoms of a subjective,
intimate genre that makes a gesture of denial and
unaccountability to the reading public, while ensuring that
his words are heard. Rozanov explains his sense of prophecy
as the impulse towards verbal creation without textual
authority. The assertion of his prophetic destiny gives
him, he believes, the freedom to pronounce on the world as
he conceives it, without having to be accountable to books.
Rozanov argued that this freedom should be open to
everyone: no one should hesitate to speak of their own
unique experience, silenced by the false authorities of
books. Rozanov sought to promote the word as he understood
it in its truly sacred interpretation, as freedom, rather
than silencing constraint. Each man furthers the sacred
life of the word in his own words. This is man's necessary
act before God, Rozanov believed. Rozanov argues for a
return to man's spontaneous access to God, which he sees as
his capacity for prophecy:
M& yrac.im xiyx rxpopoeca B ce6e. EurHe orb1aTa
yracano BO3MoHocm npopoecTBa. Mi pe3B qaHo o6eHe.nH
ae cpawreno C BeTXOaBeTHBTh4 eBpecTBoM. <..•>
BCSIK MOflH 6z eue o6parHmcsI x OTry He6ecHoMy B HYHOM
cnyae	 He flOBTOP	 C.nOBa Mcyca, 4He rrPHBOgR
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TexcTa, io coe HOBO TBOP csroBo. <.•.> . roBop, 1TO
CJIOBO xaoro H3 Hac i4orno-6N 6L1Th BoxHoBeHHo <...>.'°
Rozanov sought a freedom for man from past texts and
authorities, to show him that it is his own spontaneous
creative word that is his joyful heritage. He believed that
even one of the most celebratory texts of the Bible, the
'Song of Songs', had been distorted and rationalized in the
hands of the ecclesiastical dogmatists. He imagines himself
as a modern prophet of Judaea, proclaiming its true spirit:
0, ec.nw & He T roj (57) : c flec	 I1ecHe	 rio6ea.n
6N rIO Y3IHLN H, oCTaHaBnHBa RDHome, OCTHBJ1HB5 xeBymex,
OBOM5[ eSH BeeN:
- Paxocm, PaXLocm rrpHmna, KoTopyI cxpLnH OT ac H
xoopas ecm: 'ITO CBneHHoe riHcaHie OBOHT H 3OBT K
noLeJIyM, 'IHCT, HeBHmI, <...> CTYHaTe e, oMoTecb,
o'IHcTHTecr, IOMOflHTC - H IHXOHT ora J1HKOBTB Ha
y.nMLe BeJIHKy)D fleclrE flecHeti .
Averintsev explains the variety of possible interpretations
of the 'Song of Songs', of which Rozanov's reaction is one,
as proof of the endurance and constant renewal of the word
in the Near Eastern verbal tradition. He also emphasizes
oppositions that are significant for Rozanov's writing, in
its attack on established literature:
CSIOBa rxosa
	 He	 rLnacTrn(y, a	 3OMKHYTYX
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Ha)TKy, He cOpMy, a rIoptB, He paCt neHH0CTB, a C31MHH0Cm,
He o6paceHHe, a Bpa.eHe, He VTKYE KapTHHy, a
IP0HHKH0BHHYX) L.!HToHaLMR,. <...> He cnyaiHo Ha 4cflec!m
liecHe	 'rNcenerngi rriicasrw	 c'recxie TOJIKOBaHHg : 110
cao nppoe coero noriecoro cnoBa oHa OTKHT	 risi
I16Erx HHTeprrpeTaLHk rrpeesio LJI0TCK00 VIH rIpexeimHo
caxpanbHoro xapaxTepa, o ee O3HOCTh pasoMxHyTa 	 aer
	
!31tb xax HeqTo
 1TpH}ILfl-rHaJrbH0 	 112
The dynamism, value of impulse (poryv) over form,
expressive and penetrative intonation over clearly defined
characters and objective description, noted here by
Averintsev as distinctive of the Near Eastern tradition,
are all features of the way that Rozanov describes his own
writing, or the ideal of his writing. Despite urging the
freedom of verbal creation for the ordinary man, Rozanov
also set himself apart. He asserts the uniqueness of his
own prophetic role and claims that he is chosen by God,
that this is the origin of his prophetic literary style.
This was also a furthering of his freedom from
accountability to the here and now:
OTca o cix riop (57 neT) cnoiioc B CYIIHOCTH BC Moe
poco3epLaHe: 6esxoHewo oTasrc destinationes, xax
Bor xoteT*, icKax H3 HaC pacTeT*, icKK B HC 9a.n0ceH0* <..•>
OTcR,ia <.•.> BEPOC H M0 TOpCeCTBeHK&I cnor, - TK xax
icxoMy OTKPNJIHCE destinationes - He rrpae	 OB0HTb
06HXH0BeHHhTM, ynwnmmi 5I3LTxOM, a TOflBKO SISNKOM XpaMOBLTM, H60
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OH CTB per, He	 rIocTaBneH}mr, a BoroM s6paHH: T.
K. eMy OXHOMY OTKPNJ1C BOJ1 BocM	 <.. •>•
[Lit. izg. : 343, n.2]
With the authority of a self-prescribed divine
possession Rozanov wards of f uninitiated and unwanted
readers. His words are only for those who will receive them
in their original spirit. He places himself beyond temporal
judgement since he claims that his words are his destiny,
he cannot speak otherwise. The grandiose gesture and high
tone also act as a sealing of his exclusive relationship
with the readers who will understand him as he does
himself. In a passage from Tjedinennoe, Rozanov emphasizes
his sacredness in God, although even this is claimed as a
subjective sensation, not an objective truth. Rozanov even
addresses God, as an intimate (' , Boze'), to tell him of
this feeling. The reader is posited as a noisy and tiresome
interlocutor, interrupting the intimate address to God. His
interruption acts as a reminder of the everyday noise of
literary life and contrasts with the quiet exultation of
Rozanov's 'sacred writing':
B. cero MeI{$ no9onorivl.
YBCTBYT STO...
Boce, o ero yBcTBy.
Kaçrasi MO5I CTOK	 CTb CBHHO rmIcaHHe <. •.> H
Ka)asI MO M&CJTh ecm cema &cJm, H xazoe Moe JIOBO
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ecm cBsnIeHHoe CJIOBO.
- Kax BN cMeeTe? - KHHT tIHTaTeJm.
- Hy BOT TK H *CMI*, - CMICb MY B 0TBeT 51.
51 Bec 4cB flpoBH)eHHH*... Eoe, o ero 51 STO tyBCTByE.
[Ued.: 96]
The claiming of the freedom of the individual's
spiritual accounting is in the Orthodox tradition of
prayer. With God's sanction, the man who prays has an
absolute freedom of words and speech. Rozanov knew this
power of prayer, and takes it into literature: 'Po9aHoB,
6y	 YJOM cBoe seMnH. MOJTH Bora, MOJThi Bora, IOTOM TO
cazi	 ero He Moeb, HO ecn Bor C TO6O - yo
mxe."3 Confidence of divine sanction allows Rozanov
immense daring and freedom. It is the guarantee of his
anarchic subjectivity: 'Bor Co MHO, 9Ha'HT 51 rlpaB...'. God
is the authority in which Rozanov says whatever he likes:
<.•.>	 e aco e xaasroc ( H MO!ZT 6ITB, Tax TO
ecm), TO 51 CaM& TTPBXtHBNH H HCXPHHH rmIcaTeJm: XOTB TYT
He
	
	
cxpyriyria HpaBcTeHH0cTH.
4CTaK MH51 YCTOKfl Eor*.
(Ued. : 98]
Rozanov resolves his endless need for speech by claiming
that it is God's will. God gives his most intimate and
subjective words a sacral authority. This is the sense in
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which Rozanov understands his prophetic fate. God is the
guarantor of the truth of his writing, a defence against
accusations of carelessness or self-contradiction.
Rozanov's invocation of God's will frees him, in Bakhtinian
terms, from his obligations to the reader. He can laugh in
the face of the reader, and is not obliged to explain his
words. Thus he frees his words from possible completing
evaluations that would stall the process of self-uncovery
in the sight of God. In the descriptions of his writing
process, Rozanov makes frequent reference to this sense of
divine possession and involuntary inspiration. In the
following passage Rozanov describes his writing as a
prophetic possession by God:
Crre cBOe H3HH, fatum' a, oco6ei*io &crie ,
r.naBHoe, rmicaHr, C Eoecxi xot y* - rznO IOCTOSTHHO BO
MHe, C CNO 1)HOCTH, xae C oTpoecTBa. 0 oTca, riOaiiyH,
BLITKJ! MOST He6pecHOCTB. 51 IOTOMY 6LTJI He6pePzeH, 'ITO xaxo-
TO BHYTPHHH roJioc, xaxoe-To enpeooro BHYTHH
ye.rIeHMe e roBopano, TO Bce,	 o si roBopI), - xoieT Bor,
ST roBopim. He cera TO tBJIO B OXHKOBO cTeneH,
B OHHKOBOM Han STeHH: HO
	
TO y6ecreHe, sTa epa
oxovia o xaxo-To pacIcasIeI-lHocT!. 51 TOHO BCE eJ1a.flCST
rycToL yma eiaiac rycToE,	 cm COBCM npopeaii
OCO6HH CTpOH,
	 4STr3ETX CaM roBopLLJm. He cera B TKHX
c.nyqaSTx 6a..no riepo no pyxok:	 ora si B'oBapa.n, qTc)
ano Ha yme. .. Ho ST tIYBCTBOBaSI, TO B 4Bu'oBapMBaeMOM* 6an
TKO	 anop caniz (lcrycToro*) ,
	 TO He MorJrk! 6Et CTH&
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BNepam, coxpaHmc ype reH, qye r3axoH&, yie To!ze
y6eeHt. . . B axe rm1HyrN 51 yBCTB0Ba.n, 'ITO roop
xaxyD-To a6cOJIBDTHY)D npaBy, H nO TO-B-T0Th Tax . yrMoM
Hal noHe1, xax STO CTh B MHpe, B Bore, B 4CHCTHHe B CMO
ce6e*. EoimmeiD acm, oyHaxo, STO He samcanoc (He 6LU10
nepa).
[Ued.: 98-99]
The emphasis on the heat of the moment of utterance and the
lack of written vestiges is in the tradition of Near
Eastern prophecy. Rozanov's subjective prophecy was founded
on a great faith in the phenomenon of himself:114
Boo6ue, ecn pasopamc BO Bcex sx xonsx nOpO6HO -
pasepym N Lx B TOM, BTO ma 6N Be1H1ama51 no
HH'repecy McTOpM51, BOBC He orpaiecxoro 	 a, Tax
cxasam, iHm9oBaimoro, HCTOHKO - xynBTypHOrO. rio P9H&M
flWIHHM 51 yMaI, 1TO STO 4eXtHHCTBeHH pa* B HCTOPMH
CflyMJ1OCE, H 51 He MOY OTJITBCS1 OT 'yBcTBa, 1TO BTO -
r1pOB14eHuHasrsHO. 115
110 c.nOHocTH H XO31WCTBY &ciie (Totex 	 yopa
M&CI1HHO TKaHH) 51 cax ce6si nep.i. MHe ora Ka,KeTcSI,
TO 51 rIoHsLn BCI) HCTOMI) Tax, xax 6	 epy ee B pyxe*, xax
6 HCTOPHI 51 caM coTBopH.n, - C TK t!BCTBOM 	 w
no.nHoro nocTleHHs1.
[Smert.: 151]
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The creative freedom and invention of Rozanov's words are
so much an assertion of self that at times God and God's
word seem relegated to dependence on Rozanov's summOnS:
'ABpaaMa IH9BJI Bor: a si ca ripisaii Bora... BOT BC
pa3}tHLa.' [Ued.: 79]
IURODSTVO
Iurodstvo, although not conventionally described as a
verbal genre like prayer and prophesy, is nevertheless a
very important part of the Russian Orthodox verbal
tradition, and rooted in its Near Eastern religious
origins." Critics used the term iurodstvo to approach the
more outspoken, outrageous and capricious aspects of
Rozanov's writing."7
 Bakhtin describes iurodstvo as a form
of verbal creation in 'Avtor i geroi v esteticheskoi
deiatel'nosti'. Iurodstvo guarantees an unprecedented
freedom of speech in defiance of authority and immediate,
secular answerability. It could equally be a shielding
device from external valuation, a way of challenging the
reader and deflecting his expectations. Baklitin writes
about the use of such literary iurodstvo in Zapiski iz
podpol'ia. It can mean a refusal to submit to the judgement
of the reader, and even to God:
Bo3MozeH 6oro6optecK
	 M eJToBeKo6optecxH MOMHT B
cooTeTe-HcnoBex, eripme BO3MOHOO cya 6oecxoro H
'e.noBeqecxoro, H oTcria TOM 3J1oI, HeoBepMSI, LHHH9Ma,
10].
HpoHM,	 BNB0Ba.	 (IpocTBy	 noq	 cerxa	 rrpcyir
	
SJIeMeHT, LIHtecI 	 BIBepT IDpocTBa;
B3HBana., paimias 0TKp0BeHH0CTB.)
TaxoBa HCflOBb	 0TKP0BHH0CTh riepex qesIoBeKoM,
xooporo rrpe3Mpaem,, y )oCToeBCKoro <...>.'
Bakhtin describes literary iurodstv p as a refusal to reckon
with other evaluating consciousnesses but one's own.
Iurodstvo is a denial of the other's completing authority,
the only authority it recognizes is that of God. This does
not, however, threaten the absolute freedom of speech. The
iurodivye, or fools in God, were understood as having a
divine dispensation for words that could be contradictory
and logically incoherent, but particulary for challenging
or upbraiding members of society who were traditionally
considered irreproachable. The iurodivyi is allowed this
freedom in the name of truth and God. Yet absolute licence
of speech could be interpreted, in its modern context, as
cynicism; Rozanov's openness was branded 'cynicism' by his
critics.
Iurodstvo was a form in which penetrating criticisms
could be justified by a sacred naivety. It is the lack of
temporal calculation that allows the iurodivyi freedom of
speech. He is not meant to understand the full import of
what he says, and yet he speaks straight to the heart of
the matter, not reckoning with the anticipated reactions of
others. In Rozanov's writing, besides the opennness that
was seen as cynicism, there are also the tones of innocence
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in God, the self-accounting that finds refuge and
absolution in God - the process that Bakhtin describes as
becoming 'naive in God':
flpeBocxnasI BepoE onpaxae B 6ore, s Ma.rro-rloMajry	 ii-
ui-ce6si CTaHOBJ1XCE .upyrHM .ruiii 6ora, HBHBfl4 B sore. Ha
9TO CTa	 HMBHOCTh HXOXTC ncamii (Tax,ze
iore xpcTaHcxe	 MoJTwrB); cTaH0BMTcSI BO3MOHEN
PHTM,	 fl1DUT	 BO9BHIIIDIILM oöpas	 ripo. - ycrloKoeHl4e,
cTpo	 t.iepa B aw'Hr..naiiH xpaco& B 6ore .
Naivety in God is the moment in which one gives up the
critical attack of self-accounting for oneself, and finds
freedom and release in God. In this way the tones of
penitence and self-condemnation become more joyous and
assertive. This act of faith is necessary for Rozanov, to
allow him the freedom of self-expression in his work, to
free him from the constant process of self-doubt and self-
condemnation. The movement between these moods is a rhythm
of the opavshie list'ia genre. Rozanov associates religion
with naivety. He frequently describes himself as a 'little
boy' in his faith. Religion was a way of overcoming the
contemporary obligation for exhaustive knowledge: 'Ee
ncixonorecxoro Moeira	 6es crzoco6HocTH yrloBam,
HaxesImcsI, 6e3 HKOTOO CB5ITO HHBHOCT - HeBosMo.Ha
Boo6ue pe.rr 	 • 120
Mandel'shtam decribes the creative freedom of the
artist as a playfulness with God. Redemption has already
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taken place, in Christ's sacrifice, it is in imitation of
this first act that artists recreate the illusion of
redemption, the stages of catharsis and redemption in their
art, but this is seen as God's game with man who has
already been set free:
XpHcTHaHcxoe	 HCKCCTBO	 CBO6OXLHO.	 Hmaxa.q
Heo6xoXL1MocTb, ae cai.ia BHcoxas!, He opaae ero CBTMO
BHYTHH	 cBo6Ox&, Möo rzpoo6pa9 ero, TO ey OHO
nopaaeT, ecm caio cyrmee	 pa XpI.ICTOM. HTaK, He
He cxyrrsreøe B HcxyccTBe, a c000e paxocoe
notpaae XpHcTy - BOT xpaeyroim	 xa.ie XCTHCXO
9cTeT!K4. <...> MH BMCT C XYOHMKOM ye HCK'/flflH, - TO
e ocTaeTcsl? PaocTHoe 6oroo6neMr4e, KaK z rpa OTLa c
emMM,	 ypx	 rip.Tx	 yxa!	 <...>	 Bc.	 ama
xyJmTypa,	 Jiaroapsi yecHo MUIOCTW
XpiCT1aHCTBa, ecm oT1yIIeme z. pa Ha CBO6OY .gng
	mn
YXOBHOO BeceJm, U.Jlq cBo6oHoro noupaaH XpCTy* 121
Similarly, Rozanov describes his own writing as a playful
game with God that takes place 'in God's playground':
Ho	 manyHox y Bora. .51 moOsix maimm. fflaJIOCTh,
MaiieHHe HN (x ymeBIwe ) - Moe flOCTOHHO cocToHe. Kora
SI He Mrpax, e OHB CKyHHO, H IOTOMY SI nom IOCTOSIHHO
MrpaBD. r3lynocTr.!, aHTa3MH, MesIoH, cop, 3a6aBT. <...> BcSI
MOSI x yma - He opaea. HHxora. <..•>
1rpaRDT e co6axri Ha	 H SI 4co6axa Eoz&,
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rpanuasi IcHa EoeM JBope*, .i	 xora He XOT.na. C iero
yTH.
51 m,6nr E.
Bosmme cero s ero nI6JTBD.
J1BDs1I ero Bop. YacHo Ir1DiJThD.
51 ct1acTJIB 122
Both writers emphasize the need to rejoice in worldly
surroundings. They emphasize man's need to recognize his
freedom, and not enslave himself to a sense of sinfulness.
Mandel'shtam describes God the Father as a benevolent
overseer of his innocent and playful children. This was
very close to Rozanov's own depiction of his God, and in
his writing he created a role for himself as a child both
playful and irresponsible, because innocent in God.
Another feature of Rozanov's literary iurodstvo is a
constant uncovering of deceits, a frank outspokenness of
even the most intimate details. Rozanov described his
writing as a nakedness. In Posle Sakharny, he describes
going naked before the people, thereby making a literary
gesture of a spiritual device displayed with vivid
literalness by medieval saints and holy men.' 23 Tearing of f
one's clothes before the people symbolized the
relinquishing of all worldly authority, and yet at the same
time had a commanding psychological power. What was a
literal show of self-abasement and ultimate humility could
be a clever and politic assertion. Rozanov makes this
literalness a literary device. His literary nakedness is a
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symbolic protest against the intellectual hypocrisy of
contemporary Russian culture. In an article on
Dostoevskii's Zapiski iz podpol'i p , Rozanov compares the
protagonist with a naked man, 'in the bath-house':
e.noBex 6LTBaeT B BYX BHax: B erIapTaMeHTe, Ha 6ajiy;
HO 6RBaeT ene B 6aHe. 51 im6m e.noBexa B 6aHe. Torjza s BH)Ky
ero cero H
	 rrpipac. <...> .
BOT THC 3OCTOeBcxOrO, TOM HcrroBeoBaRM.g 4flOflOIIBHOrO
enoBexa*, TOM caMoro JocToeBcxoro. Kora BR CTOHT
1e.noBeecKoe cqacme*, TO BR cpowre ero CO6CTBeHHO xns
oeBmeroc. qe.noBexa, <...>. Sro CKTO H HeBepHo. <...>
11pOCTO, - He YOBJTTBOHTC roimi
	 e.noBex, B HaType;
xyriei B ae H
	 B norioime. BR nocpoee HCKYCCTBHHO
cacme	 co'HHeHHoro eJ1OBexa,
	 HCKYCCTBHHOO
t eJIOBexa,	 Bai BNMHHOO enoBexa. 11pOCTO, H BR
rIpHBopeTec, xora co'HHs!eTe TeopHH, H IPHTBOP5IXTC5I B8.flIH
HTaTesIH, ora ena BHX, 1TO i BepsrT. C6pocTe
rrpHTBopcTBo, BOT xax , H IO3IYt!HT KpHTHKy, XOXOT H
tHJIKTHKY 4rIotrIoJmHoro qe.rIoBexa* 124
Rozanov protests his innocence and self-sacrifice for
people by his willingness to bare all in his writing, to
restore to people what is spontaneous, Russian and sacred.
In a characteristic identification of the development of
civilization with the Fall of man, Rozanov urges a return
to a supposedly original 'naked' source of knowledge,
unashamed of its innocence:
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<...> M& coBepmeiHo 9awJu.1 riepoammi B cede opa Eozr;
i Bce	 TUMMC51	 rrpprr	 ero	 O5ZH1MM	 BHen1He,
91MCTBOBHHO LB!J!9aLH. M He XOBP5iM B ce6e BTOMY
rrpexpacoy	 rrxy, M& ero rIpepaeM, rr,
HaxoHer, BOSHBBHJ1H ero. 0 BOT OT xaxoro nepopoioro
rpexa ame sioHol rarr Hac ror aimme	 aimme
MYHTSiEHLT CTLT;
	 saxprsae M& imuo cBoe nepe
HapoxaNH;	 y6erae	 rx TM MyqwrejlbHee, 'geM 6jie,
rioBHoMy,	 H	 flOXO4 rio BHemHOCT,	 M Ooimme
apacae Ha ce6si oje	 rrry6e rny6e rrpwieM no nii
CBOE rrpe9peHHyI* HaroTy, - T ripexpacyi HaroTy, KOTOpyI
HM a.n Bor
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For Rozanov, the false clothings of knowledge protect
people from genuine spiritual perception. Gershenzon used
a similar image in a letter of 1912 to Rozanov praising his
Uedinennoe:
<...> gaze HenocT4o, xax BTO B CMJIH Tax COBCM He
HTb Ha ce CMCTe, cxei, . •.> - xax y Bac xarmo
CMJIOCTH B 20-M Bexe, re BCe XOT OTN B CHCTeMY, B
riOCIIXOBTJThHOCTh, B Xoxa3aTeJThHocTB, paccxasam BCIIYX ii
rIy6JrHqHO CBO HaroTy. KoHeHo, B CYIIHOCT1 Bce roi, HO
CThXD He THET 9TOrO ca M y BO BCSIKOM cny'ae Hapy!zy
flPHKPLIBT ce6 126
Conventional formulas of thought are seen as sinful
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coverings, a continuation of Adam and Eve's actions after
eating from the Tree of Knowledge. Rozanov praises
Leont'ev's originality by comparing him to Adam, naked
before the Fall, in a crowd of literary masks: ' tlenoBex 6ui
B CJ1OBX BCb - xax AtJaM 6e3 oeg."27
Prishvin, who acknowledged Rozanov's profound
influence on his life and who devoted much of his diary to
an elucidation of this influence towards which he was
ambiguous, emphasized the religious source of Rozanov's
literary nakedness:
OH IIO9BOJI5IJI ce6e
	 ce cpecTBa,	 TOM OTCTOSITB CBO1
HHHB1gyaJmHoCm, xax B
	 Tax B JtwrepaType. Bo Bce
pyccxo M, MOT 6Nm, HMP0BO smlTepaType, HT axoro
rrcaTesrsI, xoTopEi Mor 6 Tax
llcToxH o6HaIceHM5i PosaHoBa: 1) peJmroii&, 2) rrpoca
.nx6oB x o6eirg
 (&'ry) • 129
Rozanov's literary 'nakedness' was a way in which he
ensured for himself freedom to attack established
conventions much as the iurodivyi might act against
official church or state hierarchies. Rozanov imitates this
iurodstvo, claiming divine authority even for his most
outrageous words. For Bakhtin, iurodstvo is a way to
maintain an endless non-coincidence of self, to avoid the
finalization of others' constrictive definitions. It
preserves the purity of one's self-relation, of writing for
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oneself, and a freedom of potential new utterance:
STa 6opb6a C LHHOCTH0 no nie ipyroro cBoeopasH&
o6pa3oM CTBT rrpo6JleMy BHemHe tOM& B caHooreTe-
McnoBe; sec He96eeH KOHJIMKT C OMO M C CaNIm4
StXOM	 <...>	 (xopiiri	 PDXCTB	 xax	 op&
rIpHHLL!rniaJIHoro oTpHLai5 9HTh?4OCT1 OM& BP1pa,eHM5I) 130
CTgT pwra i	 opM&	 - KOHb IDpocTBa, ropoe
OHHOCTBO H rrpoTBrreHI .Ye XlpyroMy, CaMOCOBHaHHe, rrepememee
rpagz 0 eiiaee o'zepTom BOKY ce6si oepasp&
Kpyr.'3'
For Bakhtin and Rozanov iurodstvo represented a resistance
to pre-conceived forms of expression, an attempt to
counteract the constrictions of given form. They, and many
of their contemporaries, were engaged in a bid to find
productive forms of thought that would free expression from
the constraint of previous systems and categories, adopted
from Western philosophy. Bakhtin's work was itself in many
ways an extension of these philosophical traditions, in
which he had been educated. Rozanov's battle with system
and form was far more polemical, he waged the campaign in
his articles and footnotes and in the self-consciously
'unformed' structure of his opavshie list'i p genre.
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CHAPTER II: FORMS OF EXPRESSION AND UNDERSTANDING IN
ROZANOV'S APPROACH TO THE WORD
THE PROBLEM OF FORM
Form was an important part of the debate on the word in the
late nineteenth and early twentieth century in Russia.
There was a general recognition of the need to evolve new
forms for thought in order to develop Russia's individual
philosophical tradition. Rozanov was engaged in this debate
in his articles and in his own work. Yet he suggested that
Russia's nature was contradictory, defying logical
development:
BCSI ama (pyccxas!) HCTOH5T - OCO6eHHO B 9TH XBa	 H 1M
yanee, TM xye - HOCHT xapaxep xaoTHiHocTH; BC B
IcO6HJmHO*, 4mHpoxo - H BC 4H ycTpoeHo*; M& xax 6ri zme
aopw3MaNH, He IThLT&H CB5I9Th HX B CHCTeMY, H xae ae
9azeiaH, TO Bce	 aops	 xzpyr-xrpyry; Tax
qTO M& C06CTBeHHO, same XYXOBHO H - He OflJiHM&, He
YflOB	 tflH M&CJIH, H BOT noeMy M& - He paSBHBaeMCSI.
[Lit. izg.: 492-93]
Despite the pessimistic tone, Rozanov's comments are
expressive of important and intentional features of his own
writing, his own principled contradiction and resistance of
definition. Rozanov recognized a vitality in Russia's
formlessness, yielding true prophets:
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A3r 6eopMeHa	 rrzyoxa. OTTyxa, He 3a6yXeM, 1flH He
nojeJmimze, a noe ripopox; MyrrpoCm,
	
coamee
nocee	 B XJITHOM ysepce*	 coXepHTcs, rip
UOXO6HO ze 3HTCKO 6e3OpMeHHOCTZ, oro 9OflOTO Me1TN,
icotaniero -	 IHT0M	 w3HeHHoro, rIpaxT!ecxoro,
ocynecaneoro -	 • 1
Rozanov recognized the dangers of Russia's chaotic
nature, but he sought to defend the source of vitality that
he saw as Russia's nature against rigid, outwardly imposed
forms. In language and society Rozanov identified the
beginning of degeneration with the moment when the artifice
of form begins to take over from the content or 'spirit' of
a thing:
CoBepmeHcTBo tOpM& CTb rrpeiiyneco riaai x riox.
Kora apo ypae - OH OCTBJ1$T OHH OpM&: BTO -
CKeJIeT ero yxa, ero TBOpeCTBa, ero	 tHH BHYTHHHX H
BHeUIHHX. <.•
	 BOT nOt eMy, ene par3: xorxa apox
oxamae cBoe CYilCTBOBHH - OpHaJm,Ha. CTOPOH Bcex 4
cosaaex Bene rIpH6naeTc5I x coeMy saBepmeHHID.2
Rozanov identified this process in areas of language as
disparate as that of Church ritual and the poetry of the
decadents:
flOBC1Dy, BO Bcex esi JIHHM$IX,	 H3Hb Hama o6fleKSIacb B
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TepHoJ1orHx,	 np	 yxa
XPHCTHHCTB <..•>.
[Lit. izg.: 490)
eKaJ.eHcTBo - 9T0 ultra	 Toro, x eMy OHO OTHOCMYIOC	 t;
STO - yTpwpoBxa e9 yTppyeMoro; BYPHOCTB B OPM ripø
ceHysme coepaiI: 6e pM, 6e pasMepa, oiaxo e
6es czciia *rIoBr3M5I* - SOT decadence.3
Yet in 1909 Rozanov was optimistic about that the 'soul' of
a writer's work would prove more compelling than external
form: 'Eonee 6onee riporiaae repec x opMe .nwrepaTyp}mx
npoH9BeeHH, xax HXOTOOMY HCKYCCTBHHOMY nocTpoe,
YCJIOBHO	 B HHY1D BflOX/, M apacae HTPC K
yme ix, T. e • x TO saymeso BHYTHH cJm! awropa, C
xooporo OH mca.n cBoe npoH3BeeHHe.' 4 This was the
direction that he hoped writing and criticism would follow.
In a footnote to a letter from Strakhov, Rozanov
contrasts the formally structured edifice (postroika) with
the spontaneous impulse (polet) in writing:
tIOBHJ1MOMy, CTb Ba BHa rr!CaTeimCTBa: 1) rloneT, 2)
rxocTpoxa. B KOPHe HX ne	 sent aiana ienoeecxoro
yxa - rrpopoecTBoBam, Mr[ococTBoBam. Haxe& KHIH 0
sooe rrocaeiio TOJThKO BTOPLtX, a nepe 4fltb yBSIeKaT 0
TBOpT 9Fb . CTpaxoB rrpMHaxr,neT x cTpo}rreJT..I, xax O6paTHO
Harlp. Brrax. CoJioshes - K noneroKaM.
[Lit. izg.: 223, n.1]
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Despite his claim that structured philosophical thought was
more 'reliable', Rozanov's instinctive sympathy was for the
stimulating and creative impulse of prophecy, which he felt
to be so lacking in an age already overburdened with
'reliable' academic philosophies. Strakhov, however,
accused Rozanov of a dangerous impulsiveness and lack of
concentration in his writing. He wrote to him: '3aeM BaN
pas6pacmaTbc 14 ØCTOIITh CBO14 CMJThI Ha rIOPNB14CTOe rIl4caH14e
14 wrae.'[Lit. izg.: 118] Rozanov countered that his
writing was a responsibility to the many contradictory
thoughts that motivated him. The only way to be true to
this in writing was to write in 'many tones':
<...> MeqTN,	 Oi-UITh callotl pa3Hoo6pasHo - iia eHa;
uerraH	 - rrpoorioiiox, <...> - oTxya	 poanac
4c BOSMOHOCTh BCeX TOHOB*. Boo6ue zme HY*HO 6Nflo coxpauam
ce6si, y6aBnsim ss B
	 i ene B	 *; yripouamc... STY
OCTBHHOCTb	 B 4c$!* Crpaxo	 ripHaii sa
4flOpHBHCTOCTb,	 COOID*,	 BocxBa.neHMe CBO14X
HeocTaTxoB*. Ty'r 6rio
	 TOT a.upec*,	 H TO 1Thi.
[Lit. izg.: 351, n.1]
Rozanov defended his impulse (poryv) almost as a
philosophical principle. He uses the same term, poryv, when
writing of the source of prayer and religion, and of
sexuality. He admires the holy but 'mistaken' impulse of
the heretics. 5
 The constant renewal of the spiritual,
creative impulse prevents the ossification and formal
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perfection which is an historical and cultural death.
Rozanov writes of his own work:
ECnH Moi yM He YXT noMimcs (M.6. He cT0HT) - MO
riop 6yXZeT rxoM1mc.. IICT0pM5L 4Hoero cepxLa* He rIpo&reT B
nøepaype pyccxo <•••>•6
4CYM* xpMcT1aHcxH, paccyeie* XHCTHHCKO - HcepnaHo,
H, 6NTh MoeT, HcTolgeHo; cepe xpllcTHaHcxoe, flONB
xpHcTHaHcxH, MY3HX yum XHCTHHCKO He flpo6y.teHa, H OH
MOT 6ecKOHeHO H 6ecKOHet Hoe, xazeTcsI, MOT
COTBOPHTB . . .
Rozanov interpreted the phenomenon of sectarianism in
Russian religious life as the rebellion of frustrated
initiative and creative energy, and sees it as emblematic
of a far more widepread phenomenon:
yXO6OpeCTBO ecm C!MrITOM, flOK3YUH H BJ1HKYI
ICCMBHOCTB Bcex HflIHX XtYXOBHX COCTO.HM <...>. HeBLmIoco
STO U..TL .tyflIH enoBeTecxo, <.•.> HeBEHoco, rOBOp1 M,
IOTOMY TO rrppoa	 IEEH 1eJ1OBeieCKOH ecm H9Hb,
iaa, IOTOMY TO yma ecm Eo	 H iemo
TaHa - TBopecxas!. Me,y TM y Hac Bce TBop'ecTBo, BCK
HHHLIMaTHBa, axi 	 E95T OMNH - yt, OCXOIHBETh4C5I yxa
copMaMH! <. • .>	 COTBOPHTB t e.TiOBeKy,	 OH YMT H
3aBepTHTc*. Ho TO6H OH H BepTeJIc, '1TO6H OH H
OCTBOBJ1 - OTKOT eMy JI TBOPCTB 6sIaropoH&e
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OpMFT.
In all areas of life, Rozanov argues, there is no outlet
for the spontaneous creative impulse of the ordinary man.
If the Church ignored man's need to pray about the
everyday, and literature was remote from the details of
ordinary experience, the sense of living prayer would be
lost, and the consequences of spiritual frustration
catastrophic. Rozanov saw his own writing as a way to
respond to the 'creative secret' of man's life.
Rozanov continually defended his own lack of form,
both in his writing and as a characteristic of his own
life. The evasion of a defined form was a guarantee of
vigour and potential for future life:
- 3a 1OCTO $	 e i.me	 opM& (causa formalis
ApHCTOTeJL) . Kaxo-ro 4KOMOK* tnw 4Ho1anxa. Ho 9T0 OT
Toro, 'ITO BCB - H BCb - cy6'!exT: Cy&!eKTHBHoe
P3BHTO BO e 6ecxoHerno, xax Si He 3HR) HR y Koro, He
rxpexrzonarasi HR y xoro.
[Ued.: 55]
The spirit, dukh, according to Bakhtin, is the formative,
but unformed principle, it is an undefined energy of
becoming. A person lives out towards others in spirit
(dukh), but only receives a formed soul (dusha) as a grace
of the other's completion of his/her ever-emergent being.9
If the person resists this, he/she remains in a state of
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ever-striving spirit, endless subjectivity, defying
completion:
<...> jyma ii BCe tOM& 9cTerecxoro BOIJIORHM5I
W3HH (pwmi)	 op& aoro pa, scTerec1uI
C00THeCeHH0I'o C YWO,	 He HOI'YT 6E:Th OPMM
CTorO caMoBLTpa)?eHMs!, BNpHH5f ceósi H cBoero, HO BJ1KTC
OMMH oTHOmeHf. K .U,pyrOl4y H K ero caMoBLrpaeHi. 10
Rozanov sought to avoid reckoning with this other, which
would impose a possible definition on his words. His
writing continually states its almost programmatic
contradiction and evasion of definition. Lack of definition
is a refuge as it promises endless becoming and endless
writing.
WRITING AND ThE MOVEMENTS OF ThE SOUL
Rozanov claimed that he was unable ever to plan or
structure an article before writing, it had to 'write
itself' according to his inspiration. At times this yielded
results that even Rozanov recognized did not express his
argument in the most lucid way possible for the reader.
However, he was unable to accept even the smallest
alterations in the interests of clarity and was forced to
reinstate the original, if chaotic, statements, as being
truer to the moment of writing:
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H qero B W3HH ixora He o6paomrBasi, KpOMe JByX
cTaTe: Lenr, qe.TIoBeqecxo	 H3HH* H *0 pex
riptnax 'ienoBetlecxo	 SITJThHOCTH (peaxw 3-4 xaro)
H OH - T$!HYTC5I T01TeJmHO, Kax MoasIKa.
[Lit. izg.: 200, n.2]
Ecm exoopasi HerrpHpHBHocTB, cruiomijocm, LMOCTHOCTh
.nwrepaTypHhTx npoH3BeeHH, acsruasi OT HHCTB BsBaBmerO
HX HacTpoeHM., KOTOpa. e.naeT HX HenorIpaBQ .f1, ae eci
OH H crroriem HeIOCTaTKOB. <...> B MOHX CTTX !1031H0 H
es H3MHHH opaea MO$I yma BO Bcex esi HCTPDX H
oTTeHxax BTHX HacTpoeHH, ypo.nHBLDc H rIpaBHJThHDC, rieaimix
H CBeTJc, HO 6HBIIEUX H, c.neoBaTeJmHO,	 BX; H60 6rrb
oTpazeH}f - KOHHO BHO - BTO H ecm rnaBHa. Le.JIb
rrHcaTenr, rIpH xOTOpo	 ce ripot 	 wig nero rio6OqH&. <...>
<...> JI@TepaTypa, BCSI .mTepaTypa ecm percTpaw
	
HBIDC
axToB; ecm p xax-6r oxaMeHenocTe, MS KOTOEX Ka!C&5I
ma exora	 Ee HSM14Th .ieiiio B opMe, emo B
epe cnOeHM, B
	
CHHTKCMC - 9HHT y6MTh TOT
PBHL1H KT H H MecTe ero 1-IOCTaBMTh HXLHXI, iixora He
6Bmee. Ho xora	 yma eie flOT TOT	 HCT B
ce6e ero no6nexHeBmyD, HO TOt HY opMy, - oHa BC4 CMJIai
ero HSMHHH H oeprae Bce nymee* xax
MKLJMK, xoTopasL, MOT 6RTB, H rlpexpacHa, HO ixora He
6Lna po.reHa .
This letter to the editors of Russkoe obozrenie, written in
1896, anticipates the central concerns of Rozanov's
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writing; his concentration on the living moment of thought,
which alone contains truth. Bakhtin also emphasized the
moment of experience as the sole source of value that could
not be defined:
B orrpe flHHOT	 oero	 U,3151 HeI{ caxoro
(oripeeimocm yBcTBa, esra, cTpeMneHM5I, &cii)
	
ero
He MOT 6Nm uemoro, KpoMe aaoro czucria rxpeeTa,
XOTOpk ocynecTBnsLnc, KOTOpTh! JIO riepe BaRHe. 12
Rozanov emphasizes writing's responsibility to convey as
directly as possible the original moment of experience. He
sought to defy the ossification that he believed was the
danger of literary transcription. As he writes in his
introduction to Uedinennoe:
<...> W3HB B NCTOTtHOM BpeMeH cptsae C YLLI H3.UI
BoczaHM, B9OX, nOsIyM&Cm-!, rxosIyyBcTBa... KoTopNe,
6YY 9BYKOBU o6pNxai, MMBDT T sHaTenbHocm, !TO
	iccom.nw* rrpMo c yii,	 riepepaöoTxH, 6e9 LeJ1H,	 e9
npeHaMepeHI, - 6e9 cero rrocTopoHHero. .. rIPOCTO, - xyma
T.e.	 ma*,	 oxHysTa*.. . C aiero	 MH
TB easrne Bocx.Tm!LaHH* riOqeMy-TO HpaBKmlcB.
[Ued.: 36)
The opavshie list'ia genre seeks to embody the literary
principle expressed in Rozanov's 1896 letter to Russkoe
obozrenie, to be a record of the living experience, to be
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faithful in style to its origin.' 3
 Rozanov warned against
the danger of literary transcription to the spontaneous
energy of the spoken word. This is repeatedly described as
a 'cooling' and 'freezing' process in the life of the
word:
He J1epaTypa, a siwrepaTypocm yacHa; 3ThTPTYPHOCTb
tyTIM , JTHTPTYHOCTh IIH.	 , TO Bcxoe iepeiae
riepeimBaecs	 rpaiee,	 oe c.noBo: HO sr	 ce
xoH1aeTc, - cai .ioe	 yMepno, RT ero. Tez.irIepaTypa
( t e.noBeKa, Tesza) oc.na OT cnoBa. CrroBo He Bo36y,IcraeT, o
HeT! OHO - pacxonaae	 ocTaHaBm-lBaeT.
[0. 1. I.: 171]
Rozanov described his ideal of writing as a
spontaneous dynamism. It should be transient but
invigorating, returning the reader to life more forcefully:
JT1.rrepaTypa TM nopasHTeJmHasI Belgb, TO STO - cropaa. O
Tila, 6e OCTTK BeIg: HKH	 napoxoxa, KOTON
racy Ha Berpe. <. •.> flwreparypa - cwa Boa; rnOTH -
He yMpemi*. Toimxo? - Toimxo. flycToe? - HeT, canoe Baaioe:
KPOB B max yTpyeFnt&x, roiiy6o oroex He6eCHO HcxpN,
eryir	 rio HepHaM,	 Brrpyr ycTanoe icwepa npeo6pa9yIni B
6ojpoe	 15
Rozanov made his diverse and tangential trains of
thought the source of his writing's vitality. His writing
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was an explicit attempt to follow the movements of thought,
without imposing argument and structure. It is an attempt
to show the process of thought in all its hesitation,
spontanaeity and self-contradiction. Yet Rozanov realized
that this nevertheless remained a literary process. He
became increasingly aware of the difficulties involved in
attempting a true reflection of thought and soul, 'in all
its moods and in the shades of these moods" and yet
printing this as literature, and this debate itself became
a part of his writing.
Rozanov claimed to convey the spontaneous expression
of his thoughts in his writing. Yet he gives a misleading
impression of his writing process. The printed proof-sheets
that remain show his own handwritten deletions, amendments
and alterations. This is more evident in his opavshie
list'ia writings than in his articles, yet it was precisely
these writings that claimed to embody the chance and
spontaneous process of utterance. It was as though the
writing that Rozanov wanted to be truest of all to the
origin of his thought demanded the most attentive
preparation. This is one of the paradoxes of his opavshie
list'ia: both the most anti-literary and supremely literary
writing of its time. In his bid to reproduce, uniquely in
literature, the spontaneous moments of thought and speech,
Rozanov is in fact developing complex literary devices that
were a great spur to the formal and stylistic development
of Russian writing.
In an analysis of the 'modernist' style of Rozanov,
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Remizov and Belyi, Levin emphasizes the refined artistry
and supremely literary nature of the seemingly spontaneous
living and non-literary speech.'7 He analyses Rozanov's
style primarily through the opavshie list'ia genre.
Rozanov's attempt to reproduce the movement and
multiplicity of living thoughts in literature gave a
radically new appearance to the text. Not only was each
page given over to a chance thought, perhaps only a
sentence, a jotting, but the words themselves were often
indeed 'half-words', half-uttered, not pedantically
explained for the reader. Rozanov frequently used
abbreviations, bracketings, italics and quotation marks to
be true to the shifts and abbreviations in his own
thoughts, and to reveal how others' words or phrases (in
quotation marks) could stimulate a train of thought in his
mind. The effect is very dense, as Rozanov shows the knot
of thought, with all the associations, half-thoughts, and
asides that a particular reflection contains. He manages to
do this and not lose his reader, by a skilful use of
bracketing and notation. Levin describes this use of
punctuation as a modernist literary device. The
counterpoint to this density and flurries of thought are
the pauses, the gaps. These are indicated by spaces on the
page, by dashes and by ellipsis, which very effectively
convey the moment where thought breaks of f in bewilderment
or exhaustion, before resuming its 'ceaseless noise' The
pause must be eloquent. Rozanov emphasizes its importance
in a passage criticizing Solov'ev's use of the word: 'Haxo
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6H rIpocsreHTb, CTb .TIH y nero 	 3HKH H
O0TOH* - cHz1i-rroi ymH B pyxormcai	 H	 OtjeHb
6 JmD6orrEtTHo." 9 He makes a sharper comment in an article
attacking the critic Mikhailovskii: 'MHorOTOe* - TO H
ecTb	 HHCTBHHO rnyoxoM&csIeHHa. H xae
	
HHCTBHHSI
yraxrna.q qacT icM&crie 0	 JIHMH*' •20
STYLISTIC INCOHERENCE
Rozanov defended himself against accusations of
incoherence, arguing that the order which the reading
public might be seeking was a false prejudice, a literary
habit, the result of unquestioning laziness. He attacked
the superficial approach of readers who were intolerant of
a lack of form, arguing that the more profound inquiries
might yield less conventional formulations: 'HecepesHocm
HOKX Macc amero HTaInero o6uecTBa 	 rocrIocTByIIgx
eem	 ame JmTepaTyp pxo cxaanac B TOM, TO H14
nepsoe, i opa He cyMem.! paccopem M&C3Th.!, KOTOP5I
saxiiea 6na He B 6necTsInix opMax.' 21 In a letter to
Leont'ev, Rozanov condoned a lack of system as indicative
of profundity:'OTcyrcTBHe CHCTMTWHOCT.! y Bac (He B
J1eHHH, HO B H3JIOeHMH) HOTJTHMO OT rrpe.necTHeHmHx
CTOPOH Bame riwrepaypo MaHep; HO eo OH H CTE
BHHoBHHLa, 'ITO Bamø HH (gn riryrILoB, KoHeqHo) He XYTC
, 22
Dostoevskii was an important example for Rozanov. He
too defended the importance of the unclear and unresolved
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regions of thought that could not aways be expressed in a
clear or logical form. Rozanov maintained, like
Dostoevskii, that the awkwardness of an idea's expression
does not detract from its profundity. He writes about the
structure of Dostoevskii's Zimnie zametki p letnikh
vpechatleniiakh: 'B HCKO3ThKO 6ecnop otno rio
	 HO, B
CYUHOCTH, rszy6oKo CB5I3HO
	 cocpexooei*io cTame' •23
Rozanov also defended the chaotic aspects of Dostoevskii's
literary style:
Bce ripna BeJIHK!e HOCTTKi CO6CTBeHHO !BOfliCH y Hero;
oee - rapom B BomCH, KOTO	 JThb B OTJTh}C
epax HeCe'r Ha ce6e xpaciui To'IHO I(axoro-To HHOO ipa,
a a CLTIOIEIHOM IOSIOTH CBOM BBJ15IT prrB, rzyCTtHH, O6BaJI&
riycrp. Bce 9T0 9azBa1DT: H60 CJIMEEIKOM ECHO, iTO LeHTp
JIHHOCTH ero - H B 9cTeThKe, a B
	 LneHi4, <..
The description of the geography of Dostoevskii's writing
is comparable to Rozanov's own self-description:25
BBopoemte im-iaimi. fflamxH. flecox. KaIieHb. P1TB5H&.
- TO STO? - peMOH'r MOCToBOI?
- HeT, 9T0 4COqHHeHMg
 PoaHoBa*.
[0. 1. I: 179]
Rozanov saw the seeming chaos and contradiction of his
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style as an attempt to be true to his meaning in a way that
had never been done before. He wanted to show that the
sytematizers were falsifisiers of meaning. His chaos was a
principled chaos, and the source of his writing's vitality.
He believed that Dostoevskii's works answered important
contemporary needs, because of, not in spite of, their
exploration of fragmentation in both content and form. Even
Strakhov, who himself applied such stringent criticism to
Rozanov's literary style, recognized that the chaotic forms
of literature were a true expression of contemporary
cultural life that defied logical or coherent form:
JaBHo ye 9HKOM MH 11eTepypr. <.•.> Kao cTpammt xaoc!
Kax	 M3YML4TJThH&5 ypoIL.ioc,ri Hexopocme, noaB.rreHHoi,
sratrnecsi MEIcnH! Ka
	 HBPOST	 opM&! Kax
aorecx crneei
	 co'ieTaHM! Ho B TO e BPM
yBCTBOBaJ1, TO leM 6esopasHee BTOT Map, TeM, KaeTCsI,
ecnpasexsiee ripuiaram x ey Mepxy 1BHiThHO	 CTOiI
<...> ii si rion, TO B rny6l.lHe BTOO yainioro zipa
6e906pasFr&x	 cne	 ce-Taxi CKPBTC rOpsIt.1e CTO!HKH
<...> Eesyter TOT, KTO tHCTYfl 6H x STOMY MLPY C
Tpe6oBaHr!eM flBKU}X OM M&crzei <.•.>. Ho eue 6onee
6e3yMeL TOT, KTO CTJI 6I yripexam TOT M1p sa ero
6eo6pa3e,	 BMCTO coaxre	 M CO'yBCTBHS, KaSFIMJT 6N ero
capxar3MoM H npe3peHHeM!26
Strakhov regretted this necessary chaos. Other
thinkers saw it as an important reality to which thought
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must respond. Shestov was perhaps the most driven and least
compromising of the philosophers engaged in this search.
Like Strakhov, he recognized that contemporary reality was
no longer susceptible to logical analysis. He wrote that
fragmented, chaotic and contradictory thought had become
the only possible form of expression. Man would only free
himself from the limitations that his intellectual enquiry
had reached by radically changing the form of this enquiry:
flo	 epe	 Toro,	 KaK	 pacTeT	 exoepe	 K
nocneosaeimoc	 coeie B flHOHOCTH BCKOO po.ra
o6nx	 He OJ1HO JIH SIBHTBC$L y esioea 	 H K
TO	 opMe H9JIoeHMsI, KOTOSI HaH6orIee ripcnocoiiea K
cyuecTByxItLn4 rrperxpaccyxaM. 27
<..•> He9aKoHeHn:&e,	 ecrzopoH&e, xaoTwlecKHe, He
eynwe	 K	 apaee	 flOCTB3IHHO	 pasyo
npoTBopeqwBMe, xax caa	 pasiiei - passe o He
ame	 yme, Heen CHCTeM&, XOT 6 H BiKH
CHCTez, TBOPL& KOTOPC He CTOJ1KO 9a6oTHm!cB 0 TOM, TO6N
Y3HTb recTBHTeJmHocm, CKOJThKO 0 TOM, TO6ET IOHHTB
ee ?28
Rozanov shared Shestov's antipathy to philosophical system,
his value for man's cry of anguish, for the prophets and
psalms of the Old Testament. He emphasized the significance
of contradiction, emotive cries and seeming chaos in his
own work. However the refusal of order by writers such as
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Shestov and Rozanov was disturbing, and frequently treated
with scepticism by contemporaries. Later writers emphasized
the value of Rozanov's fragmentary form as a deepening, not
scattering, of thought.2'
Rozanov saw his writing as counteracting the tendency
towards a centripetal, rhetorical and monologic culture
which seeks to impose one truth over a multiplicity of
many various viewpoints and truths. He accused Christ of
imposing a monologic truth on the plurality of life and
language:
XpHCTOC pa3pyurKn MHp, BOHCTHHY - pa3pymLl.n <...>.
YiiwroeeM	 4rIpoTHBOCTOs!HHb, 	 *rzpoTHBorxoslaraH,
4xoHTpaopcoB*.	 <.•.>	 TO cena.nocB C eBponecxol
LHBmi9aLHe - xax 4CHCTeMOr MHpa*, CHCTMO OTHomeHH:
ec	 H3 KOCMOOHHH BTh LeHpo6ezHyx cH.ny OCTBHTh
oy LeHTpocTpeMHTesrBHyE. <..•>. KoHTp-opcM, KOHTp-cOpCR -
6e 9TOO MH He CTOHT. XpHcToc e, eioE JtIDOBbBD
IOXOMEUIH BCe*, Ha CMOM Xe.TIe H CO9HTJIbHO ce
paspymm 30
In a review of Berdiaev's book Smysi tvprchestva, Rozanov
attacks Berdiaev's attempt to achieve a formal unity that
will overcome the contradictions that Rozanov believes are
essential to life. He describes his own dynamic, anti-
systematic view of the world:
<.•.> OH roBOpHT, TO MHP CTb €pana* <.•.>. OH XOT H3
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4pa3naa* BNCTBHTb Ha JIOHO Kaxoro-To 4flOKO5i$, rxe <.•.>
COH H CHTOCTB canococTBynrero yp*cya...
<...> a qTo HM H.flOCOLT, xorxia nepex HaMLI Bar, XOTON
epes XCTBH	 Ha rxnaey cim 4aeHTpo6ezHo	 H
4cLeHTpoCTpeMHTeJmHot ycTpown øx 6er rio sop6HTe*, yze
HBHO	 H	 TBepeHuIeH,	 eM BCRKSI
MeTaH3Mxa... <...> rio xaxoMy-To MOTHBY BceepiTeJTh XOTeJI,
To6N MHP mesi,	 m,	 eca.n, neTesr... Bepifo, H CIICTBO
BcexepcHTe.n. - JIeTy clee, .neTnee, H6o OH BCMY a.n rIOJieT.31
Thus the flight of inspiration (polet) that Rozanov
counterposed to formal structure in writing is here given
a divine sanction. God seeks this 'flight' in man's
activity, it is God-given. Rozanov believed that this was
the quality in his work that gave it authority against the
detractors of his structure and argument. Hoiquist and
Clark also use the idea of centrifugal and centripetal
forces to emphasize the central dynamic of Bakhtin's view
of the world:
At the heart of Bakhtin's work is a recognition of
existence as a ceaseless activity, an enormous energy,
which is constantly in the process of being produced by the
very forces it drives. This energy may be conceived as a
force field created by the ceaseless struggle between
centrifugal forces, which strive to keep things various,
separate, apart, different from each other, and centripetal
forces, which strive to keep things together, unified,
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same. Centripetal forces compel movement, becoming, and
history; they long for change and new life. Centripetal
forces urge stasis, resist becoming, abhor history, and
desire the seamless quiet of death.32
For Bakhtin this battle was taking place constantly in
spoken and written language. The centrifugal energies of
speech seek to counteract the centralizing and monologic
forces of a dominant ideological system. This system was
more of a political reality for Bakhtin than for Rozanov.
However, Rozanov sensed the threat of man's attraction to
such a single ideological system, whether in the form of an
authoritarian religion or in the slogans of radical
socialist theory. He realized that this attraction to a
unitary language of truth that does not allow for
uncertainty or multiple viewpoints was as strong in man as
his need to contradict these canons and speak
spontaneously. He spoke of wanting to break up the ground
of preconceived ideas in his reader's conciousness, to
further an empathy to the multitude of opinions. He was not
interested in presenting a coherent argument:
t TO, oHaKo, gn. ce6si, s xoTeji 6N BO BJH?
flcxonorw1HoCTH. BOT STO BBM BOCT M&CJIH B ymy
eiioeecxyi	 -	 paccNrrqaTocTH, 	 x
co6CTBeHHo	 yIr (T. e. y t ETaTerLsI). Ha icopa9 M&cxxe*
incxoimxo He XOTJ1 6 BflM5ITh; Ha yeei 	 - xae ci He
nojyMa*. TyT oe r.TIy6oI.coe lcBce paBHo*. <.. .> TaK. op.,
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Moe	 &ie 6uio 6& B pac pe	 ym qeJIoBeqecxoi, B
TOM, 'ITO JItHT BCN yma, TO oHa 4B6MpaeT B ce6.g BC.
(0. 1. I: 255]
NOMINALISM AND THE WORD MADE FLESH
Rozanov's resistance of system and a unitary order was
underlain by his aversion to abstract principles. Such
abstraction was at its most insidious in relation to the
most immediate indicator of conscious life, to the word
itself. Rozanov condemned man's attraction to abstract
systems of thought built from abstract verbal concepts. He
saw this as a spirit of 'nominalism', pervading all aspects
of contemporary life. Rozanov feared that words were no
longer engaged with the reality of life. He claimed that
life degenerates when no longer given vital expression in
language. The emptiness of language leads to the loss of a
tangible sense of living 'things', which were sacred.
Rozanov sees this as equivalent to a loss of God. Words
without flesh attempt to fill the emptiness left by
tangible 'things'. Nominalism was an attack on the life of
the word made flesh, which Rozanov also interpreted as a
direct attack on the life of the flesh, the central source
of culture, whose root is in religion:
BenMiuk jerex pe TJThHO cero amero pocoepr.a
fl!	 B pacopeie	 oece	 Ha IOTBOUOflO te rIOJTCT
xa.ynerocsi	 ea.rIHoros H xayigeroc.s *ze	 HBOTHOI'O*. OHO
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CTJIO 4OUHM MCTOM Hax cyeHH; HaciaBmHcE pemrrie,
oBnaeB	 nocoei <.. •>, OHO rxo	 no ce6e 0 npaxoicy
6yXHei Hamero	 &TMg. <...> STO BBJIO norpior B H
lcrIJeaJTbH1II MHp*, 9MeIB B HM KpOBH&e MNCJTH (HKL5ThI0,
<.. •>. M flO1CTIOH5LMC5I nyCToTe; B TO e	 He rIoK.noH2eMasl
6oxree w3H!, ecTecTBeRHo, criepa MyTHeeT, flOTOM xereHHpyeT,
4to6paTHO pa3BHBaeTc,1, CTHOBSICB 4pyrHMeHTap}
	
rIHBCKOM*
BNCOIHX tHKLH amero rrosz
Rozanov explained the schism of the Russian Church by a
spirit of nominalism. The dispute was over words and dogma,
motivated by a fear of life and of the words that are
adequate to this living life:
B	 6Em ocriyr HOKOHa, Ta
	 ncoxoiIorHsi,
xoTopa. nosioma aano BCMY nocnerynriey rBeHHE,
BKOBOMY H KpoBaBoMy? a BTO 6na Ta e caNa. ncoxoizoro H
TOT e caimi Hcrxyr, xaxo orpesie o noiec BnaeeT
cTapoo6pxLLaMo: TOT e icpyr HHTPCOB <...>. Bc	 Ta
o6.nacTB - Bep6asIBHa.	 (verbum=slovo), c.noBecHa, a -
9CCeLaJ1Ha, He CyneCTBeHHa.,	 O BeH,	 O religio
oTHocnac. Toimxo B ITOCTHCTB rxycToM, re BOBC He
6uno 4BeuH* pe.noroo, rei religionis, ono, 1TO TO e, lipo
BHO nOKHyBmeM Hac Bore, Mor BO}KHYTh STOT cnop 0
CTIOBaX. Hy, ene HeT, orra 6yeM sa}1aTBc CSIOBaHH.34
Rozanov experienced the shortcomings of the Church
personally, in its refusal to recognize his second 'wife'
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and their six children. He makes this reply to the Church:
<.•.> Eor Co OX. H peimr	 BO	 e. H B cyx6e. Bc.
cy6a 0 cenac	 sToro zff'HoBeHn5f.
<...> Bora B BC HeT, H y Bac HeT, iioero HeT, xpoe
C.TIOB... o6enaHM, Haxe, IYCTOTN H sBoHa. Bce BI H BC5I
nonHo'ra amox cpexc H OpyIi, amox 60raTCTB H 6H.rrHoTex,
yHOCTH H MYOCTH, H CMX, xax BN rosopoTe, naroaimrx
TaHHcTB*, He MOYT COTBOPHTB xarie.jmxy tEo6pa, !BOrO,
HasroqHoro, peaJmHoro, ecio OHO HOBO B Beax, He rio ma6JIoHy
o npee HsaBmi ripepa <..•>.
(0. 1. I: 155]
Rozanov explains the Church's attachment to dogma as the
reason that he developed an intensely personal form of
prayer and religion independently of the Church. This is
one of the reasons for his sympathy towards heretics.
Rozanov sees heresy as an outlet for man's actual, not
theoretical religious needs:
Bce epec H cazioe epewecmo H rrpoo9om.no os sroro
orMaT0sHpoBaHH., oraosa .
Tonoxoo cnace	 - BOT TaHa pacxona, oep ero !cHSHH, ero
MYHTJIbH5I B OTJ1HiH OT summa regul orum, KOTOPOB)
PYKOBOX WTCS1 Hama, a H Bcsu(asI, BrrpOeM, LepxoB. PacxoJi
flOIIOH c0BOrO, rrHqHoro, XyOeCTBeHHOI'0
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He interpreted the revival of the sectarian movement as the
expression of man's need for a spontaneous religious life
and words. In his articles on the sectarian movements
Rozanov makes his most explicit attacks on the state of the
Orthodox Church, in particular its verbal stagnation. Yet
Rozanov believed that the Church still had a vitally
important role in the life of the word, its words were
desperately needed by people. It is the last possible
source of warmth in a world frozen up by empty rhetoric.
This is why the threat of this rhetoric penetrating the
Church is so insidious:
LepxoBB o6 yepme rxpow3Hec.na axwe yBTeJmH&e
c.rioBa, xaicwx t He yee 	 O3HCT o6 yepme oTe, cHe,
zeHe, rioxtpyre.
(0. 1. II: 429]
Kax He ue.noBam pyxy y Lepxs, ecn oHa
6eSrPaMOTHOMY xasxa crioco6 MO3IHTBN: azrna nawiaxy capyxa
Te . asi, cTapa	 cxa9a.na: rocno, rioManyib (cnuxajia B
tepx, a	 caMa co6oi cxa!zeT),	 rionotna IOKflOH B
3eM.n.
4rIoMonHJ1acBs H yTemanacs. JIerte CT.flO Ha xyme y
oxLHHoxo , cTapo.
KTO T0 rIpI4yMaeT? flarop He 4oTKpoeT, HbDT0H He
4CBNZHCSIHT*.
LepxoBb cejiana. floiisuxa. CyMerla.
[0. 1. II: 490]
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Rozanov hoped that his writing would restore the lost sense
of the word as spiritual comfort, of which the Church
should be the guardian and refuge. In its attempts to keep
a jealous monopoly on words, the Church has forgotten that
it itself grew from a tradition wherein the word was open
to all, where each man is free to pray or call to God,
spontaneously:
re sTa pe.nHr	 eixp qe.noBeqecxHx, He	 113
xaT11xmMa, HO rrpoxoasi B !3HHHLCC coiporamsix? Pemr,
KOTOSI He H9 XHHI'H, HO mmac 6 BO crnaie KHHI'H H3
cyceca qe.noBexa, rmoo onyire	 ini ce6si CT1CTBOM
THIWHO H HCKOHH pesIHrHo9}mIM?! .
Rozanov's warnings about the loss of the living,
religious word should be read in the context of the general
threat he believed was posed to Russia by an unquestioning
or naive adoption of Western habits and ideas. Men had been
seduced by the analytic and systematizing powers of the
intellect, forgetting that the purely rational use of
language leads to bloodless abstractions, which provide no
nourishment for thought or feeling. Rozanov realized that
language was central to the control of men's minds and that
the use of words had important political implications. His
attack on nominalism and dogmatism in religion and society
has correlations with Bakhtin's attack on monologism. It is
an attack launched at the owners of meaning who insist on
the unitary identity of this meaning and on its binding
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power. Both writers tried to draw their readers' attention
to the emptiness of the slogans on which institutions based
their authority, counterposing the heterogeneous,
contradictory and centripetal direction of individual
speech, a sense of the radical irrepeatability and specific
situatedness of the word in life and emphasizing the
impossibility of final conclusions.
As described in chapter one, Rozanov and Bakhtin both
describe the living word as an event, (slovo-sobytie). The
awareness of the religious commandment for words to become
flesh underlies both writers' work. This flesh embodies
living life. When the word becomes dissociated from life,
life itself is lessened, as Rozanov described in
contemporary Russia:
Ees-xpoBHoe M 5e9-coT Hoe - BOT tITO axoe HIEIH peirosa&s
)ae	 xo cxa9aTb:	 floqeMy penr
OJH 6wr rIoffwrIIeM, a e caxToM? Kinra 4BrMsr, a e
xiiira *pascyresi - Tax H.flOCb BeTxoe 6oroc.rroBøe. -
Haqa.ne-e CnoBo* - Tax Haqa.nocb 6orocnoBHe HoBoe. CJIOBO H
pasom.nocb c 6rxeM, 4CflOBO* - y yxoBeHcTBa, a 6NTHe - y
o6necTBa; H 4cCJ1OBO BTO 6e9xpoBHo, a	 rre T0 He
6o,cecTBeHHo
Boripexw o& BneHuD 4C.nOBO - rLIIOTh 6Excm*, MFI pa9opsaflM
4CflflOT H 4cC.TIOBO* B cede H y ce6 H OTHC3IH HX Ha
rTpoTHBononoe UOJIRDCN. <...> MN H3BHYTH nOxOJ1OeJ1H, 3J1MB
BHYTPM ceös! CB$ITO oiar Bec'rN H Ha MCT CB5IItHHEX eMY
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TBCITPHHOfflHMH YCTOHB CBO3 He'HcToT. BOT ysei
eponecxo rBM9aLH, H1TThDC mococcKHX eeKToB, H
cIcop6eM amero jsi
Rozanov praised the Old Testament as a source of the
true word as flesh: 'BeTx 3aBeToM $1 He MCI' HacEtTMmcsI:
Bce e xasaszoc rIpaBxoi H xaKM-To HOKHOBHHO TerLn&M,
T0HO BHYTPH CJIOB H CTOK CTYHTC5I KpOBE, IHTOM
poHas!' [0. 1. I: 247] He criticized contemporary Orthodoxy
for its worship of bloodless words that avoid literal
reality:
Ho	 npaocsia&e	 HOLOflO	 rymarcs	 BHCHHM
4CO6HXHOBeHHOrO* B
	 .flHI'H) . •.> OHM, B CyIEHOCTH, icax 6H
saxpm riaor	 eBaHre.nbcicoe comie H COlHHHi1M Ha MACTO
ero gpyr'oe, cBoe cocTBeHHoe, tIHCTO Bep6a..TlLHoe, c.noBecHoe.
<...> rIpaBocnaBHe <...> co'Hm CBOI Bep6a.JmHyE xomeriw
BHsIeeMa <...> H flOK.UOHHJIHCB CBOMY 6eCrUIOTHOMY paccicasy
BMCTO Toro, TO6I rrH3HTB noilHoe peaJmHocTH orrnonee
Bora-CnoBa 40
Berdiaev also warned against the nominalism that was
increasingly present in society and religion: 'BeJIHxa
BJ1CTB CJIOB H B	 J1HMO3HO	 H3HM • <..•> lcllpaBOc.naB}mIH*
Ho1Ha.TTHsM	 BHO ye OTPBJ1T pesm4rHosRyI
	
H9Hb B
Poccii.' 41 But Berdiaev's counteracting of nominalism did
not rest on so literal adherence to reality as Rozanov's.
As he admitted, he had an aversion to facts of the flesh,
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pregnancy and birth that Rozanov thought could counteract
this nominalism. 42 For Rozanov, the defence of the
fleshliness of the word became a defence of flesh and of
feeling, as represented by childbirth, the family, love and
this-worldliness against the opposite impulse to
intellectual transcendence and scholastic constraint. He
was contemptuous of the spiritual heroics of ascetics that
he saw as an indulgence. True asceticism was not found in
denial but in the respect of a thing's true value.
Asceticism of the flesh was not to be attained in absolute
abstinence, just as the asceticism of a valuable silence
did not mean wordlessness. Rozanov saw clerical celibacy as
an hypocrisy, and was outraged by the thought of the Pope's
hobby being home photography, when he could not undertake
the sacred domesticity of family life. This was a truly
empty worldliness, unredeemed by the worldly gifts such as
the sufferings and love of a family. The Church ignores the
family by an almost complete lack of attention to the
central facts of birth and family life, in the absence of
prayers or hymns for these events:
riporibeM peiir	 B caiir non; ouyne .ie BNcolcoro	 cToro,
TO ye ce tiac i coe iie C pe.nMrosI! oTHomeHm,
SHeCeM 9T0 onwuee B ero He3arps!3HeHH0cTI! i CB5ITOCT B
CMFZ rlynbc coero 6ErrMs, <...> zi& BNCBeTHMCSI H3BHTH
ce6si, pe.rmrMH 6PHSHeT 3 KPOBH Ha1ne, B co'rn&x KOB}ThTX ee
epTax, B3MR eriepeniero 	 Ho?HamI3Ma
HepeHTMa
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Rozanov went further than his contemporaries in
defending the literal implications of a true understanding
of the word. For many the re-evaluation of the word had a
religious and philosophical purpose, but nevertheless
remained within the bounds of language. For Rozanov, the
warm blood that he felt to be flowing within the word of
the Old Testament had a clear connection with the mystery
of birth, in its real, fleshly and not metaphorical
significance. Rozanov argues that the facts of physical
birth are intrinsically alien to the spirit of the Gospel,
which is remote and other-worldly, preaching a contempt for
the life of this world. He sought to return to the
essential word (slovo sushchestvennoe) which comes from an
engagement with life. He wanted to replace religion that is
founded on words with one founded on tangible feeling.
Words must embody these feelings. He believed that this was
what he was attempting in his writing. As he wrote to
Pertsov:
Eory yrOHO, TON CJIOBCHYX peJ1HrO3HOCTb, rsIaronbHy
peJIL!r!O9HOCTb H B FoHLe KOHLOB meepyx peJIil'HO3HOCTB -
ororpem	 pa	 CMHHfl ouyuaeo pe.TrHrHO9HoCm,
[Hp36.]. Tax H	 *STo MocHo! - MOT atm. He ory
He	 HH HHa1e e.naTb ."
Rozanov believed that women still carried the spark of
this intuitive, internal religion of 'feeling', and that it
was their task to restore this instinct to an over-
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intellectualized religion and civilization:
<..•> nepe	 eiiiox BJ1HK3I saaqa. STO -	 aaa
rlepepa6oTam gamy 1H3aLHx, npr6Jur!9Hm ee K CBOMY THfly;
oBriawT cyxie ee qepT BJIHOCTB MTHHCTB <..•>. Ha
CNOM eie TO saaa He TOJThKO KynbTypHa, HO H
pe.TtHrHo3Has: epe 4MaTepHHcxoe tIpeBo*, TY THHCTBHHYI
4c3eM.nX	 rrrruI Hamero, MOT rIponHmcs! pe.nHr	 icon
BSNH pesIHrgH
 iccosHaHMsI*, KOTOPYE OHy M& ee B CBOM
6OrOCJIOBCKOM HOHHHSJIHSH, <. •.>. Ø9BHyTpH
Bepa; BHyTpeHHee, xs icpea* ynee, pasorpeaie 1e3IoBeKa;
osraae BHOBb B HM oara BecTN
The association of flesh, blood, warmth and the womb are
continually used by Rozanov to express his sense of the
nature of the word. Averintsev also describes this as a
constitutive part of Old Testament tradition:
<..•> BTXO3BTHO BOcrrpHme e.noBexa <...>; TO TflO He
coepaeo HBHe, HO BOCt YBCTBOBHO H3BHYTPH, H ero 06pa3
cnaraeTc He 143 BneaTsIeHrI rna9a, a 143 BH6paLH yTpO6Er -
o6pa9 cpaynero H epaeoro Te.na, B KOTOpOM, oxLHaxo,
HBT TaK&. xpoBHasI, peBHa,z, cepxea TeruroTa HHT1fHOCT14
CHMB0.rrHxa icTLflO* H 4cqpeBHOb MTHHCKO SIRD6BH, CTOJTh e
xapaxepasr rpeo - CsraBsHcKO rrpasocsiao KyJIBTYpH,
CKOflB ycrasr awrwqHocTH, MT OT BeTxoro saea
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Rozanov described a link between a religious sense of the
womb and the music of prayer in the Near Eastern tradition:
Cero-xaTr,rqecKasi	 Tna 4BHyTpeHHeI 	 qacTE,I,,
axu e	 flOflOBHO1D	 BcerpHo-I4cTopecxoro 	 rzorrpina,
HHTilO1D, rrry6oxoi. TaM ZJIO BeJThflCOe 4: t peBOP, xoopoe
HCTfHHO CBTO rIOCThrsIO saxay 4nnOOHOmeH* <.. •>
OTKpNJIO MJIOU MOJThTB&. <...> M& - KoTope, 9aB STO,
eriep ye aIcpH'roe, 9acTapeBmee, He ecynee 6onee 1peBo*,
BNHecJIM w nero ero Me.JIoJuD MOJIWTB, 4cBo3eBaie pyx x
Hey;	 Bce BTO npeopa9oBa1IH s orwecxI crioco6
BNpaeHMsI, B
	
&it, 4c.noBa*, .noroc* •
Rozanov's sense of this Orthodox inheritance of the womb as
the source of prayer is expressed in his opavshie list'ia,
in the repeated image of himself at the breast or still in
the womb. The style of writing is quite different to the
rich evocations of the articles in Religiia i kul'tura:
here the tone was reverent, with a frequent use of archaic
language and words from the psalms and liturgy. The images
in his opavshie list'ia are deliberately explicit. They are
a very literal interpretation of the womb that is the
enfolding, fleshly centre of religion. In the following
passage, Rozanov describes himself as centred in the womb,
which, as described earlier, is seen as the origin of the
'melody of prayer'; he is listening to this heavenly music:
51 .Ha1MeHee poem&r qeJIOBeK$, xaic 6& ene ne,y (KoNKoM)
B YTO	 aep <. •.>	 cnymax pacxre HaneBLl* (BeqHo xax
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6t csmiiny MySEU(y, - M051 oco6eHHocm).' [Ued.: 55] The
passage could be interpreted as a display of Rozanov's
literary capriciousness, to deliberately shock or suprise
while seeming naive, yet it is expressive of the very same
convictions that fuel his articles on Russian religion and
history. The gap between the tone of these writings only
proves Rozanov's power to produce 'many tones' from a
consistent impulse. In fact, his imagery of fleshly,
maternal religion became increasingly vivid. Although he
continues to defend the same values of the warmth of prayer
and the flesh of the word, the style is remote from the Old
Testament traditions that he recognized as his origin, as
in his description of his closeness to God while feeding at
the breasts of the world:
Bor oxo x MHpy. A .1Hp oxo x Bory.
BOT	 J1HM H MOJ1HTB. <.. •>
Ax, e xonoeeT, He xonoee ene zp. TO - TOJThKO
KaeTCs. ropHocTB - CYUHOCTh ero, JIJD6OBt CTb CYI1HOCTB
ero.
H cMyrimi LBeT. H rmzmyme nex. H riepcw pa. H
xioHa ero.
H Ma.neHb1cH PoBaHoB, rue-To
	 B ero nepcx.
H Be'1H0 COCyIrH H3 HWX MO.TIOXO. <.•.> H xepca MOH nao
yripyre rpyH, H asxexn .i r3HaHHeM sHaeT rnaBHsHa MMpa OO
e H 6epeer MeH5L.
H ae MH5I MOJIOKO H B HM MYIOCTB H OI'OHb.
IIOTOMY - TO SI nE6n Bora.	 [0. 1. II: 576]
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MUS IC
Rozanov used the images, cited above, of the womb and the
music of prayer as sources of his words. He described his
writing as inseparable from this sense of music:
Ceicpe'r mcaTesrBcTsa 3aK.J1aeTc. B BHO 0 HeBOnBHO% MY3HK
B xyme. Ecsio ee HeT, iesroex MOT TOJThKO CJITb MS ce6
rrocaTeJTsI*. Ho OH H rlHcaTejm.
TO-To TeneT B xyme. BeciHo. 11OCTO5HHO. 1To? noeMy?
KTO 3HaeT? - eimme cero aBTop.
[Ued.: 45]
51 BBJI B xzoepaypy caoe MeJioHoe,
	 o.neTHoe, HBHHMEI
BHZHM5I .ynro, nay xo CSErra. Ho Boo6paSMm, TO STO WJ1O
BOSMOHO nIOTOMy, 1TO 451 SaXOTeJm, HOKaK HTIB3. CynHOCTB
ropaso rny6ce, ropaso xiyme, HO o ropaso cpaniee (gn
HeMs!): 6esrpaHoHo CTHO H rpyCTHO. KoHerno, He NBJIO
ene npepa, o nioBTopeHoe ero H1CJIMMO B MHpO3aHHO, To6LI
B TOT CM&	 r, xax csxesEi Texy'r o yma paspHBaeTcs!, -
flOBCTBOBfl yXOM csrymaTe.nsl, TO OHM TKYT
.noTepaTypHo, MySHxanBHo, 4XOTh sanrocIBa*: o BB TOiThKO
IOTOMY 5! SanxHcEBaJI.
(0. 1. II: 332-33]
Music was not an original image of consciousness at the
time. It was widely used by symbolists and other writers of
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this period throughout Europe. Belyi evoked images of
musical consciousness for the new intellectual explorations
of the twentieth century. 49 Yet characteristically, Rozanov
uses the image of music as though it were his unique
discovery, and to his own literary ends. Through it he
emphasizes the intense subjectivity of his writing, and his
closeness to God. He sees the source of religion and
writing as a 'music of the soul'. This music is similar to
divine possession, it is involuntary, and thus a way for
Rozanov to distance himself from the responsibility of
authorship and to give it a greater authority, in God:
He BC5IKY1 MNCJTh MOHO sarIHcaTE, a TOJThKO ecn oHa
MySNKaJmHa.
H 4Y.* HHXTO He UOBTOpHT.
(Smertnoe: 158, 0. 1. II: 362]
He o
	
.srxajmg&, a ene yxo. B STOM cexpeT. $1 nox o
ra.flial	 COCTOSHfl4SI, xora ,i flOTH rmaxasi,
cimuna TY oxya - TO OHOCHBfflYI)C5I My3UCy, H XOTOPO
o&beKTHBH0 He 6Lulo, oHa tna B MO	 yme. C He anH, nytime
cxasam, B	 TO-TO BHnHBaJTOCE B
	
H OHOBMHHO C
TeM, xax yxo csmimazo MyNxy,	 e XOTJ1OCB IOH9HOCHTB
c.noBa, H B CJ1OB	 4oTxya-Toe BXOKU	 IC3Eb, M&CJTH,
6ect HcneHH& HX po, TYT* e poHBxMC5(, po,aBIuHc,I,
npHneTaBmH, yMHpaBm HuH, epee (xax rrrm&),
B ee <...>.	 STO H opasoBa.no KrIocTosrnHoe rzHcaHHe*,
xoopoe HHKaIUtM	 He MOflO 6m OCTHI'HyTO.
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<..>. Tax HOT BC Tax BbmLIIO OT Bora. H rio TOMY xaecTBy
<...> S H CHTaI ce6si 4CBeJIHKHM rIHcaTe.neMz. $1 9HaJI CB0
4CToJI6*, w a STOT 4cCTOJI6 (MysExa, yxo) HHKTO ene He
BCTHT .
Boo6ue - rnaoe Moe nepeyomee c.nyxoBoe (ieasi
My3Ixa*, KOTOKD orrpexesiemo csimy) .
Rozanov uses the image of the soul as music and
harmony to counteract more positivist categorizations:
Bce BOO6paa3DT, 'ITO ryma ecm CyIIeCTBO. Ho no'ieMy oHa
He CTB MyIxa?
H Hnyr ee 4CBOCTBa (scsocTBa rpeJMeTa.) . Ho no'IeMy
OH He ee TOJThKO cTpoI?
(0. 1. I: 274]
In Tjedinennoe, Rozanov connects the music he hears at
a concert to his own 'soul', or writing (as he equated the
two). Crucial to both is the idea of flight (polet), which
in this passage he refers to as 'the movement of wings':
Korja, xa#zeTc, Ha xouepe rocMaHa, Si ycan nepe
paecxy a Pnr.iiim, 3a6rsmHcb, si nOyMaJ1: 9TO MOSi
yma*.
To MCTO MY3LTXH, re Tax SiCHO CJThHO BHeHHe KPNJI
(H9yNwreJmHo!!!).
9To MOSi yuia! TO MOSi yma!*
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Hxorja i B
	
	
SI H riperio.naraJi TKYX) Maccy
is KaK0LI co6cTBeHHo, cruiee& M0I
ro&, act
HecycB xax	 He YCTX xax BeTep.
(Ued.: 96-97]
The musical origin of writing ensures the resistance
of an artificially imposed order. The writer, Rozanov
implies, is compelled to follow the movement of thought
dictated by the 'music' he hears. Music was a way of
overcoming the illusion of permanence that literature had
asserted for itself. Music runs on unstoppably, as Rozanov
decribes his thoughts, and life itself running on. There is
a constant loss, and yet this sense of loss stimulates
newer and newer utterance.
Rozanov distinguished between writers who understood
this music, in the sense of a spiritual capacity, and those
who had no ear for it. Dostoevskii's writing is full of
'music of the soul', which is a pledge of its lasting
importance, whereas Tolstoi's writing seeks a material
permanence but does not have the spiritual strength that
transcends the printed residue. The reference to the two
writers is an example of Rozanov's distinction between
'construction' and 'flight' (postroika, polet), in thought
and writing, that he put forward in his footnotes to
Literaturnye izcrnanniki:
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Kanoe o.isBeeIe ToncToro ecm 3aHHe. ITO 6E1
rmicaii .rri ae HaHHaJI OH IHCTh <. • .> - OH CTPOHT. <...>
Ye OT aasxa BCSUCOe ero rrporseeøe eCTB, B CyIIHOCTI1, O
xoa rlocTpoeHHoe.
• .>
JocToeBcKH xopor e.uoBeKy. BOT 4copororo*-To iiero
HT B TOJICTOM. <. •.> t1s y6e eirdk*. soo6ne iiero He
BD(OHT, xpoe CTOI 6yMarH H co6ipaEnix STY öyMary,
6H6nJioTex, MarasHHa, raseoro criopa H, B IOJ1HOM cjiyae,
easuiecxoro naMsTHHxa.
A JOCTOeBCXH	 MBT B HaC. Ero My9xa	 ora He
yMpeT.
(0. 1. II: 452-53]
Rozanov uses the lack of musical sense as evidence of
a writer's limitations, particularly a limitation of
imagination or emotion. Herzen and again Tolstoi are
singled out in particular:
ero R COBfflHHO He YM	 ce6e - STO tiTO6H
OH sanesr nec	 um co.n XOTh B
	
CTOtXH
cTWXOTBOpeHL4e.
B HM coepmeo He 6N.no neBecxoro, MY9LTXJ1BHOO
Haqaiza. )yma ero 6ma coepmeo ôes Myr3xH.
H B TO e	 OH 6N21 Bec myM, raM. Ho 6es HOT, es
TOB H MeJ1OHH.
Basap. LIejmitx 6asap B OHOM qesloBexe. BOT - repLeH.
OTToro Tax roro amcaiz <.•.>	 [0. 1. II: 340]
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SHaeTe, aze ToJ1cTo 6oimme 4MyJIHT*, <...> ieem rxoe
nec	 - T.e. TO, TO TeIIep 6oriee cero HyxHo py w ero
6onee cero !lL4py HerzocTaeT
Florenskii is the only writer who is accused of too
constant a musicality:
HeocTaToK CTOm-Ia H	 HTHH& TOT, 'ITO OH
BCb H HIPPIBHO MysExasIeH. OH MysEKasreH. Ho TK KaK
'4.flOBK He TOJThKO 4eeT MY9Ly B yme, HO HHO
	 H fl .....
TO 9T crinomasi O6pOxeTeJm B cyuecTBeHHo pe.nI!rHO9HO xiiiire
KaeTc.g HeHaTypaJThHO1 H cHapotIHo*. <.•.>
Brrpo'IeM, liaBeM )JIOPHC1(H Oco6eHHhti 'IeJIOBeK, H, M. 6.,
TO eMy cBocTBeHHo.53
Florenskii also described his new form of philosophical
exposition in terms of a musical rhythm. He claimed that
this would be truer to life than a logical structure.54
Rozanov described Dostoevskii's musical intimation of
another 'harmonious' existence which he was unable to
express in words: 'Ham nciixosxor oraasr epy pas, HTM
4cpa5*, ero IIMIflb qaeMyE H.flH noany	 BCIOHMYID B
CHOBH}ThiSIX lcMyaMxy*'	 He described this as a chorus that
is yet to resound out of the cacophony of contemporary
life:
Bce noipo6HocTH 3ec - Hame; TO -	 , B CBO	 tflOTH H
KpOBH, 6ecxoHe'IHOM rpexe H HCKa*ZeHHH OBOPHM B ero
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npoM3BeeHHx; , oHaxo, BO Bce	 norzpo6HocTH BflOH He
am CM&CJI, HJIH nO xpae epe CtCJI, KOTOOO I B ce6e He
3HaJIn. ToHo XTO-TO, BS5IB H1IIH xynsme Eora si3ix L	 ero
He H3MH	 B I-IHX, cnom HX TK, Tax coeaii
c ByxoB, ITO ye He XYflY 1	 ci B
0KOHT3IBHOM H O6IgeM CO3BYtIHH, HO XBJ1Y Bory;	 e
yB.n5Icb, ee	 Iac - x Heg BJIeqeMc 56
Ho,	 B KOHL KOH1OB J-CKH ce6 CM He no}mfan,
• .> Hao 6HflO TOJThKO Ha mar ee anme 11POBHHYThC H
9TM Ha xtpyro xnr riepecpom BC cTpy ap, - H
nonytianacb 6H Ta	 Me.noL4	 rapMoHiH*, XOTON OH
YBCTBOBJI xax 6 CKBO3E COH, HO HX Bb$Bb H rIpO6yeHHO
!xora He BHXJT .
In a letter to Thrgenev, Dostoevskii had himself described
music as a language of consciousness beyond the rational
limits of words: 'rrO-MOeMy STO TOT	 SL3HX, HO
BIcxa9LauL4I! TO,	 TO coaie ene He ooiieno (He
paccyoHocm, a ce cosHaHHe) a cnex <o8aTenHo>
rxonorreiyn noimy. Hami BTOO He
rioyr.' Like Dostoevskii, Rozanov saw great potential in
the musical image of consciousness, which could be
counterposed to the limitations of positivist views of
language: 'BoT TeMa wi Be.m4xoro eaimoro BHH$1 XX
Bexa: pa3pa6oTxa B M9JTh}ThDC TOHX TOrO, qTO ii
pa3pa6aTBaeM o cx nop MXHH3HOM I5MTH (csIoBa) . ' 59 Yet
in an account of the phase of Russian enthusiasm for
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Schopenhauer, Rozanov used the image of Russia's
'musicality' as a description of the way in which she threw
herself into new ideas, but never acquired a sustained
grounding: 'Boo6ne icxaMapT.iHcKI Myr.I	 (pyccxHe) rIOCTO5IHHO
c rapMoHbei, HO TO.nBKO 	 oiiro* He Bwep BaeT 	xaxoro
M0THBa.' [Lit. izg .: 122, n.1]
Rozanov described popular songs and musical rhythms of
speech as the source of vitality of Russian literature:
CJIaBSIHcXT!e e rzeBy'we roBop, sayi-mte sryie neceHIu4
BCb 4z3 tH	 COH* cxasox ripeenaii J1L!TepaTypy s tcTorO
9osroTa'. 6 ° He claimed that a crucial source of the Church's
distancing from life was in its denial of the popular songs
that were an instinctive part of worship: 'tIpi TOM Onez4
iacpoei, MflHXO3ThCXOH	 HBHOM x seJte, aMepno, xax
6t saI.iopoeHo ELflO Ha ce BI(OB rxecemoe rpanee
TBOCTBO Hapoa-J1TT4. HeT THLB oxosio rpo6a, HT riece
Ha Mornno.. . " Rozanov counterposes a more native,
'playful' approach to religion to the austerities of
Russia's Byzantine inheritance. He claimed that secular
songs were often more responsive to man's varied spirit and
answered to the joys and sorrows of the precise day or
hour, the spontaneous emotion of the moment which was
Rozanov's constant focus in his writing. The Church needs
such spontaneity and responsiveness:
ecxe nec, xoJmI6esIBH&e necHH, NTOBH necH - OH
MOTB	 CBO1,	 TOH	 CBO1H H	 CBO
rOBopT ora Tax e oro, xax necHoneHM LjepicBeM. Ho oii
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rIOBHZHsI,	 !BH, ripaririai	 K cepy qenoBeKa, CB	 I
pasHo6pasHLr, KaK caa LBHb: H B BTOM 0TH0UIHHH OHH se
iIHTyprH, CK0M cxeMaic H o6ux	 He OTBUX
.TIOBK Ha CKOB SToro t aca, Ha pa.ocT BTOO IU3.62
Yet Rozanov was still inspired by the singing of
Orthodox ritual. He described his approach to religion as
a musical one: 'He a BCKw ac H H y aoro NBT
MOJTBa. <.. .> K TOMY e si e 6oroMorIIgHIc- 9pHTeJm, a
6oroMonBlgøx -Myarr; B.rIpyr yapwr TOH MOJTIBN, rIoBeHHe,
rIoHeHHe ronoca - H MH porae xo r.rIy6rHN. 63
Rozanov emphasized the spontaneous, musical source of
prayer and all religion, as of literature. Religion, like
true writing, is a musical movement 'of the soul's wings'.
System and dogmatism are alien to its nature:
Pe.TrHI'M ecm MOJIHTBa, PeJ1HI'Z$ ecm perre KpN.fl XymH,
6onecs, yrHeTeHHo, TOCKDU HMH 6acemo H3MHNM
6sIaeHcTBoM. Ho pe.nHr .i. He .nora. HaKoHeL, pe.nHr1 eCT
My3ELxa. Co BPMH ncanonea aBHxa pe.nHrHOsHag
HCTOHHOCTb XJYflIH Tpe6oBana CO9BYtM apEI. A pae JiOrHKa
iyaec B axKoMrIaHeMeHTe MSEXJThH&X HHcTpyMeHTOB? 1s
TOi HCOBMCTHMOCTH ye MOHO BMeTE, iTO re norwxa, TM
HT peJmrHM, a re pemr, TM erip	 norxa 64
In Temnyi lik, Rozanov blames the failure of
Christianity on the fact that man failed to receive Christ
in the way that he had received the Old Testament God,
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whose prophetic power could transform the world by words.
In Apokalipsis nashego vremeni, Rozanov is more accusatory
of the Gospel itself, seeing it as primarily responsible
for the scholastic and rationalizing mood of modernity. He
writes that the Gospel is full of sermons, but lacks
prayers, psalms and songs, the essence of religion. Christ,
like Herzen and Tolstoi, is accused of lacking a musical
spirit:
MHoro B EBaHI'e.TIMH up rtie, HO re e Mo.nMTBa, rI.iz4H, rICanoM?
H rxoeMy-To Xp!CTOC Hi'! pasy He BSSUI B	 apy, cBpejm,
HH	 He 4CBO39BaJTh?
[Apok.: 627]
Kaxoe-To cpaoe yrameiøe MOnHTBeHH0cTI4. . .
rioasiy 1i,
 TaH&t-To HOYMH EBaHreSIMR i Bcero	 xe.na
eBaHre.TIcxoro.	 neasz B rrepeee - MY3H MOTBI Ha
4ccogito ergo sum* 6orocnoB.
[Apok.: 629]
SILENCE
In Rozanov's work, silence is not an absence. Rozanov makes
this explicit in the opavshie list'ia genre by the frequent
use not just of conventional ellipsis, but also of several
rows of dots on a page, and also in the original design of
the published books, where each thought, even if it was a
few words, was surrounded by an entire page, to emphasize
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its emergence from a silent pause. For Rozanov, and for the
writers and religious thinkers whose work shows similar
concerns, silence as absence of utterance is almost a
substance. Rozanov believed that the central, religious
concern of many of his contemporaries could not be put into
words. He sees this as being a particular feature of those
writers whom he called the 'literary exiles' (literaturnye
izqnanniki), the unfashionably conservative, religious
writers whom he believed were the unacknowledged
strongholds of original thought in contemporary literary
life. Rozanov describes an inexpressible sacred source of
these writers' work around which writing occurs, which can
only be bordered on by words, towards which words might
indicate, but never give full expression. Thus he describes
Strakhov's literary activity:
<.•.> OH rIOCTOHHO yMaeT 0 geM-To OHOM: H B oTHome}H-To
9TOMY OHOHy, He H3& ero, OH H BNCX9HBT Bce CBOH
Mc.m4, zero 6i ni xacamc oHe npi, TOnm 3HaeieM
CBOHX c.nOB. <. •.> caoro e ewrpa OH
	 xora flO!TH He
xacaecsi CJTOBOM; 0	 OH flOCTOHHO	 OH H rOBOPWT
cOBCeM.
[Lit. izcr.: 9-10]
<.•.> PJIHHO9HO COCTBIIT HM pasy He H3BHH LHT
IOCTOHHOO TrOTeHH ero M&csIH.
[Lit. izg.: 19]
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Literature is something secondary for these writers.
It is even seen as a distraction from the most important
work of the mind. Rozanov describes this in an article in
memory of Govorukha-Otrok:
<...> BII yBCTBOBaJ1H, <.•.> qTO Me)P.t1y rrpeeo	 exynero
par3roopa	 rJ1aB}1 ycTeM.neHHeM ero
	 .mic.n	 CTb
eriepecynaea epTa, 1TO ecm BT epa Mecry rrpeeo
Bcex ero BHMMC a6oT 1 LHTOM ero jymi, 'ITO mTepaTypa,
ricae He TOJThKO He ecm	 nero peMecJlo, HO He CTh
gaze caoe cBneHHoe; H 'ITO OH OXOTHO OTMC 6M norpyen
B ceósi, rlo-rrpocTy - eei	 CBOHX rcne, <...> 0 'IeM-To,
'ITO XI..fl nero HecpaBHeHHo iemee caMo	 H 'ITO OH
saee B	 He HH'I, xax r1060'IHO, HO TK 'ITO i
rIO'IYBCTByeTe, 'ITO IH 9TOM flo6otlHa 31 nero	 HHO
nHTepaTypa.
[Lit. izg.: 459-60]
. ..> OH 6N.TI HKCHPOBH Ha HexOTOpOi .ThLCJ1 cepxua, He
pasBHBaecs, He Hy.smek 6pamcs 9a riepo.
[Lit. izg.: 461]
Rozanov identifies in these writers an ambiguity towards
writing itself, in contrast to the 'progressive' attitude
that had an absolute faith in the power of language to
reveal truth, and in the moral rightness of this activity.
Rozanov instead indicates a deep unease about the very
activity of writing.
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ECTB H3Becr1e, iTO CaMFIi peiirøos	 HPO B HCTOPH,
epecx,	 xora He tOH3HOCHJI .iei coero Bora	 He
rican ero BC	 cSyxBaMM,<...>. Hewro rzoxo6Hoe
H BO orx ncaTeJuix. Kax 6yxTo xaKoi-To cpax yepae
HX OBOMTB 0 TOM, 0	 OHOM OHH X0TeJIH N rOBopHm, H
OHH TOJThKO flOBOT HTTJI K 9TOMY rjlaBHoMy, HO flOXB	 -
ca
	
	
iero 0 HM H npOH3HOCSIT. <...> TyT ecm
HITO LenoMyXLpeHHoe, ecTs pexo CO9HHHO
HezenaHHe BHHOCHTh CJIOBOM H3 cBoe rymH TO, TO COCTBJ1T
CMYI CYTIIHOCTb 9TO .rymH H IOTOMY OJHO 6HTB Ha BK
CXOOHHO B qe.rroBexe, - orro 6itm LeJm	 H
BO9B1THO HM Tya, oTKya OHO flpHIUflO."
[Lit. izg.: 16]
Rozanov insists that there is a part of the soul which
would be denigrated by any attempt at verbal formulation or
definition. He uses the word 'chastity' to describe
restraint in the use of words. Silence is a certain
chasteness of spirit. He writes to Leont'ev about the
centre of spiritual chastity lying in what is kept
unspoken:
B OHOM MecTe, re-To BLI cxa3aim!: cazoe siytimee B
XO6POM gene - STO TO, TO OHO ocTaeTc HeHBecTHo; y Bac
siy'ime 9T0 cxa9aHo, H3smHee. $1 ym He r3arLnaxa.n, I0HTB
TH c.rloBa: B HHX CO3HH LHTP xymeoro Ie.nOMypMsI <...>.
M&, mmyrre, BHO ocxepe BTOT LHT •66
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Rozanov describes an asceticism of silence. His use of the
word 'chastity' in man's approach to words is explicitly
linked to the activity of the flesh. Rozanov draws
parallels between his own writing and sexual activity. He
wrote in his articles on Judaism that sexual activity was
a communication with God; he describes his own writing as
a form of this religiously inspired sexual response, one
that he found it hard to contain. Rozanov counsels an
asceticism of silence, as he does an asceticism of the
flesh, which he even calls 'a silence of the flesh'.
However, Rozanov emphasized that asceticism should not mean
enmity or hostility to the flesh but a containment that
would give a greater sense of the sacred word, or flesh. In
silence, we give strength to our words, as by sexual
restraint we understand the power of the sexual act:
ACKeTW3M ecm po nsxoTcxoro MowaHH5I, Ha.naraeMoro Ha ce6si
J1OBXOM He Haqe, <...> KaK o6eT MonqanMs, <...>:
yrny6r[eTcsI BHyTpeHHee CnoBO, xorxa yonxae BHemHee;
rrpocBeTn5LeTc, osapsiecsi cepxeoe rsiaroxraie, xorx a HT
rzycro 6a9apHoi 6OIITOBHH. BeJIMxie MOWaJThHHKH CYTh He
TOJThKO MOHCTLICKH acxex: IML! 	 flL.1 emne MyJxpeL&,
seiixe B flOBI!	 HHO c.noBa, iora OHO HYHO
6JlaroBpeMeHHo. Boo6ne BCe oöeTH MosIa, LJIOTI! JIM, YCT JIM,
MMET saeiiie BejIxoro cocpeoToeHMs!, co6MpaHMsL esioexa
BHYTPb ce6. B acTHoc, acxews LflOTM mee TO
qTO HMKOMY ocTpoTa rTJIOT H BNCOT ee cciia He 6NBaeT Tax
oTKpH'ra, xax Hz.1emo acxea <...>. Kax yMHoe MOflHH* He
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ecm 4c6eccnoBecHocTb*, rIpespeHIle Km .! OTHT4fl4 cynecTBa
CSIOB, Tax icMoJ1qae rmom* He CTb ee .!cxopeHeHHe, F
xaze rrpOcTa. x He	 paa* 67
Rozanov contrasted the intensity of silent spiritual
concentration with the prolixity of modern civilization,
which he saw as a dissipation of the power of the word:
Cpe.gHe exa 6uiø BJIMX x.naoxpaHjmeM cvii eJ1oBeqecIG!x;
B iX acxeT.!9Me, B HX opeqei 'le.noBexa OT ce6si <.•.>.
- HOBa. HCTOM5! ecTB aHT.!Te9a cpetHMM BexaN.
enoex He XOT He yee 6onee 0 cee Honqam: BCRKO
anemee 'yBCTBO, BC5(KYID HOBYI meseimymyics MEICSIB OH
TOPOrIHTC BNcxasam xLpyrM,	 ee B xpacxax,
PCLwTHTh B SBYKX, errpeeo saxperm rIe1aTH.! cTaHK0M.
Moo CKa3aTB, xax CKJThHO OH TK1IC O XIV Bexa, Tax
CTHOBHTCR 6OJrrJmB, riepecyrni a rpa 9TOO exa BO BCe
riocneyi,iie 68
Rozanov saw both silence and noisy talk as separate sources
of civilization:
He nimyne He MOYT Boo6par3wrB ce6e TOH rIoTpe6HocTH
4HonqaHMsI, xaxasi opayecsi y rzHcaTeJI,
	
OHO ecm OHO H
rsxaoe ctenee Ha HX 6oiiesi	 H ace. Boo6ue ce H
oTxa.neHHee, eue BOrIpOC, re xopeH	 LHBMJTh!3aLMH, B
MoJr.IaHHH* vii myt..1Hoi c 
-yO f c *. O.wio - xopeim, HO H 	 yroe
- TaKOi e xoper. <. • .> KTO caJmHee? MHpOBO BoO6ue
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Boripoc, rro cKJmHee, 4MoJrJaHe* am icroBop*. <. ..> Boo6ire
CTb eTasixa MoJriaH, -	 He pemeH BJiHH criop, KTO
cumHee, OHO jig ero BeHoe oT TaHe, roBop, nJIoIga,
ysma.
[Lit. izg . : 364, n.1]
Besirncas aa ye rie	 w MO31HM5I TK e B.TIHX B e.noBeKe
BeHa B HeM, xax rIoTpe6HoCm	 paSrOBOp.
4cMoHacmrp* TKO e CTOJI1 iar, xax ropo. B ropoxe
enoex	 pacceMBaeTc5l,	 B	 MOHCTHP	 enoex
69
Rozanov's writing was rooted in the city, the noisy
and fragmented existence, in the midst of voices. It
expresses his immersion in the communality and conversation
of the contemporary city, and yet it also answered his need
for solitude, as the title of the first book of his
particular genre, Uedinennoe, made clear. Rozanov claimed
that writing that is seemingly scattered and impulsive can
be linked by a deep concentration:
PaccesuiHI eiioex
	 CTB cocpeoToeHH. Ho e Ha
OaeMOM J11 eJiaeMoM, a a YOM CBOeM.
<...> rsIa9al4M, noaJryiI, r3IM Bese: HO xiymo HKOX He
CMOTPH Ha oroe, a a oo.
[0. 1. I: 191]
TaK	 O6pa3oM SI HMKOJ He BJIaJeJI CBOM BHMMHM
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• .>, HO HIPOTHB xaxoe - TO THHCTBLO B}f1!, Co
CBOH BTOHOITh	 axoHa!, <...> Brrae.no iiO*.
[Lit. izg.: 256, n.1]
Writing is a continuation of conversation in solitude. It
is also a necessary restoration of the spirit, through
aloneness with his God, in reaction to the spiritually
fragmenting effects of the modern city that he describes in
his writing. 70 Rozanov felt the attraction of both sources
of human culture powerfully. In a memoir of his student
days he wrote: 's rio	 exen gaze He cnyca.ncs i
cBoe xoinaTxi.i 2- ro sraa: HO 3TO, BIi1 xya, - TK H
B cMexax, ocTpoyM .! peax. I ea sa ep iis
roce - orzm B yme yrpoe rxpexpacoe Moe
srRDL1Moe Mon'-1aIe.
Despite a deep, almost nostalgic love for solitude and
silence, Rozanov had an endless urge to speak and not
always in intimacy. 72 Typically, he saw his own activity as
the supreme embodiment of an endemic Russian
characteristic. Rozanov recognized that speech was central
to Russian culture, and that this was not always the
carefully measured wisdoms of the laconic truth-seekers.
Loquacity was equally characteristic of the Russian
approach to the word and utterance:
Pyccxi 6OSITyH Be9e 6oxrraeTcsI. s*cPycc	 OflTH* ene He
y'nTTaHHaq rrosmxai cima. Mey TM oHa rnaa B PDXHO
iCTOp.
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C He	 iero He MOYT noe.nam - H HMKTO He MoeT. OH
amae	 H 9a1.neT peaxLMI,. <...>
Pycb MOJ1JIMB H 9acTeHqHBa, H OBOPMTb flOTH 'ITO He
Ha 9TOM 1-IpocTope H par3rynsiec pyccxw 6onTyH.
(0. 1. I: 309-10]
The boltun's careless, endless speech is symptomatic of
Russia's rootlessness, manifest verbally as well as
geographically. The Russian boltun is a source of constant
spontaneous speech but his ideas are contradictory, and
lack coherence. Rozanov described this as a fatal
characteristic of Russia, in a letter to Gollerbakh:
'HeciacTHa,i, rnynasi, 6onT.nHBa Pocc' . Strakhov had
warned aginst this Russian characteristic in his letters to
Rozanov: '$1 c yaco	 TO pyccxe YMLI rnyrc H
YrIB3I$IDTC5I POMKHMH CJIOBaMH, csIaxw4H tIYBCTBaMH, BCRR1H
CO6JIaSHaNH KPCHBDC H BOCTOPHIThDC 'yBCTB H OpM, HO 'ITO
cepeo zwcnm oii He cnoco6im.' (Lit. izg.: 351] In a
footnote to this letter, Rozanov described Strakhov's
detachment from the contemporary political prolixity, which
was a dissipation of thought: 'CTpaxoB - yMan, a ama
cera saKsx'IanacB B STOM roBopeHbH*:
H OBOYH& BOHeHaBHe.TIH M&cJmrre.n.' (Lit. izg.: 351, n.2]
In a letter to the critic Griftsov, Rozanov describes the
'eloquent silence' of intelligent criticism: 'Booôue e yt.i
aopa (Bac) xorixe cxaamcsi B IOflHOM oraH slBHo,
CKa3aHHO1 rIoxBa.] KJIH IOPHUHM5! <.• .>. CrIOBOM, HT xiy'imero
xpacHope'1H51, 'leM iiosr'aiie. '74
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Rozanov sees the few writers still true to the spirit
of Russia, such as Strakhov, as men who preserved the sense
of a sacred silence. However his insistence on silence,
particularly in the case of Strakhov, may be an
idealization of Strakhov for the sake of Rozanov's own
argument. Rozanov's analysis could be seen as the
reflection of an age marked by the proliferation of print
and self-declaration which was already nostalgic for the
depths of spiritual concentration represented by silence.
Strakhov himself writes in a spirit quite contrary to
Rozanov's interpretation of him. He recognized that one
could not counteract the unthinking prolixity of the
radicals with silence and that it was vital to speak. He
writes of the insidious effects of the silence that Rozanov
claimed he held sacred in an article for Epokha in 1865:
'Moiaiiie ecm aio ye flOTOH caMoMy, TO pe ecm o6po.
Monaie ecm paic M cepm <...> TOILbKO CJIOBO ae rmo,
a onaie 6e9rz.noHo.' 75 Suvorin also warned against the
temptation to keep silent in the contemporary political
situation: 'Monam np& 9TOM o6necTBe xye Bcero, ecmi 6 s
Mo.Trqan, 6N.no 6 ee xye.
Yet if silence was not a possibility for writers at
the time, the discussion of silence was important for
contemporary religious and philosophical debate. Silence
can indicate an intense mental life. Silence and intonation
can form the emotive, non-verbal background of thought.
Silence and intonation, which is on the border between
silence and utterance, are of extreme importance for the
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views of the word expressed by Em, Rozanov, Florenskii and
Bakhtin. In 'Antinomiia iazyka', Florenskii approaches the
problems of linguistic expression and silence in his
discussion of the poet Fet. Music may indeed be, as it was
for many writers, including Florenskii, an image for those
psychological movements that defy verbal expression, but
Florenskii believed, like Dostoevskii, that these would
only be made truly conscious in words. As yet speech was
insufficient to express the inmtensity of conscious life: 'B
TOM-TO H Tpyx HOCTb , iTO XOTC5i He BocrxeTB, a HHO
scxaam HecxaaHHOe. B TOM-TO H BOrIpOC, TO pe He MOZT
He CJIHTbC BCeCHJrIHO, BCeCxaxyue, BCeBpaJDfleø. '
Vladimir Em distinguished between the verbal
enunciation of loos and its silent, non-verbal expression,
in deeds, emotions, and facial expressions. These are as
much a manifestation of a writer's character (litso), as
his spoken and written verbal utterances, and just as
connected to the expression of logos by man:
EoecTBeoe CJI0BO, ripoixa cero 1esroBexa, rio CLICTBY He
MOT BLt3HTBC B TOM, TO y eJ1oBexa He em Bce, - T. e.
B co3Ha1iliI. Co3Hae, gaze TBopecxoe, reHHa.Jmloe, B
HKOTONX OTHOfflHH5!X riopaeo aa3He, ii6o TWHH He.TIB95
BNP3HTh HHXK SBYKOM H MOJTHM apymaec CJIOBOM. Ho
THa He apymaec YBCTBOM H M3PHH coxpaiiec B
ecTBMr4. BOT noqey M&TIO 9HaTh, 'ITO HIHC.riH H TO CKa3.flH
roron, OCTOBCKMH umi ConoBBeB, HHO SHam, qTo OHH
riepem H ax o	 HJ1H. flopNB tlyBcTBa, HHcTHHKTHBHe
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i!zeHH BOJIM, BNpacTaBmie 1s ecxasamo r.ny6reiH& HX
MoJraH,	 i-iyia	 e	 nsi rrpocToro ncxoirorecxoro
!CT0flX0BHK Hx riqiioc	 <.. .>, a	 .nsi yrrry6iieHa B
.norBqecKHi. COCTB C H)ieI.
Words, as all living things that participate in logos,
exist in potential. Representing our continual and
unfinished understanding of the world, they are not a
static 'given' content but emerge from what is unspoken.
Em emphasized this spiritual profundity of the hidden word
that is unspoken, but which gives strength and potential to
utterance. His argument has a parallel with Rozanov's
emphasis on an asceticism of silence that is the source of
strength for uttered words:
3n.si 4crzorHcTa	 cpi,	 rioexi	 BT	 mHOCT,	 ee
oCHoBaH, <...> flOflH CX ir&M CJIOBOM T . e.
iloroc'oM. Jioroc HaeMm1, T. e. y::e BOIJTOUHH&H B CJIOBe,
mfraeTcsl HerzpeptBHo rrorocoz rIosezvniM, T. e. ee He
BOrIJ1OfleH}; H 31WHOCTB, B CBOHX Bep!Hax ocTra noroca
Ha3eoro, B CBOHX cTH1ecKHx OCHOBHHSX norpyea B T
TMHhT rnyrrz Cyuero, xo'ropie flOTHtHJThHO HCXBO3h
4tnorHt H&*, HCXBO3b npOHWXHyTI noTeHuHex! .Jloroca <.. • •
Bakhtin realized the significance of both intonation
and silence as a background against which the word has
value. Like Em, Bakhtin distinguishes between silence as
absence of speech (moichanie) and silence as absence of
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sound (tishina). He emphasizes the value-laden and human
significance of the bilence that marks the absence of
speech, as opposed to the silence that is mere absence of
sound:
THmHHa H sByx. Bocr 5TT 3BYK (Ha OH ¶rHm1i).
THm1na H owiaie (oTcyTcTBHe c.rzoBa). rIaya H aaiio
csroBa. HapymeiHe THUIHH& 3BYKOM MXHHCTWIHO H H3HOJIOrHHO
(xaic ycnoe Bocrxr!srrHsl); apymeie e MOSIHHS CIIOBOM
flCOH31HCTHHO H ocIcneHHo: T0 COBCM pyro MHP. <...>
Moaie BO3MOHO TOJThXO B qesroBe'ecxoM MH ( H TOSIBKO gIL
qerloBexa) . <...> Mosr'aie - ocicieiit SBYK (CnOBO) -
riaya COCTBJ1SIT ocoyi irorocepy,
	 HHYR H
CTpyxTypy, OTp&TyX (He9aBepnm .iy) Le.nOcTHOCTh . SO
Silence, the most intense focus of consciouness and
source of all value, is frequently described by Rozanov as
'burning'. It is the molten core. Language that has
hardened into valueless phrases is the cold outer crust.
Rozanov always referred to the act of printing and the
printed word as 'cold'. He argued that a concentrated,
energetic silence would counteract the verbal dissipation
that the Russian's unthinking enthusiasms lead him into:
'YBCTBO Poiii& - OJHO 6TB cTporo, cepzao B CJIOBaX, He
PHCTO, He OJ1T3THBO, He pa9MaxwBa pyxa* H He 	 era
nepe (qToH noiasamcsi). YBCTB0 PoH& OIIHO LLTb
BeJIHX	 ropwIHM MorIqaHHeM.' (0. 1. II: 462]
Rozanov saw prayer as the centre of all language and so
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closest to the energetic potential of 'burning' silence.
Language and communication is warm in as much as it is
fired by this central energy of the experience. The
spontaneous, individual prayers of man, that Rozanov saw as
essential to life, should be uttered against a background
of silence:
KoHeHo siy'iinas M0JIHTBa, ropeniasi - B M0JIqaHMH. M .nyme
Bcero,	 yxo6Hee	 IPHHOCHTB	 CBO	 IacTHy1D,
HCKHTflHYI MOJTBY, MOSIHTBY 0 JIHHOM, H oco6eHHo CBOeM,
I pacxae B JHHOM H C06CTBeHH0M CBOM rpexe - cpe
flO.TIHO!	 •
Rozanov distinguished between 'warm' and 'cold'
writers, according to their remoteness from the heat of
intense silence that is the source of valuable words.
'Noisy' writers were also essentially 'cold':
<...> CTb myMH&e ricaTe.ri, 6an mymii Cxa6rteBcxr, YMHBI
ffleszryHOB, a y ep&mecxr IOCTO rpez4eim, - H TM He
eee o Bce 6J1H B CYUHOCTH xonoe mcaTemi; xax H
repLeH ecm 6necTsnI H XOJIOXUi& ricaTesr • Miie xaxeTcsI,
TerLrroTa cera coejaec C rpyCmr, H y CrpaxoBa ecm
nocTo5fliHa. TaikHa.q rpycm; a e Bce 6N.1m1 .r1pec'acTnHB&
co6oim.
[Lit. izg.: 247, n.h
Rozanov argued that a respect for silence was a respect for
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the limits of human understanding, for the most sacred,
that defies words. 'Noisy' writers are ones who are
impelled by a constant intellectual self-confidence,
enjoying the sound of their own voices, but leaving the
reader unmoved, despite all their words. The noise of the
streets and the newspapers is frequently linked with
coldness, just as silent concentration is described as
'fiery'. Rozanov laments the obscurity of writers like
Strakhov at the expense of the success of the fashionable
and 'noisy' liberals whose popularity is symptomatic of the
'coldness' in society. Strakhov does not seek applause, but
understanding:
3aBoBaHHsi TYT HCKOJThK0 He BXOJT, && C3TBH K ffiyM,
<...> ecii 6 CTpaxoB BHXe.TI I TO rpoT ero TZT He xax
4Boo6ne CrpaxoBa*, a 	 flOH1MT 9a oripee.uem
CTHIL& B STO xre, sa onpeeneie M&cim	 TCH ero
KHHI', <...> TO BOT i coepmeo ocTaToHo, 6es crnoro
mya ym.iL	 6OJTrOBHH raeT. Ho BTorO-To HT B 	 axuio
Poccfø, flOCT1H B HeoxiymeBneHHo Poccrir <.•.>.
[Lit. izg.: 210, n.1]
While the radical inheritors of Belinskii believed
that writing aimed at the progressive elucidation of the
truth, the conservative tradition saw intellectual and
verbal activity as only a part of man, powerless to express
the whole. Rozanov described literature as an imperfect and
at worst corrupting activity of which one should be wary.
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He claimed to be battling against the literarization of
life by focusing the attention both on the words in
manuscripts and the living words of life without which
written and printed words could no have true life or
value
INTONATION
The key to Rozanov's battle against the systematizing and
literarization of life lay in the unique situation of
utterance. In the opavshie list'ia genre, Rozanov
emphasizes the exact physical surroundings of his words,
the circumstances within which they take place, and the
physical object that his words are written on. He also pays
close attention to the human voice that speaks. Intonation,
the tone of voice, was a vital constituent of the
uniqueness of an utterance. For Rozanov the human voice was
almost sacred, his first regret on hearing the news of
Dostoevskii's death was that he would never hear his voice:
'H 9Ha'IHT, Boro xora He MOY ero yBHgeTb? H He
ycsmzmy, xaxo y nero rosioc! A STO Tax BazHO: rorioc pemaeTc.
y 'ieJ1oBexa Bce.'" The voice was vital to the understanding
of an individual:
roroc BJ1!KM rzoxaaeim HaTYpH,	 HHO - caoro yHa.1eHTa
ee, opraI t ecxoro, Hsr.!o31orHt1ecxoro cnoe 	 04
1 1/2 rog i, oriig&ac xpyro H aac cBoeH THXO
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HyM!sMaTHxoH, HO 9OK0 BrJ1MBacb B srKeH H 11HCIIYI1B5ICB
YTKO K rpyx HIm4 HHTOHtM51M rO.TIOCOB (BHyTpeiiH. I-rpaBa) .
Rozanov urged the importance of listening to the tones of
voice when reading:
	
ECTB ap cnymaHs rosioco	 ap BMHM$ iin ripH
iTeHHH. !MH IPOHHKZ4 B	 qesroBexa.
He BCKH yee cnymam enoBeKa. HO c.nymaeT c.nOBa,
noae DC CB3, H CBHO Ha IC oTBeaeT. Ho OH H
YJIOBHJI rIOrOJ1OCKOB, TeHe SByxa flO roiiocoM*, - a B HHX
TO, H PHTOM B HHX OXHHX, rosopna yma.
ronoc HYHO CJITb H B 1Te}H. I1OBTOMY He BCKHH
raiDu	 rIyunia* ieeT 'To-HH6yB o6nee c flymxHH&M, a
KTO BCYMBTC$! B ronoc roopero flymxHHa, yrag&a
HHToHaLME, xaxa 6tna y	 oro.
[TJed.: 196-97]
He advised this technique for readers of Leont'ev: 'Ec.nH,
He OBOJThCTBYCB BHUIHMM CMHCSIOM IEI HarlHcaHHoro, M CTHM
K TOHfl ero peH, BCMTHBThC5I B cerie
oneii, C axo OH OBOHT 0 TX H M}C rIpeMeTax,
< •• >i B6 The tone of speech can be more persuasive than
argument; the priest Petrov, for example, convinced by the
power of his voice: 'TaHa ero ycriexa nea.na B apyne
Ter6pe ronoca, OHOBMHHO BnacTHTe.nbHoro, BenMxonerlHoro
i qTo-To merr'iynero BOT imo Baie •87 Yet speech does not
always have the same power in print. This was the case with
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the young philosopher Shperk and with the writer
Storozhenko:
OHH H T
	 e micnH, KOTOPN	 ac oapostaita B YCTHO
6ecexe, - 6yxyt norioe& ii ia 6yMary, CTHOBHJIHCb He
TOJThKO MepTBm.1, HO H HIOMTHE1M HaopoM C.TIOB <.. • > •
YCTHaS pe
	 ero cKnaBaTIacB HecpaBReHHo saHaTeJmHee,
ocTpoyMHee, saxpyrneRHee, ,leM ricHemas1 • s9
However, Rozanov himself made use of the very
artificiality of print to convey as fully as possible the
intimacy of speech or thought, complete with its shorthand,
its unspoken intimations, and intonation. Levin emphasizes
that this was a highly conscious, and literary device:
<•.•> npøcpacme x rpawiecxoMy BLte.ne 	 (xaBxar1,
pa3pKoi, xypcHBoM) CJTOB H CJ1OBOCOqeTaHM, <...> C ero
UOMOEB XOHHX acae	 IOBCTBOBHH HacTpoeHHeM,
rnyoo 3T}	 accoLa!ar4KM14, 9MOLJHOH8JThHM OTHOHM K
H906pazaeMoMy; oosHaeHHoe CJIOBOM 5LBflHH 	 rioiiyae
HeozHJaHHoe ocBeueHHe, noopaaec K TTJIE pasHm
CBOHML4 rpaH5n.IH.
 OcoöeHHo MHoroo6pa3H& H B
	
HTJThH& ae
cnya y Po3aHoBa. PasyMeeTcs!, STO opraecx BXOHT B
qiicno CPXCTB o6orane 	 noBecTsoBaHHsI sByTlaHHeM, ycnes
H1vroHar..HoHHoro BHeHH. . 90
This supremely literary achievement gave a new expressive
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potential to writing. Rozanov's writing, though far more
conscious and 'literary' than he would have admitted, is
nevertheless more natural and 'spoken' than the writing of
Remizov or Belyi, the other modern and ornamentalist
writers with whom Levin compares him. Rozanov had a natural
ear for the texture and cadence of everyday language, both
his own and others', both spoken and written. His speech,
in its fragmented opavshie list'ia utterances, as well as
in his conversational articles, produces the impression of
a living voice, with no intrusion of a purely literary play
with the sounds of words.
Rozanov saw spoken language and its emotive
intonations as the source of literary vitality: 'roBop,
CJTOBO* - CTB opra stHTepaTypH; OH opra ee - B ToHax, B
H}ToHaHsLx, B rleByqecTH, .nacxe, HeHocTH. <...> *OBOpN
6asapH& 0 ysm* - c.uaraT ymy mTrepaTypH, ee oHT1.uoe,
ee aeoe.' 9' He claimed that his emphasis on indirect,
intonational speech had a programmatic function:
HacTasIa HKOTO2 BCeMHpHa. rnyxoa c	 B amo XHH;
o RT CCTB npeoxonem ee liHaqe, xax ry'ie ocToHotk, -
ocToHoi, xoTopasI xycana EI yxo o pana 6L1 enoexa x
BOT rIOeMy,- XORHO B oee TOJmxO, - came CBo6oa
o epa si peman apymom BTOT Bceo6nM pwropoecxo Mop
<.•.>. B BTO H nocsieyrrgox cTamsx, 4TaK XYPHO
crnrraxcoqecxo oarrocai.nc*, ao riojimr oepx MOTOBOB K
oapymeo Mopa; OMHHO B HHTOHI X, C KOTOLUV1H H CB59H8
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3arIyTaHH0cTB, newT noTeHLHaJmHo B3MB yBCTB, - rex
iemo, xax	 MOT H .ronimi BJ1OMTB .rie 	 ceone
YCJIOBHOCTH.
[Lit. izg.: 491-92]
Rozanov sought to shake readers from their print-
induced daze by the intonational confusions of his
impassioned speech. He believed that these living
intonations were threatened by the veneration of print as
a higher authority:
Jeiio B TOM, 'ITO xaxa xiira He coep .rr B ce6e HHTOH&UHH
oro ro.rioca	 oro tiejioexa He cox epr 4coTcTyrneHr B
cTopoHys, oroopox i saieia	 - KOTOP! ripoeccop
corrpooae	 B ayHTopHH. HaxoHeL, ii B	 xHHry
HJtb3 YJ1OTb H HH B KaKOk yqeHo opMe HeSI!351 BLTPSHTh
Tex 'aCTH&X	 ecex, 6ecex Me.nBxaMx, o6priBaIDnxcsI,
HeOxoHqeH}mTx, KOTOpHe CTYeHT <.•.> MOT	 em C
ripoeccopo y nero Ha OMY MflH	 rio KOHOPY
ay'rop. Be	 'faCTO aopw	 cxae	 6orime,	 !M
paccyeHHe; HacMemxa, capxa oro esroexa HuH ero
Bocxe!e, BrpaeIHoe B 6necxe rsia H BH6pawiH roioca, -
CXYT oimme, eM nea&e CTPOKE C ITHETM 3HKOM
BocxnHLaHM5I. C.TIOBOM, xHra cera ces mTpHXOB*; H B xmire
roopT ycteii& .6es TOHa*; a 4T0H jesiae MY3HXY* < • • 92
In speaking about what no book can contain, Rozanov is,
perhaps involuntarily, describing his own aims in writing.
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Rozanov made the aside ('otstuplenie v storonu'),
observations, reseri,ations or slips of the tongue,
('ogovorki i zamechaniia') and aphorisms a literary art. He
put a high value on conversation and verbal expression as
he believed that it contained the life that was essential
to a statement. The asides, the expressions and intonation
by which a statement was accompanied were more interesting
to him than the verbal 'facts'. Just as in articles on
contemporary events Rozanov looked for unusual or forgotten
details to yield a more profound interpretation, so he
sought in the wordless background of gestures, intonations
and tone of voice an indication of a truth beyond words.
Mandel'shtam described Rozanov's acute sense of the
intonations in conversation and phrases that keep a
language shared and alive. Rozanov's image of a professor
in conversation with his students is echoed in
Mandel'shtam's description of Rozanov's attitude to the
word:
OTnyee OT S9ETK&	 BHOCL4JIbHO WI Hac OTIy'eHiX) OT
wCTOpi. <...> pyccica. HCTOPMS! HT rio xpaemxy, rio 6epey,
Ha OpEtBOM, M rOTOBa xayi ZHYTY COBTBC B HrKn4sM,
TO CTB B OTJ1YtH OT c.TIoBa.
W coBpeMeHgux pyccxx rrcaene	 mee Bcex 9T
OI&CHOCTB nO.iyBCTBOBaJ1 Po3aHoB, 	 BC ero	 3H ripomna B
op6e 9a coxpaeiiie CB9H CO CnOBOH, sa	 ionorwecxyx
Ky.TIBTYPY, <.•.>.
<.•.>	 3HE PosaHoBa - CMPTb anonor, yxaHi1e,
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ycixae csIoEecHocTw H oecToeHHa.	 opt6a sa H3HE,
KOTOpa. TerLTIHTCS B CJ1OB1KX H pa9roBoplHKax, B xaxax H
LHTaTaX, HO B HJ1flHH H TOJIbKO B HJtoJIorHH.
OTHomee Po3aHoBa x pyccxo	 iepaype caoe TO HH
ecm nTepaTypHoe. JlwrepaTypa sinee OUeCTBeHHOe,
H.nonor - Bneiwe oMa1nHee, KaHHeTHoe. JlHTepaTypa - STO
nexLHsI, ysIHLa;
	 KnOnorHsI - YHHBepCHTeTCKHI .! ceHapHP1,
ceici.	 a,	 1HHO yHHBepcwreTcKI cez,.g-!Hap, re rLT
J1OBK CTyeHTOB, 3HKOMhTX ipyr C tpYI'OM, HNB&BHX XPYI'
zpyra no ei H OTCTB, cnyma coero npoeccopa, a B
oxio rre9y'r BTBH 3HKOM&X epee yepcecxoro caxa.
KJ1OJ1OH - 9T0 CeMb, IOTOMY qTO BCK8	 Ha
HHTOHaLJHH H H LWTT, Ha KaBKaX. Caiioe sieo cxasamoe
CJIOBO B CMb	 ee	 CBO1 oTTeHox. I 6ecKoHetHaB,
cBoeo6pa3}Ias, HCTO
	 iionorwecxasi csIoBecHas! H3DHCHPOBK
COCTBJ1T OH ceeo
	 BOT nozey TIroTere
PosaHoBa K OMamHOCTH, CTOJTh MOIIHO onpeeiimee BCb yK.na
ero .nwrepaTypHo eIITeJThHOCTH,	 BNBOY H3 HJro31orHIecxoI4
flHO& ero ymH, <. . . •
The emphasis on the intonational ties within a family is
not accidental. Bakhtin defines intonation as the resonance
of assumed shared values that surrounds an utterance in
situation. He described the intimate world of speech
between friends and family as central to the life of the
word in 'Problema rechevykh zhanrov':
<...> B	 MJ1HLKOM MMpxe ceMbH, ipyr3eI H 3HKOX,
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TOBapMIEe, B K0T00M pacae H ZHBT enoBex, cera CTE
aHT0pHTeT}we, aanie TOH BHcxa9rBaHws, <.. •>
I-rpoH9BeeHM, Ha KOTOPH ompac H ccN.uaETc, K0T0PIe
LJHTHpYETC, KOTOPEM noLpaaT, 9a KOT0 	 CneJyRDT .
Rozanov' s family formed the surrounding from which his most
famous genre emerged, the opavshie list'ia. 95 These books
most of all made use of the notes and shorthand that is
characteristic between close friends and family. The
domestic surroundings of thoughts and conversations are
duly recorded, for example: 'a ae scrioztHan', '9a y6OpKO
H6JIHoTeKr', 'epe3 a tiaca, xora pe.na x TaRe B xoMHaTy,
Ha CJ1OB MOH: Kya mi, .rrer.rra 6m. 8 Ho6ps' . The seemingly
minor events and asides of family life are written down and
reflected on alongside reflections on contemporary
journalism and politics, and are presented as equally
serious and valuable. Rozanov sought to preserve the
familiar and specific 'tones' of an individual's speech
against the generalized language and conventions of
contemporary journalism that was encroaching on life.
Rozanov's emphatic attention to and use of intonation in
literature was a conscious attempt to preserve the
utterances that are rooted in a particular place, in
relationship with intimates. Intonation renews the specific
connections between people. This emotional accent may be
humorous, ironic, affectionate or angry, but it is an
essential distinction of the words used between people from
the words of authority. As Mandel'shtam had written, even
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the most idly spoken word has a particular resonance within
a family.
Rozanov sought to convey these shared values of an
intimate communication by the use of intonational devices,
which though undoubtedly literary, have a similar aim to
spoken intonation. He seeks to reserve the same privacy and
intimacy of a spoken exchange with friends in his published
literature. Only in this way, he believes, can the original
warmth and life of the word be preserved. He does this in
published literature as a protest against what this
literature has become. In his introduction to 'V svoem
uglu', his regular section in the journal Novy put',
Rozanov described his aim as seeking to counteract the
artifice of literary journalism with the unconstrained
intimacy of private conversation:
C.TIOBOM,	 9TOT OTJeJ1 pacmpse	 paMxH O6IxHOBeHHOrO
ypaimoro	 H B HX0TOPHX OTHOfflX
rrpM6nøaeT rrepaypy x TOMY 6e3brCKyCCTBeHHOMy CBO6OHOMy
H P9HOCTOPOHHMY OMeHy MHeHH, xaxo	 COCTB315IT
ripeiynecso par3roopa ey Y3B5IMH rxepe o&s!cHeHHeM C
rIy6rIHxo Ha scTpa.re 96
By trying to transmit in print the spoken, intonational
origins of literature, Rozanov is trying to overcome the
process of 'freezing-up' in the life of the word. As he
wrote in 1915, the most valuable part of peoples' existence
was expressed in their voice and breath:
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JIIDOBB - rrraBHoe. JIXD6oB oroH. Terrsro. Bce. JIIo6oBb
rpeeT.
Be rnaiasi aaa - y6eam OT xonoa. Kax e M&
Morn	 B03HHBMTB PoCC,	 IOXJI5ITB CB0	 pOiHy,
4ccaM& COCTB pyccxoro e.floBexa, pe ero,
ronoc, sByx, gLrxaHHe.97
Bakhtin describes the need for shared values in a
community, in order that intonation can have resonance and
speech may be creatively effective, with the same image of
'warmth' repeatedly used by Rozanov: 'FISBecTRaSI cerie
Terr.na HYZH B ox arne MH LHHOCTHO aTMocepe, TO6H
caMocosHaH!e	 Morm4 OCYIICTBTbC5I B
crTO	 Haa.nacB	 3MB •
Bakhtin emphasizes the role of intonation in fixing
the unique situation of utterance. Rozanov's writing shows
the same concern with the unrepeatable, intonational
situation of utterance. Yet he tried to fix these 'moments'
for ever in his opavshie list'i p genre. Bakhtin places
intonation itself at the edge of language, at the point
where language borders on silence, as Clark and Holquist
emphasize, quoting Bakhtin/Voloshinov:
Intonation, more than any other aspect of utterance,
stitches its repeatable, merely linguistic stuff to the
unrepeatable social situation in which it is spoken.
Intonation is at the immediate interface between said and
unsaid: 'it, as it were, pumps energy from a life situation
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into verbal discourse - it endows everything linguistically
stable with living historical momentum and uniqueness.'
• .>
The purest expression of the values assumed in any
utterance is found at the level of intonation, for the
reason that intonation always lies on the border between
the verbal and the nonverbal <...>."
The intonation that is the life of 'philology', that
Mandel'shtam and Rozanov fought for, and Bakhtin/Voloshinov
described, is essential to the life and renewal of the
Russian language. Intonation is a mark of the historical
irrepeatability of the moment of utterance. Thus it is of
immense importance for the Russian philosophical tradition
of the Word as described earlier. In terms of the Russian
philosophical tradition of the Word, intonation keeps word
as active flesh, as living deed answering the imperative of
the moment. Life and words interact at the moment of
utterance, and this interaction is guaranteed and situated
by intonation. Intonation works at the limits of the
expressible, but where there is a need to express. It is
thus closely related to the power of silence and what
cannot be known, which was discussed earlier, since it
emphasizes emotive expression that cannot be reduced to
words. In this sense it is very close to prayer,
particularly the Hesychastic tradition where sound and
rhythm are as powerful as linguistic meaning.
The physical tone of voice is important in the Near
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Eastern tradition of prayer. Prayer most of all is
conscious of the limitations of language, and so the
physical context, vocal intonation and bodily gesture that
accompany utterance are particularly important. Florenskii
described the ancient link between breath and prayer. In
Stoip i utverzhdenie istiny, he describes how the Hebrew
word for truth produces a physical mimesis of breathing in
its utterance. He emphasizes that this sense of truth as
'living' and 'breathing' is central to the specifically
Russian philosophical tradition.' 00 Losev describes the
'physiology of prayer' in the Orthodox tradition, which
recognizes the sacredness of the physical body:
Y OTLOB 0 rIOBtHoxOB rrpaocsiaoro BocToxa TOHO
orxpexesie& CTW4H MOJIHTBN: OHa Ha'HHaeTc5I CII0BeCHO, Ha
sxe, ortycxaecs B rop.no o rpy, cterLnsecsi C
(Tax	 Bcxoe &xaioe ecm ye MOJIHTBH!ThUi BorLTrb) , -
HaxoHeL, nepexoxo B cepe, re o co6opaeTc xax M, Tax
H BCe CTCTBO qe.noBexa B oo ropsuio rmaei MOJIWTBN, B
oHy HepacLJIeIol .iy TOKY c.mHo. C Eoroi.i. 101
Man is reacknowledging the original Word in his attempt to
offer his own words of prayer, just as in his breathing, he
echoes the first breath that blew life into him. Rozanov
recognized this connection between breath and God: 'calloe
cynecTBo, Txa}r, osHe6oeHMe t,ze.noBexa ecTs MOSIH'B, H B
OCOHHOCTH Os MOJIHTBH 6BeT 6N'roe ero • <...> coe cyneco
e.noBexa TeHCTWIHO, H He.JmssI 4gF1mam) H H 4MOJIHTbC.*. ,102
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He describes life as constant prayer, yet for Rozanov
constant writing was his prayer. His life-breath and
connection to God was through his writing, as Gippius put
it: 'flicaime, MflH no ero CflOBM Bn'oBapHBaHHe, 6NJlo y
nero IOCTO OpraHw3M H xze.naeT TO
HeO6NXHOBeHHO xopomo, TOHO H nOCTOS1HHO. <.. .> 11HcaTB -
caz'. oe	 zee jym.
KNOWLEDGE AND WHAT IS NOT KNOWN
Rozanov's value for the relation between silence and words
and his battle against formal system and nominalism were
closely connected to his view of knowledge and
understanding. The rationalist faith in language,
definition and logical argument as a means to truth was
underlain by the assumption that all knowledge can be
expressed in words, and that man was capable of possessing
and expressing truth if he acquired sufficient knowledge.
Rozanov did not accept this approach. He saw understanding
as a spiritual activity in which what is not known
(neznanie) is a powerful source of insight. Rozanov
described silence as a profound depth from which words can
be spoken. What is not known is also described as a
profundity from which man might utter illuminating words.
The ideas and insights that stimulate Rozanov's utterances
are made in reverence of the immensity of what he believes
can never be known, and should not be spoken. Value must be
restored to the word by treating it not as a tool of
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intellectual mastery or categorization but by recognizing
its sacred origin. Belyi also warned against the threat
posed by systems of knowledge to the living word. He
claimed that this produced a particular form of
wordlessness: 'eop RHM - CMPTh cnosa iBoro. <...>
ripepanee c.noB B TPbI ecm oco6a opa HeMOTN, BMCT
C TM BTO Haqa.J1O BOCCTaHL xaoca B HameH ryme' This
'muteness' is distinct from the silence that is the source
of what cannot be spoken. Similarly to Rozanov, Vladimir
Em drew a parallel between silence and what is not known
as the source of words or knowledge. In the passage quoted
earlier, he describes the 'overground' and 'underground'
logos, respectively expressed in words or silent
potential.' 05
 What is not known is an unspoken source that
is the energetic, hot centre from which all speech, all
knowing arises. Rozanov recognized this unknowing as a
source of his own writing: '3HaI* Moe o He <.•.> 6onee
noBepxHocTRo, rny6r.na oero 4He SHaID*. 1 OT 9THX
xaqa, re ama (He6rr) nepeemae - 0 IPOOCXOHT
Bce.' [0. 1. I: 289] A degree of unknowing is the crucial
dynamic of our attempts to know:
flonB9ysIcB OBfflHHhU4 CBeTOM, MflO rIpe6HBaSL cpeo
coBepmeHHoi TeMHoT, enosex, Im MoeT, He oraiic 6H
BrIepe; ez.iy HYH HKOTOH norryMpax, 0 BH&5 YC0J1WS
pacesm ero COCTaBJIRDT TO, TO MEl H3tBM ocopoe Hayxo
0 cosroc000. 106
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In order to restore the links and warmth between
people that is the basis of a culture, Rozanov believed
that it was vital to be rid of the illusion of an all-
powerful intellect and to recognize the limitations of our
understanding. We can know the physical surroundings of our
world, the surfaces, but the essence of things remains
impenetrable to us. Rozanov describes the power of birth
and fertility in this way:
KTO oRa - He BeM*. Be .i poHxa siiexpweca He HaE.
H HH TerLTIOTN, HH CBTa, HHKKHX peeimo sEcyILHocTe*
.mi He 3RM. M& sHae TOJIBKO eHoMeH&; Kpaenlex, Bepxymx,
rIyCT.KH 107
Rozanov argues that the positivist supposition that all
things are knowable is death to human life and thought.
Positivist thinking means, in Rozanov's view, the
imposition of a finalized definition on chance and
indefinable phenomena. Like Bakhtin, Rozanov emphasizes
thought and writing as a continuous process of response
that defied a finalized statement. Positivism claims to be
all-powerful, it does not recognize human limitation, and
for Rozanov this limitation was the source of prayer, and
of the emotions that bind people. These emotions are
themselves religious instincts. For Rozanov, it is man's
incapacity, and insufficiency before the unknown, that is
the source and motive of growth in human culture.
Positivism is cultural death because it no longer
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recognizes these needs:
BosMozio SIH, TO6LI I1O3HTHBHCT r3annaxa.n?
<.. .>
tIO'3HTHBH9M -
	 nococx	 MaB3One Ha y.npanHM
qeJloBeqeCTBOM.
He xoy! He xoy! flperpa, HeHaBt,y, 6orc!!!
[0. 1. I: 198]
For Rozanov, not knowing was the basis not only of
understanding but also of religion:
STa CTpaHHa. CMCB JIID€SBH H HeSRaHMg , MOJThTB C
x ez.iy oHa CO6CTBeHHO rlpHKperineHa .
Si yM81): Bce xopomo - TO !& He noHgMae; a iTO M&
rIo}1aeM, TO ye He oqeii xopomo 109
<.•.> cTHecxH iaroroem t MOM TOJThKO x TOMy, B eM
ecm MACTO .U.JISi T8JH&, 'iero M& He yee PSBHHTHTB H
I1OHSiTL .
Prayer, like understanding and language, is motivated
by a sense of unknowing. In this sense writing performs a
similar role to prayer, as it is a bid to overcome this
unknown. Yet it is sustained by the very state of
insufficiency and unknowing on which it makes its constant
assays. Rozanov believed that one's own life was a constant
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source of interest and utterance because it was perhaps the
biggest mystery of all to us. The profundity of knowledge
resists, and does not facilitate, definition:
- KTO s? roBopi o ce6e caMoM, TKOM RCHOM rzpexIMeTe*.
- He	 Y ec.nH ero PT.JThHO He 9Ha, TO 9T0 - KTO
H tHHO OTTOTO, TO CJTHifiKOM rny6oxo ce6si 3Ha3)."
51 ca cei He 9Hax.
06 OHOM npe .ieTe He
	 OHoro
Ho cya MOHX MHeHH, oHaKo, ecm 6onee noma.
HcTHHa,	 riopo	 eeMoe. (xez-m6o iierIrt1e)
<...> Monio IIH rIOCTpOHm OpMyJ1y: H9Hb ecm HcTHHa?
He cMen:	 <...> - orxpee.neHH 6ecxoHeq}mx...
C ?TO TOKH pe	 XH9Hb H rpyCTHa, H BJtHK. re ee
<..•> 6ecxoHe crn&e 0TBeT&... HHre
	 H ire
3.12
For Rozanov, the existence of things and the life of man
must be in a constant process of utterance. Man least of
all could be confined by the finalizing attempts of theory:
e.noBeK 6ecrIpeeneH. CaMas CYTh ero - 6ecrrpee3mHocm
H	 TOO H cnycwm MeTaHsHxa.
9T0 - rono xiymH. Ecsm 6H eJ1OBeK BC açto xomxa
yBHa.n, OH nOOmesx 6i K CTH (Beerg) H cKasasI: IcTaM 'ITO-
TO ecm (9a cTeHoB)*.3
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The importance of resisting definition is central to
the dynamic of Rozanov's writing. It is a justification of
his seeming capriciousness and self-contradiction:
YXflOHHBOCTh Bcex ene OT orrpeeneH!H csoero,
YKJIOHtIHBOCTb Bcex rLrraHeT OT 4cflMO*..
[0. 1. II: 498]
.sBcsixoe onpeeneHe ecm cyee* (cinoco)
H onpeeitsim He
tlycm Mp 6yeT HeorIpee.TIeH.
FIyCTF OH 6yeT cBo6oeH.
BOT HaaJ10 xaoca. OH TX e Heoxo1M, xax payM
cOBecm.
<.•
H BOT o6BsLcHeHHe, -ZTO yma HO5I nyTaHna i Kax
pasxreaasic	 m. lrIpwrOM 6yMaHasi .jj
Rozanov defied the idea that the world could be categorized
and by the human intellect. His view of writing and its
purpose was in absolute contrast to the critical theories
of literature's purpose that dominated radical journals.
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Rozanov's writing was a constant questioning of himself and
God. His favourite image for this questioning was the state
of the new-born infant, naked of the clothes of
intellectual systems in which everyone is dressed, in a
state of continual surprise. An endless surprise and
curiosity was for Rozanov the greatest source of
understanding.
Rozanov believed that even naming, as the start of
definition, could be seen as a rupture of things that
should be kept sacred, or unspoken. He claims that the
simple naming of the phenomenon of death strikes him as
horrific: 'tepm - xax ycacHo, TO qe.noBex (Beriz
monor) HameJI gn Toro. - yze oripee.nere, ye
4cT0-T0 sHaeM*.' [0. 1. I: 193] Rozanov's refusal to accept
man's claim to know merely because he names was a part of
his battle against nominalism. Nominalism never questioned
the power to name and thus to fix and define even the most
elusive and awe-inspiring phenomena. The bid to avoid a
final definition constitutes the motive source and
sustenance of Rozanov's writing. It was a pledge of
constant new birth. Rozanov makes his indecision explicit
by publishing his internal debate. The frequent use of
qualifying hesitancies such as 'MoeT 6im', 'xaeTcsI', 'He
OT Toro-m?', bears witness to this questioning, reminding
the reader that he will not receive any ready answers.
Rozanov makes it clear that this uncertainty is itself a
world-view:
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HCTWHa ax aec n4eHHo B HeoxoHaTeJmHoM, B HeTBepXOM,
B HeyBepeHHoM. Kax YBHHOCTb - Tax iio! Ja iTo-e: pae
HT B MM xpoe LBT0B - H 0TTeHK0B, xpoMe flPC JIHHMH -
W3OrHyTNx, *HeynoBM&x*, xpoMe 4cxa* H 4HeT ene 4CqTO-TOP,
icxazeTcsi	 rip. . CaN irip flOflOH	 H ye C
BTf wero He noe.naem. a, cxacy o.Tiee: xax TOJThKO MHp
BCb H
	 OCTTK riepeme.n 6E1 B c&e oeBH)HocTH, TX OH
ce.nanc 6 xoHeqHBlM, orpaHHem, HeoKo rnyrioa
BCb - xoHeHo 6eScKJThHM. H riorrpoy riepecTa.n 6 4poHTb*
0 noTepsz 6&i 6yynee*.1
A value for profundity of silence does not mean a
denial of speech. Nor does the recognition of the greater
depth of unknowing than what is known make the attempt to
make sense futile. For Rozanov speech and the attempt at
understanding are a simultaneous, constant activity,
carried out on the basis of an immense unknown. Bakhtin
linked the importance of a constant reinterpretation of
meaning that resists a finalizing last word to the whole of
consciousness and the human character (lichnost'). This
approach to knowledge is contrasted to the impersonal
systematizing of scientific knowledge, showing Bakhtin's
closeness to other thinkers in the Russian logos tradition:
cMr3IcJl rIOTeHLHaJThHO 6ecKoHe t eH, <...>. He MOT 6ITE
eoiioro (ojiioro) ci.i&cna. flosToMy He MOT 6im HO riepEoro,
HO rIocrreHero c .i&csia, OH Bcera Mezy CM&CJIaMH, 9BHO B
CM&CflOBO erzo . ..>. B ocopwecxo )1H3HH sa Lflb pace
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6eCxoHeo, H 1-IOTOMy OTXJThRO 3BH0 ee cHosa H CHOB
o&IoBn5IeTcsI, xax 6i poaecs r3aHoBo.
Ee3mHasi CHCTM
	 Hayx (
	
BOO6ne 3HaHH$I)
opraecxoe Lte.noe CO3HHM51 (aim nøtiHocm) •116
Bakhtin claimed that a passionate individual engagement was
necessary to avoid the schematizing and thus impoverishment
of existence: 'ToJmxo flEOBHO Brm.iae
MOT paBHTh OCTTOHO HflHHYID CH.TIy, TO6N OXBTWTB
yepam xoxpemoe MHoroo6pa3He 6rrr, He o6erm H He
cxeMaTw3HpoBaB ero' Gershenzon expressed a similar
criticism of the impoverishing effect of rational
definitions in a letter to Rozanov: 'e ienoex i.ii-ie
paBHoyInHee, TM nerve i& c6HBaeHcs Ha PCCLHKY
(paccyxo .ry-r) ero OTe.TI}DC epT. '
Rozanov's thought demonstrates precisely such a
passionate individual engagement, and its specificity and
attention to detail is the source of its endurance. Even
the writings of fellow religious thinkers such as Em,
Berdiaev and Losev are characterized by the use of abstract
and generalizing definitions that verged on the formulaic.
These were alien to Rozanov, whose lasting strength is in
his concrete examples from life, his belief in the
significance of the slightest details and his distrust of
mere words.
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LIK. LITSO. AND LICHNOST'
Rozanov's emphasis on the sacred sense of the individual,
the litso, in history was central to his criticism of
contemporary writers. As he wrote in his first, most famous
work of criticism, Legenda p Velikom Inkvizitore: 'TOJIBKO
B pemr OTKNBTC	 aeiiie qenoBeqecxo imoc. <...>
31iHOCTB Bcxa, xoopa a6co.JIRDTHa xax o6pa3 Eo i
HerIpMxocHoBeHHa.' 119 Rozanov avoided general theories and
focuses on revealing details of personality that would have
been condemned by the positivist schools of literary
criticism as irrelevant subjectivism. He also claimed that
the individual's immediate experience was far more
important than theory:
CnymaTe, eJToBex: qTo r.nsi Hac canoe y6ejTe.JmHoe? HeqTo,
tITO M& ca yBeJ1H, ysHaJlH, yrrynam, yHIxam. Hy, CSIOBOM:
6ac'ra. <.. .> Bcsix	 4eJIOBeK	 IBT HeMHor1
3Ha}r14fr!, xoopte	 Tb rr.no ero	 3H!, 1mieHHo ero, orira,
cTpaaHMR, HRDxa,	 SpeHMsI.
(Smert.: 151]
In his introduction to the 'Niva' edition of Dostoevskii's
collected works, Rozanov emphasizes that this unrepeatable
individual experience is the only true motivation for
writing and for reading: 'B HBYJThHOM - OCHOBaNHe
cTop!Ii, ee flBHhI tep, ee cM&c.n, ee 9HaThTe5IbHOCTb:
Bb qenoBeK, B IPOTWBOIO3IOHOCTb BOTH0My, cera 3ILO,
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HH C xez. He csaerioe, HHKOO He rIOBTOpIIIee co6o. I 120
Rozanov recognized that despite what was claimed in
theory, sympathies and antipathies towards individuals were
extremely powerful in deciding one's allegiances to
institutions, parties, schools of thought and ideas:
OPHYBIUHCB Ha HCTOpMH CBOHX y6e,!eHHL TBepeHmHe H3 Hac,
NTB MoeT, H31yT, qTO TO ecm C06CTBeHH0 HCTOPM$I
esioeiecxx rrpHBsL3aHHocTe,	 ie.noBexy, x
H yze sa ii x xomern .i oCocCx H
pesIHrHo9H&M' •121 Indeed he argued the supremacy of a
writer's physical presence over his writing: 'in concreto
enoeK cerxa
	
epecee H nyme ene, 	 rio rxHcaHHffi,
rri4CbMal4. Cyy rio CTpaxoBe, xooporo o.nro 3H31, H H3 3HHM5
9TOO H3BJIK 6e3Hy HacnaeHsI,	 122
A way of life, thought, habits and mannerisms all
receive their expression in a writer's character, his
litso, that is manifest in his facial expression, his
movements, appearance and surroundings, even when he tries
to conceal them in his prose. These details can reveal more
than even private letters or diaries and Rozanov placed
great importance on them. He always asked for photographs
of the writers with whom he was in correspondence. He also
paid attention to the physical surroundings of writers,
their rooms and furnishings, their clothes, even their way
of walking. Physical gestures were for Rozanov an extension
of spirit, like handwriting. Printed words can conceal and
deceive, but these physical details and surroundings bear
witness to the life itself and the spirit in which it is
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lived.	 Losev describes the metaphysical importance of
these physical details in Dialektika mif a:
110 TSIY M& TOJThKO H M0N CYHTB 0 W.HOCTH <.. •>. Te.no -
ICHBoM srøx yiuz. 110 aepe roBopHT!, rio B9flY rnas, rio
cxsiaai.i Ha rio epa pyic H HOE, rio LBTY xoi, rio
ronocy, rio ope yme, He OBOP ye 0 tesx rioCTyrixax, 51
cera ory yBHaTB, iTO 9a JTMTJHOCTh nepejo	 <.•.>
!Boe TesIo <..•> eCTb H OCTaeTC51 eHHcTBeHHoH OMOi
ayaimoro rrponei	 yxa B oxpya x Hac yCnOBH51X.
OHa& si cari BaMeTM.n, 'iTO y MH51 H3MeHH.nacE rIoxoLKa; H,
riopaM&cm1BmH, si noisin, o'iero 9T0 cny'mmocB. Tesio -
H0TbMrIMS1 CTHXH51 JIH'iHOCTH, H60 caa JIH'IHOCTB CTb He
6oimme xax TeneCHasI OCYI1CTBJIHHOCTh 	 H
HHTeJUIHreHTH0r0 coria. MHe HHO pas cpamo 6izaeT
B9fl51HYTb Ha J1HL0 HOBOI'O 'ieJioBexa H YTKO 6rsaeT
BCMTPHBTBC51 B ero no'iepx: ero cyb6a, fl0JI8.51 H 6yyuasi,
BCTT coepmeo HYMOJI1flO H HH9HO 123
For Losev as for Rozanov, a person's voice or handwriting
could constitute a stern philosophical truth. Like Rozanov,
who claimed of himself that he had a most repellent way of
walking, Losev observes his own way of walking and finds in
it a comment on his more general fate. Rozanov's sharpest
insights are often contained in his reflections on these
seemingly 'subjective' observations of the details of
people's physical presence, their way of speaking, as well
as silent forms of self-expression, which could often
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reveal the essence of an individual's nature. Physical
presence was an important criterion of character for
Rozanov. He confessed an antipathy to fat writers, which
provoked in him an hostility out of proportion to the
impact of their writing.' 24 Yet the most humbling physical
actions, scratching, sneezing or peeing, are all indicators
for Rozanov of a necessary humanity. He claimed that the
fact that he could not imagine Merezhkovskii performing
these human actions was proof of his 'unreality'. For
Rozanov, both Solov'ev and Merezhkovskii lack a physical
presence which is linked to his distrust of their ideas.'25
In an article on Dostoevskii, Rozanov focuses on his use of
scratching oneself (pochesyvanie) as an image of why man's
psychology would always defy the restrictions of rational
system.' 26 Rozanov emphasized the importance of the
physical face for revealing the secrets of a man's nature
that are not revealed in words:
JIua TR,TeBa, TypreHeBa, OcTpoBcxoro He TOJThKO
BpaTe.JmH& norm& iCJThi, HO O}I xai	 BaN
B flOJ1HOM co6paH1 coHeH1 . <. •.>
•.> Boo6ne, KTO 3II6T4T 1esIOBeKa, He MOT He i rim ma
'e.noBeqecxoro, miro* y ceösi no CTOCTb M& 4cBCJ1y1BaeM*,
xax coiiar - .sreopr*. B stte - BC ripaa WH;
3aNeaTenbHo, TO HJTh35I 4cceJ1am y ce6B J1LO, H ecsr BN
oe	 6yeTe YCHJiTBC5I riepe 9epxa.TI0M, 4crIpocToymHoe
J1OBCTBO Bce-TaKH orrpeemr Bac rIoneLoM. J1HLO ecm
rip aa H3HHHOO pya im.ieino B cKprro, a He 2BHO ero
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ac	 <...>	 Cy2.a MOTHBOB,	 SaMbICJIOB;	 He oioro
ocyuecTBsIeHHoro, HO 1 6pomeHHoro B KOp3HHy.'27
Em similarly asserted the importance of what could not be
said in words, but was expressed in actions and in the
irrefutable evidence of one's face: 'Jioroc <.•.> Tpe6yeT
BHHMHM He TOJThKO K M&CJIH, 9BYflH B
CnOBaX, HO H K MOSIqa.TIHBO )CJ rIOCTynKOB, xB1eHMtk cepwa,
K CKTO ICJTh, Ta gnec B CJTOiOM, IOBHOM pcye
HHHBH,yasILHoro riHLa. 128
Rozanov believed that man approaches God through
fellow individuals. He claimed that one could accept the
entirety of a religion for the sake of one inspiring face.
Thus the Church is sustained not by dogma but by
individuals, in whose faces we can 'read' the image or Word
of God:
Ta, Ka3aJIOCB 6N, cTpaHHasI epa - eCTB, B Cy1IHOCTH,
HB& H rJ1y6OKa5: MN oxow.i o Eora epe	 esIOBeKa; sa
e.rroBexoM, <.•.> sa H KCOTO esIoBeiecKo.
BMeCTe HM K Bory - TK BDCOHT; H, MOeT 6Nm, CIHOCTb
LepKBM OC}iOBETC He H OMaTH1ecKo CoJ1HapHOCTH, HO H
STOM KaK 6i THI mxa Eozi, opaeoro B nwe
e,nOBeT ecKOM, B 6paTe MOeM*, t HCTeIIIeM, Hee.nH si*. <...>
3a BB H B CMOM e.ne LKOBB - He SUTTUU regulorum, a ope
JIHU H COBeCTet <...>.
However, Rozanov also claimed that a face would be equally
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able to make him a revolutionary as a churchgoer. Thus he
embodied the Russian tradition of valuing character over
system in the extreme: '4CHMnaTwHoe JIHIO Horno ynet
MH B	 BOflLHID, Morno yszem H B LtepKoBB, - H	 B
cyuuoCTH mesz cera K .nggN
 H sa	 a e K cHcTeMe H
3a CHCTMO [Lit. izg.: 257, n.1] Yet the loss
of an individual litso was evident in the church, in
intellectual life, and most lamentably, in women, whom
Rozanov sees as the source of the most sacred values in
Russian life. He identifies the loss of expression in
women's faces as emblematic of a more fundamental malaise
in society:
<. ..> yriaox eHcKO KpacoTN H ae KaKO-HH6yb
oripeyesreot BESHTJIbHOCTH eHcKHX it Tax rrry6ox H
Bceo6lg <.•.>. eugma (H geBymxa) - cepnac <..•>. STO Tax
riiyöoxo, xo Toro cTpaHHo <...> H onnaxaeoe sec - He
HIL4H TOIIBKO, HO BC$I ama LBHJm!3aLJn5I. H6O xaxoa
zeFmHa, TaxoBa	 CTh HuH oei
	 cxopo CTHT BC$I
KYJTEITYPa .
Rozanov warned that sacred individual character was
being replaced by a new and faceless individualism, evident
in people and institutions as in the 'faceless' process of
historical theories. This individualism ignores the
fundamental truth of existence, which lies in a true
engagement and response to others. In their isolation from
each other, men have become similarly banal: 'HJHzyanMsM
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H0BC O6UecTB, HHtHBHY&J1MM He B ccie spxocm
HOCTH (cxopee oHa Tycx.na TerlepB), HO B
ci&cne ee pa9oneHHocT!, OTOBHHOCT OT Kaxoro-m16o tenoro
- BOT TO He nepeHocHTc. qenoBexoM B CKIIY TaKe
HYHMlTOX CTOPOH ero yIIM." Rozanov was not alone in
this recognition. Zinaida Gippius wrote of true
individuality as a connection to society:'ecTBwreJmHoe
coae 4J1WHOCTH* He Y}TOT cosHaHHe 4qenOBeqecTBa*.
rszy6e nosHaeTc pasJqHocm, TM pe onynaec
eHHcTBo, o6nHocm.' 132
 She too claimed that people were
becoming collectively duller. Rozanov saw the loss of
individual character as symptomatic of a more widespread
loss: 'J1HH.eT, J1HT qenoBex. )a H BCB MH B BHOM
noi.'(O. 1. I: 297] Writers are also losing their
individual character. This is fatal for literature:
Ho TO e TO sa yac, TO rrHcaTeJIH 6OSITCSI em cBoe
nxn.o. M6o Be 43aeM e .g rxiimys, xax He qTO6& .cxaam
JIMLO CBOe, cxasam OT ma cBoero*.
floracwrb mo 9HT nor ac
	 mrrepaTypy.
TaxM o6p. nepaypa BHYTPHHO norarnaeTc. . .
Rozanov claimed that the individual character of
Russian institutions was also threatened by uniformity:
'HyHo 6NJIO BHYTh 43IHLOb BCM 9T1M	 aaana
pYCCKO HCTOH1 - J1iLO, OCTOHHCTBO, esITe3mHOCTE,.' (0. 1.
: 528] The restoration of this litso was a task for
Russia as a nation. Russia needed to become conscious of
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her own distinct role. She needed to show her face to other
nations, which would be not the false face of borrowed
foreign forms, but her individual character, that is the
expression of her divine Lj:
Ho rioxa, B STOT Bex	 stwamHe, Ha ipey nosBa
m4eFmo M& HM yxasao 6tm, nepex BoroM, i.i nepex .pyri
Hapoa, moM,	 ,cnoBeyIUHM I!CmHy coero 6LrrasI,
pacxpani ST HHY B cfloiC	 B anexøx qaHx,
B yrny.rIeHax cBoero cepu..a
In a footnote in Literaturnye izcrnanniki, Rozanov
connects his realization of the intimate link between the
face, other people and God to an incident from his own
life. When he was teaching in the primary school in Elets,
he was slapped in the face in a dispute with the parent of
a pupil. Rozanov suffered extreme spiritual trauma from
this event, which, he confessed, drove him close to
suicide, although 'nothing in particular had happened'. He
explains the extremity of his reaction by the close
connection of the face to God. It is as though the assault
severs this connection:
$1 xyMa, ecm ieo MeTatHsLIqecxoe ocoemioe B 4CTpOeHHØ
ni.ua, BOT 4C3IHUeBEX KOCTe*, B	 1aropoHoi xoce* BOT
.ieo jiia (rn To.Jmxo ero) <...>. YCTaN* M& rOBOpHM.
Byr STHM 4rOBOp.qn1M CTM HHOCWTC yap <...>. ICyCTa)
yMonxaET, *oecTBeHHoe imto* B 1 e.noBexe paswro. <..•>
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Boo6ue, IYCTB acera HTTJ1 flOtMyT, TO ecm TO-TO
cpamoe	 TaHoe B ne qe.noBexa, xoopoe imi CHHMTh C
MHrByyMa,	 pa96am ero, riopTøm, - I1 BOO6IIe,
HaxoHeL, ripixacamcsi x HMY ae xax rioesrye	 iiacxo He
osteH HIxao cMepTH&.
[Lit. izg.: 278-79, n.1]
Rozanov experienced the slap in the face, not as a
physical, but as a metaphysical affront. In the Russian
tradition this physical face, litso, is the fullest
physical and spiritual manifestation of our human
character, it is our embodiment of the divine Jik. The face
is our spiritual connection to other men, as the source of
our words and emotional expression through which we
communicate to others and also make reply to God. A slap in
the face is an assault on this most sacred connection.
Rozanov's strong sense of solitude and isolation from
human contact, at times overwhelming, perhaps gave
vehemence to his assertions that consciousness is dependent
on others. It is the root of his continued assertion of the
need for connection or union, (svi pz pnnost', sliiannost').
Rozanov maintained that his own individuality, and its
written expression, was dependent on his connection to
another. This was his common-law wife, Varvara Butiagina,
referred to in Opavshie list'ia as his beloved friend,
'drug':
Ecm 6& e JU OBB pyra
	 BCSI CTOPMR 9TO JI3D6B, -
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xax o6eHmacb t MO	 3HT mi'mocm. Bce mo 6& IYCTO
eoirore HHTen.nHreHTa. <.. •>
CywD6a c sUpyrOM o'rxplitna e 6eCXOHe t H0CTb TeM,	 ce
3arr.naJIo miq mmi MHTepecoM.
[0. 1. I: 169)
CaMrm.i ccn MO	 occtnc	 'iepe3 .pyra*. Bce
BoeJ1oseqHJ1ocb.	 Si flOjTtZHji peB,	 rIoJxeT,	 cH.ny.	 Bce
arrommoc	 emm.i* BMCT xaxi He6ecH&M.
[0. 1. I: 284]
The meeting point of one's own and another consciousness
was for Rozanov the most extreme point of individual
existence:
•.> BCTYfl5I B 6pa1Hyr, TO CTh rny6oT amyI, CBSI9b C
1e.nosexoH	 1enoBeqecTBoM, xa,ic& H3 Hac flOXOXHT x xpa
M1BHxyaJmHoro	 rrr	 cBoero, OH CTOHT Ha 6epery
ecciieix OCHOBHH m.ioro cBoero cynecTBoBaHH, rIOHTh
KOTOPX mora He MOT H TOJThKO HHCTHHKTHBHO, COpOraCB
H naroroBe, HIET OCBTHT HX B pesir 135
Rozanov maintained that his early sense of solitude
and separateness was a source of his need to write, to
overcome both the physical and spiritual wall of his
isolation. However, it was only through his connection with
Butiagina and her family that his words could gain
strength. The sense of the other does not eliminate
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solitude, but deepens it, making it productive and allowing
words to be written, not without hope of a receiving
consciousness.
This need for a receiving other and the role of the
other in the development of our consciousness is central to
the work of Bakhtin: 'CJTOBO,	 oe CJTOBO,
ciamoe c anorweci o6neHr.!eM, rio rippoe cBoe xoeT
6Hm ycJmlmammm4 i oTBeqeHHEm.!." 36
 Bakhtin reiterates this
theme in his late notes: 'ICTOpM KOHKPTHOO CNOCO3HH
L1 poim B xipyroro (siz6sniero). &rpaee ce6 B
upyroM."37
 For Bakhtin, the point of meeting between two
individual existences, at which words are spoken, is
crucial to an understanding of words in speech and in
writing and in human life: '!ai1orHecxoe OTHOfflH
	 xax
HHCTBHH5I	 opa	 OTHOmeHH.q 	 x	 eJioBexy-i1I4qHocTL4,
coxparna ero cBo6oy i Brat chenko
emphasizes that in Bakhtin's view, the individual ].ichnost'
is most fully alive in its verbal encounter with the world
of others: 'SIH1Hocm CYUCTBYT npee cero Ha rpae
(*ia riopore*) CBOiX OTHOfflHM! (pea.nmtx aTm M&cmx) C
!. poM. TO cera 6yy'r 1n4eHHO ee oriomei, OTHOfflHK
KOHKTHO JmiqHocTi.I' .'" Bratchenko also emphasizes that
for Bakhtin, true dialogue means that words cannot be
reduced to a mere 'object' of study, but demand an active
response: 'srr t HocTB xax TKOB	 He MOT 6UTh 4c06'beKTOM
M3!eI, OHa MOT CTTB J1II	 Cy&JDeXTOM o6paueHM,
KoToporo x pyro - He OH* He	 a nonoteoe	 TO
CTb xrpyroe	 yoe nonorrpaoe	 ,140 Bakhtin' s
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insistence that the individuality of people and utterances
is not reduced to an abstract formulation in the interest
of theory is very close to Rozanov's own refusal of such a
rationalized reduction; Rozanov, like Bakhtin, demands that
man's individuality be approached only in a spirit of
openness:
eJ1oBeK BOBCe He XOT 6KTB TOJTKO cpecTBo, OH H BeH
YtTSIB B CflOBX CBOHX <..•>. OH IOCTO CBO6OXHEE enoBeK,
Co CBoe CKOp6E1D H CO BC	 paocT, C ocoeHii:&M	 CJI
<.•.>. OCTaBETe ero oHoro, C CO6Oi, OH BOBC He MTPMJI
TeOpH1. OH mHOCTb, 6oronoo6H& e..nosex).
YMeTe IOjIXOHTB K HMY C 13DOBD H HHTepecoM, H OH
pacxpae riepe BMH TaxHe TH& xym coe, 0 KOTOPX B
H R	 . 141
GROWTH, POTENTIAL AND CONNECTION
For Rozanov, the word 'potentiality' (potentsial'nost') had
important implications, linked to his ideas on
understanding as an inner perception as opposed to the
intellectual mastery of knowledge. This was a central
principle of his early philosophical work 0 ponimanii.'42
Rozanov believed that things, ideas and people had a
potential existence far beyond what man sought to measure
in his immediate world. Gollerbakh wrote that Rozanov
intended to follow his book 0 ponimanii with a work called
'0 potentsial'nosti i roli ee v mire fizicheskom i
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chelovecheskom' •143 He explains the sources of his thought
in a letter of 1918 to Gollerbakh: 'CJIoBo - OHO: noTeHEH
(icsepHo*)	 -	 peanH3yeTcs!.	 <.•.>	 Pe1HrH3,	 4CLapCTBO
(ycTpoerue Pocci.m) - Bce sec, B	 ee rIOTeHLM*,	 TO
pacTeT."44 Rozanov emphasized the importance of the
concept in a letter to Leont'ev guiding his reading of Q
ponimani i: 'o6paTwre iiaie Ha rzoiiwre rIOTeHLL4aJThHOCTH,
sToro cpaoro nony-cymecTsoBaHH, Ko'ropoe CTb B ipe,
IeCTBHTen!Ho, -	 B 6yeTe Ha rly'rH x rionHoy YCBOHHD
oero B3fl	 Ha eJIoBeKa, ero nppoy, ero ymy, ero
Rozanov's characteristically ambitious
formulation, 'potentiality', was for him a key discovery
that would transform the existing structures of
knowledge.' 4 ' He explains this original impulse, that lay
behind his first book 0 ponimanii, in Mimoletnoe:
- $1 BM 5N Universitas litterarum... 1-U1H He TOJThKO
CyIIHX, HO H BCX 6y)yIIHX, CaMol BO3MOHOCTH HayxH, Bcex
BO3MO1C Hayx <.. •>.
143 3EPHA - )EPEB0 - BOT MO	 HH yqHTe.Jm, ewas
xHHra...
• •>
- YM pacTeT...
- Bce pacTeT...
- Bce BIHO H BO...
14 - ripw .1eHtn x Hayxe. BOT MO 4MeTo*. Xopomo. 14
HStE3$ B PosaHoBe wiero IOH$ITh, He IPOCTYJ MPOBB (C 1/2
roja) icO noiaii*. . .
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Rozanov's value for the seed or kernel of thought was
expressed in his first collection of aphorisms, 'Embriony',
published in Religiia i kul'tura. Ironically, in its later
development, these scattered thoughts are called ppavshie
list'ia, emphasizing the moment of death not of birth. Yet
the idea of the seed, or root, which is the concentrated
potential of future growth, remained important for Rozanov.
Rozanov saw the roots as a source of insight about the
potential growth of each living person, institution or
culture: 'B CMOM gene, HHO e OTHOCHTh Bcxy	 x e
opraHHecxoMy IICTOHMKy, Haa.fly; H ITh4HOBTh ee flO 1e}n
BTOO HcTotLHHXa, a e xax-HHiyrI	 H He flY'!HO' •
He used this method in his own self-description: ' 	 SHB
ama	 H3 xopa amero poeHa. . . ST0T KOH) y Meiui
m xpaHe cMyTIi, xaoecx	 BocrLrzaMemmm.' (Lit.
izg.: 141 n.1]
The idea of potential emphasizes that the world, and
our perception of it, is in a continual process of growth
and change, in which we participate by our attempts at
knowledge. This is also the source of Rozanov's own
writing. In 'Embriony' he argued that a crucial part of his
ideas on potential was engagement with the life of other
things: 'cxa Bflb CTB acm eccneHH&x ) tpYrHX BWH,
HX sMpHOH, nOTeHL1H HX o6pa3oBaH - H IOSTOMY TOJThXO oa
BXOHT B COOTHOfflHH C	 XIPY1MH	 C
a OT zpyrHx, Hao6opoT, oTTasrxr4BaeTc5I." 49 Rozanov
criticized socialism as symptomatic of a sense of
disconnection experienced between people, and from
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contemporary reality:
<..•> B H5flTh ro&, B 9TDC HOBNX O6CTOSITeJIBCTBaX,
KQEI 'ieJ1oBeK ocTaeTc5, xax H Bcera, 	 BETh1 pOCTKOM,
opra xo'roporo TOTBDT K rIO'IBe, K aTMocepe, CBTY
cormta. <.. .> OH B&rlycicaeT xopHH, xoope aripaco mIyT
yxpermmc,r B 916xOi, exyne no Hf xeCTBHTeJmHoCTH,
BxHg&BaeT JIHCTKH, KOTOP4 HBCTY He 6eryT 	 xaxe
HBHTeJmH&e, rpe ie ny tn. . Tax araeoe *cxaie -
HeorrpeeJ1eHHoe, My'HTeJThHoe, B KOTOOM Bce HHCTHHXT
eiioeecxe H9BpaneH&, SBII5TCS noCJ1eCTBHeM BTOO
oTHOmeHH. ienoBeKa K XekCTBHTeJIbHOCTH. 'so
CoramcT - <...> o6NHO 6espoxeH; TO - cxanei <..•>. OH
- eJIOBex, KOTON noep CBOe MACTO B MMP H co6cTBeHHo
noepii cxoe
	 C H	 <.•.> B HM OH
6rIycXaeT, H 6ryxa, papymaeT, flOTOMY qTc)	 K MY He
He MOT TOTTB 151
Lacking contact with real life, Rozanov believed that
people turned to socialism's illusory visions of human
connection for comfort. He emphasized the importance of
responding to people's early impulses, before the intensity
of their search was quelled by dogmatic systems: 'Bcsix&.s
in statu nascente oco6eHHo socnpHw.fqHBa x
flporlycTwre 9TOT cac rrii MOMeHT, xora oa yepea B cede
- H H 3aBTpa BN ye wero He cenaeTe C B sacum
.tO HKOTOPO	 cTerIeHH CaMOOBO31B}ThU4H tOpMaMH. 152 He
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emphasized the need to find responsive new forms in
literature, thought and social organization in order to
respond to human impulses and keep them warm.
Rozanov saw his writing as a bid to find connection
with the world and life of 'things' that he believed was
crucial for existence. Mochul'skii recognized this as an
essential need in Rozanov's writing: 'oTopBaHHocm BneeT
Po9aHoBa c CTCTHO
	 ae	 cB9aHHocTH,
cimoci, coemeimocm' . ' Rozanov expresses a
recurrent fear of the emptiness, cold and the isolation of
people that he sees as engulfing society. His descriptions
of Ancient Egyptian or Judaic society are marked by a
nostalgia for an idealized human interconnection that he
claimed they represented. In Rozanov's view, these cultures
had a stronger sense of their own existence, and of the
reality of the visible world around them. Their mutual
needs were more purely expressed: 'Ewio rmi'rane B3ai.moe
xam4 CYflCTBOM BCX H BC
	 CYflCTBNH Ka.1orO, -
Bce BCM HflO poHoe; BCe BO BCX 6.no eaoe.' [Lit. izg.:
249, n.2] In the book Semeinyi vopros v Rossii, Rozanov
juxtaposed the text of the dream in Dostoevskii's Qn
smeshnogo cheloveka with the Egyptian drawings that he had
traced in the Rumiantsev museum. 154
 He felt that the golden
age existence described in Dostoevskii's story was
perfectly evoked in the Egyptian drawings, where figures
are shown in stances of mutual protection, watchfulness and
grace.
In the subject and form of his writing, Rozanov was
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seeking to restore this lost connection. He believed that
a sense of need and insufficiency should cause men to speak
to one another and their self-confessions are almost like
prayers, binding them to their world and to one another. He
wanted this need and dependence of people on one another
and on God. He detested the rationalist view that seeks to
define each individual and his rights in isolation. God
represents the impossibility of absolute independence,
man's insufficiency to himself alone. Rozanov even argued
that God exists as man's need, ('trro iyio'). The
presence of God as an unseen absolute to whom one can speak
allows the world and individuals to be 'in connection':
Toimxo OT Bora	 epes Bora sce CBSi3TCR	 BCe
oCCiiBaeTcsi <...>. B czepT .i cai.ioi MH Bora (Ton!xo H.teM)
- ypae	 p. HeT Bora - yep MHp; ecm Bor -
ocBeTKTrcs!, corpeiic, o6pa3oBa.TIc, <...> Bce ecm *1TO	 e
HyHO. 4ITO z.ile HY)KHO$ M T0 MHY HZHO* B BNCffl cTeneHi
CB$IYTCR C 4BOr ecm*. CB5LyeTC	 - saBicwr.'55
In the Russian Orthodox tradition, and in Rozanov's
own writing, there is much emphasis on the wholeness and
unity of creation, which is nevertheless not susceptible to
rational analysis. Connections in this world are not
guaranteed by intellectual classification but depend on
prayer to preserve the sense of unity. Rozanov could thus
see his exclusive isolation with God as a way of
participating in a greater unity and achieving connection
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from within his solitude. The emphasis on prayer as
achieving connection in a world that has been fragmented
and ossified by a destructive analytical rationalism is an
important theme of Rozanov's writing:
r.e Ke OHaKO, XOTh npH63IH3wreJuHo, 9TOT <<BLTXO
<.. .> ? B 6eCKOHeqHOCT.X penHr. MHp CO3aH
He TOJThKO paLHOHaJmHO, HO H cBneHHo, cTOJThKO-e rxo-
ApHcToTe.imm KaK . rio-BH6n*, cTosrBxo-e	 HayKH*, xax H
c< JJrIs MOJIHTB*. <.. .> B reHTpe cero .newr MOJIWB H JIr6OB.
Tax BCb Nap, - THX ZMBOTHLTX, 9TMX pacTeHH, - corpeaecsi
H	 TO	 IID6oBbBD H HM HflOCTMMOX Bepo.
rlacTwLw 9TO
	 Bepw (pe.rrøri, MonwrBI)	 x HXOLHM jae B
TOM, TO pacTeim! He PaCTYT epeo x epey* <.•.>. B ipe
riporiiae niiIo qerIoBeecxoe,	 ae flHLo 1lerloBeqecxoe
H Z'.ThT He TOJThKO YMOM nocTHraeM MHp, HO H perieue
cepxu.eM x rpy. TYT 6peccTc. BJ1H ErMrIeT <..
[Lit. izg.: 248-49, n.l]
In Rozanov's view, the world cannot be defined into
separate categories, but is in a constant process of self-
definition. This is carried out by each man from his
individual viewpoint, who acts as a completing, receiving
eye to the 'unfinished' existence of the things he
perceives around him. Man tries to understand his own
changing thoughts and reactions to the world before God,
who is his completing watcher. He confesses his most
intimate thoughts to other men and so participates in the
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ancient process of mutual emotional and spiritual
'feeding', that is for Rozanov so close to prayer. This
sense of a world, in a constant and unending process of
definition, dependent on many different mutually
complementary viewpoints, answering to one another and
completing each other, infused overall by an overwhelming
need for prayer, is again very close to Bakhtin's
description of the world, particularly in Avtor i qeroi v
esteticheskoi deiatel'nosti and in the notes of 1970-1971.
Bakhtin likewise emphasized the vital relation between man
and his world as a mutual witnessing and evaluation:
CBWeTeJIB H CyH. C noBiieeM CO3H}R B ipe (B NTHH),
a MOT 6am, H c flOBSI}!M 6øoiiorwecxo 	 si (MoceT
6NTh, He TOJThXO sBepH, HO H	 H	 CBHTJThCTBYIT
H cyxT)	 p (6'rre) paHxa.nHo MH5TC	 <..•>.
riepecaszo ripocTo 6iim, a cano 6Mm B ce6e .win ce6s (m
xaeropi rxosIBHnHcb BrxepBMe) H gn rrpyroro , XOTOMY
'ITO OHO T3H.flOb B CO9HHHH xzpyroro (cBH.geTeJI H cyj.i):
9THM OHO B KOH HsMeHmocB, o6oraTHYIocB, npeo6paKnocB.'5'
Rozanov criticized contemporary poetry for having lost this
sense of the subject's relationship to the world, in which
the world itself participates, at least implicitly, in the
act of utterance. He uses a similar image of witness and
judge to describe this interdependence:
MMp, xax rrpete JUD6BH	 MHTepeca,	 ae xax rxpee
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erooa	 ørm npe3peHMsI, - Hce9 H3 TO 4CrIO93L*; OH
c'es He TOJIBKO xax o&bexT, Boyaxnr x cee tiTO-HT!6yXb
y 6eccoepaTeJmHoro , HO xax 9I4TJTh H O3MOZK& CYb5I
TOrO $, xax IOCTO rIPHCYTCTBYJ1UI4 <..
This view of the world was, however, remote from the
prevalent scientific, categorizing approach that sought to
establish fixed laws of human behaviour. Rozanov and a few
unfashionable contemporaries held out for the value of that
which resists definition.
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CHAPTER III: INTIMATE GENRES AND THE READER
THE READER
Rozanov's writing, despite its claim to be 'writing for
oneself', in isolation, is far more engaged with the reader
than is at first admitted. The questioning of the
relationship a writer has with his readers in the process
of writing, the effect of his work on readers, and the
analysis of contemporary readerly expectations was an
important part of Rozanov's writing. While claiming a
purity of relation to himself in his writing, denying the
presence of a reader, he engages in an intimate address,
and not only interjects anticipated reactions from an
invented reader within his text, but also states his ideal
aims for the reader's soul that should be achieved by his
writing.
In a letter to the editors of Russkoe obozrenie in
1896, Rozanov makes an early statement of his view of
writerly responsibility. While defending the private nature
of the writer's search for truth, Rozanov recognized that
his responsibility to the reader begins with the moment of
utterance. The picking up of his pen is a symbol of
outwardness, and thus of answerability to a receiving
consciousness, the reader. He is responsible to convey
effectively to others what he uncovers before God:
K n4TaTeJ1, To-ecm Kax rTcaTe.1m, qe.noBex 9TO OHO
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CTOOHO	 OTKpET: canoe coepae	 HCTWHHOCTB øJT!
HIPBK1ThHOCTB X eCTb oTHomeHe ero K ce6e CaMOMY, K xapa
CBOMM, K CWJIaM; K rlpMpo.rIe cBoe HepyxoTBopeHHo!, S XOY
CKa9am - K Eory. <. • .> 06$I9aHHOCTE ero riepe 'raTeneM,
ero cBOoa, 0TBeTcTBeHHOcTE, HaHaeTc C TOO MOMeHTa,
KK OH 6epeTc5 3a nepO; T. e. oHa OTHOCMTC K cepe MaHepEl,
cnocoa 9rrozeHMs, K TOMY, TO aaecsi 4c5I3&KOM,
4ccxzoroM*, .sMesIO1a.MH* • 1
Rozanov argued that writers must rethink their
responsibility to their readers. Writing demands profound
self-immersion if it is to be of any help in people's
lives:
Hyo rIOH.TB TY axay BO ce e cTporocTø, HYZHO
OTHCTWCb K	 C TO ce IOCTOTO	 cepse9HocmI, C KKO
OTHOCHTCR K Hei Ka!c&I rny6HHe cBoei ymi, aee C
co6o. )rIH mrepayp - TO aaa HeH9Mepo-TpyHas.
3a .IHTepecoBamcs! eiHcTBermo ripexeo CBOW4 OTHOCTbC
K 'HTaTen Tax e npaBmo, KaK K CMOMY cee - 9T0 MOT
6HTb OCTYIHO TOJThKO BHCOK	 ymaM.
[Lit. izcT.: 63]
Dostoevskii had spoken of this task of communicating
the results of an intense self-engagement in a literary
form in Dnevnik pisatelia:
Ho 6yy	 OBOb ca C co6o	 cocTBeHHorO
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yOBOJThCTBM., B
	
9TOO aHeBHLU(a, a TN qTo 6i H14
BHIILITO. <. • .> ECJIH e	 Haky wraeiis i	 oe coxpa,
onrloHeiTa, TO flOi1D, 1TO axo yem pa9rOBapHBaTb, H
SHaTB, C KM H KK roBopHm. STOMY nocapaic BNy1HTh,
IOTOMY TO y Hac STO cero pyee - TO CTB B .nwrepaType • 2
Rozanov recognized the ambiguity of this simultaneous
rejection and appeal to one's readers in Dostoevskii's
Dnevnik pisatelia: 'OH KOHiHJ 4THeBHHKOM rI4caTefl*,
cy&beKTHBHeàneR, OMO 6ece& m c co6o HuH, xax B HHOM
ciiyae, o6paneH x oxpycau.' 3 He claimed that the
writer must engage the reader with the same integrity that
he questions himself. A sense of an implied reader is thus
inherent in the structure and style of the utterance.
Bakhtin emphasized that the conception a writer has of his
reader is crucial to an assesment of his style:
Borrpoc o xoitern	 aixpecaTa pet	 (xax ouyuae H
rrpecTaB.nsLeT ero ce6e 	 OBOBflHH HH nmyrw)	 ee
rpoaoe saee B HCTOPMH nwrepaTypN. ,UrL xavo BrI0XH,
gsi xaoro .rzTepaTypHoro HarIpaBrreHMsI H uHTepaTypHo-
CTHJ15, gn xaoro siwrepayporo apa B
ripee.nax BrIoxH H anpaneii xapaep CBOH oco6Lle
KOHLeI-ILHH apecaa siwepayporo npow3BeeHHs, oco6oe
ouynee H noaie coero zwrareits, cLnymaTesrsI, rxy6nHxi,
Hapoa. HcTopecxoe wyeie H9MHHH BTHX KOHLHH -
axaqa mrepeca H sacHasL.4
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KoMy axpecosao BNcXa3LIBaHHe, xax roopu	 (HuH riyrr)
orgyuae 0 rIpe.CTaBJ1eT ce6e CBOHX alipecaTos, axoBa coua ox
BJIH5U	 Ha BNCX3BHH - OT SToro BHCHT H KO?ffIO3HLM$1 H
B ocoeHHocTo CTKJTB B&cxa3BaHH.
The style and tone of speech take into account the presumed
evaluative context of the addressee, yet they also have a
more active function. The words chosen by the author of the
utterance are themselves an anticipation of the given
cultural sphere in which the author is talking, the
addressee's views, sympathies and preconceptions. On all of
these the author is acting by the very choice of his words.
Rozanov's attitude to the reader is problematic. At
times it seems as though his work shows an intense
preoccupation with the reader. He frequently addresses the
reader directly, often intimately. Rozanov shows a constant
awareness of the reader by actually introducing the reader
as a speaker, and equal in dialogue, only Rozanov has
written his words. Yet despite this intensified
concentration on the role of the reader, situated within
the actual writing process, Rozanov claims an inviolability
from the traditional readerly expectations. He begins
Uedinennoe with a formal casting off of the reader, which
treats the reader as an intimate, while rejecting his
presence:
Ax, o6pri qMTaTeJm, si ye
	
BHO riomy 6es oTaTesLci*, -
1POCTO I1OTOMY TO HpaBWrc$1. Kax *es HTaTe.n * H osxax...
(Ued.: 36]
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Rozanov makes a formal rejection of his reader in order to
create the state of solitude, or aloneness with God, in
which he can discover the themes that he really wants to
speak about, that constitute the motive force of his work.
As discussed in the first chapter, he distances himself
from the contemporary literary audience in order to draw
closer to the truth of himself. Yet he claims that in this
way he also draws closer to the essential, spiritual needs
of his readers. He writes of the danger of writing as
leading to a vanity, a posturing before the literary public
and therefore a falsification of one's self-understanding,
a task that should be undertaken alone, before God. The
reading audience can threaten to diminish, not increase,
one's responsibility towards truth. Rozanov wrote that
there were some subjects that even Strakhov thought were
too sacred to be made public before the readerly mass. He
explains Strakhov's laconicism on these matters as a
protection against the profanation or miscomprehension of
his ideas by the crowd:'
<..•> TYT ecm Heze.na}!e oHapycT cai&e 3aBeTHr, 6wm
MoeT, H3 CBOX y6ereHM riepe TOnnO, XKOBO, B xome
KOHUOB, He MOYT He IpXCTBJI$!TBC5i xaoy BTOY ero
wTaTenH. .ItnR aoro rmnynero ecm OCHOBHH npexnonaram,
TO ecrm cpexa TMX 'iwraTe.ne He oni CTaHOBLITCSI 	 nero
6JIH9xiiM	 TO ropaso oimme Ha1&IeTC$ Tax!x, KOTOPN
He IOMYT npocaHpyDT emo ca&e xopore ero yec)eHi.
3x ecE,	 CTOOH Boo6ue nea: iepe ee
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o6IIeHHe sije Mey co6o	 pacmHpHnocb, HO OHO
He casxo iyme , B oco6eHHocTH, nce.
[Lit. izg.: 104]
In a letter to Leont'ev, Rozanov described a sense of
profanation in the printed publication of his attempts to
express the most intimate things:
Ho xora yixm riepe co6ol s	 cmi, CTOJTh	 OCTHO
noiioeiie Ha 6yMary - Ha fl1THOH JmcTe, rue-To B MocxBe
oTe.naHHsxe, flOBCY	 ae&e - SIBJI5!eTcsl H9RCH1O
rpycoe yBcTBo; 'ITo-TO onycTomeHHoe	 B cee.
ToHo 9aBeTH&, rumt yrosxox Biz noxasai To.Tme ripaxx
rocTe, I(OTOH JmD60nNTH0	 BHOYfflHO orna BCE, qTo
BN nepe	 He pacxpoeTe. He	 rxo-MoeMy - rmiymz
oie xax - TO HHBMTB CBOHX qHTaTeJIe: OHi aye ey, ,
oHaxo, CMT IOCTYITB , xax 6nrsxi.ie; T CaM
BHHOBHHK Toro, 1TO OH Tax IOCTYIT C TO6Oi - oTcxa
rrpepee K ce6e <...>.
Rozanov seeks to escape from the finalizing
constrictive evaluation of the reader who seeks definite
conclusions. Segal interprets Rozanov's defiant self-
absorption as the first step towards an absolutely self-
referential and hermetic writing genre, 'nepB	 mar K
saxa	 ciTyaL	 riica	 Ha coe ce6' • The influence
of the readership on a writer was seen as potentially more
detrimental as a result of the expansion in printing,
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publishing and literacy. Rozanov compares his writing to
the sacred texts of the Middle Ages which were not written
for a public but for God:
Be	 B CpetHHx exax He ricam gn rryOsIHiu4, IOTOMY TO
npee cero He HaBami. H	 imepaypa BO
orHx OTHOffiHMBX iia ripexpacHa, cH.nbHa, poraema H
rnyôoxo 1JIOOHOCH B CBOe HeBHHoCm. HoBasI mepaypa o
W3BCTHO cene	 rIorH6na B CBOe H3flHH	 BHHOCT14; H
nocsre	 x rorieaa	 Boo6ne HHKTO He YMJ1 H H
6N.n B cmax rxpeoosrem ryTeH6epra.
Most flOTH THHCTBHHst eCTBHTeJm,Hast 	 MHHHOCTh
cMor.na BTO. CTpaxoB me roBopHsx: npecTaBns!Te cera
H murrre, wro6& eMy wsio coepmeo SICHO*. Ho
CKOIIKO 51 HH YCHJTHBa.TICB	 qTaTenst, Hxora He
Mor ero Boo6pasHm. Hri OHO wraemcxoe nuo	 e He
BOo6paaJ1oC, HH OHH oteHBaflr yM He BEpHC0BNBaJICB. H
Bcerrza rmcasz Ofli, B CYflHOCTH - nsi ce6st
(0. 1. I: 249]
Rozanov saw Strakhov's pedagogic concern for the reader as,
ironically, a reason for his lack of success as a writer:
CTpaxoB eHo 6o.rre.n 0 HTTSI, o riyraiit.ue B ye ero H o
B PYCCKHX qHTaTensIx HBCTBHHE1X H BC51CKHX
BXYCOB <.•.>.	 TO	 e 6tJ1O H OHO	 H3 rIp11HH ero
Heycrlexa.' [Lit. izg.: 242, n.2] Rozanov praised Leont'ev's
ability to appear indifferent to his reader: 'tlwraTeJm,
xoHeHo, CTOHT rue-To B CTOOH, HO EN ero He BHHT - H
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c co6oi. OT sToro HB pa91Ma. ripesrecm 53HKa
Bamero, 9TWX oTpot!tX, cyXMx, TOflDC pas <...>' •
However, it is less the individual reader that
Rozanov rejects, than the contemporary readership as a
whole, even the writer's anticipated idea of this
readership. Rozanov attacked his readers as a 'a crowd of
idle guests', lazily observing his literary spectacle, as
a waiting 'donkey', merely passive receivers of the word
who encouraged the authors of meaning in their illusion of
all-powerfulness. In his writing he is seeking to undermine
the preconceptions of the reader-writer relationship on
which the literary establishment is founded. 1 ° Rozanov
believed that his ideally responsive reader was becoming an
increasingly rare phenomenon. In the 1900s he was coming to
despair of Russian readers, and had doubts about the
future of the book. In 1909 he writes in an article about
the critic Izmailov:
ta, pyccxe !TaTesrM, xora o 6N.JIH,	 6wiø nyme s
q TaTejIL. 4cEInJ.i? . .. Hy, KoHetlHo, erzep Taxx	 raexe
TTJThHL	 BHO HeT; KHrø I-IoKynaET pa saHMMaTeJmHo
o6JiozK	 , paspesa H3 ee Hecxojmxo CTPHHU <.•.> CTBT
Ha flOJIKY C MhtC.TIRD: 4TO Hao 6yeT rreperLnecm. . . B XaKO
xopemoK? tTaTeJIH HacTonHe - 9T0	 panasi nopoa
6eJIOBeCKX Sy6pOB, H BETh4H1! HacTosLne xpmx eja .nH
H ecm smim acrna H CITOM o6nero yriaxxa epeca x
KHHre, HYHOCTH KHHrH. • • TO - TO HYZHO xpyroe?
He 9HaeN.
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Ho traesr peox, a KPHTHKH Bosce HeT.
Rozanov's statements show increasing disappointment with
the reader, whom he believes has been corrupted by the mass
increase in book publishing and who has forgotten
literature's original aim, which should not be diversion,
but a concentration on life's most important questions. He
typifies the mass readership in apocalyptic terms, as a
'demonic herd':
Sx, ro6pNe HTTJIM <.•.>. OT Te6, rxy6smxa, OT TBO
cepeocm Be xecTBHTeJmHo 3BHHT cyj6a .rrHTepaTypN;
, xocBeHHo, - eiio cpai cy6a. Ec.nH He 6yein SHTB H
31E6wm CBOHX nymx rrHcaTenek <...> TO, OHeqHO, MorKna
crpaHe, ortna KYJThTYpe H
	
<..•>.
0 cTazo, 0 T1YOBHO cTaJo: xaxo TN yacx MOH...
rIet!asrbHN H HerIoew,.1LI 12
Strakhov also recognised the insidious power of
popular taste which he claimed was responsible for
determining the attitude of the censors: '<...> pyccxe
rzHcaTesrM O CMX riop HXOTCS B 0'eHB TJIOM nosioeHMI-T, H
ea JIM cxopo MS nero BNyT. He B esype enO, a so sce
nynHxe, acpoee KOTOO	 CTCTBHHO opaaec H B
resype."3 As Rozanov put it: 'Bce mlcaTe.JIM - paN. Pa6N
csoero	 TaTeiig.' (0. 1. II: 430].
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DOSTOEVSKII. ROZANOV. AND THE USE OF INTIMACY IN LITERATURE
Rozanov sought to overcome the impositions of conventional
readerly expectation by asserting an entirely new
relationship with the reader. While frequently disclaiming
the reader and declaring that his writing is for himself,
he allows readers to enter this private world on his own
terms, which are those of an extreme familiarity and
intimacy. Towards the end of his life, in an issue of
Apoka].ipsis nashego vremeni, he writes to his readers:
EcTecTBeHo, xaoMy CBO yma oTKpH'ra, 0 CBO	 yme
SI 9Ha, xax oHa riacxae	 6epeer (rilaBrioe!)	 xo'ier
yHem	 ynwm (ce.nam HwrNHo) ymy	 aTeJIsI.
HHr,1Hoe, inrwoe eperwre: cex COKOB Mpa xopoe
HHT4HOCTB ame ymffl - TO, 'ero o yme Bamek HKTO He
yr3HaeT!* <. • .>•
[Apok.: 625]
Rozanov claimed that he, together with Dostoevskii,
was responsible for a radical repositioning of Russian
literature. He attributed this to their method of a
revolutionary 'intimacy'. He claimed that their method was
a way to a greater truth, innovation and revelation in
writing. He saw it as something essentially Russian:
Tax 51 4cB0 Bce1 cBo6oJe HaCTOJThKO pacxpN.ncSI, HCTO3ThKO
rpaar CYTb pyccxoi .gymø H C TM BMCT ipaar CYTb Toro,
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TITO 0 pyccxx roBopH.0 JocToeBcxH. <. •.> Be Bce pyccxe
rrcaTe.nM (s'roro H5IB35i cxp&m) HMHOXO He!n& HuH
XHIHOBH& no-HeMeLKk1. Ho xaic TOJThKO 4Bce ciem	 (,
cOn.	 n.*)	 -	 caem	 errpeeo 4CKaK
)oCToeBCKoro*, T. e. 1OCTO 4pyCCKM .j
)OCTOeBCKH Mor 6& 6IaTB <...> COBPfflHHO M1C
yee	 H OCTJ1CSi 6N Bce e ocToeBcFHM, coxpaHL4 9TY
TeruloTy, HHT1HOCTh H	 Cym meiio B	 ae He
CTO.JThKO B MaHepe, CKOJThKO B erznoe H MH'rIfHOCTh. <...>
J-ro si neT 20 ero He a.n. 3HaI. rsiaoe - sHam
ero MeTo. 9TOT MTO - Cy&heKTHBHOCTh H TerTJIOTa, HO *C
noxoxo'txo*. Kax pyccxr CTaHe'r 4CTaX1M*, 'r. e. cco6o, -
OH 6yeT	 ocToeBcxoro*.
9T0 TaHa, MOryIreCTBO H	 oCToeBCKoro. <.•.> !
B CJIOBaX, ceac roBopaMDc, Si Briepse PCKBZ), B
IM e cyms J-ro, re ero *rnaBHoe*.<...>
Bex	 Si qyBCTByr,	 TO BCSi nepaypa pyccxasi
rIpHTBOpSIeTCSi, a noLapanai ee - OH B CyIIHOCTH 4CPOSaH0B*.
rmcaum 6 TO e, ITO , TOJThKO He cMeT.
He CMT He rrpI4TBOpSimCSi. He pemac He rzpHTBopSimcSi.
9T0 CTpamHO, HO TK.
Ho IPHTBOPCTBO npo&reT. 0 Bce CTHYT PO9aHOB*, HS
3ocToeBcxoro..
BOT H BCe.'5
Rozanov claims that he and Dostoevskii have uncovered
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greater psychological profundities than any other Russian
writers, by their method of intimacy. They have spoken
openly and revealed psychological depths previously under
taboo. Rozanov adopted a strikingly intimate tone as a
means for breaking with received canons. Bakhtin argued
that the role of the intimate and familiar address in
writing was to draw closer the writer and the addressee
while simultaneously subverting the established order
implicit in the existing conventions of literature:
Ilpi.i Bce14 POMHOM pa9Jmi'i Mey aNanbsfpH&ML1
aHpa}! (, cooTBeTcTBeHHo, cTJt$1NH) on oHHaxoBo onyIaxT
coero axpecaa B oJmme eme ceneii BR paMox
corta.Jm!io &epapxi o6uecTBeHH&x YCnOBHOCTeL Tax cxaam
lce3 q HOB. 9To nopoae crxe tHecxyI oxpoeimocm pei
(s aMHJmsLpH&X CTHJIX oxogsmyi	 ora o LMHM3Ma). B
1HTHMRE1X CTHJTJDC 9T0	 B CTMIIHHH xax 6M x
flOflHOMY C31H$IF	 roopero c aixpecao pe. B aJThSIpHOi
pei naroapsi onaxe
	
peiex saripeo	 YCflOBHOCT
BO3MOH OCO6Hi, HeoIL1aJmH&, BO3ThHETh 	 flOXXO	 x
ecTBHTe.nbHocTI!. <...> xora cTowr saaa paspymesi
THwIOHHNX	 OHL!JThHE1X ctne	 H MHpoBo3speHIil4,
OMTBBHX H CT&BMX YCStOBHhThIH, 	 aHimpH1Ie CTWIH
rrpHopeTaxT B jmepaype 6onbmoe 9HaleHw1e •"
For Rozanov the language of the printed journals represents
the established authoritarian structure that must be
attacked. He sees the distant and indifferent 'herd' of his
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readers as the product of contemporary journalism. His
assault on the fortress of the journals and their dominance
of contemporary literature can be paralleled to Bakhtin's
description of the use of familiar and intimate genres in
the Renaissance to counteract entrenched structures of
authority. Both are attacks on the traditional faiths
implicit in the literary language, in the name of more
spontaneous truths. 'High' and 'low' tones of speech can
freely mingle in a challenge to the delusion that existing
hierarchies and conventions are sustained by an
incontrovertible truth. Rozanov's writing was characterized
by a freedom of speech and familiarity that was sometimes
interpreted as cynicism, but it had a serious aim. Rozanov
explicitly declared that he was seeking to counteract views
and systems that had become formulaic or conventional. His
persuasive intimacy was a bid to reinvigorate language and
writing.
Viktor Erofeev interprets the use of intimate speech
in Rozanov's writing in a similar way to Bakhtin's general
analysis. He argues that intimacy (as Rozanov himself
declares) does not imply a confession to the reader, but
that it has a programmatic aim; to undermine the prevailing
faith in the printed word, which symbolized for Rozanov the
official style or assumed outlook that constricted the
development of thought:
TOHKHI	 yaqJIHBN rrpoBoxaTop, PosaHoB BNCMMBT
aeimcxoe npecaanee o rr!caTenLx (ripejcTasJ1eHe,
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KoTopoe coo6rra co3.IasrH HTTJI 	 rIi1caTenH) <. . .>. OH
CHCX0T O !HTH1IX flPW3HHH He CTOJThKO C L1P.TIBPD
cnoBea.mHoro caopacxpimsr <. . .>, CKO.JThKO c TeM, 'ITO6N
rio rzopBaT	oepe K ca1v10 cyT neaoro csioa . 17
This undermining of previously received truths is
political as well as intensely personal. The familiar and
intimate styles unite the writer and reader in rebellion
against the received ideas that imply a preconceived and
value-laden approach to the world. According to Bakhtin,
the intimate and familiar genres demand a new dynamic
between reader and writer that challenges their
conventional relationship, its distancing and formality. By
asserting an intense self-revelation, the writer breaks
with unspoken taboos. In this way he seeks to break the
reader's preconceptions about what is written.
Rozanov's intimacy is more intrusive than
Dostoevskii's because it is at a further remove from
traditional literary form. The fragmentary style emphasizes
the familiar tone of the language, its abbreviative
intimacy and lack of explanation for the reader. The very
tone of language works to this end, for this language would
have been unexpected, even shocking, to a contemporary
reader. Bakhtin wrote that familiar and intimate genres
gave access to previously 'forbidden' layers of the
language, language that had been previously kept within the
bounds of speech. Shklovskii identified Rozanov's
achievement similarly, as the breaking of taboo. He
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decsribed the domesticity of the opavshie list'ia genre as
a powerful literary device that created a new literary
form . ls
 Yet Rozanov claimed that his intimate address was
an attempt to overcome literature by reducing the
boundaries between literature and life, thought and
writing.
As well as having a definite cognitive aim, the
freedom from traditional responsibilities to the reader in
the intimate and familiar qenres allowed for an
irreverence, a seeming frivolity which was in fact
guaranteed by its complete seriousness. For Rozanov,
mockery of the reader, self-contradiction and outlandish
statement were a bid against the prevalent hypocrisy of
literature and had in fact clear intentions for the reader.
This is a variation of the literary 'iurodstvo', discussed
in the first chapter, which Bakhtin identified as a genre.
Like its living counterpart, the seeming 'play' had
important religious and moral implications.
The familiar and intimate address to the reader was
not a renunciation of the writer's authoritative role. The
new intimacy with the reader was subtly commanding, it
controlled the reader's response while undermining his
traditional assumptions about literature. The language
assumes an easy familiarity with the reader but the writer
has ultimate control of this intimacy. The reader is in the
somewhat uncomfortable position of feeling that the writer
knows his hidden thoughts and is not afraid to declare them
or challenge him. Dostoevskii's Zapiski iz podpol'ia was an
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important example of this genre. Unable to rely on the
estabished linguistic and stylistic conventions that would
make evident a familiar meaning, the reader is thrown on to
the mercy of this over intimate conversationalist. Zapiski
iz odpol'ia is a bid to renounce a certain, anticipated
reader, who had a preconceived reaction to what was being
said. Critics have compared Rozanov's capricious and
contradictory speech to the hero of Zapiski iz podpol'ia.
He too, engages with the reader only to throw him off, uses
different styles, even introduces a direct readerly voice,
which is at times used to mock the reader. Like
Dostoevskii's writer of Zapiski iz podpol'ia, Rozanov
claimed to be absolutely free from others' evaluation. He
presented himself in a consciously shocking or repellent
way, in order to assert this freedom and alienate the
imposing reader:
C B11YHH&I riiasa	 ! O63ThBaXtEMkC5L - BOT . Hexpacr.iBo?
TO enam.
[0. 1. II: 332]
Taxa. RCTCTBHHO OTBPThTJThH 	 taMJ1M	 aa MH B
ono.nHeH4e K Mw3epa6eJmFIoMy BHy. <...> KoHeHo, no6oIHEM
o6pa3oM H xax 4rIycTsLluI*, BHH 	 6uia
qHHO caMoyrJIy6rreHHsI.
[Ued.: 54-55]
Bakhtin described the defiantly repellent self-presentation
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of the protoganist of Zapiski iz podpol'ia as similarly
aimed at a deeper self-exploration:
Pa3pymeIe coero o6pa3a B PY OM ,	 ero B
xLpyroM , xaR nocne OT .LHHas rrormixa OcBo6oxHmc, OT
BJ1CTH Haj co6o yoro CO9HHM H rIpo6HmC, x cee CMOMY
T1Ji5i ce6ii caMoro, - TaxoBa YCTHOBI( Bce HCrIOBXJH enoBeKa
W3 nOrIOIIB*. flo9ToMy OH esiae cBoe C.JIOBO 0 ce6e HOHTO
6e3opaH&M."
By concentrating the focus of debate inwards, Dostoevskii
can further his exploration of the mind's internal
contradictions of argument. However the words of both the
underground man and Rozanov demonstrate that no speech can
begin from a sense of complete and absolute isolation. The
underground man is shown to be ultimately dependent on his
reader, and on his own literary self-consciousness, he is
in fact in desperate need of his reader. He moves from
rhetoric to intimacy as if to trick the readerly
expectations, and an insistent internal self-contradiction
before the reader is a dynamic of his thought. Rozanov's
attitude to the reader and the aims of his writing, though
they have their source in Dostoevskii's writing, evolve
with a different intent. Rozanov took Dostoevskii's
revolution in literature a stage further, his writing
became a reaction against literature itself. His writing is
significantly different to Dostoevskii's in that it does
not engage with an invented and ultimately literary self as
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in Zapiski iz podpol'ia, but with his own biographical
self. The dialogue is a reaction to events of life as much
as to literature.
Dostoevskii does not seek to undermine the veneration
in which literature is held, he shares in this veneration
but sought only to further literature's potential influence
on Russian readers. Unlike Dostoevskii, Rozanov's
questioning of literature's power led him to doubt the very
basis of literature. His writing is an attempt to lay bare
not only the inherent contradictions of received literary
ideas, as Dostoevskii does, but the contradiction between
literature and life itself, which, he argued, had become
unsustainable. Dostoevskii makes use of a radically new,
intimate voice which seems to emerge from unmediated life,
but it is ultimately a literary device. Dostoevskii never
doubted the transformative potential of literature. His
attack on literary preconceptions is fuelled by his faith
in the power of literature. His writing still belonged to
a tradition, inspired by Belinskii, that had a huge faith
in the potential of literature to change life. He hoped to
challenge and develop the thoughts of his reader by
involving him inescapably in this intense solitary soul-
searching. For Dostoevskii, the attempt to involve reader
and writerly consciousness more intimately was not an
evasion of literature's conventional programmatic role, but
an attempt to transform this role, to reveal new potential,
founded on a faith in the social implications of the
psychological influence his writing could have.20
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Rozanov's recourse to the intimate reader could be
seen as a flight from the world of literature, which he
believed had been corrupted by too high an expectation of
its transformative potential, the very potential that
Dostoevskii upheld. Rozanov claimed that mass publication
could create an illusion of intimacy that was actually a
powerful distancing force. Instead he seeks a few intimate
readers, empathetic, 'unknown friends', who would unite
with him in an absolute, uncritical understanding. In a
review of Okolo tserkovnykh sten, Rozanov's friend and
ally, the writer I. F. Romanov (Rtsy), anticipated
Rozanov's address to an imagined ideal reader long before
the publication of Tjedinennoe:
Ho M BepI.Th, I SHaeM, TO y amero aopa ecm CBO
HerrpeMeHH&i H 	 qHTaTeJm, xoTOpH, HCMOTS Ha
rioioe OTCYTCTBH COflPHKOCHOB} B 1WHOi 3HM, HCMOTP
pa Ha rpoaoe reorpaiecxoe oTaneie, Tax fl3OK
x aBTopy, xax ecnw 6H n ia.neasi K xpyry ero mic
9Haxomx, ero poic, ero 6m.tp anIHx 6JThiHHx. TOT He
H3MHT aBTopy. TOT, BO BCKOH ciyqae, ripoe HOBYE KHHY
Po9aHoBa. J1ID6oImrrHas TIPTO1 K, Ha KOTOpOik CTOHT HCKO3ThKO
OCTHOBHTC 21
In a letter to the critic Glinka (Volzhskii), defending the
continued publication of his private and 'manuscript'
literature, Rozanov described the readers that he was
writing for:
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Ms 5-6-10 rmce	 ysHan, 'ITO Bne .iaTsIee YejHeHHoro* 6rno
orpooe H MMHHO TaK0B0, KK0B0 e 6esyMHo X0TJI0CB OT
nepayp	 0 Moe: yHeHm, pacTporam, yrszy6om
ymy, CH5ITb C oee 4CTyK* (opMa.nBHocm, BHelflHocTb)
st noT4yBcTBoBan, qTO y rox <...> Ym0 ripoimHysio x
MoeL c.nam!cB C Moer). STO 6rLno oe nowraie mcaTen*, a -
po.rHoe 22
Rozanov's statements anticipate Bakhtin's descriptions of
an idealized complete union of speaker and addressee.
Bakhtin describes the reader of intimate genres in a way
that directly echoes Rozanov's own prescription for his
ideal reader:
MHTH&e &HPH H CTMJIH 0CH0B} Ha MKCMMJThHO BHYTPHH
6JIHSOCTH roopuero H ajipecaa pe'o (B rtpeeiie - xax 6
cmHoo ox). MHTHMHaSI pem rxpooxoya rJly6oKHM OBePHeM xc
agpecaTy,	 K ero COYBCTBH	 - K	 YTKOCTH H
rzaroe.naTerrBHocTH ero OTBTH0O nooaio. B BTO
aoccepe roopsriio pacxpsae CBOH BHy'TpeHHoe r.ny6L1}1. 23
Rozanov denied access to conventional readers demanding a
clear ideological 'message', but repeatedly made appeals,
both in published and unpublished writing, to the readers
whose souls would unite with his. It is in the anticipation
of such a reader that he performs his self-uncovery,
revealing his private thoughts. In this he fulfils
Bakhtin's prescription for a unity of consciousness between
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reader and writer that would be revolutionary in its
literary effects.
Rozanov described this ideal intimate exchange as the
basis of connection between reader and writer. He sought to
restate the relationship between reader and writer in
almost religious terms. The writer can intrude on the
reader's private and unspoken thoughts just as much as the
imagined reader does on the writer. The reader also has a
right to keep some things free from speech:
Ha yme 'I4TaTeJ1, xax Ha XPNJThX a6oncH, J1T Ta iici
nociei	 rmumqa, KoTopoi He CMT, He 3HT KOCHYThC
HHKTO, xpoMe Bora. Ho BOT H opaTHo: 9HaHT, HHT'OCTB
.rymH m'raTeJ1si B9fl BHYTPB ce6 HHTHMHE xymy rIIIcaTen5L.
(Apok.: 626]
Both reader and writer have a responsibility to the
seriousness of their task. Indeed, for all his supposed
disclaiming of his readers, Rozanov actually places great
emphasis on the active role and significance of the reader.
In his introduction to Okolo tserkovnykh sten, he insists
on the dependence of his writing on an imagined reader, in
a relationship that is 'inexpressibly intimate':
ECTB HTO CB5I3YIDEee Mey BTOPOM H 'IHTaTeJISIMH, XOTR OH HX
He BHHT, He c.JMT. 51 gacxytiaji 0 CBOHX aHTaTenszx B
flLtBNHO raseTe, H 	 PYCTHO NJ1O 6N, ec3IH-6 B OTBT
Ha ropo cxBaeFmoe nepo, o Bipyr exasami iuicrio - OITb
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STOT HCHOCHLI r11!caTeJm*.
CrpaHHa	 ZH9HB rIi1caTesIe: 	 H9H	 Me'-ITH, HflflI3HH.
Bo3MozHo, TO OH OBOPHT 4B Tpy6y* H 4cHa BeTep*: HO flH
TKOM pecTaBsieHw!, ce	 BHO ce rrpoyam ripo ce6 -
BTOP	 ero 6 He HaneaTaJ1. 0	 4HH <.•.> coae B
Boo6paeHHH xaxHx-To jipye, TO-TO epaswo HHT1HO
<...>. OH xpy!ZHTCSI B KaxoM-To BHxpe CJIOB, IOH3HOCHT pe
COBPfflHHO HBOSITHN5 B OHHOqeCTBe, HTHHqaeT,
crioeye H L4cnoBeyeTcsI, xwrpwr, yszexae <••
Rozanov writes of an almost telepathic communication, an
'intimate circle' between him and his ideal readers. The
imagined reader is a spur to writing:
Boone, sr xyMa,	 epaypa ecm HCTOJThXO ze eno
HTaTeJt, TBOPCTBO HTaTeJ1, HaCKOJThKO ecTB TBOp'eCTBO H
	esro rzHcaTenH. TyT ecm xpyr HHTI4MHOCTW,	 ora noq
TenerIaTHecxoH.	 <...>	 COyBCTBHeM	 H	 noHw4aHHeH,
paipaee anH	 HTTJ1H COT rmuy grtsi
nHcaTe.ns!; BOJIHY5LCB ripo ce6si, H MHOI'a BO31HYCS ae He
BXO W xa6MHeTa, OHH xaxn4-To	 CrIOCO6OM
coo6uaIDT cBoe oneie H riHIryneMy.	 BOT o	 iyo
rIOyMaTb*; BOT 'ITO HYHO IPHH5ITh BO BHMMaHHeP.25
In his 1915 Mimoletnoe, Rozanov transcribes a letter from
one of these few ideally comprehending readers who restores
his faith in his task and again he insists on his hopes for
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the reader's soul: '3a BCI M0D	 e.TeJThHOCTb
axoro rrca - rio My3LtKe T0Ha, HICflOHY K 4rIOMOmTm CS!
Eory*, <.. .> 5! He riosiyasr. H xora . r0BOpHJI: 4XOTeJI 6N
YHTb ymy* - si roopan o6 9TOM.'26
Rozanov seeks to affirm a spiritual connection with
his reader in a way that was quite at odds with the
prevalent style of journalism. He aims to break with the
traditional role of writer in order to enter into the lives
of his readers. In the letter to Glinka mentioned above he
writes of having been summoned by his readers into their
homes, the nurseries and bedrooms. 27 Rozanov's writing is
a bid to take literature out of a literary context and into
the most domestic, everyday and ephemeral surroundings. It
is this that he seeks to locate for his reader, as a source
of value and culture outside literature.
Rozanov claimed to draw closer to the essential needs
of his readers by his spiritual renunciation of the reading
public. In doing this he actually seeks more than a mere
literary influence. He claims to be a presence 'at the
reader's tea table', with his family and children, to enter
into the most intimate, hidden details of his domestic and
spiritual life. As discussed earlier, the highly
intonational style of Rozanov's work is a presumption of
extreme intimacy. Rozanov does not explain what the
initials and nicknames stand for in his opavshie list'ia
genre. 28 He claimed to want readers who would understand
him as he did himself, and he assumed that they would
understand his context in the 'telepathic' circle of reader
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and writer.
In publicly renouncing the traditional role of the
writer as teacher, Rozanov hoped to assume an even greater
influence than that previously assumed in a literary
career. Rozanov emphasizes that the spiritual care of its
readers is the only truly valuable concern of literature.
In his introduction to the first major collected edition of
Dostoevskii's works he writes: '<...>	 e OTHOffl}
rIcaTeJIH x
	 am	 TpeBoraM,	 a6oTaM,
oriacei	 rrpae c&ci caoro 'iTe, HesHa'ane noszneiie
KHHrH, MHH0 BCe, 'ITO B HeO&bTH&X pasepax r Ha9BaeM
Segal emphasizes this engagement with
actual daily details as the crucial distinction between
Dostoevskii's intimate address to the reader, that remained
purely literary, and Rozanov's personal approach:
HBHHX rmicaeji. npLH1-IHaJThHO oTe.neH cosepmeo
erpoiaeo	 CTHO	 OT	 cero 6LToBO, rrpMBaTHoro,
3HeHHoro-3IHrnocTHoro Me!ctJy aJx,pecaToM H ThIYIIHM. lCHeBKHX
flL.lcaTeJIsI* aripecoBaHo sceM, BceH sa!wrepecoBaHHo rIy6nHKe,
B HM HT aCTHDC XOKYMeHTOB, J1MT!}X nHCeM,
He rrpe	 nea. HH aBTop,	 TM 6orree ero
icco6eceHHxH* He
	 9CB B CBO	 6HTOBO
MflOCTCM . 30
The success of Rozanov's aim of addressing the closest
everyday concerns of his reader can be seen from the
letters that he received in reply to his books and
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articles, many of which were published in subsequent books
and articles. These are characterized by trust, affection
and extreme self-revelation, as if these readers really did
believe that they had been taken into his confidence. They
show a response to both the public and the private,
domestic themes of Rozanov's writing. Many of these letters
are from women, who reveal the difficulties of their family
and even sexual lives. They enquire after the fates of
Rozanov's own family as if they are close friends. It
seemed that in his 'intimate' prose Rozanov had touched on
themes that were not considered shocking by these women but
on which there was rather an impatience to speak out: sex,
the family and the home. It is Rozanov's emotive appeal for
the sacred value of these conventionally unspoken themes
that appears to move these readers to write. Thus Rozanov's
use of the intimate genre breaks with the conventional
social authority not only by challenging the values
inherent in the prevailing literary style, but by making a
direct challenge to literary subject matter. Indeed,
Rozanov so diminished the gap between literary and real
life in his relationship with the reader that his last
major publication, Apokalipsis nashego vremeni, contains
real pleas to his readers for donations of food to feed
their writer, which were actually answered by some
readers .j
Rozanov saw himself as representing the unspoken
anxieties of those who did not have a voice in print. He
even transformed the reader's role by giving him this
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voice, publishing readers' letters and life stories in
full, to a degree that seemed unnecessarily extensive or
irrelevant to those accustomed to the traditional agenda of
'serious issues'. Rozanov was doing more than challenging
the traditional hierarchy of important topics. He was
seeking to thwart the control of the published word by
journalists and established literary figures by introducing
voices that had never been heard: 'TaIu!M O6pa0M
6OrOCJ1OBCX MOHOIIOr MCT!
	 y MH5I B Ma-3Ior
M ae no-oior (pet iorx), Icax-6N Beyc Bosne
LXOBIC CTH 06 SThX cai.c cTeHax.' 32 Rozanov's use of
his readers' letters in his works breaks with what he saw
as a monologic control of existing literature. The
polyphony of his own varied voices and styles is extended
by the inclusion of actual contemporary voices, which were
often those of women or people of low social standing, both
rarely given such a wide audience. In this way reader and
writer are engaged in a joint task in breaking with the
boundaries traditionally imposed by print. As well as the
introduction of real readers, Rozanov also gives voice to
an imaginary reader, whose response he anticipates:
H uac XOTSIT yBepwm, qTO i1& tmi Booölue	 Hac KTO-T0 ae
ocxpeces MepTBHX*. . . KpacHBasi peopxa BOiCpYr amero
6e3yyIm: i 51 He lcqai*, I	 , q TTaTe.nb, - He qaem*;
<..•> HKOH14 - I SaxoH	 o6necTBo...
- 
TITO 4qaBD*?
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- ar *ocxpeces MepTBLDC*.
- Hy BOT He oa.n."
This affectionate exchange assumes a close link between the
writer and his imagined reader. Yet Rozanov uses the
imagined reader's objection to break up the thrust of his
monologue and allow the argument to take different
directions. The effect is humorous and intimate and allows
Rozanov himself to take on a different tone of voice in the
midst of his argument.
Like Rozanov, Bakhtin emphasizes the many coexistent
voices and arguments rather than a single truth. He too
claimed that the monologue must break of f into a
'polyologue' (or 'polyphony'). Bakhtin insisted that
consciousness was not an hermetically sealed monologic
entity, but that it must be elucidated in the midst of, and
in response to, a plurality of different voices and
arguments, remembered, immediate and anticipated. He
believed that it was possible to envisage a special
polyphonic artisic thinking extending beyond the bounds of
the novel as a genre. Rozanov defended his own various and
contradictory expressions against the criticisms of those
contemporaries who demanded a single ideological line. He
made it clear that his readers could not expect any
definite conclusions, they could only hope to become more
responsive to the constant process of self-elucidation. He
emphasized that reading is as complex a task as this
process of self-understanding, demanding a constant open
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ear to the various tones and forms of expression, even if
these seem contradictory. There is no final summation. In
an answer to Chukovskii's and Struve's attack on the
'unprincipled' contradictions of his writing, Rozanov
attacked the demands of his critics that he formulate a
consistent argument. In Rozanov's view, his consistency was
in the multiplicity of his views. In this passage he argues
that readers can learn from the constant flux and
contradiction that is his 'method', and in this way free
themselves from the dogma of book 'truths', to their own
thoughts:
- Cxosmxo MOHO MMTb	 M&cie 0 npeMeTe?
- CxoJmKo yroo.. . Cxomxo ecm ic&crIe* B Ca.MOM
rrpeJMeTe: H6o HT ripeea 6es MMcIr,	 orxa - 6es
OCTB B cee ii&cne.
- !Tax, no-BameMy, MOHO HMTh cKorzxo yrOHO
4CB3rJIOB Ha flPZMT*, y6e eHi* o HeM?
- rIO-MOeMy H nO - YMMOHY - CKOJ1bKO yrOH0.
<...> eimo Te 6riazemmie z. yrx, xora si xHapy*
3ac&rxa, H HaCTyI1aT Te 4CHeCICOJThKO MHHyT, xora BXZpyI' CTO
y6eeHi crIoaTc oö OHOM npeee <.. •>.
- CTpainHo H XK-TO 6e3Haeaio wzsI HTaTen5I... re e
ora HcTHHa?
- B rionHoTe Bcex M&cne. PaoM. Co CTP&XOM B6pam
oHy. B xone6aHHLi.
- HeyeJuri e Kone6aHrie - rIprmn.Hrz?
- flepBE B H9HH. EYHCTBeHHEI, KOTOPN TBep. TOT,
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KOTOP UBTT BCe, H BC - !BeT. HacTyrr-xa CTO1HBOCTB
H MHP saxaNeHen , sa.nexeHen. <.. .> BCe B xorre6aHiiszx*,
lrIepeMeHax*, B TH$!X H pacceax - XO flOflHO HBO9MOZHOCTH
t1TO-HHyW yxBaTHm... rnyri:Li	 HX BH; HO
YI4HLT H YMHO BPM Ha }X BocnHTBaeTc,	 He
HX, a HX MeTOOM, H CM nosiyae CIOCOHOCTS
OTB i'.csri. .
To the accusations of the contradictions between his book
on the 1905 revolution, Kogda nachal'stvo ushlo, and his
later articles, Rozanov answers the indignance of his
imagined reader:
- <...> TO e rrpi.ixazeTe YMTh H ey ciieosam?
- CTaTbM H KHH. CTaTb.RX - HerxpeMeHHo! Ho H xre -
HerIpeMeHHeme!
- Ho ex oi HCKXT pyr xpyra?
- HCxJmDaIDT. A BOT B B CBO	 HBO	 yme - H
coexHHHTe. flopa6oTaTe. flonoTeTe. A TO - qTO 6pam
roToBeHbKoe*. . . Ocioe e.no. $1 e H CTTBH rzHmy, H xiiry
HanHcan c Haeo, TO pa6oTalD He H xoime, a B
imrepai'ype
The image of the donkey-like reader anticipates the opening
of Uedinennoe, published two years later: 'C qaejie
ropaso cxyHee, er.i OJHoMy. OH	 OT H eT, TO ri
eMy r1o3Iomb? B TXOM c.nytae OH HMT BH] ocna rrepe TeM,
xax eMy sapeBem. pene He H3 rrpexpacHhlx...' (TJecL: 36]
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The intimation of indifference or idle curiosity of many of
his readers makes a mockery of Rozanov's literary aims.
Mass publication meant that ideas could now be circulated
more broadly, but the ideas themselves were more banal and
simplistic. The compensation of a few sympathetic readers
was not always enough. Frustration or even despair with a
contemporary readership can lead to a defensive bid at a
certain 'receptive understanding' somewhere, at some time,
perhaps in the future. The writer frees himself from the
poverty of the contemporary readership by declaring: 'rxmy
gn ces. . .nsi xax!x-To HBOM&X ripyse ' . (Ued.: 36]
THE READER IN TIME
The unknown reader in the future is the last resort for a
writer who is writing against the prevailing values and
interpretations of his times. Osip Mandel'shtam shows
similar needs in his article '0 sobesednike' where he
writes of the difficulty of speaking directly to one's
immediate contemporaries:
Kora M& OBOp, M& HflM B nwe co6ecexHxa caHxI1,
noxTBepeHM ame rrpaBoTe. TeM 6onee rIO9T. <...>
<.•.> floeMy e e MBO XOHXT}	 CO6eCeXHWK, He
9flX*, He 4z.gpyr B noxoneEmw*? 51 OTBea:
o6pa1ueHe x KOCTHOMY co6eceHxy o6ecKpELJTiBaeT cTwx,
.rrHmaeT ero Bo9xyxa, rioneTa. <...>
CTpax nepej KOHKPTHM co6eceHTxoM, CJIfflTJ1eM H3
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I9flOXH*, TM CaMTh 4YOM B noKoJ1eHM!*, HaCT0.B0
rrpec.ne.roBa.n IO9T0B BO BCe BPMH 36
<.•.> noSSMsI, xax ienoe, cerza arxpansiec x onee
HuH eee aJieKoMy, HM3BCTHOMY aIpecaTy, B CYUCTB0BH
xooporo rIOST He MOT COz.ileBaThC, He 	 B ce6e.
MeTa3Hxa 9ec
	 i np qeM. To.jmxo	 MbHOCTb MOZT
BN3BTb K l3HI4 .IIpyryRD PJThHOCTB .
In this essay, Mandel'shtam writes of poems after a
poet's death being alive as events and not merely as traces
of past life, 38 anticipating Bakhtin in his use of the word
sobytiia. The statement is very close to Bakhtin's
statements on the life of the word. The anxiety about the
need for a future responsive reader was perhaps most
prolongued in the life of Mikhail Bakhtin. Central to
Bakhtin's ideas is the idea of a supra-addressee, who is a
source of appeal and an interlocutor beyond the limitations
of the immediate context:
<.•.> xpoe BTOO axipecaa (BToporo) BTOP BNCK3LtBHH C
6oubme H3Th MeHIme oco3HaHffocmr ripenouiarae	 cmero
aaxzpecaa (rpemero), a6COJTnTHO crrpaeumoe oTBe'rffoe
noøae KOTOOO ripenonaraecsi nH6o B MeTaH3wecxoH
31H60 B .11KOM HCTOMCKOM BpeMeHH."
This third other, who can be variously understood as God,
an ultimate source of appeal or a certain reader in time,
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shows an all-comprehending reception of the utterance: an
ideally true receptive understanding ('eaJmHo epoe
OTBTH0 noHMMaHr!e') This was very much what Rozanov
claimed to be seeking from his readers, particularly in the
opavshie list'ia genre. In his precarious relationship with
the reader in this genre, Rozanov attempts to preserve a
sense of isolated self-accountability. Only a reader who
has absolute understanding can fuel his writing and self-
exploration, which meant that Rozanov, as he admitted,
often had to invent his immediate reader. In the context of
a Bakhtinian analysis, Rozanov sought an almost exclusive
reliance on the third other or supra-addressee, to the
exclusion of an immediate interlocutor.
Rozanov, Mandel'shtam and Bakhtin were all writing
against the prevailing power of the time, but with
increasingly threatening consequences. Despite his
continual battles with the censors, Rozanov actually had
great freedoms. His enemies were the supposed opposition,
the secretly rich and powerful radical press. However,
Rozanov found dialogue with contemporaries, in the letters
of readers, with the conservative and obscure 'literary
exiles', and even among the sophisticated 'decadents'. When
Mandel'shtam was writing his prose articles of the 1920s
the situation was already more hostile, and more lonely. It
is not suprising that he recognizes in Rozanov, despite his
literary anarchism, someone who sought to defend a sense of
a responsive, dialogic community bound by shared
associations and values: the 'we' referred to by Nadezhda
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Mandel'shtam. 41 Increasingly at a loss to find this 'we',
both Mandel'shtam and Bakhtin had to rely on an unknown
reader in the future, in whose understanding their words
would at last find a responsive addressee. They show the
impossibility of writing purely 'for oneself' without hope
of a reader or witness. Words are written in the faith that
one can express and be understood, that there is a valid
meaning.
Aleksandr Benois suggested to Rilke that he should
read Rozanov's work,42 and Rilke responded
enthusiastically, even contemplating the possibility of
translating Rozanov. In a letter to Benois, urging him to
send copies of Rozanov's work, Rilke describes the
philosophy he anticipates finding. He describes his own
antipathy to the systems that impose themselves on one
individual's thought. He praises Dostoevskii as a prime
example of this human, anti-dogmatic word. He claims that
Dostoevskii will have more importance for Russia than
Christ, since, like Rozanov, he saw Christ's words as not
unconstrained by the systematizing, scholastic impulse,
' qe.noBeecxoe, He rzpepaneoe B XOMY cnoBo, 6yXzeT
Pocc öo.Tree cynecTBeHHmi, eM 6jio gn. EBporr& CSIOBO icyca
Hasapecxoro, xoTopoe oxasaiioc	 BTCHyT.i B
rpoMosxHx CT.1CTeM.' 43 He believes philosophy's essence is
in the everyday struggles of men in the process of
questioning their lives: 'a esie oHa SIBnSIeTCS! mmrs
HO3HETh1 opa3oM
	 3HHHOO flTI4 ee co3xaTe.ns,
6opoBmeroc. c 3HbE cMepThlD'
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Rilke writes that philosophers cannot rely on the
sympathetic understanding of the time in which they live.
True philosophers and poets are 'contemporaries of people
of the far-off future'. 45 Like Mandel'shtam, he wrote of
the danger of contemporary judgements distorting the purity
of the true thinker's search. In a spirit very similar to
Rozanov, Rilke writes of the need for the philosopher to
avoid definitions and systems and be new each day: 'OH
MOT JTh 6NTh eeHeBHo HOBL4, KK TOT, KTO orrpoeprae
caoro ce6si.' 4' Rilke believed that Rozanov understood
philosophy in this way. He believed that Rozanov was the
philosopher that he was seeking in Russia; one who was
alien to philosophical systems and dogmas, but who
understood the poetry of everyday observation. Benois sent
Rilke Priroda i istoriia and Literaturnye ocherki.
Uedinennoe was not published until eleven years later, yet
Rilke's understanding of the tasks of the philosopher,
writer and reader are very close to the anxieties that fuel
Rozanov's attempt at self-elucidation through writing.
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CHAPTER IV: LETrERS. MANUSCRIPT. PRINT AND THE PRESS
Rozanov's attempt to emphasize the spoken word and
intonation to the maximum in his printed writing, through
innovations in literary style, punctuation and
presentation, is a conscious bid to preserve the words that
are rooted in place and connection with intimates, with
intonational resonance and unspoken meanings, against the
simplifying uniformity of mass publication. The loss of
individuality in published writing was something that
Rozanov frequently complained about, and blamed on the
'freezing' effects of the printing press and mass-produced
ideas. For Rozanov, an idea should contain the heat of
spontaneity, be fervently held, and expressed in excited
whispers, in intimacy, in the privacy of a conversation or
correspondence, where the setting is the private study, not
the street or marketplace. Yet Rozanov also wanted to give
this intimacy life in the mass publication that he claimed
to fear and despise.
Rozanov sought to overcome the effects of the
technological innovations in printing and distribution by
himself proving even more innovatory than his enemies; thus
he sought to make the life of the spoken word and
manuscript a principle of his printed publication. He tried
to find new forms of 'literature' that could express these
aims. As he argued in print, the traditional forms of
written expression, both in newspapers and books, were worn
out. No book was as revealing or engaging as a living
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conversation. A living person was unpredictable, and could
be much more interesting about a subject in the haphazard
and fragmentary train of his thought, when it was not being
constrained to the formal order and authoritative tone of
a book or journal article. Rozanov claimed that people were
tired of the conventional feuilleton or newspaper article,
and would read a private correspondence with far greater
appetite and attention. He sought to stimulate literary
forms with these borrowings from private life, from
personal conversations and correspondence.
LETTERS
Rozanov believed that letters were a rare written form
which preserved the individuality and intimacy that was the
origin of true writing. It is in an attempt to reassert
this intimacy and originality that Rozanov tries to bring
the letter into the marketplace of journalism, to use it as
a literary form that would be contained within or replace
the article or essay, in order to counteract the effects of
mass publication by the enforcement of a private, intimate
style. Similarly to the way that Rozanov emphasizd the
talent of thinkers such as Shperk, whose speech was
compelling, but whose literary style was incomprehensible,
Rozanov claimed that there were some genuinely talented
writers who had no success in print, but whose letters were
full of a rare literary vitality. He called these letters
'an underground literature': 'STO CYTS	 rI0)rIOJThH8.
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Ju.1TepaTypa, e noriamas K CBTY B CBO BpeMsI, HO IPH
B1HHH 6yyrrix 66smorpaoB oHa MOT BHCTH B srwrepaypy
Heozø.aHHyI pxyx nonocy, CTTB ee yxpameHez.i cszaBo. '
Writers who were successful in print were less likely to
produce the powerful and energetic letters of those whose
thoughts were suppressed by exclusion. Rozanov paid
particular attention to the letters of the unfashionable
writers who were not widely published, and saw their
letters as their true literature, which he intended to
publish as a series under the title, 'Literaturnye
izgnanniki' •2 Part of this project was achieved during his
lifetime, in the publications of his letters from Strakhov,
Govorukha-Otrok, Leont'ev and Suvorin; 3
 he published
various other correspondences during his lifetime, and
intended to publish many more. 4 He kept the letters that he
received from his correspondents like an archive, in
envelopes, with his own notes on the individual character
of the sender, his significance in Russian cultural life
and for himself personally. Rozanov combined the letter
form with the conversational: his commentaries and
footnotes provided the spontaneous and fragmentary
opportunity for conversational asides, anecdote and
aphorism that he valued in direct human contact over
conventional book forms. 5
 Yet Rozanov had the further
advantage that this was itself an artifice that he could
manipulate to his advantage.
Rozanov claimed that he valued the letter form for its
artlessness. A letter was often written at such speed, or
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in such a state of exhaustion, that there was not time for
the writer to 'take a pose'. Instead the casualness and
tiredness with which a letter was written could often
reveal connections of thought, or subconscious conclusions,
that were far more valuable than the enforced argument,
'dressed up', 'trying', and 'posing', of an article
intended for print: 'Co HHM aBTopa - 9TO TO, M OH
XOTJI xa3amc. tIHCMa ero - TO, 'ITO OH eCTB." A letter
could show the motions of thought in the process of
elucidating itself. A letter can be like talking to
oneself, yet with the sense of an imagined sympathetic,
understanding reader whose receptive understanding
stimulates the process of thought as it tries to make
itself clear. It is truer than an article because it
emphasizes the continuous and arbitrary nature of this
process. Characteristically, however, Rozanov' s
presentation of writers' letters allows him to take poses.
He controls the entire presentation, and revises his own
responses at the time of writing. The publication of
footnotes allows Rozanov to interject his own views and
exclamations at any point, to break up even this form and
make it more fragmentary and conversational. The footnotes
are far more important to Rozanov than publishing his own
side of the correspondence. They allow him to throw himself
into the discussion at any point, with interjections,
contradictions, simple exclamations, or lengthy descriptive
asides. Viktor Sukach describes Rozanov's use of the
footnote as a fundamental distinction between him and the
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writers and thinkers who were his contemporaries. 7 Tat'iana
Pomeranskaia argues: ' r.icmFfli& Po3aHoB He CTOJTh,KO B ero
xrax, CKOJThKO B BThX	 paccyex
Boci.n1r4asix Ha flOJI5LX yx ririceM' . Rozanov himself
recognized that his footnotes were a crucial part of his
whole work, and could not be separated from it: 'HeKoTopHe
ocrpe cpesi& (9aBepmerisi, rrixH) cero oero pocoepraiaci
spaimic flOCTO B npiMea x yco cTame'. (0. 1. I:
284] The practice of publishing letters was already
established, but Rozanov transformed the art of the
footnote. His footnotes were not only devised for the
publication of a private correspondence. He would include
public and private letters, and polemical articles, in the
middle of an article or book chapter, and use this as a
foil for debate from the floor, or footnote. 9 In this way
Rozanov cleverly appears to distance himself from the pose
of didactic author and can shout and criticize or applaud
from an 'off-stage' position. He seemingly becomes part of
the audience, closer to the readers themselves, although in
fact he is in control of the whole performance; directing
the speech, interjections, barracking and applause to the
utmost effect. In this way Rozanov could voice his own
impassioned opinions without the task of structuring a
sustained logical argument, in a way that is designed to
win over the reader without appearing didactic or
laborious. Rozanov himself declared that his talent was
reactive. He did not seek to impose arguments or structures
or ready-formed ideas. The most important 'themes' of his
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life were all reactions to events that had disturbed him:
education, marriage and the church, the popular press, the
fate of his writer contemporaries, and his private
emotions. What adds a particular sharpness to his device is
that Rozanov exploits a form that is associated with an
academic, compilatory and deferential attitude to
knowledge, which he publicly abhorred. He would quote
inaccurately, feeling it a waste of time to check a
reference. He believed that people should write from their
own thoughts and experience and not seek the security of a
framework of reference and citation as if this were a
greater guarantee of truth. The truth was in one's own
attempt to make sense of the random facts one encountered.
All edifices of learning were redundant unless they had
been gained in relation to the deepest sources of one's
life. Thus Rozanov transforms a genre he praises for its
'artlessness', by making it even more fragmentary,
heterogeneous and seemingly spontaneous through the power
of his literary art.
Although Rozanov defended the importance of publishing
private letters, not intended for publication, he insisted
that their value lay in their specifically private nature.
He introduces his publication of Solov'ev's letters in
Voprosy zhizni by saying that they ought not really to be
published: 'flicysmiui 	 COCTBeHHO, He cJieoBaJro 6t
saam.' 1° This statement is typical of Rozanov's
manipulation of the private into the public literary
sphere, while still asserting its private authority.
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Rozanov emphasizes that it is the private and intimate
characteristics of the correspondence that he wants his
readers to concentrate on. He wants readers to make contact
with the individual voice conveyed in the turns of phrase
and mannerisms that are revealed in the privacy of a
private room, away from the obligations of public writing.
Rozanov describes the effect of reading Solov'ev's letters,
and explains why he has decided to publish them:
<.•.> ecm rrpOCTOt rxoepx ero rmce B3BOJIHOBJ1 MeH5L, TO
HHOMY 6e3MOJIBHOMy yry ero MOT noxasacsr MHJThEM,
xopor, IMTHM rrpocTOi OOOT ero petH, xax 6N cxa3aHHo
B xoae H	 BCSIKHX OCO6TX HaNepeH . Me JHO
.ni.rrepaTypa CTHX riice.i cera xasa.nacb CaNOe HwrepecHoBD
Li xOporox:	 epeca oa rIOTOMY, TO ecrr CKTCSI B IHCBM
erro, - TO ye Taxo	 cTopol.ie cBoe, xaxa
pexo cxa9rBaeTc B KHHX, <.•.> a opora Ta .nwrepaTypa
OT TOrO, TO ire Tax, xax B CTHOM mICBMe, He CKZTC
HeynoBoe, H3NTHO B iesioeexe Hm rIHcaTesIe, qTO ero
xapaxTepL4syeT.
Rozanov sought to counteract the uniformity of literary
journalism by the exploitation of the invigorating power of
the letter form, as he explains in the introduction to his
new column for the journal Novyi put':
HTTJTh HSBMHHT MeHI,
	 CJ1H B HKOTONX CJ1Y&5LX S
9HHTJThHO OTO &rZY OT o6flerJpHH51ThIx B riepaype CrIOCO6OB
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H331OPzeHs! CBOHX	 MHe xaeTcsI, neaa 6yMara Boo6ne
HCK0flbK0 yTona copee&e BKYCH. Be	 4N c 6oimm
HHTepecoM	 aei acTHoe rIHCEM0, leM raeTi&Ii JIHCT. OTtero
ypHa.rIy H YPHJIHCTHK He IOCJ1OBTb 9T1 H3MHHBUIL1MC5I
BKyCaM?'2
When asked by the Merezhkovskiis to write an article
on the Russian Church for a collection of essays on Russian
religion, the Church and the revolution, to be published in
France, Rozanov chose to write in the form of a letter, and
defended his form thus:
<...> si npenozwra saxpyrneHo	 ope o6pa6oTaHHoro
nHTepaTypHoro oepxa - rxpocoe rn.icEMo, CKOOCTb KoToporo
H Te'ee 6oiiee OTBT CY1ICTBY
rrpeMeTa, 6ecxoHeHo HHT1HOO a iopororo BCSIKOMY
(peimtra.), maTKoro, 6o.neIDuero (repxoB) . <.•.>
peiiar	 Boo6ne He	 xiar, He	 YPHJ1OB asia ra3eT, H,
H9BHHHT MH51 - He UJI ICC6OpHHKOB*: BO BCKOM cnyae, BB0
ca ee - Hao 6HT xpae JIHKT}( H OCT0p0	 4. . .
Rozanov argues that religion is like a human life,
immensely fragile and important, it should be discussed,
like a sick person's state of health, only in the whispers
of involved intimates. The private letter is the only
acceptable literary form for such an intimate topic. The
impersonality and pseudo-scientific style of journalism is
likened to the sterility and lack of emotion of medical
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science in its approach to human life. Nevertheless he
himself continued to publish books of articles on religion,
which he set apart from contemporary journalism. Rozanov
attacked the false objectivity that he believed was being
claimed increasingly by such printed materials, newspapers,
journals and books. He encouraged readers to return to the
source of writing, which he sees as the activity of the
individual, writing private notes of his thoughts and
feelings, for himself, for another, but not for the general
reading public. Rozanov argues that private letters are the
true literature of a people, as they contain the real
voices and intonations of their time, as opposed to the
artificial inventions of 'literature':
florrMetcTep,	 sarnaarrm	 B	 'IacTHe	 rica
(4PeBH3op), 6w.n xopomero nepayporo Exyca enoBex.
asz ora rI!cMa Ipcsryre, 51 6aii rxopae xpacxa
apooro roBopa, HapoHok ymH, apooro	 OBO33HI45I
6wra.	 yyMasi: ica STO - nHTepaTypa, rzpexpacHeimas1
JThTepaTypa*.
tI!cHa ruicaTeJ1et Boo6ne cxyH&, 6ecLBeTHit. <. •.> Bce
IHCBM LIX - rI0JIHH51BBIHe, TycK.Je, 6es roBopa*. Mx 6rt
neaam He cToLmo. Ho	 acTimx 13DXL
CTHHO saMeqaTeJmHa.
Ka	 BI( (B aCTIThIX rzTIcEMax) roopwr CBOITh.1 51SlXOM.
Ka,icroe cocjiorne. Kaxt
	
qenoBex.
BMeCTO epygi B IOBCT$1X* BLT6POCHTB 6H 03 ffCypHaJIOB
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9TY HOBO YD 6eJUIeTpHcTHKY H BMecTo ee...
Hy - rieaa	 e.no: HayKy, paccyeHM5I, ønoComD.
Ho HHorXa, a BrrpOeM, riyme B OTeJIblC xHL4rax BOT
rrpoec	 CTNX nwceM. UBeTKOB H Tepmeff3oH t.iiioro
N OTTY B&'JThHJIH. Ja H 3a'IHTaJTC$L P1 C SYW1MBOCThX HHOI
'HTaTeJm, ezore cepe:&e mi...
[0. ].. I: 234]
Letters are a possible source of real life, both in
the language and the subjects of concern, that could aid
the renewal of the stagnant and self-referential state of
literary journalism by awakening readers and writers to the
wealth of national language and thought existing
independently of what is the prescribed 'literature'. In a
letter to Gershenzon, Rozanov says that in reading
Gershenzon's book on Chaadaev, he far prefers the letters
to Chaadaev from unknown women to Chaadaev's own
'philosophical' letters: 'STO - HacTonee, moe. B
aa<aeBe> xopomo TOJmKO ocTpoyMie.'t4
Rozanov himself published the letters of unknown women
and men in the opavshie list'ia, 15 in his books of essays
on religious themes, as well as in his published articles.
Frequently these letters would make up almost the entire
text, and Rozanov's voice would make itself heard in the
footnotes, in reaction to the text. This method is noteable
in V mire neiasnpqo i nereshennogo, Semeinyi vopros v
Rossii, Okolo tserkovnykh sten, Temnyi uk, Voina 1914 goda
i russkoe vozrozhdenie, and throughout the opavshie list'ia
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genre. In Okolo tserkovnykh sten, Rozanov seeks to give
publicity to voices that were engaged in more public
questions, but who were still excluded from print and
publication. He gives a public, mass audience, in print, to
the private and at times anonymous manuscripts of people
who frequently had no literary ambitions at all. They
transcend the deadening effect of print by their nature,
which is at the heart of life and true utterance. In this
collection, there is a section entitled 'Golosa iz
provintsii o missionerstve', which Rozanov introduces by
arguing that there are certain subjects where one authorial
voice is not enough to express the many-sidedness of the
debate. This is particularly the case with the question of
religious sects. 1' Amongst other extracts from letters, he
publishes in full a long letter from a landownwer, Vera
Grinevich: 'rkCMO TO
	 e ripecansiecsr oi
JmTrepaTypIc flNTHHKOB o6uecTBeHHoro 	 yxOBHO-
coepaHsi."7
 Rozanov describes the refusal
to publish this letter by religious and secular newspapers
and journals, despite the fact that it had the approval of
religious leaders in St Petersburg and of leading members
of the St Petersburg Religious and Philosophical Society.
In a later article for this collection, Rozanov publishes
another letter from this correspondent, 'without an
academic diploma, a housekeeper and mother of a family','8
for comparison with a public lecture by Archimandrite
Nikon; he introduces the latter, more worldly important
speaker thus: 'Terrepb rxocnymae qenoBeKa, KoTopNi He flI.!Cfl
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Ha M'TY K	 I!CBMHHOMY CTOJIY,	 TO6N	 arricam
6e3'!cKyccTBeHHoe Th!CMO B	 0 TOM, TO BIWT
KYOM ce6	 o eM cTpa.aeT ero cepLe, a IL4OTOBHJ1C
TOZCTBHHO K pe'.JH B TOCTBHHOM	 '"
In this way, Rozanov seeks to demonstrate the superior
value of what is seen and lived over the most elevated
learning in religious matters. Indeed he believed that it
was particularly in religious matters that the experience
of life over learning was crucial: 'CpaBHeHHe: qe.j saHsiTa
MEIcJm, Boo6paeHHe cepe oHO pyroro; JTO BHCYT
HTaTeJTh 9TOO rmca TO ieiui - acT O6MJThHy)D rmmiy gn
pasmme	 'mTaTen TO KHHrH' • 20
In Voina 1914 goda i russkoe vozrozhdenie, Rozanov
published letters from soldiers and from mothers and wives,
to give a more immediate sense of the impact of war than
any literary description. He also prints a letter from a
woman who suggests that he publish a collection of letters
home from soldiers. He exclaims, in a footnote, that he has
had exactly the same idea (perhaps an example of the
'telepathic communication' that he alluded to in his
relations with his readers), and appeals to readers to send
him any documents they have. He says that this collection
would constitute 'speech from the war' ('govor S voiny') •21
Rozanov believed that writers proved false in seeking to
fix an immortal pose in print. The value of the voice that
is expressed in a letter is that it recognizes its
transitoriness, and in this, Rozanov believed, lay the
secret of its authenticity:
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Hama Be.nm(onenHasI* nTepaTypa, rrp3HeHHo rieqaTaeMa, BC5L
J1H flOT BC$ C 9THM HeBHHHO-poKHM rIpHBMpaHbeM; rx e aBTopi
pacxpaa	 ce6	 riepe	 !TaTes1Ii,	 cee
KK4X Ha CMOM e.ne He	 øji He OIiB x eT;
flTBOPTC	 BHOYIIIiThTM K TOMY, TO Ha C.NOM eie ropo
i	 B TOM, K ey Ha CMOM e.ne
paBHoymH&. H T. . Ho BOT IOCMPTHO neaTaKTc rlHcbMa,
<...> arrcae Brlolmrxax, cpe	 ena,	 0 KOTOETX 6oJmmeBD
acm BT0 tepe nonqaca 9a6HBaeT. H B x ero flM1HOCTb
B YI' BCTT BC5I, M rtHTOM xax ecm*.22
A writer's 'immortality' is for Rozanov more likely to
be guaranteed in his hurried private notes and letters than
in all the immensity of his literary efforts and collected
works. The most precious secrets of man's existence are
represented by what can be revealed in letters. Siniavskii
writes that Rozanov's emphasis on his books' manuscript
nature gave them the quality of a private correspondence,
free from the mass readership:
KHHra, 0TMHHST IPW3HKOM PYKOrnCHOCTH, CTHOBTC5I geM-
TO poe acoro rrøcia, aipecoaoro OHOMY eJ1OBeKy.
lcOnaBme I1CTB - TO COBCM He MCCOBO q eHe H ae B
KaKoM-To cicne He	 Boo6ne. 9To	 ia nepenca C
KaxM-To gpyIOM, C	 .TIHLOM.23
Uedinennoe is compiled of notes, that like letters, are not
intended for an immediate answering, or for a public crowd,
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but for God, or for an unknown, intimate reader. Letters
come closest to expressing the whole of man in his need for
a self-accounting, from within a specific situation, to
another receiving consciousness whose place or judgement is
not fixed or definite, not immediate to the situation, in
the hope of being understood, perhaps even more fully than
one is able to understand oneself at the moment of
utterance. 24 They offer a chance for a more authentic self-
accounting, because of their privacy and relationship to
the reader. In Bakhtinian terms, Rozanov's publication of
letters allows for a greater potential life of the word. A
letter is written at a precise point in place or time, to
an assumed intimate, or sympathetic reader, but it is sent
out into an indefinite future and there are many possible
readers, interpretations, and no ultimate reader. A letter
is a bid for freedom and a fuller understanding in time
from the limited confines of our immediate conditions. In
a letter to Briusov, Rozanov describes the presence of God
as a sort of watchful correspondence: '<...> Boo6ne ecm
xaIcasr-To 0 HC nepenHcxa, !.&cim, Hasop, xorxa d& xo
enae CBOH je.na sxecb, B }mHeM sae BcesreHHo4. ,25
Rozanov suggests a divine correspondence, describing God as
a letter writer, and observant guarantor of human lives.
In Pered Sakharnoi, Rozanov described human lives as marked
out by written characters that we have a duty to read, and
make sense of. He described these as unique to each person:
'B XZXOM ieszoexe SeMsrsI (nJIaHeTa) nonytiae cee noXapoK.
Ho 4rIoapoK* 9TOT CflOJ1HH BHYTHHiM rr!cEMeHaMI4. BOT
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rIpoecTh-To KX H ypasyMem H C0CTB31BT O65L9aHHOCTb Bcrn(oro
e.noBeKa.' 2 ' It is our duty to read and make sense of these
characters in writing, as a sort of answering to the author
of these hieroglyphs. Rozanov claimed that this 'book' of
one's own life is the only book that is truly open to each
person. There is an endless potential for our own readings
of the meanings inscribed in our lives. Each person should
write their own Uedinennoe in response to the characters
which he contains. 27 Thus the publication of Uedinennoe can
be seen as Rozanov's answering of this duty towards these
'inner characters'. Rozanov described the feelings that he
notes in writing as things that are put aside for the
'store' of eternity: 'Mtcst	 xax TpaBa, BNCTET
yMHpax)T. Ho paocTH	 neaim cym xaxHe-To oiiara	 B
CKnaz BeqHocTH. 9TH oTrxaraHa $1 3IHCNBI B Ye.*.' 28 It
is the chance notings, rather than the contrived authority
of printed literature, that have lasting value:
BeHoe - B	 HoBex. BeHoe	 euio - He Bexa, He
He oiiee, a *cetac*.
H 9arIHcrBa, - xax canoe BazHoe, qTO Boo6ne yei
B HHH. <. • .>
(KaK rzpoMSoIITJTO Yejt. ) 29
In the opavshie list'ia, Rozanov incorporates not only
letters from anonymous and unknown people and the living
voices of his friends and family, but also chance
handwritten notes and inscriptions that are left on
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envelopes and scraps of paper. These were not only his own,
specifically intended for his work, but also those of
others around him, the written remnants of affection and
communication that are the treasured debris of family life.
He saw himself almost as a guardian of these other 'hidden'
voices that surround us in everyday life but never acquire
the authority of print. He values them for their obscurity
and ephemeral quality, and yet he claims that he seeks to
rescue them from this obscurity by making them 'eternal' in
print. For Rozanov, the world exists in as much as it is
uttered in the voices of humans as they react to the events
of their lives. These voices are like the passage of time,
they are constantly new according to the irrepeatable
situation in which they are uttered. The attempt to
systematize a voice in the form of an 'objective' article
and give it a seeming superiority over time, through print,
denies this spontaneity and uniqueness.
HANDWRITING. MANtJSCRIPTS AND PRINTING
Rozanov's concern to produce a book that preserved the
spirit of a private correspondence or manuscript was all
the more urgent at a time of rapid advance in print
technology and the mechanisms of mass publication and
distribution. Rozanov had at times a superstitious horror
of print. Print and the inventor of the printing press,
Gutenberg, are repeatedly attacked by Rozanov, in print, as
destructive and supernatural forces of the dark last age.
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They destroy the spirit of the letter, leaving only empty
words like corpses:
B	 Tax cxa9am,	 ar&c	 xHørOneaTaHM5I,
MarI4s!? EyKBN, xatas HaneqaTaHHasl, noepii
flMLO CBO H C HHM yffly CB0. ByKBI CT&IIH HeoymeB.neHH&e H
ce CTOKH HeoymeBrIeHH&e, 1! BC cTpaHHua, H esia i(HHra.
Kii .ira HeoymeBneHHa2!!! - ep 3HT TO TaKOe. Tpyri,
pa3J1oe}1e, BOMB. o no coepa1IeC5I-TO B Hel ?CJ1H
xHra ecm oynieneoe s oymeBsreHHoro.
14 HOT BTO oymeneioe H3 oymeBi1eHHoro nepeao epes
amme sMaxil. <..> 4cx rorreqaTaHges y*tno coepae
KHHr, STO IOCTHCTBO xyxa neero H rpeneTaIe Bo3yxa
no xpN.nbsrMl. flo KOflHCH SI YHCTBY ero, no nea -
awropa He yBCTByE.
Mar	 1-IHCBHa Hce9rza, xira ecm a-HarweCKa.q
pyKOrzHCB, - pyxorrc C 4y6HTtM B	 yxOM*.
floepx, - smleH, oCo6eHeH, He oTBsIeqeHeH. Y
Pt H rropecxoro noepx xax rrayx 6eraT no 6yMare*. Y
MOPXBHHOBO - xax TOHXW IOTSIHTLT nayTHHKH. 14 CMOTPSI Ha
noepx H TTOCTO .wra flHCBMO, - SI He TOJThKO Y3H3D M&CJTB
nepeamy B rIHCBMe, HO SI .sMarHpyEcB MOHM ELyOM,
BIIHSIHHe H OT ero	 H6o Ha MH$I naaxT THH OT
ero ymH. <...> $1 B ero BeSIHH, a e TOIIBKO HTa ero
rIHCBMO*: H xora 'HTaJIH 6e9 nea HecTopa Kifil BrprIu1HSI, TO
floroH HuH CTpoeB HH rIoxHO H szeum4o nepeceJI5LTrHCB JfflOX
B XI Bex PyCcxo MCTOPHH, B ABrYCTOBCKHH Bex PMMa.
Tenepb M& 3HM TOJIBKO Ham XIX Bex. H eCTB HecTop XIX
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exa BMprm XIX Bexa, - 6oriee BYK, eM CyTb.3°
Print imposes a uniformity that subsumes all writings to
the intellectual voracity of the nineteenth century, which
equates the acquiring of knowledge with the accumulating of
information. The nineteenth century illusion of all-
conquering knowledge sees books as repositories of facts,
material for the construction of theories, and for the
ambitions of a spirit of learning that believed it could
master history through reading. Rozanov believed that it
was this faith in the equally objective 'facts' of history,
reproduced identically, in print, without any attention to
the specific origins of the words in which they are
expressed, that led to the uncomprehending and unloving
domination of nihilism. Rozanov believed that a manuscript
could give a sense of the context in which something was
written. He valued the specific character of handwriting
styles, like individual vocal intonation, rhythms and
styles of speech, as giving access to something that is
beyond the factual information of words, that allows an
ideal reading that can penetrate the 'soul' of the writer
and marks the reader's own soul. Handwriting is expressive
of what cannot be said in words, in the way that a person's
physical presence would be. Rozanov draws a direct parallel
between handwriting and intonation when he wrote that the
printed publication of Leont'ev's letters in Russkii
vestnik should be accompanied by examples of his
handwriting, which conveyed, like his voice, what could not
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be told by his printed words:
HyHo 6t ripøiiom cim c rxoepxa ero, - sToro zecxoro
noT.lepxa, C ea BNPHHEN H8J!4OM riepa <. •.> C TOHK,
noqri OCTN*! r3arH6aMH 6yKB, c 	 CJIOB
øora B CIIOB TOJThKO CflorOB, KOTOPN 6yTO cJmmIa.TmCb, KaK
IIpOH3HOCHT OH pe9xM, opaug roiioco <..•>. Sror noiepx
6NJI oei flOXO Ha cum ero (xaIrpaiecIcH H906paaJI
ero) , HPB}ThI H OCTpE, CTPCTHE H Myt TeJIbH1m. 31
The moral consequences of the printing press and the value
of writing by hand was a theme that had been written about
extensively by the religious thinker and contemporary of
Rozanov, Nikolai Fedorov. Fedorov similarly saw handwriting
as a revealing touchstone of the spirit in which an idea is
written, more revealing than the word, which, especially in
print, can have meanings that are misleading and ambiguous:
<...> I-IHCBMeHa cym TOJIbXO rpatw!ecxoe Hso6paceHHe
riporpecca Toro cynecTBa, xoTopoe oapeHo CnOBOM, cnoBecHoro
cyneca (noToi .1y-To naszeorpasi, Ta cipoasi Hayxa, H
MOT 6rb o	 roporo riporpecca). 3aHHMacB
OMMH 6yXB, <...> sTa ayxa IOSIB9YTC5! 6oJmr1mM npepee
y HKOTOHX nporpeccHcToB, a ey TM tOM& 6yxB OBO5LT
ropao 6oxiee CIIOB, OBOPT cxpeee øx, opM& 6yKB
erroxynee CJIOB; CKOpOrIHC, Harzpep, Ha CJIOBX OBOPHT 0
nporpecce, a op& 6yxB, xax yBHM, CBHHTJThCTBYT 0
perpecce 32
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Fedorov praised the study of paleography as a weapon
against the proud assertions of progress. Rozanov describes
the science of paleography in terms that would have been
pleasing to Fedorov, as almost a resurrection of lives, in
a review of a book by Barsukov:
Ecsm ecm BH m4TepaTypN, KOTOU cera 6esrpeIueH
iiora CB5IT, - TO TO naneorpar. TO axoe nneorpaai? -
Co6MpaHHe cTapwx rIHceM,	 xoMy (no) He HYHX - Bce
PBHO XII-ro	 XIX-ro Bexa; <...> Bi yMepJn.!; xasa.nocB -
BN 4KOMY He Hy!Z. I BOT, xora BN	 BCM MMOM 0,
Tax cxasam, ocrmrraee riycTmi Herrosi <...> BN BLpyr
cpeo J1exsiHoro He6NTws corpeaeec	 oBeecxox TermoToK,
H ThJ1 ac HaoHaeTcsi ee BTOpasf, yxa4BHTemHO oHToMHa. H
MHsIasI W3HB. rpycTHo, TO onepaLJMw STO TOJThKO
rIocaTeJIo: cszeoBaJ10 6r xaoMy t enoexy oem gn ce6sT
noro6Horo xorlyHa. qTO-TO eroneTcxoe, xaxa.-To BeqHocTs.33
This passage emphasizes the value of a watchfulness over
our fellow human beings. Private writings are a symbol of
this watchfulness, the vestiges of what is eternal in each
man's life. These diaries and letters, and the watching
guardianship of those that read them, however far in the
future, represent a reserve of the warmth and intimacy that
is the source of all life. The 'glacial non-being' of death
is a phrase that Rozanov used frequently to describe the
state of contemporary life and literature. Rozanov wanted
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to counteract this imminent new ice age with the 'human
warmth' that was contained in these handwritten documents.
Rozanov emphasizes the generosity and lack of egotism of
Barsukov, who has collected these writings and refuses to
impose his own 'writerly' presence on what he presents, a
quality that Rozanov felt was absent in almost all
contemporary writing. The personal and hidden vestiges of
people's lives are presented without the author adding
anything of himself:
STa BCYY yBsLa. IrE6OBB, s ee HeHyH&x, He y]mtTmrapH&x
r.enx, cBeTwrc H3 xao CTOKI4 9TOO saMeaTeJmHoro
r1caTen, Toro eri.n-ITsrnHa, <...> peo OH tDT ce6si ceac
qTo-Hrr16yW paccxa3EBaeT: OH 6rraroroBeikHo MOJIHT 	 noaer
BM flOCXTOK yMarH, xax-i6yj	 9amco1xy, rIHCBMO,
HBX C IO3IHH5IBfflHMH epHHrIaMn, re 0 Be.JIHKOM HJIH 111 SHMOM
qe.noBee B wraee HCKOJThKO cTpox. <...> He npexican
BOBC	 6.iorpaciri (caM&	 KBHLt H 3tHBHH
pOj suTrepaTypH), BTOT 1(110K 6yMarH xae BM BPYr
IOYBCTBOBTh erne HBYI H TLJ1YE PYKY yepmero aBHO
esioexa .
Fedorov wrote that handwriting maintained a link with
the 'spirit' of the original expression, as in the gothic
writing of medieval manuscripts. This writing was performed
like a prayer. He claimed that the writing of modern times
expresses the essence of its age by its main
characteristics, convenience and speed: 'CxoponHc (xypcHB,
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Mesrxoe, 6errroe rIHcMo, 6er.nomc) 9T0 mC!M0 H0B00
BpeI..felII.!, riepexojnero OT pesirO9Ho !3IIf K CBeTCKO. '35
Ironically, this description could apply to Rozanov's own
handwriting ('xypcHB, Me.nxoe, 6ernoe rz!cbMo') and even his
stylistic simulation of handwriting, his attempt to convey
a 'manuscript' in print. Indeed Rozanov's love of
handwriting for its expression of individual 'style' and
character, and the hurried, fragmentary and scrawling
character of his own handwriting, a characteristic that he
claimed to preserve in print, were in direct contrast to
the values that Fedorov was defending in his praise of the
medieval manuscripts.	 Siniavskii emphasized these
characteristics of Rozanov's transformative 'manuscript':
B peyimae OT neaoro TKCT OCTTC5! BneaT.neHHe
xaxoH-To cxoporzHcl.T, He6pezH1x 6erimix saeTox, KOIMCHOO
epHoBxa. Bce 9T0 emee oopM.neHwe pa6oTaeT Ha eBw3:
scfloTH Ha rrpae pyxoriIc*.
pyKOrTh.ICHOCTh 3HM5I coo6naeT e .iy oiimyx
WHTHMHOCTh <..>. B TOM CM&cile YKOICHOCTb CTJ1 CTb
oco6 poj KOMHXLMH 0 OCO6E criocoö
CyneCTBOBaHo.q H 6NT0BaHMSI K}iI'H 36
Rozanov claimed that this 'manuscript style' was turning
literature back to its origins as a private and sacred
task. He writes of the achievement of Uedinennoe: 'HoBoe -
TOH, OITb - MaHyCKpHrITOB, ICIXO TyTeH6epra*, 	 ce6.' tQ
1. I: 249] Yet his exploitation of the manuscript was
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innovative and significantly different from the manuscripts
that Fedorov idealizes. Rozanov wanted to use the
manuscript to exploit the potentials of print. He claimed
that in this way he would overcome its power, as in
Sakharne where he defends his right to publish his wife's
intimate note to her masseuse:
H xax s nr6ni xorramcsi B ThX SyMacKax, OTKY	 io6poe
Moe Bapi x MaccacTxe*, ixora He
(Tenep) !epe3 ryTeH6epra.. - KOTOPNM, rzo,icaiiy, TOJThKO He
yi..le.nH BocnoJm9oBamcsI. HyHo PYKOIMCHO flOJIb3OBaThCSl
neqamE, - M 'rorja oHa .icHwiero ce6e*, 4cxo- t eMy Cszyr1T*.37
Rozanov believed that the emotional energy of an individual
human life, that which gave writing its 'eternal' value,
was contained in literature's private and handwritten
forms. He wanted to convey this in print. He feared that
writers were themselves losing their distinctive qualities
with the depersonalizing reproduction of their work in
print:
Kax 6yTo STOT flOK315TH ryTTeH6epr OJ1H9aJI CBO
HHM 9EtKOM scex rIr.!CaTe.TIe, H OIi BCe O6eSJyItIHJrMC	 B
net a*, rxoTep.nH srøto, xapaxTep. Moe 4SI	 TO.JThKO B
pyxorrcsix, a
	 * H BC5LKOO rrHcaTe.ng . O3tHO 6m 110 BTO
rrpHe s rmra cyeep	 cpax BTB rIHcp,Ma, TTPXH (ae
xeTcxHe), pyxonHcH, - 0 oero oe pBy; coxpaiii,	 o
eoHoro, ce tIHCbM ToBapMrEe-r1.1MHasHcTos; C CanOCTbK, sa
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BWiHO Bopoxa, pBy TOJIbKO cBoe, - C 6oimi W JThIb Hora.
[tjed.: 39]
Rozanov equated the loss of this individual energy in
writing with its mechanical means of production. In an
article for the first number of the journal Letopisets,
published by his friend and colleague Ivan Romanov (Rtsy),
Rozanov makes a description of the machine printing of
cloth an image of the detrimental effects of printing
machines and mechanization in general in contemporary
Russia:
Ky6oB* rii MTPH ane
	 aue npxogT e Ha YM,
xora 6epy,	 oeii coBecTH, zypHan, ra3e'ry, a otier
acTo ae
	 KHL.!ry <...>.
<.•.> Haxo pa iiit& B rIpoHsBocTBe. Toe 6epeTcsx xaKo-To
MexaH3M, npr6rr1TesrBHo ocxa, n iaaecsi x yiiare
TaK, K yare Tax: M BWfflJIO - *coHeHe*. TO-TO nOOHOe
ecm. <...> B CNOM iene BXOHT, CIOPT BO9EM, x1-n4ra, C
ornaaTzeHMeM, rIpeHcJ1oBHeM, ae c H,
c.neoBame.nbHo, spyLHei. <.•.>
51 xoy BTO myTKo cxasam HO&KHOBHHO	 CTHY
M&cJm, TO OT YCTflOCT JTH qeJ1oBeaecxo, OT oecTBa JIH
neaTH, HuH BC) cnoueiie ariecoro cnoBa, riepeeceoro
Ha 3MJ1 ReKOra: K KOHLW BMH - ox.TIaeeT B 313DU,X
JIE6OBB* (BHTYBHa3M, Bcr-ieCx nop&B) : HO eee H eee
CTaHOBHTC5[ BHHO B nepaype 3IHHOCTH euoBe1ecxoH. ToHo
nHmeT 4BoO6Ire enoBex*, 4Ky6*, a e BH IIBaHFr q ,	 J1OBeK
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TaKx-To aep xapaxepa <. •.>. Jjyma cKpN.nacE H3
rrwrepaTypH; i pa6oTaiDT xaKe-To ico6rge CflOCOHOCTH*. Bce
HHMByaJmHoe, icMoe*., .He yoe* - MepKHeT! HeyepHMo!
flocMoTpwre, KK flL4TThUTOCb B KOM speHHe,
Ha6nIDaTeJmHoCm; ae
	 epec cMoTpem, BSrSI5IHyTB!
In this short article, Rozanov summarizes the main causes
of his hostility towards print. He blames the printing
press for the depersonalization of writing, the loss of
individual character (lichnost'), that should be manifest
in all good writing. A book or article is no longer the
expression of a unique spirit and inspiration but has
become a mechanical product of a mechanized age,
indifferent to its own conception. Print, and the products
of the printing press, are seen here, and repeatedly
elsewhere, as agents of the 'planetary cooling', the
freezing up and distancing of relations between people that
Rozanov saw as symptomatic of modernity, a mechanized
civilization, and as an anticipation of the last days, as
described in the Biblical Apocalypse.
Fedorov associated the modern degeneration of
handwriting into print with all forms of speed in the
mechanization of contemporary life. He linked high-speed
rifles with high-speed printing presses:
B H3BH mcbMa HOBOO BpeMeHi 4cCKOHM*, xoopoe (T.e.
.scxopoe*) rIpKnaraeTc. x pyic - x CKOpOCTpenEI - x
cxoporieai cTaHKaM, MOT im rrpimaraeMo H K CCTBM
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coouesi - cIcopoxoxHm'.i, cxopoBor3Hhn.i, - B TOM R3BHHH
cxaea caMa. cyiIecTBeHHa. JepTa, .u1H cBOCTBO HOBOO
BpeMeHH, H6o B flOHTHH riporpecca saaec He noe
IOCTO H3MeHeHI45I, IOCTO BHeHMsI, HO XBtHM$! IIOCTO$IHHO
ycxopeoro .
Rozanov also linked the lead of the printing press with the
lead of bullets. High speed printing presses are an
illusory power, that people mistakenly believe will confer
on them an heroic grandeur, irrespective of their thoughts:
- EapOH LtJI cBooeH, - Heyzeim e He 6yy CBO6oeH
5!?! - xpHasr ApLi6anIeB.
- M6o ew 5! neaaic Te	 e cBHHtoB! 6yxa!
Ea, B CBHHUOBLTX yxax BC H eJiO. OTBOeBaJTH CBO6Oy
He yme, He yMy, HO CBMHIy.
Ho	 rocrioa, MO!CT rpH.TH HexTo, XTO cxaeT:
- CBMHUOBNe riyJm!. 1 ae C ryTTeH6eproBo itwrepo
N(apoleon)... - xax BHfl 51 9T0 orpooe N Ha PHLW3CXHX
nymax BOxpyr ApceHarla B MOCKBe.
[0. 1. II: 369]
Rozanov also recognized speed of communication as one of
the most powerful aspects of contemporary life. He
described the immense impact of the railways in furthering
the power of print:40
- eJIe3HLI5! oporø IOCTO TeM, 'ITO OHe rIpOBeJIMCE H epes
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HHX ce yToporIHnoc, ycxopl4nocb, 4J1H oiee MCTBHHOO H
Boo6ne ncxoiorecxoro IZeCTBH Ha ixre, iia ropoa, Ha
cTpa1L, qe iiarip. y rac CoBpeMeHHmcs Co BCZ
CIcawecKrnH. 4c)Ke.ne3HasI jopora OT MOCKBLI o fleTep6ypra*
ecm 6osiee nrrrepaTypHEii aKr, Hee.nH oCHoBaliøe BecTxa
EBporr&* HuH r3apwre 4cOTeecTBeHiLx SanHcox*. CaM
CTaC3DJ1eBH ecm TOJThKO ripnoeie* K ZJ13HO jopore
<...>. BOT xTo no6extn i xaexpan&, H nan, H floo.jiy, H
no6extTr PycCo H ero MeqTaTeJmHyE, BomIIe6Hyx snoxy! He
Hao! He ao iwero! ! OTBepTNBa CBHCTOK! ! . . . ! CBHCTOK
ryiixo paecc no OOiM noiiymap.
[Lit. izg .: 309-10, n.1]
The train, like the printing press, helps to hasten the
word out of its spoken, intimate context into a mass
impersonal audience and a false 'objectivity' and
authority. The distancing effect of these mechanical
innovations on the word spreads throughout society, since
it is the activity of the word that is the gauge of the
life of a society.
Rozanov blamed print for the loss of the essential
spirit of literature, which lies in its spoken, and then
handwritten, expression. Writing's origin is with the
warmth of the breath, and not the cold indifference of
print. It is bound closely to the human body and its
instincts, resisting the false objectification imposed by
the printing machines. It is these instinctive utterances
that, Rozanov believes, show the original movement of mind,
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which is sacred and worth writing down:
Bcsixoe	 ymH y MH51 corrpooaecsi
BRr0BapHBaHL.!eM. H BC51K0	 51 xoiy HtIMHHO
3armcam. STo - HHcTHmCT. He øs axoro n HHCTHHXT
potnac i'repaTypa (rcbMeIma.)? rioToMy lTO 0 neia	 He
IPHXOXMT M&CJTh; H CsIeOBaTeJmHO, ryTeH6epr ripiiiiesz COBCM
rIoToM.
Y Hac nepaypa TI( cnmac c neqam, TO M& COBCM
9aNBaeM, T0 oHa 6na o nea , B cynHocT1'1, BOBC He
gii orIy6nHKoBaHMsL. JTHTepaTypa poanac *ripo ce6si* (Moira)
H JT ce51; H ye IOT0M cana ne'aTamc. Ho STO - OXHa
TexHa.
(Ued. 72]
Despite repeatedly declaring the superiority of
spontaneous, spoken and privately written words, Rozanov
could not resist the temptations of mass publication. His
bid at making a printed manuscript was a triumphant
exploitation of the possibilities of print, and he was well
aware of his literary innovation. Rozanov saw himself as a
literary phenomenon, exploiting print against the
prejudices of its nature, which he claimed lay in
generalization and objectification, and using it to set
down the most specific, intimate and trivial details, but
emphatically in print, and for mass publication. Rozanov
published his first collection of thoughts and notings,
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Uedinennoe, with the subtitle 'no qm Ha rrpae pyoric'. As
Siniavskii has shown, he was asserting the role of a
manuscript, in the same way that he asserted his right not
to address or write for the reader but simply to publish
his private conversation with himself, which would be sold
to a mass public. The seeming contrariness was actually a
furthering of the principled intimacy, by which Rozanov
sought to counteract a process of freezing up in society
that was a result of increasing mechanization. Siniavskii
emphasizes the paradoxical nature of Rozanov's relationship
with printed words and emphasizes the contrasts of warmth
and cold that were so important for Rozanov's explanation
of his task:
C oo cTopoi, PosaffoB flOHOCHT m4TepaTypy, neam, XHHI'y,
ryTTeH6epra. A C jxpyro, OH T5JIHT B rieam TO, TO rieaam
6NsIo He rIpHHTo. To ecm, STO xpaee o'rpHLame H anoeos
neaoro crLoBa. PosaHoB axepe ripeooie
	
nepaypy
cBoe pXOrThCHOCTB,	 epaypy Boo6ne, KOTOP XTVJ1 Hero B
HHOM csryae CHHOHTh4 HCXYCCTBHHOCTH H
	
noeecxo
oyeHHocT. Tora xax ero YXOUCHOCTh - BTO CMHOH1M
ecTecTBeHHocTH H
	 6rmsocTH, eruia . 41
A manuscript eschews the profanation that a printed
document suffers at the hands of the anonymous mass of
indifferent readers. Rozanov hoped that he could also
achieve this in his printed 'manuscript'. He recognized
that the printing press was inescapable, and argued that
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the real threat lay in man's perception of printed words.
He sought to subvert these perceptions by publishing a
printed document as though it were a manuscript, and by
including material that would have been conventionally
perceived as unprintable. He also includes his own polemics
with the press alongside intimate and conventionally
unprintable details.
In a letter to Leont'ev Rozanov described a moral
revulsion that he felt when seeing his handwritten thoughts
in print. He describes print and publication as a
profanation of the most intimate and sacred expressions of
man's existence: 'ecm HTO papaoe B ncaTesIcTBe; 51
9T0 BH0 1yBCTByK, M xora By CBO1 M&CJIH HarIeaTa}il4,
y	 MH51	 rrpoy,KaeTc51	 YBCTBO
HeyoBneTBopeHrsi.' 42
 Rozanov sought to counteract this
sense by asserting the private and intimate nature of a
manuscript form, suggesting that his writing is for an
intimate correspondent, an unknown intimate or for himself.
It is an attempt to reject formally the proud claims of
print, while exploiting its aura and its mass distribution
to convey the message of intimacy, private life and
thoughts, as well as his own political polemics, as widely
as possible. Rozanov equates his printed 'manuscript' with
a printed 'nakedness', that only he is capable of carrying
out in publication:
Ta	 opasoM, ICpYKOrIHCHOCTB* ymH, BPDXHH51 H
HeOOmMa51, OTHIb He CBOBOJThH51 H He rIpHO6peTeHHa51,
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asia	 e TO!!	 JyMaID, coepmeo HOBN sa Bce exa
KHHroneqaTaHHs!. MozHo paccxaam 0 ce6e oe rxoop&e en
-	 Bce-Ta1u4 paccxaaoe 6yxeT 4crIe4aTHEM* <.•.>.
flpecTosLno ycTpaHHm TO ony6nHxoBaiie. 0 z, KOTO
aeee oriy6srIixoBasicsi ye B neaT14, cesran ene mar BHyTp!,
C1YCTKJ1CS! ene a CTYI1eHE BHHS IOTMB cBoe O6EHO
o!yT!tnc51, ICKaK B 6aHe HarI.mIoM*, n'o ie He 6ar10
BOBC TpyHo. Toimico	 OHOMY ziiie.
(0. 1. I: 250]
In Posle Sakharny, Rozanov asserts a principled intimacy.
He describes his writing as going naked and baring all
before his public, in order to counteract the influence of
the printing press on contemporary life, to force people to
realize the artificial distance that print has enforced:
0T'ero 51 TaI( BOflHYIDCi T (ari.n-iaTHs!). TyT
ecm qTO-TO oco6eHHoe. He TOJThKO BO MHe, HO H B 3B9X
(cyy6a, HcToprelsi) . ae MOT 6HTB, 'iero 5! ca He noHw4a1)?
He BTO JiH: TO nepaypa CTb HeOCTaTO'1Ha3! opa O6IIeHH$!
Mey	 CJIIKOM	 a.TIeicasi, CJIMIHXOM tOpMaJThHa51,
CJIHmKOM xoJ1oXHa5!?
JIH xoJmi 6mie eTam yr ic yry. He ICOT HTTJI51
K iHTaTe.n, TO CJIMUIKOM OTBJIe'!eHHO H asrexo, a TPTBC51
rLneqoM, copa6oTam, BHemcsz, o6UaTbc51.
J1iu	 oii& oparamcsi gpyr K xpyry - BOT MO51
M&C5I.
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ryTeHepr	 YHHTOfl	 Bceo6nyI	 rIOTPe6HOCTb
oTparMBamcs1. CTa.n xoparøsamc B 4cTpy6y,	 epe
eneo	 (xiiwra) : BOT 3JIasI epasz TOK B ryTeH6epre.
ryTeHoepr ox
	
rxp*iec 6or[ee CMT Ha SeMitE, eM BC
sij o Hero. C Hero-To 1 Haa.flOCB	 (rmaHer).
Mct earrH umie
Rozanov's intimacy in writing was an attempt to counteract
the coldness and distance between people that he claims has
been brought to society by print, by exploiting the vehicle
of print. In his Mimoletnoe of 1915, Rozanov examines the
reasons for the contradictions of his writing, of his
attempt to combine the opposite extremes of the living soul
and the destructive technology of print:
51 4M9a3D CBOE ymy*, xax repmeH3oH saan llymxHHa*.,
c TM e 6e9yacTi.!eH, OKTBHOCT	 66xrorpa!HocmE.
KaK cTpamHo: ymy, 	 ropyr, - rrpnara x
XOSIOHOMY norpawecxoy cTaHKy.
Xoioiio yme. A CTHKY	 ero..
3aeM 51 BTO e.naE	 ae xax TO Boo6Ue Bo3MoHo?
51	 oonem nepaypy (Mo51 MeTa). He yma MOR
rioxonoee OT rieqaTH, HO 4CCBT!HLOB	 . ero He 6yxeT
(pacTorlwrcsl).
OrI51TB pyKorm.Ic... !cenTeHxe, cTapEle.
Kax 6i XOPOIIIO.
OrLTB CBO6OW	 eJ1oBeK: CBO6OH& OT tYOBMIUHOTO
PAECBA iuiraM.
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0, xaxoe TO pa6cTBo... yHMTeJmHoe, rHeTyuee;
cepapymarnee (xy.nbTypy)."
Rozanov describes his aim as a transcendence of literature
in its contemporary printed form." The proliferation of
bookprinting and literary journals was enslaving people's
minds and spontaneous reaction to life. Books were
potentially extremely dangerous, as they infused men with
false authorities and weakened their instinctive reactions.
Rozanov claimed that his own material was so raw that it
could not be deadened by print.
THE PRESS
Despite his attacks on literature, Rozanov had a deep love
for books. It was the mass publication of journals and
newspapers that was the true threat. Rozanov attacked the
contemporary desire for publication in his article on the
decadents. 4' Modernity is marked by the need to assert
oneself noisily in print for a wide audience despite the
poverty of the actual thought. Rozanov believed that the
influence of literary journals helped to promote the noisy
literary market-place over quiet conversations in the
study. The influence of words could now be made at immense
speed and over a vast scale. Yet the authority of the
literary journals was illusory, a power of inspiring
reverence and fear that would vanish as soon as people
learnt to treat them with the contempt they deserved:
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flHTepaTypa (rieqam) rpnema y qe.noBeKa caMom6e.
Bce CTJIM 6ORTbC$I ee; Bce CTJ1H	 TB OT Hee. ..
M0meHHHKH, oxHaKo, paara 	 M0HT0H0BCKH rev. 11 BOT
oxya xpocsia ee cima.
Cma ee oxa BaeTcsT TaM, re esioex ceae Ha ee
rnasa. fflecTa.	 epaa* (HanoiieoH 0 neaTn) o6panaeTcsi
mpyr B rxocepemy	 XWJiE	 epeBymxy, xax TOIIbKO,
IOBPHYBfflHCb K
	
CmH0, BN M0TT Ha ejxo, a e Ha
riaI-txapTy c HarITcEr: 4cfflecTa. 	 epaBa.
[0. 1. I: 194]
Rozanov's attack on the printing press is closely
linked to his attack on contemporary journals and
journalists, both are referred to as 'pechat''. The
journals are, far more than books, products of the modern
printing press, and they are responsible for the
degeneration in the use of the word in contemporary life.
Rozanov believed that Russian journalism abused the immense
power it had over people's thoughts and literary judgement.
Their influence on popular taste was such that many truly
original talents were unread and unpublished, while banal
and second-rate writers achieved immense success by
adopting fashionable literary and political poses. These
journals, Rozanov wrote, attracted opportunists who merely
wanted to make their name, and so encouraged further the
detriment to the reading public:
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CepMsI ZYHJ1OB H rase HIIJ3TT H ZHO BYT xayi paHxa.JmHyRD
CTTB <..•>. ST0T-To ycriex, apaee o6ecrieqeHH&, CO3aBaJ1
TOH nomio Bep B ce6.g y	 B BPB rmTrepaTypN*,
H CMflO, oTxpLtToe, 3oByuee OTKHB}	 ey BPH OTTya.
Tax aiaiic Bce IIHTPTYH& xapepw nepBLDc, BTOPDC H
TPThHX TasIaHToB, pa6oTaBmHX B sanawiecxoH H IO
ripeiyigecy s paxaimx H coamciecxx ypHa.nax
•.>. Tai - cBeT, TM - COJIHLe, T.14 - ycnex, HO TM
paspymanac HCTOPL4CK Pocc, <.. •> c es npaocsiaøe H
HapoHocm.
[Lit. izg.: 271, n.1]
A constant complaint in Rozanov's articles, letters and
footnotes to the published editions of Literaturnye
izgnanniki is the success and opulence of these untalented
liberal and so-called radical journalists. The liberal
journals had far greater circulations than the more
nationalist and conservative publications, except f or
Suvorin's Novoe vremi p . Rozanov claimed that the government
and state censorship were so in awe of this power that they
effectively submitted to them, and even gave suppport. Thus
writers who posed as men of the people were actually deeply
compromised with the existing order, while would-be
defenders of Tsarist values, the Church and tradition,
writers like Strakhov and Govorukha-Otrok, were the true
radicals, isolated, impoverished, struggling to place
articles that Rozanov believed were the life-blood of
Russian culture, yet unread by the people and even
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persecuted by the censorship. Rozanov was outraged that the
government could intentionally ignore and even outmanoeuver
writers who would have been of the greatest value to the
Tsar and the Church, as they defended the very traditions
of religion and Russianness that these authorities
supposedly represented. Meanwhile, the so-called 'liberal'
and 'radical' writers benefited from their glamorous
reputation as daring fighters for a popular cause from a
position of security and prosperity, and with the tacit
support of the established order. In a letter written to
the editor Pertsov in 1896, Rozanov attacks the undeclared
collusion of liberal journalism and government:
BN ae	 aee sToro yaca,	 o Pocc	 <...>	 iee'r
eiecxoe npaBTeJmcTBo, 0 xora z . & KW!iM icaveat
cons.*, M& KPMMM apoy 0 ero npaB[wresIbcTBe] . flpocTo B
He saee axToB, He saee xLecTBwreJmHocTo. Pyc<cxoe>
Be<oMocTo>* - B r amei CBSH CTO.T K M0H<HcTepcTBy>
BHyTP<eHHox> e.TI 0	 C H1M CH005iTC <.•.> a
MeZy TM rI0CT0HHO	 SIBDT BH.I <...> qTO OHO CTOT B
Oflfl09MLMH K rIpaBoTe.JmCTBy, 060 TOJThKO ripo STOM YCJIOBHO B
ame TYIOM o6iuecTBe MOZHO 1Tb ycriex. <...> Te epsai&
(.no6epaii&) , <...> nepej oiai, T. e • HHO
orpat Ha cpyoxe co6cTBeHHo, npaBTeJmCTBeHHoi LmMeHz w
XOCTHKT LeJ1o.
<...> ne'za'rb ama norna o6Ma&BaeT O6IgeCTBO o
xOHe'HO He IOBMHYTCS H0HOMY yxy. He Mory 6es
IPOCTO yMam 06 STOM.47
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Rozanov claimed that the government was flawed by the same
weaknesses as the press, sacrificing energy and initiative
to a mediocre uniformity, motivated by envy and petty
pride. He claimed that parliament had become a
'journalist': '9To He.nerxoe w YOBHO	 BJIeIe, nome
raoe H B Ha6ope, CTJIO ene rare,
o6cyxa. 9aKoH&*.' [0. 1. II: 528]. The state censorship is
also implicated in the conspiracy against the national
interest. Rozanov claims that the government lacks any
coherent censorship policy except for the actions prompted
by bribery from prominent members of the liberal
establishment:
Uew3op TOJThKO HIHHT rIoHHMaTs*, xorxa ero KpaeBcI
C HexpacoB1 KOM$T o6eoM. Torra y nero
nHneBapeHHe, H OH xoragbmaeTcsL,	 1TO 4UeIr,pHHa Hao
nporIycTHTB*.
[0. 1. II: 336]
rIoTcDM BT	 oecxasi LeH9ypa, xax KHCJIOTO BLtea3Dna.
4crlpaBoc.naBHe, 	 H HapOHOCTS*' H3 KHHr; errponycx
Moe CTTBH O MoHapxI4w*, B napannesi C 1OKOBWTJThCTBOM
cot	 Jesry, lcPyccxoMy EoraTcBy etc.
BxL,pyr orioiricsi rIoHsuI, 'T0 MJT B Pocct 4xyTe H O6MaH,
TO B	 BcTa.rla riesasi 4orzpHHHHa*, saBnaeBma. Bce
PoccHe H rrsienyua. KYIOOCOM B 3IHLO xaoMy, KTO He
IPMMXHT K	 OIflO3HLHH C CeNro*, K	 OIflO3HL1H C
maIflraHcK*, K onnositi c KyTnepoM Ha 6 -THcHok
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rIeHcHH*.
H flOffiJI B T TxyI, 6eccaJmHy, MOT 6im B CM0M
e.ne eiuyx 6im 3TOITHHO oflnO3I!LJThD, xoopas COCTOHT B:
1) noMormmc,
2) BCTTB pao paoTam.48
[0. 1. II: 460]
Rozanov allies himself, in spirit, with the original and
conscientious writers who remained in poverty and
obscurity. Yet he continued to publish his writing, and his
polemics against the print and the press, as widely as
possible. Shklovskii noted this incongruity, arguing that
Rozanov's stylistic devices were themselves the result of
newspaper technology and that half the opavshie list'ia
genre was made up of journalistic material. 49 Yet Rozanov
repeatedly returned to his battle with the journals in the
opavshie list'ia genre and in his footnotes in Literaturnye
izgnanniki. He characterized the world of the printed
journals by their noisy vanity: 'Tax OHH 0x0i0 ooro
6onTaeTcs: ropHeJm TTC 0 crrøy Koponeinu. <.•.>.
Bixowrr myb4,	 oimmei	 acmi, 4BsailmTx cnnaTM* H
o6ozioro	 XHBIIHM5i TanaHTy. Ho riotiey BTOT 4cfflyM
nTepaTyp* Pocc oimaia ripøiam 9a 4CCBO i-rporpecc?'
(0. 1. II: 454] Rozanov also attacked the 'tone' of
contemporary journalism that had corrupted its readers:
STOT HYCH& TOH, OT epnnecxoro O MxaKfloBcKoro, TOH
BceHoro xa6axa H 3XBTMCTOO oMa TeprIocTH <...> CTOSLJI
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50 flAT B ame	 ypHaJT1cTHxe, <...>	 pa9BpaTw.n	 TaTeJI$1,
parpaøsi rIy6JIMKy, CYCTHB TOT WiHW3M C KOTOP4 4HeT cripa
HHKOMy*.
(Lit. izg.: 250, n.1]
Rozanov was particularly repelled by what he saw as the
encouragement of negation by the radical journals. Rozanov
saw the popularity of critical articles as a consequence of
print and mass circulation, and it fuelled his enmity
towards these technological innovations. He believed that
this attitude was not limited to journalism, but extended
to literature and books. Writers who wrote words in 'love
and respect' are ignored. Their words might never have been
written. In a letter of 1911 to Izmailov, Rozanov cites
this as fuelling his battle with existing literature:
B eeiie BOT ye xosiro stwrepaypo
aiean He TOJIBKO aCTO, HO I1OCTOHHO, TO xax TOJIBXO B
nea	 cxae	 ITO - i6yjr HacMemnBoe, ripe34paee,
eroyee 1, CLTIOBOM, cxaem x paspyme	 - Tax STO BCeI,
Bce	 neiamBD, <. • .> xamrrcsi 0, B KOHUe KOHUOB,
XeCTBYeT... ECJTO e t To-H06yj.B cxaem c	 D6oBbx, C
o, CrioBoM, - x cosoa, TO xax N TO HO 6ano
cxa3aHo - BTO He nosiyae	 xaxoro sHaqeHo, cont, He
He	 He 3anOIHaeTC, He	 1, B0U
TO, - 51 BO3HHBOfl sloTepaTypy. HeaJThHo C 	 Th H
ene rzeanee y4I1paT . SO
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Rozanov warns against the seductive appeal of a
cynical and mocking attitude. He argues that the qualities
which attract readers are not ones that will give them
lasting rewards or richness from their reading. Satire and
negation have a superficial piquancy, that inspire
insignificant writers and readers to feel superior in their
mockery. The very titles of the journals lure their public
with promise of negation:
IlocMoTpwre Ha3BaHM. )KypHanoB:	 cTaparryim, Oca*.
Lenoe	 i9TJThCTBO	 -	 cCKoprnoH*.	 Eue	 xaxoe-To
cpeeasacxoe acexooe (6am ypHasi) . 4fflHrxOBH1x*.
I Bce	 Poccrx. icKax 6H 1 xya e	 ariycm
a*.
UJIBHThC51 3Th, T0 oHa B36ecmac.
M BOT rrpoca 4ccTopM5 pyccxoro HHrKn19Ma*.
[0. 1. II: 422]
Rozanov held the radical and westernizing journals
responsible for forming the negative and superficial
outlook of the Russian intelligentsia: 'Boone *BeCTH.
EBp. , sa 43 roa ororica, ctrpan KOJIOCCa.JThHYID poim B
YCTHOBK ma6iioHHoro wza pyccxoro H're.nsrre}rrHoro
qenoBexa*' . [Lit. izq .,: 225-26, n.2] These readers from the
'intelligentsia' are attracted by the rebellious bravura
and the heroic combative role described for them in the
phrases of newspaper and journal articles, that they can
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experience vicariously, from the safety of their armchairs.
Rozanov claimed that it was easy for a civil-servant to
imagine himself as a revolutionary hero, without excessive
martyrdom. It was enough to read Otechestvennye zapiski,
Russkoe bogatstvo or Delo and wait. The tone of
condemnation and sarcastic ridicule of the papers gave them
a sense of superiority, achieved by risking no more than
the purchase of a paper, which is itself supported by the
state. As Andrei Belyi similarly suggested in 1909, this
all contributed to the self-satisfaction of the average
reader: 'ImrrenJlHreHT ae raemi H y!.n.LJIeTc: B TOM
aHrenorIOxo6HoM BH OH TM r.Lo6paeH: OH - sepa iCTOpIH,
crlacaTeim Poccr, MepLmo Bcex
	
H YMCTBRHNX
LeHHocTek' .
The only succesful figure in journalism who is
redeemed from the general condemnation was the publisher
and editor of the highly popular, although conservative,
Novoe vremia, Aleksei Suvorin. Rozanov published Suvorin's
letters to him, together with his own memoir of the man, in
1913.52 He depicted Suvorin as a modern apostle of moral
probity at a time when prophecy and preaching could no
longer be heard amid the noisy proliferation of printed
voices. Suvorin recognized that it was necessary to respond
to the new power of the press over the public, but
exploited the very noise and 'printed narcotics' for the
furthering of his own ends. Rozanov describes how Suvorin
promoted the writers that he believed were most needed by
Russia, motivated by love and anxiety for the Russian
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people. He argued that Suvorin thus achieved more than the
Apostle Paul, for in an age where prophecy was no longer
possible he made use of the press to convey his message of
the renewing power of the word. He sees this demonstrated
by Suvorin's successful publication of cheap editions of
Pushkin for mass readership, financed by the profits of
Novoe vremia:
<...> CyB0pHH, B O6mHpHOM H CflOKOHOM yMe Bce noiasx, Bce
BH, - TPH3B8J1 B IOMOU H STOT myM, H STY flTHYR,
HapxoTHxy. B XIX-M BK OH XCTBOBJI ax B XIX-M sexe.
<...> HHO 6nO B STY-TO TOJIflY y*e riawux
	
xarxym
llymxHHa*. CyBopMH KanHyn H xarnsi pacoptnac B onrze
CBO naxyecm XOTB HCKO)TBKO o6jlaroBoHMfla Ii,)e.
STOI'O He MO ce.nam arzocon llaBe.TI: HO *XHTOYMH&
YJIHCCP STO cenam Hor.53
The liberal and radical activists were far more
cynical about the motivation behind Suvorin's sensitivity
to the mood of the time. In 1901, Lenin claimed that Novoe
vremia lacked any consistency in its political opinions but
was merely skilled 'in conniving with the mood and tone of
the moment. .and playing on a semblance of popular
opinion'." In 1912 he called the journal 'the classic
example of a compromised newspaper' Maksim Gor'kii had
written to Rozanov in 1905, urging him to leave Novoe
vremia, arguing that it was a corrupt environment whose
interests were detrimental to those of Russia: 's Hosoro
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pezei	 i 6i ymm. floraHHoe MecTo. CxOmKo rpsr 51OBHTO
HStflOC H 3ThTC5! OTTY B HfflY pyccxyi H3H. 56 Rozanov
claimed to Gor'kii that he had tried to leave the paper out
of political conviction but had been prevented by his
loyalty to Suvorin:
re . ii mica.rx ( sMocx. Ber.*,	 Pycc. BeCTHMK*,
icPyccx. Oo9p.*, 4H0B. Bp.*; TOJThKO YCJIOBHO H acm J1HJI
4CHOB. flyr) , 51 pemLiTerIrHo HHBHj5fl H nperHpan Te ypHasr&,
B KOTONX rrwcan H peaxopa H BCX COTpyHHKOB, yKBa.JmHo
C.iC H rIocMeHBaEmLixcs1. '1 H. Bp.. nopnancs BNiTw,
ocoeHHo xora HCTY1HJIH co6wrr*. TaM MHH CBSI91BT
TOJThKO CaM CyB0pHH <. ..> OH <. ..> 	 COJTh)THO HHqero He
flOHHMT B BeHMH, sHe MO1T 1-IOBepHTh* 1mi'eMy, XOTh g H
roopi eMy. 1IsL nero Bce 9T0	 eroi i ssIacTo31IDLW*.
4 4HH OH MT-TO He BepHT.57
This letter is at odds with the later views expressed in
Opavshie list'ip and in footnotes to Literaturnye
izcmanniki, on the scourge of the radical press. Yet even
during his flirtation with radicalism at the time of the
1905 revolution, Rozanov remained loyal to Suvorin and
Npvpe vremia. His work for Novoe vremia was a far more
essential part of his writing career than he let Gor'kii
know. It was precisely the lure of the vast and socially
varied mass readership that attracted Rozanov, the
possibilities of performing a sort of contemporary
prophecy, as he describes in his essay on Suvorin in 1913.
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This prophecy was achieved by the agency of the very
inventions that Rozanov had claimed were ruining the
popular reception of the word, through print, and the mass
circulation of the press. The despised print and journals
were in fact indispensible to him in this task.
Rozanov's political inclinations became increasingly
conservative after the 1905 revolution. Although he
continued to write for more liberal journals such as
Russkoe slovo, until he was asked to stop contributing in
l9ll, his writing repeatedly defended Russian traditions,
the Russian people, their religion, and the Tsar. He
attacked what he described in increasingly extreme language
as the liberal-Jewish conspiracy in the press, which he
claimed was sucking the life-blood out of Russia,
intellectually and financially. 5' He uses the memoir on
Suvorin to argue his continual theme, the ravaging and
destruction of Russia at the hands of the liberal press.
Suvorin is portrayed as a martyr of the Russian people,
Russian culture and its sacred tradition:
PaH& CyBopHHa - paix Te.noxpaHHTe..nM Poccii 60
(OH) ... .> CJIYT HeBeoMoMy Bory, KOTOH KOHKTHO riepe
ii	 Me.TrbxaeT xax PoraHa, 3e4n.sI, CyeTa (ae) •61
Rozanov claimed that Novoe vremi p did not seek an easy
popularity by adopting fashionable political stances but
was concerned above all with Russia's immediate needs. He
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compared its verbal response to the urgency of the
historical moment to the actions of prophecy. Rozanov
believed that words on the pages of Novoe vremia could
acquire an almost prophetic status, and thus transcend
their origins, in print and the press. He underlines the
particular significance of the newspaper:
3HaeHe	 To: 1) o6npHeur	 xpyr mTaTe.ne, BCSI
Pocc, 2) BO3HOKHOCTh TO 4BceH Pocc
cxaam reoe, cTopeCx saanee CflOBO <. ..>.
Hero - crxeL!aJmHoro, Hwero - acToro, iwiero -
juiHoro, iiero - ocoeoro rIapTMHoro; BC - gii BCei
P0ccML!,	 iLeno Pocci*, o6o6WeHHo - TO 4Tpe6yeTcsi
apoy rocyapcTBy, Tpe6yeTc .icpyccKo HcTopM4, xax oHa
celac HBO coBepmaeTcS*: BOT flO3yHr M MOflJTHBO nPHH5ITEThf
BC	 COTYHKMM MapnlpyT.62
This defence of Novoe vremia in terms of Russian spiritual
tradition could also be read as an artful way of concealing
what could otherwise be interpreted as a characteristically
duplicitous position. Opavshie list'ia was published in
1913, and contained repeated attacks on contemporary
journalism and the press. Even Blok praised Rozanov's
remarks on the press. His eulogy of Suvorin, published in
the same year, had to distinguish the work of Novoe vremia,
whose mass appeal was a prime example of the power of the
technological innovations, as something significantly
different. Rozanov presented it as a triumph over
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technology, a return to the prophetic and sacred traditions
of the word in the only medium possible in modern times.
There is a degree of archness in Rozanov's characterization
of Suvorin in religious terms, for he knew him to be a
worldly, cunning and establishment newspaper editor. Thus
his 'unknown God' includes 'vanity' or gossip ('sueta') in
its trinity. The paper's wide circulation attracted writers
of all political tendencies, including those who saw
themselves as radical, but who, like Rozanov, could not
resist the potential audience. Rozanov argued that this was
because it was the only medium where words could have
practical effect in Russian life, in contrast to the
sterile phrases of the liberal newspapers:
A Tax xax HoBoe BpeM	 cez	 TaeTc, - <. • •> Bce
PoccHeI B
	 TO e OIIT e L3BecTRo, o xaxo cene
cepEesHeInMMri	 orpooro TeopeTecxoro,
npaxecxoro 3Ha'eHs, icKarroc cxaam coe C.TIOBO Co
CTO316LOB frn4eHHo ICHOBOrO Bpe HM • 63
Rozanov claimed that it was the only newspaper that
represented truly 'Russian interests', which was the cause
of its success: 'B Pocc paccMaTpHBanH, M BHO
paccMaTpBam.1, TO TO ecm HHCTBHHR rasea CO6CTBeHHO
pyccxa' •64 In Posle Sakharny, Rozanov describes the
colossal impact of Novoe vremia in Russian society, which
relegates the rest of the press to a chimera, ironically,
to the 'writing f or oneself', by which Rozanov had earlier
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declared that he would overcome the effects of print on
literature:
• .> ce HTariT, Bce BHaioT, BC. Pocc	 criymae xaoe
Moe C.TIOBO, BCSIK1O MOE	 tCIIb <...>. STO	 0TKNTH
xHHrorIeqaTaI*. <.•.> HOB. Bp., OCTWHYB <.•.>
xo31oCCaJm,Ho rIpeMMyneCTBeHHoCTH, xax N ECeX 4DC*, BCE
neam - criycaria B KaKOL!-TO riorpe6 He6&'rHsI, <.•.> H
ipi ce6si.cz...> 9T0 nom . 6e3yMHoe norioeie
Bene, MOCT flOTH <rIpecTyrIHoes, - xoero xax-To CyMeil
XOCTHHYTb CTPHK CyB0pHH, <. ..> H MO!ZT 6L1Th, He 6NBaJIo B
ipe neaw • 65
Rozanov believed that the newspaper had miraculously
rekindled an enthusiasm in its readers, a hunger for the
word, that had been lost in the proliferation of print. In
an article of 1916 on the censorship, Rozanov again
expresses awe for the immense potential of print
technology, if it is used to promote literature in its true
and original sense. If used in the right spirit, the new
technology could produce a mass intimate communication of
private thoughts and dreams that, instead of distancing
people, would bring them nearer than they could have ever
imagined:
Bce, KTO I'OBOPHT O a6COJ1IDTHO cBo6oJe nHTepaTypH, 	 ET B
BHY ee HBHHHO pO)KeHHe, H BOBC xax 6yXTO He 9NET ee
nociieyDue HCTOpHH. A poxeie* -TO ee ripexpacifo, xax
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poee MnaxeHLa:	 MypMe JIKH, KTIH J1XH C OOHH&M
TanaHroM, <. • .>
	 c	 apo	 6oir.v xiiay'r Ha 6yMary
TaIIHCTBeH}mTM o6pa3oM
	 pacarrie y HX z&cmi, awra9HH,
ysly'.ImeHHoe,	 osrwroe	 MeTo71
Boo6paeHrTeN... I epe3 yo TexHHx, neam, Ha3aBTpa
CTaHOBwI'C 9T0 BCM 1sBecTHo, Bce 'IHTaT, YMT 0 TOM e,
i&cieio CrzOpsT, IcJ1eHHo 6rzarOxapsIT. Bce STO rioxoe Ha
BoJmzecTBo, - <. • .> 0 KOTOPOM, KaSanOcE 6R, MOHO 6JIO
MTTB TO.TIbKO B SOIIOTOM BeKe. M BOT - OHa ocynecTBHnacb 66
Despite his pessismism about print, and the effects
that it had had, through the detrimental influence of the
journals, on literature, and despite his protests that life
was becoming eaten up by print, and replaced by a ghostly
and unspontaneous 'literary' existence, Rozanov maintained
a deep love for literature. He frequently returns to a
faith in literature and books. He believed that society
produces literature as its natural fruit: 'Be
	 B
COKOBHHO cyIIHoci Berte Bce o6necTBo poae s ce6si
3rwrepaTypy." 7
 Thus it was all the more important to
cultivate its source with care. In a letter to Suvorin,
Rozanov expresses his faith in Russian literature:
Pyccxyi JmTepaTypy, rrpii Bcex ee 4cTexyuMx HeocTaTKax*,
oeim 6nx. B pasie peea cwii Bepan KflH rirrancsi
BTb B pasme CTOPO}ThI ame	 SHM: a KOHqan, xasanocE ,
CaMO yrzrapo Bepo - B
	 rnaBHoe TYT MH
'rporaeT ee cTapaTe.rrbHocTt: qero-'ero OH He BHMT, 0 qev
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TOJIbICO - He 3a6oTHTc? STO B CYIIHOCT1	 fflTT He
HHTDC HHOBHKOB 68
In Opavshie list'ia, Rozanov contends that literature could
be restored to its original strength if it could be freed
from the seductions of vanity and arrogance, which he
believes are largely the fault of the press's influence:
Boo6rie srTepaTypa, xoe'no,
	 ib (ee	 - HO
ec	 He rxpeHpa HHKKOO COCTO5M5I B MMpe*,
ora YCMOTPL HTO rlpeKpacHoe.
<.•
14 si yz.iar, TO KaK riosioe peMecrxo, canooe peecsio -
.JlwrepaTypa iee B ce6e xaeca
	 OCTOHHCTBO, ii Boo6ne
eiioeecoe B
	 He yTpaTHnocb.
<..•> HacTosmero siepaopa raxpma OT Hac
xnecTaxoBcxa5l	 MHTM5	 CTOIThHOrO	 teJmeToHHcTa KITH
caoyrioeioro nepejoxa <.. .>. Ecm o6poe,	 CKJThHO H
CTHO B .nHTepaType; ecTb (ya)
	 eCxOI4eIHO B
cTpaaxrnee. TaKoi nepaop - HapoJ}mI y'wrem, T.. TO ,ze,
TO THMK ceimcio imi ropomcxo mxoit.
14 noi<iioicsi eiy... He ce LJHHHqHO Ha PycH. H He BC
UHHH'iHO B JThTepaType.
[0. 1. I: 326-28]
Passages such as these are marked by a nostalgia for an
imagined innocence of rural life that Rozanov knew from his
own experience was not entirely true. In a turnabout from
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his attack on books, his contempt for a simplistic
moralizing or educative role for literature, Rozanov
continues in this mood of imagined innocence, envisaging a
literary transformation of the Russian people: 'JT.iTepaTypa
co6cTBeHHo ecm CTCTBHH5I nIKosra Hapoa, H OH MOT 6im
JIHHCTBHHO H OCTTOHO	 (OIIOD... Ho, KoHeHO, rrpH
yc.n0BHH, JTO BCb Hapoj. wTaeT Bo!y Mip, a MaTrEBY Tpoe
ropbKoro HTIT TOJThKO crreLHa.nHcTEI-mo6HTeJu!.' [0. 1. II:
339] Rozanov claimed that writers could enter into the
lifeblood of their readers and so transform them. He
frequently used images of physical consumption to describe
the effect that writers had on him. The writers that most
deeply affect him are the ones that he digests fully, and
who become a part of his constitution, for example,
Pushkin: 'rIymxHH...	 ero en. Ye	 aem cTpaHHLy, cLeHy;
H nepeiem BHOB: HO 9T0 - ea. Bomrro B MeH, 6eHT B
KPOBH, ocseae Mosr, HCTHT ymy OT rpexoB.' (Smert.:
1361 69 He described his own aims in literature similarly,
as the possibility of effecting an internal transformation
of the reader's most intimate thoughts and feelings. The
invention of print and the increase in literacy meant that
this individual, internal transformation could be achieved
on a scale previously undreamed of. Despite his public
condemnations of the abuse of these innovations, Rozanov
found this opportunity for mass intimacy irresistable:
jeCTBHTeJThHO: ecm rICaTeJIH, KOTOH BXOT B LJTOTb H
XOB oIrecTBa, cTpa}mT; H CTh nHcaTeJlH gJT. flOflOx
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r6m4oTex. 99	 CYIICTBYT J33151 6M6SIHOTeK.
CynecTBoBaHe cKyclHoe, TycKnoe, neaJmHoe. HeBosMocHo H
ripecam ce6e, 'iTO SHa'iHT <CBXOHTb B HSL&* o6necTBa,
'iyBcTBosam, 'iTO Thi nepepa6aTLmaem yx	 6r iire.
ST0 - oco6a. ncHxorIorH., rO.TroBoKpy)PZHTeMBHaR 70
Rozanov's ideal would be to use the potential of print to
activate the 'flesh and blood' of his readers in this way.
Literature could once again become a vital part of people's
lives. The word would regain life as language opened up to
real experience once more. He argued that this could be
achieved by abolishing newspapers and returning people's
concentration to their own lives and thoughts, the true
origin of literature. Indeed he believed that the press was
already losing its power over people's minds:
Bcs Ta HeprMHunca, KOTOPYIC - Toze rIsIpo6neHHyI ye - CYIT
BTOP B	 B HHY)KHEi nepeoBHg&, B yB1e eimeoim
Bce 9TH	 ae Hec'iacT}mte cekqac, BHYflHC 6N x
nOKO, c'iacmBD H OCTOMHCTBY.
1cno KHI4	 cpasy yxecsTepH.nocb 6E1...
Bce opaci 9HHH BO9OCJ1H 6N.
CTam 6& ny'ime rrHcam. 11OBHJIC 6it cmm.
•>
By! 6yiffl
A qHTaTemo - KKO BLmrpun: C YTP8. OH	 sa
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xeiio, CBeT, He	 He orieaJIeHHFz.
Kax eriep OH YHELTIO 6epeTc. a eno, OTB yTpeHHI
cBeyi ymy Ha sarmmee, Ha sarp5I9He}ie, Ha .1rBa}ie
(c'Teirre rae
	
a aeM*), YTOB rna3a, B4aHHe.
Ja: Bce eriep MEt ripiMaecsi e9 BH1MHM5I sa ejio.
OXHO BTO He flOO6HO JTh anKOroJIw3My?
• .>
tieT-laTHasi BOKa. rIpoK.nTa. soy xa. rIpHiu.rro CTO raxo H
Haramt1 y MHS Bo pTy.
[0. 1. II: 367]
M.6. STO K .TIymeMy B fleaTH (neam - 6-a. iepcaBa*),
1TO B	 ero He OCT3JIOCE, KpOMe 4reBanTa*. I 3HHH
B !. Cm! rzepexoxwr K xire .
Rozanov hoped that the printing presses would become
agents of their own end. The power of words in journals and
newspapers would be recognized as illusory. Rozanov
describes a golden age where readers will return to the
original invigorating forces of their lives. The words of
prophecy and song could once more resound, they would no
longer be muffled in the general noise of the press:
rHycHocm ne1aTH, M. 6., 	 .ieeT BJ1HKYI3 H CBTyID,
RYHYK CTOpOHY: 4crIpOXOHT JTHK MTipa cero (JocToescK.) . Hy,
He oeim ene... Ho BOT TO errpoxoø JIHK neaTH - TO
OBOJThHO .BCTBeHHO B	 H HCTHMMOM
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rHymeH ei, K0TO0 saMeiaeTc Bcy. He HTaET. BpocaIDT.
HHKTO Ha ee He CCLtflTC. HHKTO He CTBHT B aBT0pHTeT.
tIpeKpacHoe 060 ,rreHHe KoHKnocB..
• .> K xoHty XX-ro exa norpaci 6yxyT flOBTBC5I
Ha CHOC. <...>
JI1DH CTHYT OflSITE CBO60H:& OT 4cr yueii 6paTMH*, - H M.
6., ora BJaTC$L TaHLeBaTb, YCTPBTB payTH, rIoJu)6sIT
y9HKy, nomO6T o6ew, 6yyT orzsim nI6Hm CBT0 H
HcTocepe1Ho. EyyT CCTJIHBH cepEe9HBI.
116o iip	 4cneaTH* - xoerno, flEM CCTb51 H
cepeocm 4cKaK CBOHX yme He BMam*.
ByxeT OLTB BOr3M0)!(Ha rrponoBe. EyieT CaBoHapoila.
ByeT BosMo(eH An. flaBe.TI.
SopH rrpepacoro i Be.nHKoro.
HoBoe. Bce HoBoe.
[0. 1. II: 516-17]
Eoe: eyen HCTHT BpeM, xora imD	 6yxyr He
opam, a merrTamcs, He 4c1-IHCam cTamM*, a i0CT0 -
m, Mosiam, Hora saxowm K o6eie paoamc THXO
BHy'TpeHHo paocT1o. • 72
Print had promised an incomparable power of influence, by
which even Rozanov had been seduced, but it destroyed man's
spontaneous creative impulse. The ease and power with which
words could be reproduced and conveyed hampered true
thinking, and thus true words:
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TexHKa,	 K IwIne,	 -	 axxa e
EceMoryrrecTBo. Ho oa e ee pa9IaB1Lna. flojlyqKnach
4TexecxasI yma*, flHIflB C MXHH9MOM TBopecTBa, a 6es
BOXHOBH TBopecTBa.
(iTetIa Tb P1 r'yTeH6epr, B cy4e)
[0. 1. I: 218]
ripecca TOflT ymIi. Kax yma 6yeT im, xora ee
rIOCTOHHO qTO-TO pa3Jpo6sI51eT Co CTOPOH&.
[0. 1. II: 366]
Rozanov warned that words had become a marketable and
mechanized commodity, and so lost their true value, unique
to each moment of utterance. People pay more attention to
the deadening words of a newspaper than to the words of a
book, or even of the person next to them. When words deaden
and ossify, when inspiration is replaced by axiomatic
printed phrases, the relations between people also suffer
this loss of life. Rozanov's concern is for the people for
whom words have lost their power:
3aer.t 	em i.iircn, xora o	 BriaeT crioBoM?
sae n.i ycmBaTbcs, ocnapBam, no6eam, xora
rIeIaTHbI CTHOK P3HOCHT BCKO LX CJ1OBO OT rleTep6ypra o
BnaXIBocToxa?
Tora xax o6EIBaTensi ea CJT coce, xaxyi öx OH
rnyoxy	 &cn	 e cxasa.n, -	 He)zHocm,	 nacxy,
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Despite his contempt for contemporary literature and
journalism, Rozanov was not a luddite or retrograde. He did
not, like Fedorov, seek to return to the anonymity of the
Middle Ages, despite his nostalgic evocations. Rozanov was
excited by the possibilities of print, if wary of them. He
had faith in his ability to use the technological
innovations f or a renewal of communication, to overcome
man's distancing. He made use of print and mass publication
to celebrate his individuality, and deny print's supposed
uniformity. Rozanov wanted to prove that individual
characters, trivia and spontaneous emotion had not been
stifled by print, but would proclaim their triumph once
more, by using print to their own advantage. Despite his
condemnation of contemporary life, Rozanov was not a cynic.
He used all his ingenuity to counteract the cynicism of his
time in his writing. He had far more faith in print than he
could admit.
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PART TWO
CHAPTER V: ROZANOV AND THE 'LITERPTtJRNYE IZGNANNIKI'
ryn rieaTHix CTHK0B mi ooro qe.noBe'!ecxoro rojioca.
B 4fliTepaT. T13rHami1Ixax*, no,any, zne xoeTc copaTh
nocneje e.noBeiecKe ronoca. rIoasIy, 9T0 HHCTHKT HuH
(o iix) TpeBora.1
51 rIOH5LTI, T0 B Pocci, 46HT B OflflO3HLHW* - 3HHT
JThD6HTB H YBTB rocyJap, 1T0 4cHTt, 6yHTOBflMKOM* B Pocc
- sHaHT flOTH H 0TCT0Th O6e)HBD, H, HaKoHe, 4rIocTyrrHm,
xaI( CTeHKa PaSHH*. - 9T0	 B MOY MHxaHnoBcKoMy C ero
2 -	 HMeHHHaM&4*.
[0. 1. II: 459]
Rozanov has been claimed as a 'decadent', and at times
accepted this title with a certain ironic pleasure. He has
also been called a 'supreme practitioner' of symbolist
prose. 2 Yet despite his boldness and innovation in writing
and subject, Rozanov believed that he remained true to the
most conservative and Russian tradition, to the isolated
group of thinkers and writers who have been called the
'guardians' of traditional Russian culture. Rozanov called
them the 'literaturnye izgnanniki', referring to their role
as exiles and martyrs in the face of the hegemony of the
prosperous so-called radicals in literary journalism. As
Rozanov wrote in his memoir of Strakhov and Govorukha-
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Otrok:
TeceH B nwrepaype ame pyr 	 OCTKIIXCS ene
BPHBThH saBeTaM, CM&CJly, H YXY 3MJ1H pyccxOH. flpoTHB
M0K0 PCKHHYBHXC po IOTHBHHKOB 9T icyn<a roriix,
9T. riap	 mrrepaTypmrx rêsoB ea	 ee HecxoJmxo
MMeH. rpycTHa cy6a HX.
[Lit. izg.: 457]
Rozanov's first contact with the group of conservative
and Slavophile-inclined writers such as Romanov (Rtsy) and
Shperk, was on his arrival in Petersburg in 1893. However,
he had already expressed his sympathy for the ideas that
these writers were defending in his letters to Strakhov and
Leont'ev, and in the few articles that Strakhov had helped
him to publish, such as 'Zametki o vazhneishikh techeniiakh
russkoi filosofskoi mysli v sviazi s nashei perevodnoi
literaturoi p0 filosof ii', published in the journal Voprosy
filsof ii i psikhologii, which argued for a revival of
Russian philosophy that would go beyond the limits of
rationalism. Rozanov came to see literary activity as a
battle for truth against the insidious effects of the
popular creeds of positivism and nihilism. In a letter of
1891 to Leont'ev, Rozanov confides this sense of common
cause:
3HaeTe, si cera rrpecTaBrxsIx ce6e Bcex Hac, cpaaxMiwxC,
)BffliX ce6e CJTOBO rzo6eiairB H.TIH yepem <...> B BWe
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KPOmetHO 1yFThI, HO oeHr TCH0 cB3aHHo, 1 cera XOTh
pas xoeTcsi B3Ffl5HYT Ha KafCOO cooapina rio OpyCKI).
Bii He cepHTecB, TO 51 ce niiry	 - TO He
110	 0CYIICTBJIHHOMY MHO1O,
	 HO	 110 91&CJIHH0MY K
ocyrgecTBneHMx.
Even when he was associated increasingly with the decadent
movement and publications, Rozanov continued to reassert
his allegiance to the little known writers whom he
believed were the truly original and most talented thinkers
in Russia. In 1912, reflecting on the success of
Uedinennoe, he writes in Opavshie list'ia:
1T0 STO, HeyeJ1H 51 6yy 41HTaeM* (ycriex cYe.*)?
To TOJThKO, TO 4C0 MH0*' qTaet, OCTHYTC51 B
rIaMTM 4 rionya Kaxo-To TM 'cycnex* (MoeT 6Mm HeHyKH)
CTpaxoB, JIeoHmeB, rOBOpyxa 6& OTpoK (He 13aH); M0)T
6Mm, tlui.	 PgM.
4caMoro* - He Ha0,
	 M. 6Lrrr, He cneyeT.
[0. 1. I: 254]
Rozanov makes repeated reference to these writers in
the pages of Opavshie list'ia, referring to himself
together with them as 'we'. He uses them as touchstones for
his own judgements on a range of topics, social, religious
and literary:
<.•.> B xpyre ncje	 amero	 C'm1TaJ1OC	 6H
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HeBe(nBoCTEK B oTHO1neH ya coero HTTh
3a mecm neT J1HOO 3HK0MCTB Co CTpax0BEIM 51 Hi pa3y
He cimnnan ripo3HeceHHn4 9T0 1451. H He rio	 Ho - He
lHXOHT Ha yM*.
To ,ie Pg&, nopeHck, PaThHCK
	 (C. A.):	 xora He
crmixan.
XoTsi, KoHeqHo, ce Han cym ero. Ho:
- Mu ce - TKH ytTIHCE B yHBepCHTeTe.
[0. 1. I: 341]
OSIOB5IHHa51 JnTepaTypa. OsioBsLHmre IiIDtH ee rmmyT.
OJIOB5IHHBX i4TaTene oHa cyrrecTByeT.
Sic i finis.
KoHe c Ho, Ji. ee He
	 LB. He HTaeT. Puu	 ae
TOJThKO An. riaBen	 <Hoe. Bp.*.
3 YMHix HKTO. H si. A ocTaJmmIe - K PTY.
(0. 1. II: 517-18]
Rozanov seeks reassurance in the fact that there are others
like him, wary of the most popular currents of contemporary
literature and criticism. He argues that there is an
alternative to the radical criticism that is based on a
simplistic approach to social progress and improvement, but
this depends on people recognizing the complexity of the
individual mind, its anomalous behaviour and irrationality.
It is a view of the human mind not as a chain of mechanical
reactions but as an unpredictable 'soul', that responds to
areas of knowledge that are beyond what can be rationally
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classified. Dostoevskii had shown this in his work, and his
arguments had been echoed in essays, articles and asides by
Govorukha-Otrok, Giliarov-Platonov, I. F. Romanov (Rtsy),
and others who were associated with the 'izgnanniki'. These
writers all begin from a shared denial of the supremacy of
reason as a way to truth. They allude to less definable
phenomena, such as the 'hidden' movements of soul or heart,
the 'unclear' instincts, that they believed, following
Dostoevskii, were a powerful motivation for human
behaviour. They indicated the religious instinct of man as
the focus for these unclear and illogical energies that
could not be contained by intellectual systems.
Govorukha-Otrok clearly echoes Dostoevskii's Zapiski iz
podppl'ia in his attack on radical faiths in the article
'Zametki o progresse i tsivilizatsii', published in Russkoe
obozrenie. 4
 He writes of the new faith in 'the
multiplication table' that has replaced faith in God:
Bce o	 -	 iam reren.HLIET, H
	 coLHarrHcm, i am
peBonBDLHoHepH. .. .BCe OHH XOTST npoHsHecT:	 lrOcI1OXH
r1oMany!*, a MOI'YT rIpHrIOMHHT!, TOJIEKO TJTHLY yHOeHH, TO
ecm orwecxas BLrK.naIca,	 rrogm cee cByo
3HE,	 6OpOTEC C 9TOcI H9HED, C YXOM 9TO
H3HH.
As well as protesting against the mechanistic reduction of
the human soul to a predictable sum of reactions, these
writers saw the faith in positivism or nihilism itself as
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having a 'psychological' cause remote from the claims of
objective necessity. Giliarov-Platonov argued that nihilism
was a pathological social phenomenon, a mental illness, and
a frustrated reaction to the hypocrisy and spiritual
inertia of social organization, '1rHm	 ecm oynee
BOflH pyccxoro eJ1oBeKa' •6 Govorukha-Otrok anticipates
Rozanov's thought, particularly Rozanov's late articles on
the revolution, 7 in his analysis of the superficial and
'literary' revolutionary faith that was an attempt to cover
over the abyss of spiritual life:
Hama 4cpeBonxn* - siiee ncHxoJ1orecxoe, 	 TC).JmKO, a e
COLJThHO xax B 3anaHo EBporle. Ham
yepoasmi B 9s1oJeicTBo> 6oiiee, Tax cxasam, mTepaTypHo,
TaK(e rrHTepaTypHo, xax am KOHCPBTOPH BPYIOT B CBOH
xoHcepBaTM, Ham nT .I6epaJmI B CBOi JIW6epa.JU!3M, M, HaxoHeL,
HfflH	 OCOLI B CEOJO KnOCOnO. Bce 9T0 y HC He P9Y3ThTT
opraecxoro npoecca )K3Hr4, a pesyima ICTOTN ymeBHo,
KOTOPYID Hao eM-H16yrb HarrornTE .
Both Govorukha-Otrok and Giliarov-Platonov emphasized that
the entrenched habits and idiosyncrasies of human behaviour
could not be easily dismissed from human thought. They
criticized the liberal intelligentsia for condemning
popular rural traditions as a 'predrazsudok", which
Govorukha-Otrok claimed was the word used to attack
anything beyond this intelligentsia's rational and
simplistic comprehension:
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<...>	 B HHOM ecripepa9cyKe ropao 6onBme 	 icn,
YBCTB H rIO93MH, eM BO BCeX HHTeILnMreHTax, BS5TDC
BMCT<...>.
lenoBex, coxpaHHBuxrk eiie co6pa3 H noo6He, 0CTBHC5I
eJ1oHeKoM, a	 e rIpeBpaTHBIMC. B	 xyicny,
XBHL1MYE	 4rlporpecca H L BH.IIH9aLJHH*, Taxo erIoBeK
He 0TCT HHOO ripepascyta a BCRD I'HKJIYBD H IXflYR
4(KyJmTypy* .
Giliarov-Platonov likewise emphasized that traditions and
received ideas were the central source of a culture and
language's vitality: 'MHp TOJThKO H )HBT npeXpa3cyKaMH,
TOJThKO	 H	 <...> MHp 31)KHT B rrpeIxpa3cyxxax,
O6UeHTHe xepcsi o6ErclaeM H XOM1 rIOHSITM5MH,
xpaar.ic Mey flOf B 5I3LtK H B ripeenax J1HTPTYPH H
13HH. ' 10
Despite his challenges to the Orthodox Church and his
impassioned attacks on Christ, Rozanov remained very drawn
to the world of such traditional Orthodox belief, sustained
in words and customs rather than catechism. He preferred
the company of uneducated, slightly comical, slightly weak
and sinful country priests to that of zealous academic
theologians or philosophers. His house was often full of
such men, who would have made a sharp contrast to visiting
aristocratic decadents such as Zinaida Gippius and Dmitrii
Merezhkovskii, with their earnest attempts at transcendence
of the flesh and metaphysical erotic fusion. Rozanov valued
the long established customs that were a popular part of
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Orthodox tradition, the holy days and feast days that were
a powerful part of provincial life. His attention is drawn
by physical details, and homely objects, which have a
sacred sense for Rozanov, far greater than abstract
theological debate:
MHoro ecm rrpexpacoro B Pocc, 17-oe oKTsr6p.,
KOHCTHTyL1H, xax CIIiT MBaH tIaBxxNq . Ho .rryme cero B
rioHeeJrbHx a6pam co.neHE	 y 3ah.eBa <. . .>.
rpy	 KaK!e-To Bpoe	 notKoB,	 YCHHK - parzoea Ha
apeimxax <.•.> H o6pa3LI KanycTN. H HHTH 6esr&x rpH6oB Ha
K005K BepH.
H Haj gBepio 6oimmoi o6pa3 Criaca, c ropne anao.
flonHoe rrpaBocilaBHe.
<..
B tmcT flOHJThHHK rpH6H1e H pN6mte .naBxH flBLI B
ToproBrie, riepe B cxciie H aze B HCTOpML4. rpH6HasI TzaBxa
B tThCTLIM IOHJThHHK paBHs!eTc.g Siyme CTHHL8 KJThDqeBcXoro.
(rzepB	 ,r(eHb BeJIPIKOFO TIOCTa)
(0. 1. I: 179-80]
Rozanov's writing is a celebration of the details and
objects of this fallen and physical world. He describes the
lighting up of churches at Easter in his childhood in
Kostroma as a celebration of man's ability to bring heaven
to earth, and describes the return home from the Easter
service:
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•.> TTT Ha t1CTO cKaTepTø, rio casiceTxaN!, 6j1aroyxaT
KyJIMLI, riacxa ii Kpac}mr 	 nui. floHecemB HOC K KY31WY
(pe6eHxoM 6r1r.n) - paIcir 9arlax. Ax, KK BCe xopomo!	 KaK
xopomo, TO CTb Bepa,	 KaK xopomo, TO oHa - C Kyfl181,
nacxo, sILaML1, c ropigrn.i Ha KOI1OKOIIEH5X rLflOmKaM <.. •>
C CBOiM JOMKOM.* <. • .> a, KK xopoma penr B 3ByKax, B
IcpacKax, B BDKeHH5Lx, C HKOHa, C 6OflttIM 	 errpeeo
MKOH	 <. . .>. 11
This evocation of provincial religious ceremony is very
similar to Govorukha-Otrok's childhood memories, which
informed his defence of the tradition of decorating houses
and villages with flowers, leaves and birch trees on
Trinity Sunday:
Y6paHHMe 33iHBR LBeTai OM, y6paHHa 9efleHK 0 LBTN
LepKoBb, ene o BeTEt, noorxarxoe B 	 Ha 5LPKOM
BCHHOM CO31He o6siaKax KaojmHoro m.ia, - o M&,	 B
ripasa&x flTITb0LX c	 B pyxax... ELtno BO BCM
tITO-TO ocoeHHoe, TaOHcTBeHH0e-rxo9TotIecxoe, Ha.riarannee CBOIO
rzea	 Ha BCD ErmeBHyIO	 3Hb 12
The publication of private correspondences with
footnotes, or fragments and aphorisms in journals, were the
characteristic genres amongst these writers. It is ironic
that men who were seen as reactionaries, by carrying on
their essentially religious tradition of enquiry, made
literary innovations. Their use of aphorism and
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conversational address to the reader, and 'montages' of
quotations, extracts from letters, and reactions to these
letters in footnotes, contrasted with the more traditional
forms of literary exposition of the radicals, and proved
more modern. Rozanov argued that this was because the
radicals had grown indifferent in their success, and lacked
the stimulus of fresh enquiry. In an article on Leont'ev he
describes the situation that he and his fellow writers
sought to counteract: '1TaeJm 6nrvaiuiHx TYPMOB 6Lm
caMoJoBosmm JlH6epanH3M i-ian, 31HTepaTypHr1i, HO 3TM aice
 B Te HH OH 6wii
BcecHrreH' .' Rozanov repeatedly uses images of the
battlefield to describe the situation of the conservative
writers and the triumph of the liberals:
fflTypMy1o1Ie - B ycriexe: 3HHT mypyeie B oTqaHH. Toexa
HUiHX rIeperoBopoB, H CTpaX, H peora MO5I, HaKOHeL,
(<HeyMeHe pacriopamci erai H TflHTOM* BMTKJThi
Toro, TO . BXOHJ1 B rOriO.rHy1O Kpenocm, CTeI KOTOpO
paspymeHil, rapso riasi,
	
B KOTOO BOO6rre MO)!CHO 6ELJIO
TOJThKO yepem C ronoy, 6L1m y6Hmm4, HJIH sa6oriem i
yepe OT ropi.
[Lit. izg. : 271, n.h
In his 1915 Mimoletnoe, Rozanov even describes the
radical hegemony in literature as a torture chamber, in
which hidden literary talents had been 'buried alive':
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PaiKamT Ham noann	 ce 6sraropoJHoe, sa 50 i-ier.
OHH 3aMaJrHBasrH*, KaK 6yTO BTOO He 6ELJIO, Kax 6yTO 9T0
He pox(raJIocb.	 HT <<HcT0pHH pyccKo JlHTepaTypM>), a ec
*HCTop	 amero rrpecTynneH>>.
.> B TMHOM o6WecTBe, xax B 3MHOM riorpe6e, o
rmrran siytnnx moe <. . .> B aepe IThITOK BHT51FHBICT c.imr
• .> HUIM rrpexpacHNN, HfflHM iimmi, Ham 6naropoH11M
4cyMLaM)), - OT OoeBcKoro jo CTpaxoBa. UeJmr ps sacHBo
I0XOOHHH1DC • 14
Rozanov describes the contrasting fates of figures
from the two camps in the second book of Opavshie list'ia:
K cuie - Bce IHCTT, c cno (B cose c Helo) - Bce
6esorlacHo: H BOT HCTOPHST HWrMnHSMa, HJIH ToWHee, }mrHrrHcToB
B Poccr.iH.
CTOHT CPBHHTT TYCKJIyK, sarHaHHyIo, <rxe-To B yronxy*
CTpaxoBa, y KOTOOO He 6ELno HHor3a UenOTK
	 asr,
TO6LI SaBapHTE ero npme.runeMy rIPM5LTeJIIO S
 - C myMHo,
mLIpOKOM, MOryrreCTBeHHok )iH5HbIO lepHEmeBcKoro H 3o6poflio6oBa
• .> CTOHT CPBHHTb anKy10 flOJTyKHSHb, )KHSHb KaK ecacme
i rope, - KOH. JIeOHTheBa H FanspoBa-ITInaToHoBa, C )I(MSHEIO
srTepaTypHoro araa ErIarocBeTrIoBa (4çtesIo>>) , , HaKoHeL, -
)KH9H	 flawreneeBa,	 B	 nariaito	 KoToporo	 co6pasioc
lcrepLeHoBcKoe O mecTBo> (1910-1911 r.) c ero 6oriee ei
CoTHelo rocTei- tLrreHoB, c )KMSH1O <BacmHsI BacHJ1EeBrta H
BapBapw MHTpHeBHTI>>, C re H BHOBHM sa amo 	 TO6M
rIOHMTB, TO HHMflHCThI H OTpHLaTe.TIN Pocc	 BHO oraranHcB,
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rte 4cpaKH 3HMyIOT>>, i no6eai K 3oJIoTy, no6eianH K YOMY
CEiITHOMY CTOflY, fl)KflH K toporHM BHHM <...>. HHrHnH3M
)BHO mie fl5ITKH y 6o1'aTorO - BOT B eM eJiO; HHHJ1WM
CTB rrpHx.fleóaTeJTh y 3HTHOO - BOT B eM To)!ce resio.
[0. 1. II: 457-58]
In a letter to Gor'kii of 1912, Rozanov reproaches him for
his misunderstanding of the situation. He demands how he,
as a man of the Russian people, can support the radicals
who have betrayed Russia:
SHaeTe rri BEt )zW3HE CTpaxoBa H. H.?	 aee flH BE!
zH3Hb KOH. fleoHmeBa? <. •.> H ero )!YHflHCTHK TaKe
asma H rtorpe6aiia* rIpOCTO OT TOrO, v-ITO OH H OTKCH OT
Pocc1H H He rio6ecan 3a HeMeLKo-eBpecKoH coian-
eMoKpaTHeM.
A BE! flHfflT, TO cTpaaJmuaMH>> 6ELJTH IIeJpHH 1.
MixaJ1oBcxHH. flo.TIH0Te: CTOHT KaKo-To yxac o6MaHa, H BE! Bor
3HaeTe 9aeM c CBo6oHo ymoI H c 6HorpaHek tenoBeKa i3
HapoJa, noruiemc sa KonecHHLe, KOTOP5L BKfl H BHT BCe
6exHoe, Bce ecTHoe, BC He caBaBmeec. KaTKOBa
HcIcJrIoa1o: OH - He 3HIO 'KOMy 6paT*, HO OH H Hffl, He t. i
roopio 0 rMn5lpoHe-rLnaToHoBe, CTpaxoBe, KOH. fleoHTbeBe
(rIotTH H TOflKO!), o roBopyxe-Opoxe... CKaiKHTe, KaIule
HecqacTHeHbxHe>> ?TH MHXaHJIOBcKMH,	 Hor KOTOOI'O 6ELna BC5
POCCHS!, H Ue)pHH, KOTOPOI'O xocoro B3IL	 periean JIOpMC-
MenoB 15
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In an article written for Russkoe slovo, Rozanov
writes that it is the peculiarity of Russia that the most
valuable words and conversations are spoken in obscurity,
by chance, and are not given authorized approval and
publication:
rue-To B I1OTMKX saxonycTBeB, B 6e3BeCTH0cTH, B
a neperopoKo>>, xya IocToeBcxø rioerran HHT1HI
6ecej& cBoc repoe (Anema H HBaH KapaMaoBH, BepcKnoB H
ero no6ot	 cram - B <rIojpocTKe*) . Bcera TO B Pocc	 -
cnya, BcerJa - 6e3 1onytieH <(o61IecTBeHHoro HaeHM*.
BOT eiie OCO6eHHOCTb Poccr: ce CBHHCK0e HerrpeMeHHO nOSIY'HT
y Hac <o6rrecTBeHHoe sHaieHe*, a oporoe, rlpeKpacHoe,
BO3BEflI!HHO - YMPT B 6e3BecTHocTH.'6
Rozanov argues that the public and popular history of
Russian literature, and particularly of its literary
critics, illuminates all that is noisy and ostentatious,
whereas the true history of Russian thought and writing is
quiet, contemplative, and hidden:
fleaJmH1I H SrIYTHLT H&fflH O6IIeCTBeHHETe H MCTOPMCKH
ena... Bcera riepeo oio rwricoa MacKa noxo1Horo amero
jiocoa H KPHTHK H. H. CTpaxoBa - caa c nero B rpo6y.
H ora B3Fyi&B1O Ha TO rmtO 'eJ1oBeKa, ripomemero B
)!H3HH ame xaxoio-To TeHEIO, a e peaJThHOCTbIO, - TOJTbKO OT
TOrO OHOrO, TO OH H myMe.n, He KpHtaJL H arHTHpOBaJI, He
o6riaji, a ceir THXO H THXO ncan KHHrH, - Y MHM yma
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MYTHTCSi...
Cyxa KOHCTaHTHHa J1eoHTeBa H FOBOpYXH-OTpOKa...
H CKOJThKO TaIc1.IX. I1OHCTTr!He <. • .> <<rrporpecc Haffl*
coBepmMi-ic5I rrp €Hel-rpeMeHHoM Tpe60BaHHH>> <. • .> 'tTO6I c5BLTIH
y6paHlr <<c rrIa3 josiot BCe C 3ayMHBOCTB,
1ThITJmBOCT, C OFJKO Ha ce6si H o6cTo5TeJThcTBa.
C cTapoi nlo6oBEIo 	 cTapo porLHHe..
[0. 1. I: 338-39]
Rozanov was drawn to these writers as he claimed to
be drawn to anything 'injured' or 'neglected', to the meek
and forgotten existences in a noisy and attention-seeking
modernity, but he also recognized the rich source of their
writings that made them stand apart with a rare depth and
individuality from the repetitive mediocrity of most of
contemporary literature. Despite being grouped together as
'exiles' and 'conservatives', each was alone in his
individual task of thought and self-exploration. Thus they
are lonely thinkers, isolated both in their social position
and in their daily work. Dmitrii Mirsky shares Rozanov's
view that the obscure conservatives harboured the most
original intellectual talents of the time. He wrote in his
History of Russian Literature: 'only a small minority of
thinking people - but among them perhaps the most
independent, original, and sincere minds of the day -
showed a critical attitude towards the dogma of agnosticism
and democracy, and strove towards a creative revival of
Christian	 and	 national	 ideas.	 <...>	 independent
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conservative writers <...> had to struggle against general
indifference and its consequences, unemployment and
poverty. 17
In a handwritten note to Strakhov's letters, Rozanov
compares the situation in which these men were writing to
the persecution of the early Christians under Diocletian or
Nero, he writes of Strakhov as a transfigured 'Christian
and philosophical' martyr.' 8 Aware that he was more
worldly, and more of an active operator in literary and
journalistic politics than they, he wrote that he wanted
literary success only if it would make their names more
famous as well:
B 1M Moe OTJ	 B rm1TepaType?
B JeSTeJThHOCTH Toro €iamero HanpaBneHM*.
Bee, flmslpoH-rIJIaToHoB, KMpeeHCKe, X0M5IK0B, AKcaKOBET,
6LrrH rip xpacoe JfflH i rrry6He MEICfl4 xax-To
6e3esiTejmH&, He MBLT. Bce - iumie paccy,K,raIonw1e O6rIoMoBLI
.> Bce c	 OflOBO!	 63 Hor. H x, 6erumix,
3TOI1TJ1H	 EenHHcx,	 HeKpacoB,	 repT4eH,
lepHlmleBcI.
Y epiuuecxoro 6mo 5 Hor.
CYTb MeH. B TOM, 1TO y MeH. TO)(e BIOCJ1O (<5 Hor>> <. . .>
Moe <rxpexpacHoe>> B TOM, TO 	 noiio6ui TX TiX4X I ML4JTNX
<.•.> parnen, TO om riepe 110	 B Pocc. H
ripino>in cBoe	 51TJ1EHO	 X4TPO nneo x ix ycriexy* .
The enthusiasm with which Rozanov defended these writers
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stems not so much from the fact that he shared their fate,
but rather that they represented an ideal of purity in
relation to their own writings that he perhaps felt in
danger of losing. He was aware of his own wiliness
(khitrost'), that allowed him to exploit and maximize the
potential of publication in a way that was uncharacteristic
of these writers, but he also knew that his urge to publish
and the ease with which he found a successful literary
style perhaps threatened values that were bound up in
slowness and quiet. In Uedinennoe, he contrasts his
literary success with the obscurity of Rtsy and Shperk, yet
asserts that the friendship and respect of these men gives
him far more pleasure than his best reviews:
Tpex ioe s BCTPTMJ1 yee
	 BepHee, apoBHTee,
opHrHHanEHee, caMo6LrrHee ce6si: fllriepxa, Pr&
	 n-ro. <. .
MX C.flOB, M&CnH, cy)KxeHH., caie KopoTeHbxHe, ocemasz
acTo reiiyio MMOB1O o6rxacm. Bce 6LUIH flOTM crIaBHc4Hn&, HO
B CYTIHOCTH - He CJ1&BLHOtMJThI, a oHHoKH, <<s>>. . . <. •
Ho	 ce	 rzepemcneHm	 s	 en npeMyuecTBa
XHTPOCTM (pyccKoe <<ce6si Ha yMe*) H, MO)I(T 6ITB, OT 9TOO He
rlor'Mó (smTepaTypHo) , xax	 ecacimre (HeyatnixH*)
<.••>. CpaBHwreJmHo C <<PL&* H fflrlepKoM, KK O6IUMPHO
paepynac MO5L .rrwrepaTypHa. JeTeL1mHoCm, CKOJThKO ye
MtHO	 Ho a BCIO MOJO )KH9H HHKKM neaie OT3EIBLt,
HMKKM	 MpaM6rI (B TO	 ce ne'aTM) He JJIH
	 ie 9TO
CrIOxOHO!, xopome rOpOCTH, KK py)K6a H (s yBcTBoBa.rr)
yaee (oT ifirlepRa - H IHO60BE) 9THX TpeX nore.
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Ho xaoa cy.za mTepaTypEI: oero OHH TK He
3HaMeHWmI, oTBeprHymI, sa6rrr&?
[Ued. : 109-10]
Rozanov wrote of his own need to write for many
different journals of different views, and under many
pseudonyms, but he described this as an intellectual fate
rather than, as he would have argued for the other literary
exiles, the only means of survival. 20 The lack of
recognition showed itself also in the titles of works: for
example, Rozanov's articles on Leont'ev 'Neuznannyi
fenomen' and 'Neotsenimyi urn' echo the title of Sharapov's
book about Giliarov-Platonov, Neopoznannyi genii. 2' All
underlined a sense of undeserved obscurity.
Rozanov sought to publish a series of books of letters
from these men, together with his own commentaries and
footnotes, as a tribute to their quiet labour. He outlines
this in his second book of Opavshie list'ia and in
M±moletnoe. In Opavshie list'ia, the proposed collection is
to contain letters from Rtsy (I. F. Romanov), Shperk,
Florenskii and Tsvetkov as well as Strakhov's letters,
which were actually published in the way that Rozanov
intended, together with letters from Govorukha-Otrok, as
Literaturnye izgnanniki in 1913.22 Rozanov cites for
publication in this series Leont'ev's and Rachinskii's
letters, with his own footnotes. Rozanov describes the
photographs that he would include with the letters. As in
Opavshie list'ia, photographs are to be included which
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emphasize personal, domestic intimacy, often of the writers
with their families. In Mimoletnoe of 1915, Rozanov lists
the volumes that he wants to follow his edition of Strakhov
and Govorukha-Otrok: vol.11 - Kuskov and Leont'ev, vol.111
- Rachinskii and Rtsy, vol.IV - Shperk and Tsvetkov, vol.V
- Mordvinova.23
The publication of Leont'ev's and Rachinskii's letters
in Russkii vestnik and the book of Strakhov's and
Govorukha-Otrok's letters, remained the full extent of this
project, which, together with Rozanov's footnotes and
commentaries, would have yielded much valuable knowledge
about the more obscure figures in Russian writing at his
time. Rozanov believed that the edition would be
successful, even proposing the commissionning of an
engraving of the philosopher Shperk on his deatithed, in the
confidence that this could be financed by sales. However,
as Sukach notes, even the letters that were published were
not popular, the 1913 Literaturnye iz gnanniki did not sell,
it demanded too rarified a literary taste and interest.24
As noted already in Chapter IV, the most striking
formal innovation in these collections of letters was that
of the extensive footnotes which Rozanov virtually made a
genre of its own. The footnotes themselves contain entire
disquisitions on the evils of the press, the corruption of
government, and past literary polemics. Rozanov's remarks
often have the immediacy of n instant reaction to the
situation, but maintain the authority of hindsight. The
tone is extremely conversational, both ruminatory and
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exclamatory. Thus even in the intimate and homely context
that Rozanov sets there is a space for polemic, for
engagement with contemporary political debate. As in the
opavshie list'ia genre, what seems to be ostensibly a
personal and intimate questioning makes use of its very
intimacy to grapple with current political issues, to
attack contemporary figures and vested interests. In the
opavshie 1±st'ia, the dialogue is with himself, but in the
letters published in Literaturnye iz gnanniki, Rozanov
creates a dialogue with the other writer's thoughts, as
well as with his own. As well as using the footnote to
express political views, Rozanov makes the other's
reflections the occasion of his own self-revelation to the
reader, in both philosophical and autobiographical detail.
Rozanov claimed that his own writing, despite its
novelty and challenge to literary tradition, was motivated
by the same values that he saw these writers as sharing.
Together with a respect for the Russian Orthodox tradition,
this also meant a certain way of living and writing.
Rozanov praised these writers' love of silence, solitude,
old books and friendship in the ancient sense as spiritual
exchange, in the intimate context of letter writing or
private conversations. He found in them a community bound
by implicit shared values, experience, and tradition. These
were values that could not always be spoken. The power of
silence and intonation for Rozanov, discussed in the first
part, was exemplified for him in these writers. Rozanov
emphasizes the importance of the communication of thought
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that takes place in silences and in the tones of voice when
talking with these writers. He continually speaks of his
conversations with them as having a power and vitality that
could not be imitated in print. Unlike the radicals, for
whom the important thing was fame and publication, he
argues that these writers valued private conversations
about sacred and often 'inexpressible' themes. He describes
an intense mutual understanding, beyond words, in his
conversations with the young philosopher Shperk:
Oco6eI-rnocTb 6ece& c HHJ4 sasnoanac B TOM, TO OHa cnyna
KK 6N rIpoosDKeHHeM, TOJThKO
	
JThHMflM	 BH!(HHM
Cy6'beKTHBHO	 ame	 cH3HH,	 TO He YBCTBOBJ1OCb BOBC
HwxaxO	 BHemHei	 nperpaj&,	 KoTopa.	 saeparra 6rt
HeI-IOHHMaHHeM HJIH
	 OTHOfflHHM gamy ICJIB, KK H
O6PaTHO BM YBCTBOBflH ce6si He 3anIHneHHHM, He 3aKpITIITh4 OT
ero .micii	 c.rrOBa. EBa 3B3LIBfl5I pasroBop, IcaK
aepasmie i cera saepaione YCIIOBM	 rrs amero -
aepaim&e He B B1ICTBHHOM TOJIBKO crcrie <. • .> xy.tla-TO
flporIaaIIH, H OTKPHBaJIOCE HCTOe YMCTBHHO HuH HPBCTBHHO
o6IIeJiHe 25
Rozanov was attempting to do in print what he
described as the crucial shortcoming of the 'literary
exiles', to make published work speak with the resonance,
vitality, and asides of a private conversation. He sought
readers who would respond with the same implicit
understanding as he experienced in the presence of these
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writers. Rozanov makes clear that for many of these writers
it was diffucult to acquire a publishable style. He
describes the fate of Shperk, the young philosopher, whose
conversation was compelling and yet whose writing was
almost unreadable: 'MHe, B c .my yKa3aHHoro HeXOCTaTKa, OH
xaanc IOTPHHEM 3.TI nNTepaTypLl, MJ1 T0Hee - K3JIC He
Ha&reHHEni, He OTKPITLU He OTKHBM&M Hee, ripH BCM
6oraTcBe CBOHX MEIcnek.' 26
 The theme of the disparity
between literary style and profundity of thought is
recurrent in Rozanov's writing. Those who have much to
write about may not be able to write: 'ecm moM C BJ1K!Mi
HO 6e3 CJIOB; i CTb moH C 6ora!mm.1 cnoBa4H, HO
KOTOPLI PDX.TICB 6es TeMI' •27 Rtsy, Rozanov believes, had
the power of an Old Testament figure in his spoken words,
but this spontaneity was not conveyed in print:
Pg&i Bce 6eraeT a BoroM, Bce TOTC no Bore	 roopwr
nynme MOnHTBr, aiue sHaeT p (B ce6e, B yme)
YBN: .nHTepaTypHO STO flOTM H! B	 He BupaMnoC. OH
ncan TOJIBKO o6 ee, o PoccMr	 iorja 06 OTLX LepKBL4.
Tenep, 6emr, yMornK.
[0. 1. II: 4991
As already indicated, the voice is very important for
Rozanov. It is a guarantee of the emotional and
intonational context of meaning, vital for this religious
tradition of philosophical enquiry. Rozanov focuses on the
voices of Strakhov, Leont'ev and Shperk, he records the
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passing spoken words of Rtsy and Florenskii, using
quotation marks, as though directly spoken, in a bid to
preserve as closely as possible their individual voices in
print. These are frequently set within the context of the
physical surroundings and circumstances in which the
conversation takes place and which forms the background of
the intonation. Such details are particulary important in
characterizing the 'literary exiles' and the specifically
Russian context of their conversations, which took place in
the intimacy and privacy of small flats in St Petersburg
and Moscow. Rozanov was seeking less to preserve the
printed sum of these writers' published ideas, than to
catch the living, passing voices, to allow his readers to
sense their warmth and tone. Thus he describes listening
sleepily to Shperk reading his poem:
A Irlrxepx BCe TM e MysmaJmmm.1, BHKIOttHM B ymy
ro.riocoM tmrasr Lyma MO5D (rxoMa era B 6e.rrErx cTr4xax)
- BN qHTaiTe, eop EyapoBw, a no.ney, cKa3aJ .
H B 1THMØ era - BC LLUO n0aTHO, ICK B pasroopax ero -
BCe rIOHTHO. Ho ora cai ero	 aein no-rleqaTHoMy -	 ero
He noiiaemr.
51 BcTa.n. OH yJmT6Hy.nc. OH mKora Ha MH$I He cepMnc,
3Ha, TO 51 HNKO	 He 3XOY era o61LteTB. H MET IOfflJ14 flTb
[0. 1. I: 238]
The 'literary exiles' are seen as the last human voices,
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amidst the constant noise of the railways and printing
press. Rozanov was characteristically exploiting the
potential of these latest technological advances in a bid
to make these fragile but profound voices heard, just as he
printed his own work, while claiming it to be a manuscript,
or 'whispers'. Rozanov asks the reader to pay attention to
the individual 'tone' in which these letters are written.
He appeals to his reader's 'ear' for the writing, over any
logical analysis or desire for information.
Rozanov's publication of his letters from these
'literary exiles' was an attempt to give the reader access
to the private conversations on 'ultimate questions' that
are not those of the newspaper sheet or latest radical
debate. The physical setting is evoked as though Rozanov is
bringing the reader into the private studies and
apartments, shutting out the noise of the public area of
debate. As in the opavshie list'ia, this is done in a tone
of persuasive intimacy:
fleaTaeM iiwe rIcMa 3JIOTC5L COBCM B pyro ToHe;
- c pyr tIYBCTBOM, B pyro uaNepeHM. HCTOpH. - yMorrK.na.
noua	 - HeT; ynN - HeT. BPB KI1KO 3arlepTa. ropP!T
capasr pyccxa cBeca, ae ea JTI CTeapHOBa5L CaM $1 B
TYJ1X	 rOCT MOH B TytflSX. TyT - €MLD>; H TO - <<HamH
rn1cbMa, re iir criop.i, pyraeMcsi, Jno6yeMc	 pyr pyro .nw
rio xpae epe si nIo6yIocb CBOMMH KOppeCflOHeHTaM.
ILit. izg.: ix-x]
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The intimate setting, in slippers and dressing gown, is
Rozanov's ideal image for what he most values in
literature, thus he praises the merits of Barsukov's book
about Kostomarov and Maikov, 'i .iw y ce6.	 B xanaTe, i
B xanaax Ke XO)T OKO.TIO Hac napHace-noT H TK
BOflHOBBfflHC51 HCTOpHK' •28 In Opavshie list'ia, Rozanov
contrasted his sacred aims in writing with their threatened
betrayal in the literary arena:
• a ej no cyrrecTBy-To - Eox'e! Boce! - B yme MoeH
BH0 CTO$LTI MoHacTErpb.
Heye.Tm1	 e H)KH 6ir.na nnoar ?
Epppp...
[0. 1. I: 112]
The 'literary exiles' represented the 'monastery' that was
for Rozanov a refuge from the public meeting place of
literary politics and publication.
RTSY
This and the next two sections look at individual writers,
Rtsy, Strakhov and Leont'ev, who were in very different
ways, 'exiles' and influential figures for Rozanov, while
the final section of the chapter looks a Solov'ev, who,
though not an 'exile', was still perceived by Rozanov as a
victim of fashionable radicalism, and at odds with his
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time. All four had correspondences with Rozanov.
The first 'Rtsy' (Ivan Fedorovich Romanov) 29 is less
well known than Strakhov or Leont'ev, who were 'literary
exiles' of an older generation. Rozanov intended that Rtsy
should be second in the Literaturnye izgnanniki series.30
He is chosen as the most important example of the 'literary
exiles' and close friends from within Rozanov's own
generation whose letters he sought to publish in the
series, which also included Govorukha-Otrok, Shperk,
Tsvetkov and Florenskii. 3' In his introduction to the
publication of Rtsy's letters to Rozanov, Ivask remarks,
'CyrEecTBeHHo, TO TOT	 PO3aHOB',, xax ero 1HOI'J
HaLman, oaan HKOTOO BJ1MH Ha 46OflBmOrO
Po9aHoBa.' 32 Rozanov himself claimed that Rtsy was one of
only three writers (the others being Shperk and
Florenskii), whom he considered more original and talented
than himself, 33 and he probably considered himself closest
to Rtsy. Rtsy's affirmed Orthodoxy and his persistent
attempts to convince Rozanov to recognize his own Orthodox
and Slavophile inheritance impressed Rozanov. He admired
Rtsy's combination of physicality and spirit. He notes
Rtsy's constant prayer to God. 34 Rozanov praised Rtsy's
indifference to contemporary journalism and asserted that
Rtsy's only reading was St. Paul and Novoe vremia.3S
Rtsy's letters to Rozanov are full of recognizable
themes from Rozanov's later writings. He describes the
collaborative hegemony of nihilist journalists and the
state censorship, 3' the difficulties of publishing original
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work, the insidious power of the printing press, the
dullness and lack of talent in contemporary life, as well
as the importance of understanding sex as a religious
act, 37 and the value of thoughts that defy verbal
expression. Rtsy anticipates a Rozanovian theme when he
writes of the superior power of speech to words in print.38
His insistence on his ostracism from literature probably
helped to formulate Rozanov's defiant campaign for the
recognition of the 'literary exiles' The excitement of
the tone of his letters is at times similar to Rozanov's
description of his discovery of Leont'ev. He speaks of his
deep hunger for mutual understanding. In an early letter to
Rozanov, Rtsy describes his own anticipation on receiving
Rozanov's letter: 'tpesBTiahioe 3HatleHMe, KOTOPO npaasi
PLW Ha3BaHHoMy, TK CTPCTHO O,KHMOM	 TaIcoBa
aa gymø ero ripo6pecm 6paTa rIO yxy CTOJTh Hace.neHHo
riycmmi exa cero.. Rozanov similarly noted the
intensity of shared understanding in a hostile intellectual
climate:
C Pg& i'.mi noani pyr pyra c 1/2 crioBa, C aexa HO OH
6im 6ey eH, xaic .i s,	 He HY)KH B I.ipe*, cax i i (ce6
'qyBcTBoBayr) . BOT 'ra <<HeHy)KHOCTb>>, <<OTmBHHyTOCTE* OT MiIpa
Y)KCHO coeIHsIeT,	 I <<cTpamHo	 ce cpay CTaHOBMTC5
rIOHMTH1m>>;	 flIOEI He H CJIOBaX CTHOBTC5! 6paTE.
[0. 1. I: 175]
In 1892 Rtsy published a book of short and aphoristic
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reflections called Listopad, originally intended for
publication as individual 'notebooks', 4 ' that anticipates
and may have influenced the title and format of Opavshie
list'ia. 42
 He also edited and published the journal
Letopisets, which lasted only for the year 1904. In its
introductory statement, the journal claimed to be seeking
a synthesis of faith and knowledge: 'fleTonrceI <...> BepøT
B BO3MO)KHOCTH rimpooro CHTe3a BepM .i 9HaHH.r,	 CT1CKX
yrioBaHr cepa
	 rrøc CKaH	 Benio coMHeBaIorreroc
payMa' The journal gave a great deal of space to the
publication of letters; the serialization of Giliarov-
Platonov's letters to Rtsy together with Rtsy's footnotes
adopts the form set by Rozanov in his publication of
Leont'ev's letters the previous year. 44 It is very likely
that Rtsy was influenced by Rozanov's exploitation of the
footnote. He too uses the footnote to comment on
contemporary literary politics, for a direct, concise entry
into an argument, and for enthusiastic conversational
exclamations of agreement. His style directly echoes
Rozanov. In response to Giliarov-Platonov's remark that the
Slavophile point of view is too narrow, he writes a
footnote: 'Eoe, jo nero 9T0 BepHo! KaK cHo CO9H1O KaK
MyWTenbHO 'YBCTBY1O rJIy6oKyiO ripay oro, xax e casanoc
Tora, <<speTwecKoro 6yecJ1oBMs>>!' 45 The reference to the
evolution of his own thought, and the use of quotation, as
well as the excited and familiar tone of approval are
supremely Rozanovian. When Giliarov-Platonov further
protests his intellectual solitude, '51 OH, SI H	 eioex
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Kpy)cxa. BOT Moe HecacTe', Rtsy responds in a footnote, as
Rozanov would, with reflections on the isolation of
intellectual talent in Russia: 'TO rpycTHoe
orIycxaeT, xa)!(eTcsL, O1H} nmpoxoe oo6rreHe	 HamHx
HpaBoB... BeHo, BeHo Pyc cBTa. B pa36po 6peeT*!
Complaint about the obstacles to publishing their ideas was
common amongst these men, who relied on private letters as
much as public articles for intellectual exchange, in
contrast to the well-established channels for publishing
and debate among the radicals. Rtsy's account of his
enforced touting about to find journals that would publish
him in the first edition of Letopisets is characteristic:
HMKorja He yaaioc ie B <<Moe! ny aioiie cy6e*
rrpotrno Ha ionro K xaKoMy-Hy HanpaBrIeH41o,
Kpy(Ky, ypHaIThHOMy To.rrxy. Orca MOH sm4TepaTypH&e orrEmi
rrpejcansno C BHfflH CTOO}ThI pasctriamyiocs xpaMr!Hy?.
CTOJThIKO !9aHr, IPHTOM CaM&X flPOTMBOI1OJ1O(HhTX HaflpaBfleFTh4,
oaram	 ie rIp41oT, CTorIrIco nepeen si
	
a CBOIO
nHTepaTypHylc 5ITSIEHOCTh nceBoH11MoB, TO !i cart 51 He 6e3
BPO51THO He 6e riponycxo oTxaimrBaxo ce6st -
nor rpy.r ra9eTHIaIx, 6osimeio qacTE1o, .TTh!CTOB .
This passage, where Rtsy characterizes the fate of the
independent thinker in journalistic politics can be
compared to Rozanov's description of the dispersion of
Govorukha-Otrok's (pseudonym, lu. Nikolaev) articles:
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EJIBa JIH TO He 6LLfl Ham I1IIHH KPHTHK sa 80-&e 90-ne
rogn, o6cToTejmHns, MH1t5! H xopomo HamicaH}m1 CTThH
xooporo rrorpe6emi B sa6srmtx sncTax raeT I xora He 6trrH
coôpaHII, Hta-I <..>. flocMoTpwre y paiKasroB: opera omnia
jaice AHrena EoraHowa Cope. MHpa coôpami, y
KOTOOO Ha TOM neTIaTH eJBa-nH CTB 2-3 He TO TO6rr
XOPOETh4X, HO XOTB KaxHx-HH6yJ, Mwci1e. Y KOHCPBTOPOB -
Bce	 H HMKTO HH 0 KOM He 3a6OTHTC5 <. . .>.
Y 10. HHKosIaeBa 6nin npepac	 TOH rIHcHa. <.•.> C
H3aHH, re OH YCTBOB.fl (<cMOCKOBCK. Ben.>> H Pyc.
O6osp.*) OH H Ot1HE cnHBasIc, - KK B CYIHOCTH BOBC He
6EUIH cnwrn c Fi	 H CTpaxoB H POSaHOB. re-)e neaTaTbc*
H BCe paBHo*.
[Lit. izg.: 263, n. 1 and 2]
Rtsy is very similar to Rozanov in his complaints
against lack of literary recognition and his assumed
indifference to it. His letters are marked by an insistent
passion and sensitivity about his own fate that is also
close to Rozanov. They are also full of original ideas and
viewpoints on Rozanovian subjects which suggest that he was
an important stimulus for Rozanov's thought, both overtly,
as in the ppavshie list'ia genre, where Rozanov refers to
Rtsy's ideas, and in a private and less acknowledged way in
Rozanov's other books and articles.
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NIKOLAI STRAKHOV
Rozanov's published correspondences with the 'literary
exiles' are revealing not only of similarities, but also
for the way in which they show the meetings of two
different, and not always sympathetic, minds. The
correspondence with Strakhov is particularly valuable in
this respect, for the way in which it reveals the
enthusiasms of two men of different generations and a very
different outlook. Rozanov included Strakhov among his
'literary exiles', because he was an independent thinker
who he believed was undervalued in his time, but his style
of thought and literary exposition was very different to
Rozanov's. Rozanov presents him as a sort of father figure
to the younger generation of 'exiles'. He himself referred
to Strakhov as his 'guardian' and 'literary nanny', a
reference to his important role at the start of Rozanov's
career; Rozanov in turn became a 'guardian' of Strakhov's
memory in an unreceptive intellectual climate. Despite
fundamental differences in their approach to writing, the
intimacy of a correspondence reveals meeting points of
enquiry and undefined areas of their thought that would be
excluded from more public forms of expression.
The letters and footnotes bring us away from the
formalized monologues of the public arena into the midst of
dialogue. The dialogue has three immediate interlocutors:
Strakhov is addressing and answering Rozanov of 1891, and
Rozanov of 1913 is answering the now dead Strakhov, twenty
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two years later. Rozanov and Strakhov would both be talking
with the consciousness of further addressees, which for
Strakhov could be other possible readers, but also the
ultimate reference of God or philosophical truth. For
Rozanov this distant reference also exists, but in
Literaturnye izgnanniki the immediate witness of his
readers, whom he addresses directly and with urgency in his
footnotes of 1913, is also important. Strakhov and Rozanov
both make frequent use of quotation in their responses:
Strakhov quotes Rozanov back to him and Rozanov quotes
himself and others, to further complicate the background
against which these utterances have resonance. It is left
for the successive generations of readers to engage with
the complex entirety of address and response on its various
levels. The result is that instead of any last word, we are
thrown into a continuous dialogue of words and reactions.
Rozanov compares his publication of Strakhov and
Govorukha-Otrok's letters with his book of Suvorin's
letters, and describes them as relationships that are,
respectively, subjective and objective. Indeed sometimes it
seems as though Rozanov goes further and makes his
'subjective' subjects into expressions of his own personal
spiritual aspirations. Because they are set up as the
'monastery' as opposed to the 'public square', these
writers become, in Rozanov's critical evaluation, the
reserve of all the values that he feels are being ignored
by contemporary literature. At times this makes Rozanov's
writing about them more expressive of his own sympathies
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and ideals than of the true character of their thought. For
example, Rozanov wrote of religion as the central, unspoken
centre of Strakhov's activity, yet Linda Gerstein claims
that Strakhov objected to Rozanov's overly religious
interpretation of his work.48
Strakhov warned Rozanov that he should control his
moods and his style. Yet he was also grateful for the
attention of the young provincial writer, admiring his
facility of expression, while warning against the pitfalls
of spontaneous thought uncontrolled by an ordering method.
Although he grumbled in his letters that Rozanov was overly
dependent on him, Strakhov valued his guardianship over
this emerging talent, referring to him as 'my Rozanov'.
Strakhov not only found Rozanov a job in the state
department, so that he could move to St Petersburg, he also
introduced him to editors and put forward his articles for
publication. He helped establish Rozanov's ties to the
editor Nikolai Grot, who founded Voprosy filosofii i
psikhologii in the 1890s and remained a loyal publisher of
Rozanov.
However, Strakhov was more than just a practical
godfather. Rozanov made Strakhov a symbol of an ideal
literary attitude that would be a touchpoint for his future
writing. He represents the reserve of questions and values
that are eternal, that can counteract the 'literary
nihilism', whose symbolic representatives are no longer
Chernyshevskii and Pisarev, but the critic Mikhailovskii
and Saltykov-Shchedrin. Strakhov is represented as
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independent of any political grouping. His is the thought
that belongs to no party, but must be carried on alone.
Rozanov sees him as a touchstone of independent rigour in
thought for the younger generation. 49 Rozanov's modernist
reaction against the retrograde radical literary tradition
was inspired by the example of the conservative writers and
colleagues of the previous generation: Dostoevskii,
Grigor'ev and Strakhov. Yet it is to Strakhov, above all,
that he attributes the preservation of independent critical
enquiry against the prevailing radical dogmas of the 1870s
and 1880s: 'tJa.. . flPMXOHTCH cKaaTE CTpaHHY Be1I, TO B
Ba(LaTH.neTe rrocne 60-x rojoB, CTpaxoB 6Ltn
	 HCTBH}Th]M y
Hac	 BNM, rIOBHM, CBO6OHBM i memi
	 rrepe
MBICJTh4TeJIeM.'[Lit. izg.: 12]
Strakhov was as much a product of nineteeenth century
faith in knowledge and empirical truth as any materialist.
He wrote on biology and the natural sciences, respected the
authority of facts and objective knowledge, and was highly
suspicious of 'subjective' or 'emotive' judgements. Yet
Rozanov argues that it was the very immensity of his
intellectual hunger for material knowledge that led him to
doubt these absolutes. As knowledgeable as the empiricists
in the human sciences, Strakhov broke with the stalemate of
empirical, positivist thought in these areas; even
Solov'ev, whose criticism of Western positivist principles
in philosophy had been so crucial to the evolution of
Russian thought, had not been so penetrating in his
critique as Strakhov. 5° For this reason, Strakhov is very
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important to Rozanov as he embodies, in Rozanov's account,
the intellectual and psychological conflict and transitions
taking place in Russian society. Strakhov's own doubts and
sense of the impossibility of living with an exclusively
rational approach to knowledge represent the impasse of
thought to which Rozanov believes that every thinking
Russian must come.51
Rozanov describes this central conflict in Strakhov's
work as similar to his own intellectual experience. A
generation younger than Strakhov, he also had engaged in
the enthusiastic pursuit of rational knowledge, fired by
faith in an ultimate truth which it seemed that this would
lead to; he too felt the limitations of this approach and
sought out instead the unclear, the undefined areas of
human thought that are impenetrable to reason alone. It is
a predilection for these very areas that he emphasizes in
Strakhov's thought: 'c eyepoio cinoio ero ICflb neerc
K TMH&M HC}Th4 CT0OHN B GHM flppO&, BO BCeMpHOk
HCTOPH B BOI1POCX O61IeCTBeHH&X' . [Lit. izg.: 7) Rozanov
was drawn to the murky areas of half-light, where he
believed that the most sacred phenomena occurred, hidden
from rational evaluation. Thus he describes a sort of
obscuring that takes place at the moment of conception, in
'Novye embriony': '. . .Ha KPMTTCKO TotiKe, B KPTCKOM
nepe.noMe Bpyr noBrL5IeTcst MYTHOCTh,
	 ce CJmi M4KPOCKOfl
i OCTPOT cxanrie.ns arni
	 OJ1K oKa3&maxTcR HerrpeH1Mhr.
Tax xoqeTcsl,	 TK TPYXIHO B3rJLHyTb cioa.' 52 The
image is symbolic for Rozanov of the crucial moments of
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man's physical life that touch on the metaphysical, but
which cannot be penetrated with all the might of his
intellectual weaponry. Rozanov valued in Strakhov his
interest in such areas of biological life that were on the
boundary of the physical and the metaphysical. 53 Strakhov
insisted that idealism cannot ignore the physical sciences
and defended these emphatically against the mystic,
'spiritualist' enthusiasms of the 1890s. 54 Yet Rozanov
claims that Strakhov's most persistent concern was with
what he would not explicitly describe, with God and the
soul. 55 He saw this as the inevitable preoccupation of
someone for whom purely intellectual theory had become
punishingly insufficient:
CJITIInKOM riy6ox
	 TOPTH3M ymeoro cxraa 11OTOMY, 6im
M0!ceT,	 BL3IBT HeyoBneTBopeHHocTB, TO Bc51x0r0, KTO
en ecacme OT4 o Hero, OH OTJ1T rny6oxoio i yce
xorza He riepecynaeo	 epo OT cero	 oro
e)H}lHoro.
[Lit. izg. : 50-51]
This sense of loss is, in Rozanov's view, a stimulus
towards a more religious search. Strakhov's solution for
this dissatisfaction was not necessarily religious, but
Rozanov sought to interpret it as such.
Rozanov's account of Strakhov's love and complex
understanding of Western civilization, despite his
intellectual battle against its consequences, makes him
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portray him in the spirit of Versilov in Dostoevskii's
Podrostok, so admired by Rozanov, who understood both the
intellectual ambition and spiritual need of Europe.
Strakhov becomes symbolic of the vulnerability of Russia,
in her craving for Western ideas, that fail to satisfy a
more fundamental hunger. Rozanov describes this in
Literaturnye izgnanniki: 'M rjiy6e BO4 MFi B yXOBHEth
MM EBpormT	 eM recee ciiaecsi c ii .i, TM cmee
y Hac YBCTBO CTPHHO HeyoBsIeTBopeHHocTH,
HOEXHOBHHO WfflBHO ycTarIocTH' . [Lit. izg.: 31]
Rozanov's early article on Strakhov, '0 bor'be s
Zapadom v sviazi s literaturnoi deiatel'nost'iu odnogo iz
slavianofilov', written in Elets in 1890,56 demonstrates
the way in which Rozanov used his writing about other
writers to express and elucidate his own writing and
literary aspirations. He emphasizes the philosophical role
of Strakhov's writing. 57 Rozanov described Strakhov as
carrying out a search for the eternal in his literary
criticism: 'B .BJIeHI.LX nepaypi ero 6onee Bcero
HTepecyIoT npo3BeeHNs, B KOTOMX cpe	 14OJ1THOO
eryiiero yrxosiemt	 epmr enoeecoro cyraeca
Be}mt OCHOB, nO KOTOpTh.! .BDKeTC )H3H HapooB' . [Lit.
izg.: 13] Strakhov made a similar evaluation of Rozanov in
his review of Legenda o Velikom Inkvizitore: 'M& B4M,
rIpToM, npeM r. PosaHoBa: OH o6o6maeT )ocToeBcKoro, OH
CMOTT Ha nero C BeKOBe'1HO TOKH speHMs.lsB Rozanov was
dissatisfied with most of contemporary literature which he
judged insufficient to answer man's most constant needs,
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the central problems of living and death. He preferred
thinkers to 'artistic' writers, except for those who kept
both thought and literary construction intertwined at a
high pitch, like Dostoevskii.
Rozanov emphasizes Strakhov's value for individual
character (litso) in literature, a constant of Rozanov's
own literary criticism. Rozanov uses the image of facial
expressions as an indication of inner questioning. Strakhov
'stares penetratingly into people's faces', and also into
the faces that are revealed only in published words:
• .> OH IThITJIHBO	 B iita	 . .> i1 HllT B
ix	 TpeBorH H cMymeHHsl.<...> Moo CKa9aTh, TO
yxoBaa. H3HOHOMM 9THX rrHcaTeneM, BHYTPHHHH H CKPMTNH
LHTP HX eTeJ1HOCTH, Tax XOPOfflO H3BeCTHO H Tax MJJO
flOHMTO, BflBN pacxpinc B CBOM HCTHHHOM 3HHHH B
9THX cTam5!x. O&beKTHBHOe 9HHH TYOB 9THX rzHcaTeJ1e,
HX	 H TO HOBOe, TO OHO rmiaec BHCTH B HYKY -
Bce 9T0, xax BTOPOCTeI-IeHHOe H eiiee rlpowrH, OCTaBJIeHO B
CTOOH r. CTpaxoBitz.1. OH pacaTpae 9TH Tpyrt& H B HX
9H1HMH rrJrs tIHTTII, HO B HX OTHOHMH K CNlM
micaTeJisrM, xax rroxa9aTeJIek MX BHYTHHO HacTpoeHHs!.
(Lit. izg.: 14-15]
Despite Strakhov's intellectual and even systematic
rigour, Rozanov praised his concentration on individual
character over any finished system. Rozanov believed that
Strakhov was less interested in the objective content of
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the work than in the individual spiritual needs that
demanded its writing. In this respect Strakhov's criticism
shows the influence of Grigor'ev. Strakhov saw literature
as a continuous organic process, which evolved through
individual effort. He acknowledged his critical debt to
Grigor'ev and to those writers that had influenced
Grigor'ev, Kireevskii and the German idealists. Grigor'ev's
influence is most evident in Strakhov's analysis of Voina
i mir, which Gerstein believes best exemplifies Strakhov's
literary credo. 59
 Strakhov explained the development of his
critical method by the realization of the incapacity of
systematic thought to penetrate the formlessness and chaos
of contemporary Russian life and literature, which resisted
any clear logical form or definition. 60 He claimed to be
attempting to find a resilient viewpoint amidst this
chaos. 61
 Like Rozanov, Strakhov criticized the lack of a
strongly rooted culture in Russia, the 'half-education'
that led to a cynical critical attitude, to the popular
success of an attitude of denial, which stemmed only from
the critics' own intellectual insecurity: 'HwTo He
yBaccaeTc, Bo BCM omrciaec easi cTopoHa. HaHaeTcsi
xeiner cKeI-rrL1, KoI-reetHoe, .naxecKoe KMTKHCTBO i 62
Rozanov was equally condemning of the negative critics, the
satirists and detractors of Russia who gained such easy
success.
Rozanov claimed that the reader of Strakhov
experiences an intense engagement with the process of
Strakhov' s thought:
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HHxaxo	 crapow M)!(
	 cBoelo ymoio
	 roio OH H
Hcrr&TLmaeT; Bee BpeMeHHOe, Bee .TIMqHO, <. . .> - TaKe xax H
Tora, ora OH OCTaeTC5I HaeHe c co6oio, YXOT KY-TO B
erpawiyio am H rrpOrIaaeT. MJIcIIM, B eCTBHTenEHOCTH
YCBHBM&5I MM H3BHe, KaK 6yTO BMCTIOT B ero co6cTBeHHo
x yme H pa3BMBaIoTC. B
.> OH <.. .> He TK HIOIIH2T yM, xaic rIHOTOBfl5T
ero K rrpHHTH10 HcTMHHo-ocToHOro eoJepaHHz.
[Lit. izg.: 64]
This passage could be read as a statement of Rozanov's own
literary intentions; as argued in Chapter III, Rozanov was
aiming at a similar intensity and empathetic relationship
with the reader in his own writing. Rozanov praised
Strakhov's ability to put forward the writings of others
with great sensitivity, while keeping his own views to
himself. Yet he knew that this was his own weakness, he
found it hard to write about others without expressing his
own sympathies.63
Rozanov described Strakhov's lonely fate as an exile,
characteristically making reference to the prophets. The
'literary exiles' were repeatedly described as prophets and
martyrs of Russian thought: '<<py6M! 6nwocTH! noMMau!*
- YBN, o6 TOM B.IrETXaJ1M H rxpOpoK' . [Lit. izg.: 210-11, fl.l]
Strakhov did not even live long enough to encounter the
potential sympathy of the new generation of Slavophiles,
men such as Florenskii, Bulgakov and Tsvetkov, and the
'Put'' publishing house. Rozanov described him as carrying
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the flickering candle of Slavophile beliefs for this
generation, for which they must be grateful." However, in
a letter to Leont'ev, Rozanov contradicts this view and
argues that Strakhov did indeed seek worldly fame, and not
for noble motives. His attack here is in sharp contrast to
the tone of all his public writings about Strakhov, where
he insists on the purity of his motives and attitude to his
reader. Characteristically he sees the duplicity of
Strakhov's intentions exemplified in the physical resonance
of his voice:
Ho, HaeTe, TMHYI CTOOH B ci1a31e ero xapaKTepa, ero
cepua	 BHO npo9peBalo: OH	 xonoeH, CyX,
rOWcTWteH; OH 3aBWCT31HB K BCKOMY apoaio W rIOTW
HHBWT ero, ora OH iee ycnex; <. • .> OH, H
IIOKOpMTB ce6e twraTeJ1e, KaK-To WCKYCCTBHHO coiiaae
ce6e CnaBy: TO TaM, TO srec WCKYCCTBHH11MW epa CHJ1WTC
BO3YWTb K ce6e B}aHWe. <. . .> y Hero xapaxep&
HIM5!T}ThtW esIaHmt ro.rxoc, flW Be.nwatmeM 6riaroo6pa
Hapy(HOCTM: He BePHO 31W opa*cee ero YXOBHO CYTH?65
In accordance with his view that the physical details of a
writer could reveal more about his true sympathies and
sufferings than many pages of his works, Rozanov also paid
concentrated attention to Strakhov's face, handwriting,
clothes and surroundings as an expression of his inner
character. In Literaturnye izgnanniki, he claimed that
Strakhov's 'fine face' was more convincing than his
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argument: 'He y6eraeMr HCKOJIEKO
	 CM0T5I JiITh Ha
rrpepacoe .nHr4o CTpaxoBa, si rioraBaJ-icsi	 nperioaji
MoJ qam, BJ ero rHe'. [Lit. izg.: 492] He notes the
precision of Strakhov's handwriting. 6' He also describes
Strakhov's room in a footnote to one of his letters; it
reflects the austerity of a life lived in service of
literary authority: 'KHHrr 9HMJTh Bce noire cTeH. <.•.>
Hmcaxrx xymeox i HHKaK0Ø Mrxo Me6errM y nero He 6N.rio'.
[Lit. izg.: 344-45, n.2] It was Strakhov's intellectual
detachment that was Rozanov's more persistent criticism,
and lasting concern. Rozanov was himself troubled by this
sense of being an observer, of lacking a living connection
to life. In his essay on Strakhov, he emphasizes the
painful consequences of too great a theoretical enthusiasm,
a passion which throws one's existence out of balance and
cuts one of f irrevocably from the spontaneous experience of
life. Rozanov intimates similar conflicts within himself.
As with Strakhov, he attributes his detachment to his
isolated childhood and subsequent passion for knowledge,
also of a materialist sort. Thus Rozanov's emphasis on
Strakhov's unrealizable religious longings, his 'constant
secret sadness',' 7
 and the conflict between his materialist
and idealist inclinations is motivated by an attempt to
understand his own experience within the same culture.
Strakhov himself was aware that his skills of
intellectual observation and sympathy for the ideas of
others did not compensate for a fully lived life. He
laments this in a letter to Tolstoi: '.ryMa1O, TO
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xaKo-Hy	 H3T!! rIpeCTyrIHhr, UT! oTas!HHo-rpemHE
floBeK. $1 B M3BecTH0M OTHOfflHHH xyce - 5! enoe
6e33HeHHr, B KOTOPOM MJIO ym4, HT BOJ1 B c&cne )IBLDC
cTpeMneH!.' 68
 Rozanov's same fear of not living was the
source of his literature and yet it was what provoked his
greatest doubts about his literature. Writing was an
attempt to hold on to the evanescence of life, yet it could
also be an evasion of life, and a too-literary
consciousness prevented one from experiencing life
directly, other than in the forms by which it could be
transcribed into literature.
In 'Vechnaia pamiat'', his memorial article to
Strakhov, Rozanov describes in detail the circumstances of
Strakhov's death. He describes his sense of how Strakhov's
book-lined room becomes increasingly like a tomb, and in
one emphatic outburst he rails against the death in life of
the literary existence: '5! riOyBCTBOBa.TI, TO STO OrpOMHEt
rpo6, cpej ximmrx coKpoBm. <. . .> I'po6, rpo6 OmH6OHO
ripomero qenoBexa, rpo6 He flOH5IBWO c!&cn 	 i3Hi
'le.noBexa: re TBO5! yeHocm, t.rI5! ero oHa?' [Lit. izg.: 511]
Rozanov chose to ignore the authority of scholarship, much
to Strakhov's dismay. He was too fearful of losing his
ephemeral source of life. In his memoir of Strakhov he
describes what was perhaps the fundamental difference
between them: 'OH H )1JT COCpeOTOteHHO1O erzep 	 3HB1O
o.riee sipxo ropena riepe ii
	 H3H MHyBma5!, I(ax H OTOBR
HacTam. Bory H3BecTH0, KOTOPO H3 Toro nyme; 	 e e
BcerJa xar3asIocB rpycTHolo, a cneJoBaTeJmHo H OIUH6OHOIO )KH3H
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TKHX mcre.' [Lit. izg.: 511-12]
In Strakhov, Rozanov said that he had found deep
sympathy with an essentially different character. Indeed he
even claimed that the strength of his relationship with
Strakhov was in its distance. This relationship is in
contrast to the intimate unity of spirit that Rozanov
describes in his conversations with other 'literary
exiles', such as Shperk or Rtsy. Unlike the mutual
penetration of unspoken thoughts that he describes with
them, Rozanov praises Strakhov for not attempting a false
incursion on his soul:
HHKTO, HH a)Ke pyr, HCrraBHTb ac He cMoeT; HO BeJIHKO
cace B )KM3HH BCTTHTb	 enoea COBCM jpyro
KOHcTpyKLIMH,	 pyroro cicnaa,	 pyrx Bcex Bo9!3peHH,
KOTOpEt, scera OcTaBaslcb co6oi H HH MIIO He BTOP HaM,
.> He BrIYT ac cBoeri fflO1O (ri ora rxpwmopon ymoEI)
B gamy ncHxorIorHIo, B HfflY nyTaHmy, B H1flY MOaJ1Ky, -
$IBJTfl-6M TBPY1O CTHY H OTIOP H&flIHM rJ1yflOCT5LM> H
'6e3yi .gurM*, KKMS y BC$IKOTO ecm. Ipy)!(6a - B flOTIIBOtHH,
a e B corsrac. fIO-HCTHHe, Bor arpam MH xax YHTflM
CTpaxoBEm: H py6a c HMM, OTHO1IIHW K HeMY, cera
cocTaBnJ1H KaKylo-TO TBY1O CTeHy, 0 KOTOPYIO $ YBCTBOBJ1 -
qTo cera ory Ha ee oriepecsi	 epee K
npHCnOHHmC. M OH He YPOHHT H corpeeT.
[Lit. izg. : 208-09, n2]69
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KONSTAN'TIN LEONT'EV
Leont'ev was the other powerful influence on Rozanov of the
previous generation of 'literary exiles'. Their
correspondence took place in 1891, the year of Leont'ev's
death. Over this year Rozanov read, with increasing
excitement, Leont'ev's main works, but he never actually
met Leont'ev. Rozanov described their relationship, in
contrast to his long friendship with Strakhov, as brief and
passionate. The value of their exchange was not expressed
through difference, but in an urgent need for identity.
Leont'ev was one of the few writers whom Rozanov innerly
experienced, 70
 like Dostoevskii and Pushkin, and who became
a part of him. Rozanov claimed a passionate allegiance to
Leont'ev from the start, that allowed for no such distance.
Rozanov wrote: 'MEl OJHMC5I TOJThKO Ha cTpacTslx' .j Thus
points of difference were no longer a mutual intellectual
enrichment as with Strakhov, but were highly impassioned:
Bce 6wiio CTpaCTH0, IThLTIKO B HfflM rpoTHBopetm. 72 This was
a more intense relationship than the simple 'subjectivity'
by which Rozanov distinguished the publication of the
Literaturnye izgnanniki from letters like Suvorin's; thus
his reactions, whether admiration, or later, repulsion, can
only be violent. In 1899, Rozanov wrote about the power of
Leont'ev's influence over him: 'Lejmi ixii oero pa3B1TM.
6LJ1 rxo)aB.neH 9T1 HCTHHO 6SIaropoHEM, HCTHHO BenHKW.1
YMOM; YMOM - ropxo flPB&, He YMIO nytnne BLrpa9TB. Ho TO
6e3HareiasI	 iocoui, 6e BEitXOOB, 6e3 rlpocBeTa.'73
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Leont'ev, like Strakhov, was isolated by the hegemony
of the liberal journals. However, the style of his attack
on contemporary liberal thought was very different. Both
men lived hermetic, solitary lives, but for Strakhov this
was a stoic scholarly attitude. He carried out his fight in
clear, detached journal articles and books. Leont'ev's
battle was not merely literary. Unlike Strakhov, who
regretted the restrictions of a purely intellectual labour,
fearing that he had never lived, Leont'ev, as Rozanov
presents him, made reply to the poverty and banality of
contemporary intellectual life with the gesture of his
whole life. His solitude is seen as romantic and
passionate: he is an 'unbridled horse', a 'man of the
desert' . He crusades against the self-satisfied hegemony
of defunct liberal ideas in the name of living life. Even
Leont'ev's monasticism is seen, not as a withdrawal from
life, but as a withdrawal from a life no longer worthy of
its name to the last reserve of aesthetic value. Leont'ev's
faith is aesthetic and aristocratic. His protest was
against the imminent universal mediocrity and uniformity
expressed by the title of one of his articles, 'Srednii
evropeets kak ideal i orudie vsemirnogo razrusheniia'.
Leont'ev argued that the nineteenth century pursuit of
individual rights, freedom, equality, and democracy aimed
at a very unheroic ideal. Its ultimate goal is the mass
contentment of the average citizen. Leont'ev saw this as a
mass mediocrity, his elegantly titled work was a polemic
against a society which had lost its fear of God and whose
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ideal was the grey, satisfied and submissive average man,
passionless and godless.
Although Rozanov did not share the radical
aristocraticism of Leont'ev's views (he had too much
compassion for the humble and downtrodden, even for the
bourgeois family contentment that Leont'ev despised),
Leont'ev was an inspiration in the style of his life and
writing. Rozanov did believe, as he thought that most
independent thinkers with him believed, that the world was
becoming increasingly dull and monotonous. 75 He felt the
threat of 'depersonalisation' ('obezlichenie') of people
and institutions in contemporary life and writing. 76 Like
Leont'ev, he railed against the enthusiasm for Western
civilization, 'Top)KecTBo naKeCKoro ceroa Ha 	 exai
6ims'." It was Leont'ev's rebellion against the
mediocrity and hypocrisy of 'civilized' modern life, not
his aristocratic aestheticism, that attracted Rozanov.
Leont'ev represented an immense freedom. Rozanov said
that, reading Leont'ev, one had the impression of entering
into an immense space: 'C JIeOHTheBEIIM yBcTBoBa.flocB, TO
cynaem	 H	 •78
Conventionally received as an extreme reactionary, a little
read retrograde, the radical critics would have been
suprised by Rozanov's judgement that Leont'ev was the
supreme representative of intellectual freedom in
literature: 'caMoe cHo600MhTcnmee BneH4e, MO)KT 6tm a
ce cyn CTBOHH pyccxo -mTepayp' ." The intensity of
his	 scepticism,	 his	 emotional	 and	 intellectual
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independence, left far behind the seeming freedoms of other
supposedly free-thinking writers, such as Solov'ev,
Herzen, Radishchev and Novikov. Rozanov believed that
Leont'ev was independent of the times in which he was
living and of any possible audience. Leont'ev was free,
capricious and despotic in his ideal, like an imperial lady
in the disarray of her chamber. 80 Rozanov attributes this
independence to an absolute 'subjectivity'. 8 He describes
himself and Leont'ev as fellow conspirators against the
self-satisfied and turgid ideas of liberalism.82
Rozanov believed that Leont'ev's freedom lay in the
maintenance of his independent convictions in an activity
most fraught with deception, literature. He saw in
Leont'ev's writing a quality that he was later to claim f or
his Own: 'erIoBex 6m B CJ-IOBX BecB, xax AnaM
oeçgu.' 83
 As discussed in the first part, the image of
clothes is frequently used by Rozanov to symbolize a
deceptive covering of borrowed systems or ideas, concealing
a lack of original ideas. Since clothing, and the need for
a covering of knowledge, is associated with the Fall,
Leont'ev represents a purity prior to the Fall, where man
is not ashamed to express his own ideas without the
mediation of acquired knowledge: 'OH 6Lu1 enoex HOBHH,
erzHHcTBeHH& rpax(aHMH HKOTOPOO eaeoro oTe1ecTBa; TO
- B TOM cMNcrIe, tiTO OH C6pOCU1 6e3 ocTaTKa BTXY1O oey
ariajmrx ripepaccyKoB, BepoBaHr, rIpHBEteK, Haeçr,
rroHsLTr.' 84 These words anticipate Gershenzon's evaluation
of Rozanov's own writing. 85 Rozanov associated true
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originality with this sense of a state of spiritual
'nakedness'. He charts man's Fall in the acquisition of
knowledge and literary authorities. The Fall is symbolic of
man's need to seek salvation in intellectual artifices such
as theories of progress and socialism; Rozanov believed
that this needless 'shame' and false covering of borrowed
knowledge was the particular flaw of the Russian man.
In a letter to Leont'ev, Rozanov writes of his belief
that man has almost reached the limits of his intellectual
knowledge, and thus the 'Tree of Life', symbolizing the
spontaneous energy of the naked Adam, has dried Up:
4ce.noBet ecTBo cTapo', neaan M rmica.n B HCbMX BM.
Ia,	 CTOflOCb B	 reHHa.JmHoro	 Myporo,
repow. ecxoro - ocasiac oga rIOmJIOCTh <. . .>. ) IpeBo
HCCSIKJIO, I1OTOMY TO
	 K nO9HaHK OKOHTJ1EHOM y)Ke flOT
631w3KH J11OH. <...> 51 BOOrIe 3aKJ1K q .n,	 TO ncøxecxa
Lewre.TmHocm HCTOUT opraøt ecyio Hepric, <. • .> t pa
To-HH6yJr xopomee HamcaHo, HapHcoBaHo, coepmeo -
exoopasi OSLS1 )FH3HM BLflILfl W3 1exIoBeqecTBa, riporiaia B HM
HaBcera. flenecTox c pea W3 onari, B
KPYfliHKY caxapa B niioe nosHaHM51. Tax ccxae KHHB B
Hapo1ax. 86
Rozanov's opavshie list'ia genre, as he explained in his
work, was an attempt to gather up the leaves as they fell
from this Tree. His sadness was in knowing that he could
not stop this writing process that would lead inevitably to
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death. But at the time of their correspondence, Rozanov
hoped to have found in Leont'ev the thinker who might
counteract this process. His intellectual analysis of the
stages of civilization and the activity of his language
seemed to penetrate the pretensions of his time. Rozanov
described Leont'ev's arresting and independent writing as
a pure, new birth in a tired and dissolute literary arena.
He sympathized with Leont'ev's contempt for contemporary
culture, as he wrote in a letter:
.> no-MoeMy ce op.mt SanaHo rmaL
	 (a .rlwrepaTypa
B YCTHOBHBfflMC BH	 - oHa H HHX) ier B ce6e BTOT
pa3Bpa1IeHHri OTTeHOK. 5lpxo, ocJlenHTeJmHo;	 enpeooiio
oapoBLrBaeT, - HO H MYHT BHYTHHO HecoBr1aeHHeM C
IOCTOTO H 5CHOCThID rIepBO3aHHOi H HCTO tejioetecxo
flPHPO)thT.
Leont'ev's theory of cultural development described a
three-fold pattern of change, from original simplicity to
a peak of complexity and diversification, reverting to a
degenerate homogeneity before death. This third stage was
the one that Leont'ev believed was demonstrated in modern
democratic society, where the diversity and individual
character of people and institutions were sacrificed to the
contentment of the average mass. Although Rozanov
emphasizes the isolation of Leont'ev's ideas, contemporary
writings by other 'literary exiles' directly echo his
theories, although without any attribution to Leont'ev; for
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example, in Govorukha-Otrok's attack on progress:
Beb, He5L tBH3t	 CTb	 esi ycnoiei, pacuIeHeHML,
rxepexo.ra OT ripocoro K cnOoMy; TKOB Bcer)a 6NJI xo
I3aLMI1. IlpocTasi acca ycJioHsujac, pactuieisinacT, H
B TOM CBOM ycJ-IoHeHHH O KYJThMHHaLJHOHHOrO rIyHKTa,
9Ta ycno)IcHlBmasicsi acca aaer pas.naramcsi, To-ecTE, HT
OIsiTb K IOCTOT. YCJIOCHeHHsi 	 pactrieesi ario no-Many
Hce3a1oT, Bce cMemHBaeTc5L B cepyi MaCCy, H <. .> acyrrae
CMepTb, TO CTh, opraw riepexoø K
HeopraH!H3oBaHHo! rIPOCTOTe 88
Rozanov's letters to Leont'ev describe his sense of a
fallen and decayed civilization. Leont'ev's own images of
the stagnation of contemporary life inspired Rozanov, but
they were drawn to two different ideals of escape. Leont'ev
glorified the pinnacle of civilizations; the moment of
extreme diversity and richness before society began to lose
its variety and inwardly decay. Rozanov was drawn by
beginnings, the birth of civilizations as the first forms
in which a people expressed their spirit, the emergence of
cults. He saw Leont'ev's attraction to Eastern cultures as
an attempt to return to the emergent, formative spirit of
man, untrammelled by years of intellectual production. It
is the image of Leont'ev as a wild unbridled force of
nature that attracts Rozanov, and not the refined and
elegant aristocrat of a mature civilization. Rozanov
recognized in Leont'ev a natural and uncontrollable writer,
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much as he saw himself. He claimed that his own writing was
an irrepressible need, a continuous process, alien to
invention or formal organization. This is a guarantee of
its 'literary nakedness'. He attributes the same qualities
to Leont'ev. He describes Leont'ev's writing as an
elemental force and praises Leont'ev's freedom from the
reader, as a guarantee of the purity, the absence of poses,
mannerism or false clothing in Leont'ev's writing:
.> ,i ye ECHO BreII,
	
TO rmeio riepe ce6	 enoexa
6eMepHo	 BHYTPHH	 CM.JThI,	 TOHKO,	 He oU1H6aIDflec5I
flOHHLTJThHOCTH H COBWHHO He cTecHLieroc
rIpHCyTcTBHeM. qHTaTen, KOHet HO, CTOHT re-'ro B CTOOH, HO
BM ero He BHHT - ri c co6oio. OT 9TOO
HeBrpasa npesiecm sraruca Bamero, 9THX OTpMBot HEIx, cyxx
H TOFr&X cpa 89
yBcTByeTc., TO Secb - HaTypa rrHruynero, KOTOPO
	 exya
cnpTamc, C KOTOPTh4 OH H MO)IT coBnaam, xora aie H
XOTe.n 6E1, <. . .> H B rJly6HHe yrrr CBOe, OH C
	 He XOT
ae coariaa	 - Kax Boa cTpy.nasc.q , )lcHBa5I,	 xora He
axoe ocTaHoBHTBc . 90
Rozanov saw Leont'ev's language as exemplary of his
uncompromising intellectual power: 'Barn	 cyxo,
TOt1}ThI, KaK
	 i CTaJThIO	 Kaçgi rrpee H
riooxsrua no nero nneHxy HMHHO HY(HO TOYflIHThT <.. •> SI
sHOeCTBO CTPHHL
	 rIO	 ory pa3, HMHHO pa
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5I3ETKa, mo6ysicb Indeed, Leont'ev's bold literary
style, as well as his ideas, had a powerful impact on
Rozanov. Ivask notes the similarities between the two
writers' use of dashes, bold type, and a conversational
tone, also a similar sense of writing 'for oneself',
although he believes that Leont'ev would have probably
viewed with distaste the familiar tones that Rozanov began
to develop at the start of the century.92
Rozanov believed that Leont'ev's writing was a
revivifying force in a word-weary society. He urged
Leont'ev to recognize the nature of his gift, which was in
the nature of the Biblical prophets, and not that of
contemporary literature, by using the former as his
example:
HeT, 3HaMTe	 rzoMHTe, qTo Bi BJ12TiThH Bcex Hac,
T.e. .i CTpaxoBa,	 Co.noBbeBa, 	 roBopyx-oTpoxa, M
AcTaeBa,	 MeHSI; TO.TIBKO BaM ca	 OnTHHoi tIyCTHHH TO
HesaNeTHo. I1OTOMy aripaco EM BflH rmra	 B.n. rep)Te
	
flOCBTJ1 KH4Y CB0 T.	 J1Hrn1OBy, - TO K BaN He
BepTe rrrpa	 Eri6rrrr,	 EBaHren, 3 IlpOpOKOB,
rrniTe,	 yMa .TIMIEI!D o iix.
Leont'ev was a little known figure to his Russian
contemporaries, yet Rozanov argues that he was a phenomenon
on the scale of Nietzsche. He recognized the similarities
of their ideas instantly, when he first read a Russian
article about the German philosopher. He calls Nietzsche
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and Leont'ev two halves of a single comet, one of which
fell in Germany and the other in Russia, and writes: 'Ho
Kaic pasiia cy6a, B ctciie npH3HaHMs. OJHHM mywr
EBpona, Epyro - KaK 6Lt HeMopo!VeHmt, TOHO tero He
cxa3aBrrm! aie B CBOM oTeeCTBe. '
Rozanov claimed that Leont'ev was more Nietzschian
than Nietzsche himself. 95 Nietzsche's rebellion remained a
purely literary phenomenon, an object of intellectual
delectation for European readers which would not threaten
to	 transform	 their	 lives:	 'ero	 aHTHMopan3M,
HTHXHCTHHCTBO ce
	 e 6ELTLH SThfllTh <. • .>
BerLe4,	 TOJIKO	 noasame	 rio	 ry6ar,4 eBponetIcKoro
enoBeqecTBa' By contrast, Leont' ev' s 'Nietzschianism'
was a monstrous appetite. Rozanov believes that if he had
achieved power he would have brought about a revolution in
Europe with blood and fire. Nietzsche's daring remained
intellectual, made from the safe confines of a study and a
scholarly career. Europe loved Nietzsche because in his
life he conformed to existing tradition. His challenge was
purely literary: 'OH OHh xopomo YMCTHJIC5I B paax BTO
rBH31H3aLH, HHCKOflEKO C H1O He pa3o[gscE. OTcrga H
IPW3HHH ero, TaKoe myMHoe H copoe riocne CMepTH, BO BCe
EBporie. EBporia riH3HiI B Hx.nme <cBoero qej-IoBexa*, xopomero
6yp,iya H o6poro JmrepaHøHa.' 97 Rozanov believed that
Nietzsche even reinforced the bourgeois intellectuals'
sense of security, by providing a justification for their
lack of religious impulse. Religious indifference could be
masked as intellectual daring. Leont'ev is a wild and
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uncompromising spirit, free of the passionless
intellectualism of the European intelligentsia and even
their most daring philosopher, Nietzsche. He was too
advanced for the taste of the Russian reading public, who
sought a more simple morality:
.> OH HOCCTfl IOTHB cero BH(eHM eponecxo
LHBHmL3aLMH, XPHCTHHCKO KYJThTYPH. KoHeHo, TO 6NJI THTaH,
B CBHHHH c XOTOPLTh.1 HrLme 6ui IOCTO HeMeLx1
rrpoeccopoM, H6O HHLwie H rO.TIOHY He IHXOJIO OCTHOBHTB
LHBLIIH9LH1O HuH rIOBepHyT tBHJIHSaLHIO: OH ricarz IPOCTO
xrii <. •
<...> Ilo-MoeMy, OH CTO5Lfl BLUU HHLime H	 LJ1 HW3MMMO
repowee ero,
	 IOTOM	 eino,	 TO OTHI	 He 6HJI
.cnHTepaTop*, a rrpaiec
	 6oer, i T&K noHMzfan BC CHORD
J1HqHOCT, BCIO CHORD	 . . .
Ho BTO 6u Hnine He B nHTepaType, a Htme B ecTBRik. To,
'ITO OH OCTaJ1C. OTBPHYTEM H H rIpwMiaHH&M, a(e flO'ITH He
IO'IHTH}Th1M (rIy6nHKoRD), H CBHTJThCTBYT 0 CTPHO
HOBH3H JleoHmeHa. OH 6wi <(He rio sy6aM* amey o6IrecTHy,
xoTopoe <<oxaeT* H <<yxaeT TO OKO.TIO MopariH TOJICTOrO, TO
oxo.rio repoe ropBxoro H TI. AHpeeBa
Rozanov valued Leont'ev's criticism of the over-
literary nature of society, his enthusiasm for the livers
of life, heroes and warriors rather than literary heroes.
Like Rozanov, Leont'ev had an ambiguous attitude to Russian
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literature, a combination of deep love and repulsion. He
too saw Russian society as paralysed and emasculated by its
predominantly literary culture. He wrote: '51 ao ye He
ory mo6wr .cTpacTHo* rmTepaTypy. Bes xopome rrTepaTyp
Bce-TaKi MO)KHO BC$CKH wr.''°° However, both men are
'writers by nature', neither could avoid literary activity.
Like Rozanov,	 Leont'ev's attitude to Russian
literature showed the influence of Apollon Grigor'ev's
'organic' school of criticism. His work on Tolstoi,
'Analiz, stil', veianie', makes use of Grigor'ev's concept
of the predominant 'atmosphere' ('veianie') for a highly
aesthetic estimation of the writer's work. 10' Both Rozanov
and Leont'ev were iconoclastic in their view of Gogol'.
They both accused him of depicting soulless, monstrous, and
not human characters. Leont'ev praised Rozanov for his
daring in his writing on Gogol' 102 They differed sharply,
however, over Dostoevskii. Leont'ev found the psychologism,
the 'poking about in the soul', and religious views of
Dostoevskii antipathetic. Leont'ev revealed to Rozanov
Solov'ev's conviction that Dostoevskii was unable to
believe in God,'°3
 although Rozanov had himself already
expressed this view to Strakhov.'° 4 Like Rozanov, he had
immense admiration for Dostoevskii's Dnevnik pisatelia,
which he preferred to the novels. All three writers were
repelled by the deformation and disfigurement of
contemporary civilization, but whereas Rozanov and
Dostoevskii saw the answer as a transcendence that would
originate from within the chaos, Leont'ev sought a
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controlled aesthetic order, although not without mysticism.
Leont'ev's polemic against a rational harmony of men on
earth is as incisive as Dostoevskii's attack on the Crystal
Palace in Zapiski iz podpol'ia. He too recognized that
man's nature is perverse and uncharted and defied rational
organization. However, Dostoevskii and Rozanov shared a
combination of attraction to the miserable and downtrodden,
to the shambolic byways of thought and life, together with
a vague dream of a future harmony that repelled Leont'ev.
Leont'ev dismissed this dream as Dostoevskii's 'rose-
coloured Christianity'. Leont'ev was a radical aristocrat,
who believed in tyranny, and the necessity for
impoverishment to achieve artistic and military glories.
Rozanov argued that this was a supremely aesthetic
position, and that Leont'ev's reactionary politics were not
inherent:
• .> B CKOP.TIYIY coero zecToxoro	 JIeOHTBeB
ariepc TOJIbRO c oTqasrnHq , ripwac xax BJ1HKH 9cTeT, OT
IOTOK MeuaHcxHx rzte H MUHCKHX KTOB coero BPMHH H
HaBHraerocs 6yxyiiero. C3IeJOBaTeSIHO ecm 6M ero (fl-Ba)
pmapcxoy cepw rno Barr noKaaHo t To-HH6yJB H
KoHcepBaTI.mHoe, axe paajiHoe - H BMCT C TM OHKO He
MeaHcxoe, He ruIocKoe, He nonnoe - TO OH PBHYJ1C
	 T x HeMy
CO BC crmo coero - riosomo cxaam - reHM5L.b05
Leont'ev encouraged Rozanov in a sense of intellectual
alliance, he wrote to him: 'pOCTBeHHOCTh TCJ1H	 iYBCTBY
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Ha KOM mary' •106 There are indeed important parallels
between the two writers' sympathies, if not in their ideas.
Leont'ev expresses a similar attitude to Rozanov towards
reading philosophy in a letter to him: 'Bonbuielo qacmio, rio
MflOCOCKMM xra TOJThKO nopxaio* C KaKoi-HFI6yJLE coe
3aTaeHHoH TeHJeHLHe>); Hfly - H riopxaio <...> KaK Kaxa-
HH6yJi mepmaa rrena' •107 This passage is very close to
Rozanov's own remarks about reading in his footnotes of
1913 to Strakhov's letters. 108 Like Rozanov, Leont'ev
valued silence, and noted the disparity between thoughts
and their verbal expression: 'Momae He cera ecm
ripwax 6e3coiepKaTesmHocTH. G. Sand xopomo arrana *ix
moe, HC1OJIHH}DC	 H yIIIH, HO H oapemix yMeHeM
BUP9HTB CBO BHYTPHHK H3HB, les grands muets'
Rozanov characteristically pays	 attention to
Leont' ev' s handwriting:
HyHo 6t flMflOTb HMK C rioepa ero, - 9TOO eHcKoro
noepxa, c ea BN(H}ThThf H14OM riepa, nea'iero <...>, c
TOHX4, UOTH ocTpI1m 3arH6a 	 c rxoj'iepam.f
CJIOB H HHO
	
B C.TIOBe TO.TTEKO CnoroB, KOTOLt 6yJTO
cnElmanHcb, KK IOH3HOCHT OH	 3KHM OTNBIDUHM rOnOCOM,
<..•>.	 TOT noepx 6Lm oe}m flOXO)IC Ha CTHJIb ero
(Karparecxri w3o6pa)f(aJl ero), HPB}Tht	 H OCTpNH,
CTpaCTFtBIk H MYHTflb}ThtH 110
Although Leont'ev shared Rozanov's enthusiasm for the
spoken and handwritten forms of expression rather than
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printed literature, he resists Rozanov's enthusiastic
attempt to make his preference for writing personal letters
over articles for the press into a philosophical principle:
'9T0 6mo BOBC He B TKOM HJThHOM cicne, B KKOM BET STO
noaee <...>.	 flo?ToMy He	 ziiie Tex
yBCTB, KOT0N BET B ce6e cosHaeTe. 51 rix He
CO3HK B ce6e, a H1POTHB TOrO, OeHb JThD6JTX BreTE CBOH
TPYET B nea	 121
Rozanov believed that the attention to physical
details was fundamental to Leont'ev's outlook and he was
eager to find confirmation of his own value for physiognomy
in a writer that he so admired. Leont'ev answered Rozanov's
request for a photograph and made it the occasion of an
analysis of wrinkles as indicators of character."2 In a
footnote to the published letter, Rozanov reacts with
enthusiasm to Leont'ev's attention to physical detail,
seeing it as proof that Leont'ev's insight was superior to
Strakhov's: 'KaK Bce 9ar4eTeHo! KaKa Ha6JTKDJaTeJmHocTb!
CrpaxoBy ii PatZWHCKOMY IIpOCTO He ripmsio 6ri Ha y
rIOCHOrPeTB Ha BTO. PIHOe je.no 9CTTY 11-By: ey	 SIWO
saTeM <o yme*.' 13 In his reply, thanking Leont'ev
for his portrait, Rozanov echoes Leont'ev's attention to
the significance of wrinkles: 'MoprrMHKa Ha HOCOM, rIp1N
cyx	 - [roBopT] 0 CTPOOCTH cyiceH	 Bamix, He
ou6aiouxc. H H xoi-ie6i-uoiiixc.' • 114
Rozanov's letters to Leont'ev were written in 1891,
when Rozanov was still heavily under the influence of
Leont'ev's ideas. Yet he soon recognized a fatal flaw in
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Leont'ev's theories. In an article of 1895, Rozanov argued
that Leont'ev's aestheticism was deadly, as it blinded him
to what was essential in man. Leont'ev could perceive only
external forms and was shut out from human warmth. His
ideas, though brilliant, were wrong:
fleoHmeB He iei B 6yyrreM Hae; HO 9T0 oTToro, TO,
3a6oTsIcB o ntx, cpamac 3a HHX, OH, B CyHOCTH, He BHTJ1
B HHX erHHCTBeHHOro, 3a TO HX MO)KHO 6Lt110 6LT YBXTb - H H
yBa)an. <. . .> OH H onyiran xyca H K e.noBeKy - HHOrO, eM
xaxo !or OIWTHTE K ero oee, K xpacoe ero BHKeHHH, K
nOO6HOMy... CTpaHHa	 ICCHBHOCTb Bcex 0THOHHH K
eCTBHTesrE,HoCTH - TO 3OBYT ero 4peaKLHOHepCTBOM -
ye ecTecTBeHHm4 rLnOrOM 9TOO
In an extended passage in Opavshie list'ia Rozanov
reacts against his early enthusiasm for Leont'ev.' 16 He is
deeply critical of his ideas and religious beliefs, and
claims that Leont'ev's religion was merely a source for
attacks on the nineteenth century bourgeois and his
'positivist' fetishes: 'Ero He THYJ1O (mcxorIbKo!) K ce6e
xpHcTHaHcTBo, HO OH YBHJ1 sec HHCTOUL1MF apceai CTSI
(rIpOTMB noioro 6ypya XIX-ro Bexa*.' [0. 1.11: 319]
In his Mimoletnoe of 1915, Rozanov wrote that he regretted
this outburst, calling it a 'sin' . He writes of Leont'ev
as standing above the other Slavophiles like a 'morose,
eternal cliff', 8 and praised him as the greatest thinker
of the nineteenth century, whose letters proved him to be
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the greatest writer also: 'rrca ero (K A.neKcaHpoBy, B
Bor. B., TOJIEKO TO rIpo c esI) 5IBJLdIIOT Boo6rre rio He06EXH0BeHH0H
CTOT H 6JTarOpoCTBy ,tY11fl4 - TO-TO rrpaBeHoe. fib KCTBY
<<tIMceM* - TO l- rmcaeim Pocc	 3a XIX B.'9
Yet the fundamental difference between the two men, so
attracted to one another in literary and stylistic matters,
was in their attitude towards religion and man. Leont'ev
was contemptuous of the humanitarian impulse, claiming that
socialist theories were the result of a fatal over-
veneration of man. He believed that love for man must be
founded on fear of God. Rozanov was far more compassionate
towards man, even in his prosaic and banal aspects. Rozanov
valued man's impulse towards God more than God. A man's
religious attitude was for him the determining source of
all other characteristics. Leont'ev wrote that God was more
important, and this caused Rozanov to doubt the entire
basis of Leont'ev's religious belief. Rozanov's subjective
and emotive religious approach, seeking religion above all
as a comfort and warmth, contrasted with Leont'ev's
austerity and emphasis on holy fear as the most important
religious attitude.12° Rozanov interprets Leont'ev's
austerity as being less a religious than an aesthetic
attitude. He explains Leont'ev's adoption of Orthodox
monasticism as a search for aesthetic quietism. He
describes him as a Russian dandy, adopting a proud and
solitary gesture of mourning, an austere aestheticism, in
protest at the ugly self-satisfaction of an increasingly
bourgeois culture. Rozanov believes that Leont'ev lacked an
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inner sense of religion, as faith and instinct. He argues
that Leont'ev's religious sense extended only to the forms
of religion and thus was imposed from without. The
aesthetic force that is so much the strength of Leont'ev's
language and thought becomes the enemy of powerful verbal
expression when faced with religion, an impulse that
Rozanov believes he does not truly understand or feel:
Ho BOT I flO)XQM K peirH... KaKas CB51HHOCTb .qSMKa,
CKyEOCTb Boo6pa)zeHM5, BJ1OCT!, mc,Ma	 MmetM! <. . .> B
peH, KOTOB He YMT 6orree rpaTB, noTep.na
	 CBOIO,
OH IHBOT COOTBTCTBY1OII	 xeny	 c.noBa -
4 TOJThKO; qTo-TO &opMaJmHo-BHemHee, W3BH Tpe6yIoIree,
HIORTHO rocriocyionee - .nsr nero pe.rrsi 121
Car,.i JIeoHmeB 6m, Tax CKa3aTh,
	 ecnorat&	 scTeT.
MOHaIrIeCTBO B3i1O TOflEKO flOg CBOIO MaHTflo, HO H 4(3a6paJlo 9a
ymy*, IcaK Bpaa1oTc.122
Thus Leont'ev belies Rozanov's hopes that he could be
a new prophet, an active and creative force to re-enliven
religious language. He cannot be a prophet, despite the
power of his language, because when approaching the
essential, his language pales, becomes passive and bland,
it lacks the incisive and outraged energy of conviction
with which he is impelled to address the ruins he sees
around him in contemporary society and culture. The power
of Leont'ev's writing, his longing and passion, is all
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directed at the loss of earthly beauty. Prophecy demands an
active and creative impulse of faith, but Leont'ev's
religious attitude was one of quietude and submission.
Leont'ev was as acute as Rozanov to the hypocritical
'nominalism' of ossified thought and inert language that
was part of the atrophy of contemporary civilization, but
in the end Rozanov claimed that he was powerless to enact
the spiritual transformation that Rozanov had believed him
capable of. He did not have enough optimism about man and
sought refuge from the world rather than trying to overcome
it. Rozanov argues that this absence of religious feeling
is the source of Leont'ev's contempt and cynicism about
man. He does not believe in the one redeeming quality in
man's weakness, his need f or religion. Religion remained a
formal refuge for Leont'ev's aesthetic values: 'OH <...>
6eca.n H nocneee y6exure 9CTTMK Hamx He - B
MOHCThTb C ero YflO}ThTh1 OTMuHHM 3HH. 4MaHTWT! MOHXOB
Bce-TaK	 cTerwHee Bw-MyHpa mHoHa
	 xiieaoro
rraa 6epJI1HCKOrO i.rr riepcxoro 6ypzya*. Rozanov
complains that in this sphere alone, the impassioned
warrior was passive, his powerful language was muted.
Despite his aesthetic aversion to bourgeois
domesticity, Leont'ev did express concern, like Rozanov,
for the religious ideal of family life. He lamented the
weakness of strong family ideals in Russia in contrast to
Europe, and the poverty of the depiction of the family in
Russian literature. He believed that the strength of the
Russian family lay in Orthodox religion.' 24 For Rozanov,
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however, the family was the source of religion, a fact that
the Church did its best to avoid. The religion of family
life that Rozanov praised and described in his books
emerged spontaneously from the very domestic cosiness that
Leont'ev would have despised. This was Rozanov's central
argument against Leont'ev, that his aestheticism would not
permit him a love of these more ordinary, and for Rozanov,
sacred, details. As he wrote in Opavshie list'ia: 'Yi,
MOSIMTCM cera cpejeio 6ypya9HoID MOJ1TBO1O - MOJThTBO
B rrwraKe.' [0. 1. I: 315] Rozanov had great
compassion for precisely these attempts at goodness of the
insignificant average man, the unheroic family man whom
Leont'ev despised. Rozanov came to see the freedom that he
had been attracted to in Leont'ev as an evasion of real
life. While drawn to the boldness of Leont'ev's argument,
he was too much in sympathy with the humble and essentially
bourgeois values so alien to Leont'ev, seeing these as the
truly heroic reality.'25
Rozanov distanced himself from both Nietzsche and
Leont'ev, with whom his ideas had been associated, by
emphasizing his ordinariness, and timidity, which does not
deny his potential for extraordinary ideas.
C HHrn1e...	 axoro cxocTBa! C fleobeB
	 - rncaoro e
iwHoro (cxo.) . 51 TOflEKO mo6mo ero. Ho CXOCTHO i <<sno6mo*
- pa3Hoe.
51 caMEri 06MKHOBeHH& t eJ1oBeK; rIOBOJThTe riornmt THTYJI:
<<Kon1eiccKw COBTH( BacH.nr Bac&nreBw1 P09aHOB, rmiyu
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cOtMHeHMsl*.
Terlepb	 <cotHeHHs1*... a, 	 e iioro ripnno Ha yM,
ero pame moMy He r1pHxoHJ1o, B TOM	 cne	 HLW1e, 1i
JleoHmeBy. <.•.> 51 - jo6pi	 MJThIH (parvus) <...> 9To Moe
nonoee, HO H 51. OT Toro 51 cq Tar) ce6, TO <<B Bore>>...
[Ued. : 151]
Rozanov finds refuge in 'prayer and pain', a different sort
of prayer to Leont'ev's. For Rozanov, this is a sof t-
hearted compassion for the small ordinary man like himself,
f or his weakness rather than any cult of strength: 'eno B
KPOTOCTH, qTc) 6L1J-1 1MHHO cera KpOTX, THXT,
rIocsIynlH&, i pan 6r.mit qenoHex. Kax Bce>>'. [Ued.: 154]
Yet despite distancing himself personally from
Leont'ev, Rozanov remained influenced by his theories. In
an article of 1913 for Novoe vremia, Rozanov again reveals
Leont'ev's influence in his analysis of the fading of the
planet, the drying up of poetry and the spread of
socialism. He echoes once more Leont'ev's description of a
third phase of degeneration, characterized by a bid at
social and economic equality, in which a culture's vital
energies withdraw and coalesce. He relates his words to an
engineer on the journey home from a visit to a monastery:
flnaHeTa ama BOO6Ite cK1aeTc51, Kax cTapHaK, KOTOPOMY
'<CTyKHynO 70 neT>>. 11O3!5! BOO6Ue yB51aeT, He J1HHO
yB51aeT, a BOT LJ1HTHO yB51aeT, <.•.> coLHanH9M xapaxepo
rpacae	 TO captiecoe	 Bce rinaHeTEr, YrIOPHO H
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cyacmeme CBOJ5L )KH3H K 9KOHOCKOMY paceTy.
• .> CHH	 caria	 HeBocrleBaeMa.<. . .>
Boo6iie HeBocrleBaeMa ! . . • 126
Yet Rozanov's solution to this planetary dessication
and cooling was in a religion of warmth, human weakness and
ordinary domesticity that would have repelled Leont'ev.
Rozanov made use of Leont'ev's theories in order to promote
his own, quite contradictory, ideas. Rozanov sees Leont'ev
as a thinker condemned by his own ideas. As with Strakhov,
the article that he writes a few years after Leont'ev's
death pronounces him to be 'wrong':
OH BO BceH omH6c; OH OmH6C - MEl IOBTO$M 6e BC5IKOH 6onH
o ero naMTH. <. • •> Enaropoi 0 HCT0000 HI K01, OH HC
CBOH oeo xax TsirOCm, KaK 6OJIe9H; H Oq HE neama
cyj6a, 'ITO JIO(HOCTb 9TO 6ofle9HH,	 9TO
T.rocTo CTaHOBHTC. 	 Tax r1O3HO, 1TO ye He MOT
rIpO3ByaTb U..TL nero o6flertlaDIteiO Bec!r,Io•l27
Rozanov argued that Leont'ev's nature would have been
more suited to the renewed contemplative, aesthetic and
mystical atmosphere that penetrated society soon after his
death:
OH (fl-B) He OKl4fl, HMHOHX IIeT, O HOROI'O rioopoa
BKYCOB H flO?3HW B ame O6UeCTBe, KOTOO oxnamIBaeTc. B
OHY CKOKy	 eKateHCTBa'>,	 - H,	 yMaeTcsI,	 CMOIO
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Heo)KaHHOCTBIo cBOelo, CBOil
	 flEiBMH BzaJm, CBO
penirosw	 cmaTM x
	
BHMY BocToxy -
BPOTHO OXBaTH.no 6FT ero ymy xax riocsieasi CMPTJThHSI
moo*. He
	 o6MaHlrBaeT Ji MH5 BKYC: HO YBCTBYTC5
MHe, TO OH 6NJI
	 exaeHToM paHEme, eM I1O5BHJ1OCb caoe
9T0 LM <. . > 128
He.nb3s He OOpaTHTb BHHMaHHSL, TO xax c esi fl-Ba OHHT
C oHOk CTOOH& Hwme, Tax c ero BKYC14H YHBHTJThHO
coriaaio	 Tax	 ataere	 49cTemr*,	 4ceKaeHTD,
coiicmi>	 npo. MHe H3BCTHO (w J1M'iFDC 9HaKOMCTB),
TO o ae H He B 11-Ba, npo He 3HIOT 0
cy1ecTBoBaHHH ero. Mey TM xopeasi ero M&CJII,
cepy ueBHHH&1 naoc - nop x cexe TecxHx OpM, K
cii.jy i4 HHCIOBHMOCTH recKo cyr .i - CTh B TO e
BpeM HarIHCB Ha flOH.TOM H 3HaMeHH. 3aMe qaTesmHo, TO
flOTM ceac riocne ero CMTH (8 1891 r.) BHJ1OC UIYMHOe,
sipxoe, caoyepeoe	 B CTOOH ICKpaCHBbDC 1OM
ZH3HH*; amyem PeCKHH, HHLme, MeTepJIHHK, HfflH
4eKaeHTM*. BOT TYT-TO BIirpa3HszcsI POKOBO fatum fl-Ba, TO
TO XBDKeHHe, KOTOO OH TK CTPCTHO IPH9HBJ1 BCIC CBOD
HHB, xora poyvioc, rrpano, rioqT
 rio6ex&no , - TO ae
He Ha3Bano ero rio
	 STO	 CTBHTJThHO flOPaSi4TJThHO
H H BHHOIO SIH IOCTO	 B KOTOWX OH ytaCTBOBaJI
H KOTORX HHKTO He HTar1?? 129
Rozanov believed that Leont'ev would have found
enthusiastic readers had he lived to see the new aesthetic
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and psychological enthusiasms at the turn of the
century.' 3° Instead he was forced to seek a refuge for his
aesthetic principles in a monastery, without gaining
influence or followers. Rozanov believed that Leont'ev's
writings were 'like letters to the wrong address', they
lacked the receptive readers who would have recognized his
greatness and originality. Thus the essential energy of his
thought, that could have been a great force for renewal was
stifled by the dessicating pessimism of his ideas that
developed in reaction to the unreceptive time in which he
was writing.13'
VLADIMIR SOLOV'EV
Rozanov was particularly drawn to figures seemingly at odds
with their time, those who did not follow the fashion of an
intellectual mood, but whose character and ideas stood out
in contrast to the age, and perhaps revealed more engaging
complexities than if they had lived in a time more
receptive to their thought. Vladimir Solov'ev, as well as
Leont'ev, shows this complexity. Both men occupied a
transitional position in the rapidly changing intellectual
climate of the decades between 1860 and 1900. Rozanov
linked Solov'ev and Leont'ev in his afterword to the
publication of Leont'ev's letters.' 32 He argued that both
men could have thrived in a great era but were paralysed by
the banal and uncreative circumstances of contemporary
life, and the energy of their genius turned against them.
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Rozanov writes of them: 'Heoro B CTOPM PYCCKO
	 CTb
Taxix PYCTHDC	 iT3IEHix rmui' •
Solov'ev, unlike Leont'ev, was not a 'literary exile';
he was published, successful, and in many ways represented
for Rozanov the repellent aspects of contemporary
journalism. Rozanov was perhaps more damning in his remarks
about Solov'ev than about any other writer. However, as
Viktor Sukach notes in the introduction to the recent
republication of Rozanov's article 'Avtoportret Vi. S.
Solov' eva', Rozanov devotes an unparalleled amount of
attention to Solov'ev.' 34
 Over the period 1894-1916, he
engages with Solov'ev's personality or work in more than 25
articles and notes, more than with any other individual.
Rozanov may have been critical of Solov'ev's ideas and his
literary persona, but he seems to have been compelled by
the figure of Solov'ev: ' B ConoBeBe rnaBHoe, s3anoBe.rHoe*
- ero rrwinOCm, KoTOpa. n TstriaeT ropao 6o.rree ero
cotwHeHM4>>. '35
Rozanov could be deeply scathing about Solov'ev. In
Opavshie list'ia, he grouped him together with Rachinskii
and Tolstoi, as writers he was unable to feel sympathy for:
floc3Ie)H	 co6axa, paaBrieHHas TpaMBaeM, Bimana 6onbrnee
Bcee ymr, eM x	 uiocorsi ii rry6JLHcTKa* (ycTHo)
STa 4cpaaB.neHHas coöaKa*, rioany, Koe-To obsIcHeT. Bo
BCX TX He	 i.no a6COTIIOTHO HTKKO <<pa3aBneHHocT*,
HanpoTHB, ca	 o	 eca	 BCEM <<aBKnw* (rionezii.ixa,
par	 rip.) . <. • .> KaK SI moan	 mo6mo CTpaxoBa, nio6iui i.i
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nnio K. MeoHTbesa; He roop 0 ((MeJ1oax )KH3HH*, KOTOP1
JUD6JIIO 6eMepHo. <. • .> 31106Mm MO)IHO TO, KTTh! - TOrO, 0 KOM
cepue 60J-IHT. 0 cex pex He 6rmo HHKK0 riptmm .ryme
6OJleTb*, H OT TOrO $1 MX He JIIO6MJI.
[0, 1. I: 174-75]
In his more reflective statements, Rozanov did,
however, see Solov'ev as an intellectual exile, who had
suffered from the dominance of radical thought that marked
the universities as well the press. Strakhov and Leont'ev
are true 'literary exiles' who lacked literary recognition.
Solov'ev was a prolific and widely-read journalist and
provoked a more complicated reaction. Yet the universities
were as fraught as journalism with fashionable ideologies,
personal politics and power moves that had little to do
with the search for truth. Both Strakhov and Solov'ev were
isolated from philosophical activity in the universities of
Moscow and St Petersburg, which was dominated by the
empiricist Troitskii. Their immense potential was wasted:
<...> B TO EPeM5I, KaK Hecrxoco6}mr x MiIOCOW TpoHLx
pacrrpocTpaHnc5I* C MHHMCTCKO xaeJpH, CMO M5HHCTCTBO
nopy'mo cnoco6HemeMy CTpaxoBy o yTOMJIeHH., XO TOffiHOTIIT
pa6Mpam yt e6HHKH 110 eCTeCTBeHHOk HCTOPHZ pea.JmFmIX
yITMxIHn; a B31azpa ConoBeBa, Tore HeaJ114cTa, He rIyCKa.T1O
B yHMBepcHTeT, IOTOMY TO 4C0H MeeT M&CJIH* <. • .> BpociM H
no-HcTHHe I1J110HM Ha TO raoe MACTO YCCKO MCT0pHM.
[Lit. izg.: 137-38, n.1]
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.> IOCTO nepeee CTpaxoBa H ConoBeBa (B.nay .) Ha
mococcxHsl xaegpr1i B MocKBe H tleTep6ypre, - B Ty-To riopy!
- COCTBHJiO 6i rxoxy B
	 B cy6ax pyccxo
MnocoHH, H - canoe rsIaBHoe! - B XOPOM HTBflHHH
pyccxoro IHOfflCTB <. • •>.
[Lit. izg.: 157, n.l]
Rozanov recognized the importance of Solov'ev's
contribution to Russian philosophy and in his article of
1890, 'Zametka o vazhneishikh techeniiakh russkoi
filosofskoi mysli v sviazi s nashei perevodnoi literaturoi
p0 filosof ii', he claimed that Solov'ev had done more than
anyone else to free Russian philosophical thought from the
impasse of positivist and empiricist influence. 136
 In 1904,
Rozanov wrote that Solov'ev was the first real Russian
philosopher, since he engaged with ideas themselves, and
not the compilation of others' ideas:
Bce o, pyccxe
	 uiocoii o CosioBbeBa, 6Ltmi xax 6Lt
OTJTMH m ic.norierecxoro cioapsi rio ripeey
	 ocoø,
6e3 Bcxoro	 epeca H 6e3 BCKOO petrenoro B3fl5I Ha
TO 6E1 TO
	 6Er.no. CosToBeH, MO)HO cica3am, pan 9TY
co6HpaTenbHylo H 6e3ymHyE
	 rxnorxei	 aem ee
H eHHoJ1wHo10 KHHroZ, MCTM! ae KHHORD
c'rpacTHOK. 110 TOMY OHOMY OH H CTfl 4mOCOOM*.'37
Rozanov praised the energy of Solov'ev's intellect,
'OcTpr,	 BOflHy1OuHCsL,	 BHO	 ocayiou	 yM	 Bn.
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ComDB eBa , l3B that focused religious and philosophical
interest on Russian reality. On Solov'ev's death, Rozanov
blamed political manoeuvering for squandering his
philosophical ability and turning him into an anti-Russian
publicist:
r	 HY)!Z}Tht*	 cmOCOt	 riome.n	 B
cKHTanecTBo,	 M0!(eT 61Th,	 pa3upaeH}mr,	 HBHO
orietaneHI.mT; W MO(eT 6wm,	 oro ropx onm6otnmix CJTOB,
CJIOB JT}ThTX HCIPBWIHBHX BHPBJ1OC y nero KK OTBT
Ha 9T0 He Hao. .. OHI4 He TOJThKO ycTpaH.m npeocxooro
peHro3Horo, cepeoro pyKOBOJMTe.ns MOIIOtX KoJ1e6snou!xcsI
YMOB, HO co3aii MHoro.neTHero TarIaHTnBekmero 6oiia
I1POTHB XOHCPBTHB!C Ha'la.TI H3HH, aHTM-csIaBsIHocKTIa, aHm-
139
Rozanov associated Solov'ev's activity with the
'public square', the 'street' and 'noise' of the
publicists, so alien to the true spirit of Russian writing
as sustained by quiet and hidden 'literary exiles'. In a
footnote to one of Strakhov's letters, Rozanov contrasts
the two environments, associating Solov'ev decisively with
the destructive world of newspapers, journals, scandal and
social democracy:
<...> cesi CBBH}ThtX gpyr c pyroM noe, <...>. BOT
6OKeCTBeHHN nOprOK, 6O)KecTBeHHa5 TmMHa, 6O1eCTBeHH&
Tpy.IL M COBCM pyroe - ysrna, raM, xny6, KoxoTxa,
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rIHcaTesm. 3ec -	 6estejme, irr eci	 esio* -
TO 9J1O6Hoe, papyflThTeJIEHOe, KOro-yb orrpoxHNBanee,
To-H6yB papymauee, noo qTo-Hr6y noxarmiBaneecs. Y
C0JioBbeBa He 6tno ir iomi* OT TilmiThi.
[Lit. izg.: 144, n.2]'4°
Rozanov complained about Solov'ev's writing style in a
letter to Leont'ev:
Bo Bri. ConoBbeBe MH He HPBHTC5I sTa HflP51CHHOCTh
s1NKa, 9T TOpOrIJtMBOCTb; a ero noc.TieHe mcaHM51, ITPOCTHTe
a oTxpoBeHHocm,	 e IPOCTO 1OTHBHLT <...>.
Ho, xOHe1HO, ero pa9HOo6pa3r4e rrpBJ•ieKaTeJIHO <. • .> Kax
s JIJD6Mn ero, xora ene 6yyt	 i3HCTOM - ysHari 0 ero
BHCTYLHHHH IPOTB rIoHTHBHCTOB, HO C KJtIM OOM OH
CTaHOBTC51 eee H eee HHTepeCeH.
MoeT 6im, si oie	 onmaIDCb, HO	 Tax: ero misi
xora He 6yeT 3a6iTo, B HCTOPH HalneH iepayp, TK OH
oro HamyMeji, HO ero cOHHeHH51 oe 	 Cxopo nepecay
HTTBC51 i-iocrre ero cMepTH.
Rozanov believed that the energy that impelled Solov'ev
lacked a secure ground on which to thrive and bear fruit.
This letter anticipates Rozanov's future criticisms of
Solov'ev, his speed and noise, exemplifying the world of
publishing and print that Rozanov sought to overcome.
Rozanov explained Solov'ev's success in his polemic with
Strakhov as owing merely to his superior journalistic
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position with the powerful liberal journals:
florw He HYH0 )oroHapHBaTb, TO B crrope my no6ewi 6Ltrx Ha
CTOP0H C-Ba, a crøa no6e& 6NJla Ha CTOOH CTpaxoBa. Ho
CTpaxoB rncan B PyccxoM BecTHrKe*, xooporo HHKTO He
t an, a CoJIoBeB -B 4CBeCTHK EBporru*, KOTOPLI 6mi y
xaroro ripoeccopa y xaoro HHOBH( Ha CTOIIe.
[Lit. izq .: 130, n.l]
Rozanov claimed that Solov'ev exploited the polemic to gain
an easy popularity. He describes Strakhov as yet another
martyr to true thought: '3a, BTO MyeHH1 pycco 'ThICIt:
B rrorIe!xe Co CTpaxoHrii 4T0p)KeCTBYIDUT
	 COJIOBEeB C ero
TOHOM	 ceramero rio6ew.rren.* 6Lu1 Mytlwre.neN.' [Lit. izg.:
141, n.2] In the impassioned Mimoletnoe of 1915, Rozanov
reacted against his early admiration for Solov'ev's
philosophical achievements, and claimed that Solov'ev had
proved himself to be neither a philosopher or genuine
thinker but a 'writer', in the most pejorative sense:
• •> flOCOH5 - npr6erme T}ThT TXMX gym, crxoI(oHMx,
aciiaaioirxc cosepae yMOB. ConoBbeB
ze Bec 6. myM i ena OTPHUTh - ae cyeTa. CaMonx6He
ero 6PLU0 BcenornouaInee: KaKO e TO moco? OH 6Eu1
ThCATFJIb - C OMHTh4 EJIHEOM J1HTPTYPFThDC BOJ1HHH CBOHX,
nHTepaTy'pHoro 	 - B HJ1OCOHiD 142
Rozanov writes that Solov'ev's antipathy or
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indifference to the traditions of Russian thought that he
most valued was perhaps his most ominous characteristic.
Solov'ev has failed to fulfil his early promise of making
a unique contribution to Russian thought. Rozanov laments
Solov'ev's lack of attachment to Russia, and Russian
originality:
Jeno H TOM H	 B TOM, qTo Bn. CoioBeB <. • .> 6LLJI
TaHHcTBeH}mIN H TPHt CKHM O6pa3OM coepmeo He pyCCKH,
He ie
	 ae HOT PYCCKOO* B tH3HeCKOM otepxe .flHL H
tHrypBr. <.•.> Kax CTPH}ThTh4 O6pa3OM OH
	 ocsaim H YCCKO
3eMJIH, none, neco, <.. •>.
OTcira ero pacxoe, Harip., CO CTPaXOBMM,
ameBcKr, MB. C. AKcaKoain, C ICI-IaM5TD KHpeeBcxoro H
XoMxoBa* -
	 !er1H Oc06eHHLLtH H IJI MH no xpaHek epe
CTpamHF41 xapaKTep. OH H xora Cxomc*,
	 xpyicHn*,
3HaxozJIC* c HMMH,	 ero K H4 POHHO He yBCTBOBaJI; H
- He yBCTBOBa.n 60.TIH, cTpaaHMsI.143
)eCTBHTe.nbHO, 8T0 -
	 He PYCCKHL a
MeyHapon, eponecx rcaTe.n. Ty'r eCTh - H KCTBO,
HO CTE - H EHht HeoCTaTOx. [Lit. izg.: 130, n.l]
Rozanov describes Solov'ev as a 'wanderer', who could
not attach himself to people, places or ideas.' 44 He lacks
a 'home', both in physical surroundings and in the
ideological climate in which he was writing. This was the
antithesis of what Rozanov was seeking in his writing. Yet
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Rozanov believed that Solov'ev might have found an
intellectual 'home' in the optimistic l860s, where he would
have been able to put the energy of his writing into deeds.
Despite Solov'ev's historic attack on positivism in
philosophy, Rozanov believes that the reforming zeal of the
].860s was fundamental to his nature: 'B o6pa9e M&icjie ero,
a 0C06eHHO B ripeax ero	 H eTeJmHocTH, 6uia 6e3Ha
e mecTHecwrMx rOOB*, H He.nE3
	 COMHeBaThC, TO XOTM B
KpH3Hce 3anaJHo tHflOCOcMH* H BHCTYIHJI OH crrpOTHB
rIO9HTHBaBMa*, T.e. IpOTHB HHX, - OH HX OHaKO ropo JIIO6H.JI
H yBacarI, nio6m IMHHO xax poxHoe*, <<cBoe*. '"
Losev praised Rozanov's intuition about Solov'ev's
inheritance from the l860s, while expressing surprise that
Rozanov, the 'decadent' and literary exhibitionist, should
be capable of such subtle perceptions about Solov'ev's most
essential characteristics.t46 However, Losev might see that
there was not so great a contradiction if he admitted that
Rozanov's 'decadence' was eccentric, and more complicated
than that of many of his contemporaries. The radical
writers of the 1860s were Rozanov's formative intellectual
enthusiasm, although he later condemned positivism and all
its practitioners. Both Solov'ev and Rozanov admired action
and deeds rather than words. They shared a strong
enthusiasm for the spirit if not the letter of the 1860s.
For this reason they both admired Leont'ev, whom they
recognized as essentially a man of deeds rather than a
literary figure, and condemned Nietzsche as a practically
ineffective and unheroic scholar. Yet despite their
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enthusiasm for heroic action, both men were more at home
with the verbal rhetoric and devices of journalistic
polemics than they would have liked to admit. They were
excitable in print and could be carried away by their
style. Strakhov compared the excesses of Rozanov's literary
expansiveness to Solov'ev's writing:
PaBe He rroxo,e? PasBe He apowrr 	 e.noBex, pae
najee crIoBaMH? Ho	 IYTHHL M&CflH, He jaiva.
HHeMy copem H CJIOPZHTbC5L, CyM6yp BC.KHX C.TIOB H &ciie -
noryôHJlH Bce flflOLt, KOTOPLI MOr 6H rIPHHCTM TOT Ta.naHT.
[Lit. izg.: 349)
Rozanov would not have welcomed the comparison. He was
acute to the faults of Solov'ev's journalistic style, and
criticized his tendency to hysteria and artless word-play.
Solov'ev's writing had elements of pedantry that Leont'ev
called his 'progressive jesuitry',' 47
 but Rozanov saw it as
above all the polemic style of a publicist, proof more of
verbal display than of mature, concentrated thought.
Rozanov condemns Solov'ev's literary polemics for the tone
in which he attempts to undermine things that are sacred to
Russia for the sake of a literary victory: 'Ero nonexa C
aHKneBcxM, co CTpaxoBm..1, c (riycm HeJ1e1mrM) poccrcx.iii
paHxaJ1-pea3IHcTaMH*, C pyccx . ôorocnoBaMH, c riai
AxcaKoBa, KaTxoBa H Xoi .isrKoBa* O TOrO
	 nO HHr3KOMY,
He6naropoJHoMy, 	 caMoHaesrnHo-BLTcoxoMepHoMy TOHy,
	 rio
oTBpaTHTenrHO
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In Posle Sakharny, Rozanov even claimed that
Solov'ev's talent was an illusion: 'Beare OH tfl oeH
TaJ1aHTnBEr, HO êpHHx. B CYIIHOCTM M He TaJ1aHTJ1BH, a
OHb CKOPO 6erai 1. TM ero 6MCTPO 6eraIOtEHe HOK 6rtn
ripsrr& sa ana
	
OH m COTH 4YCCK4 OpMreHoM*' .'
Rozanov distinguished his own success from that of the
'literary exiles' with the same image of facility in
writing, 'Cym MeH.* TOM, TO y MH TOCe BErpoc.rzo 5
Hor*' .° Legs are an image of adeptness in the complex
literary arena (in the same passage, Chernyshevskii is also
noted for having 'five legs'). Rozanov is aware, as
Solov'ev was similarly aware, that both he and Solov'ev
show an unusual and individual skill for journalism.
Rozanov was particularly acute to the elements of
pose in Solov'ev. He describes Solov'ev as creating a mask
of buffoonery and wit to protect against any intrusion into
his private thoughts:
Bce HarIet aTaHHOe rIOKa yBeKOBeBaeT Ty I'ffICOByBD MaCKY,
KOTOPYID Bcer.ra HOCKTI HJIOCO, - MaCKY, pacncayio InyTKaN,
apca, rpmiaca4, 6y oHao, xaiuie Tax YCTO oieBa.nH
COJIOBeBa	 xperixo saxpitarr OT r.riasa 4cHerIocssmeHHoro*. B
CMOM esie, B COYIOBbeBe Hao 6rzno	 . .	 ,nns
KOro iycoro* OH H CHHM&11 MCK I myTJBOrO, flOT
1.51YTOBCKOFO rmaua.
The reference to Solov'ev's laughter, mask and cloak have
demonic implications. Rozanov consciously used this demonic
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imagery to conjure up an ominous portrait of the publicist
for his readers. Rozanov emphasizes the sinister quality of
Solov'ev's laugh, to which he made repeated reference: 'Bii.
ConoBbeB Ha TOT e BOIPOC capxacTM'ecKH pa3CMeSIC, CBO4
.rIegsLr BIN HTHT1TTM}ThTh4 CMeXOM, rpor H MeTa.TLnH'eCxMt4' 152
In a footnote to one of Strakhov's letters, Rozanov
explicitly associates Solov'ev's laugh with his
demonism:'53
Ou ecr 6LLn 6J1ecTnH, XOflOHIt, CT3ThHO (rIopaMTenbmt
CTJThHO cMex y nero - xaceTc ToncTo Bwpa3HncsI: cyacH&i
cMex CorroBBeBa*) . . . Mo,icer 6EaT B HM w.no 4c6oecTBeHHoe*
(xax OH rxpeTeHoBa.n)	 - rio Hoetly orIpeeneHH10 - rMy6oKO
eMoHHecxoe, HMHHO rrpeHcnoHee: HO Hiero im oem MJ1O
B HM 6ETJIO	 enoBeecxoro. 4ccrzHa tesroBetecxoro* (rio-
wrecxoMy) B HM ae H H Han!Ha.nOCb, - H, KaIIOCb, ca
OTHOCHTCSI BeqHOe TaHoe OrIJIaKHBaHHe i ce6s, TO 5 B HM
HflLTBHO 1yBCTBOBa.n BO BpeMs nHHoro 3HaIC0MCTBa. ConoBeB
mm crpaHHlt,	 H CTfflH 1enoBeB.
[Lit. izcT.: 142, n.2]
Blok claimed that Solov'ev's laugh had a seemingly magical
and self-protective force. He wrote in a letter to Chulkov:
'cMex enae ConoBreBa COBUIHHO HB&M OT Tex
anamo Po3aHoBa, KOTOP sByaT .'" Rozanov
claimed to detect a sadness in Solov'ev, in the ambiguity
of his laugh: 'Kaxo CTHHL y Hero 6N.n TOT CMeX, YMHN
H Mo(eT-Im	 riOCTO5HYK rpyCTb."55 Losev
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praised Rozanov's perception of Solov'ev's sadness.'56
Rozanov believed that it stemmed from his sense of
isolation from others, it was the sadness of a remote and
selfish ego.
Rozanov's characterization of Solov'ev contains
repeated images of devilry and demonism. In a review of the
first publication of Solov'ev's letters in 1908 he
describes the 'frenzied dance' of Solov'ev's language:
H HT rrwcbMa, re He xpymc 6I B CYJOPO)I(HO rLrIcKe Ta
Boxa6ynsIpHasI HcTepHxa. <. . .> Too ero qTO HeCeT. H OH
xo're.n 6L1 yepzamcsi	 a npetMemI,	 a	 CBO
rIpo3pa}mm4, TOHKHMH rrasBLa, HO TOHO BHYTHH 	 BHXP
OTNBJI ero OT HHX, H OH YHOCHJIC	 anee, anee <...>.'
Rozanov argued that Solov'ev used a sort of verbal trickery
to avoid any self-revelation even in this intimate genre of
the letter. Solov'ev's use of words distances him from the
world of people and things. Words do not renew the
connection with the world, as they did for Rozanov, but
perform their own devilish dance. For Rozanov, this was a
sin against the nature of the word. As he wrote in the
rvlimoletnoe for 1915, Solov'ev's words do not flow out of
him organically, unlike Rozanov's, which he claimed were
mixed with human blood and seed, but have been put together
artificially:
OH TOJThKO <KacaeTcs tICTNH* )KH3HH, rrpeMeToB, <...>. Hao
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6w npocneHTE, ec'rr m y nero Boc raTeJmmIe 9HaKM* i
<roroToM* - CI41ITO	 jflTh B pyxormcai	 neiaTH.
6w JmD6OrI&THO. Ho B irrepaype	 3Hax, 'ITO OH BCe 4CtL1I.J1
crIoBa*, <. .	 - HO	 4cyKyca*, <pBaHyJm, - Hr3HH.
• .>. Y nero Be3e rBoH,	 pa3w, uesiae pas,
cuinori-s. To'IHo He Te'JeT petit (=IcpoB), a pe'	 -
CoCTaBfleHa H3 CJIOB. <(CnoBa ice OH 3HJ1, xax ytIeH 'e.nOBex,
rrpomejnm	 yHBepCTeT,	 tyx. xaeno. Co.noBBeB YCBOJI
sarroMHm MHOCTBO CJIOB, <..>. Ho poHoro-To cnoBa Mey
i ooro He 6wno, ce 6w.n 'iy.ie...
M OH BC rmcan 0 rtocan...
M e.ria.nc Bce oecacee 0 HecqacTHee. • • 158
Rozanov describes Solov'ev's language as that of an
Antichrist or false prophet:
• .> B ConoBeBa norian <. . .> xaxo-To ocxorio qex HacTonero
4d1pOTHBHHKa XpocTa* <. • .>. OH <.. .> 6wn 'eiioBex, KOTOOMY
c erxosexa He 0 'leN 6u.no rIoroBopwr, KOTO OBO0JI
TOJIbKO C BoroM*. TyT OH HBOJ1HO nomaTHy.nc, T. e. HaTypa
nomayna ero B CTOOHY 4CMOCO3HHK B ce6e rrpopoxa*,
xoopoe He 6w.no HO e1aHKB]N, HO rIpOTBOpHEmf. C it
He 0 'IBM roBopMT, a c BoroN - 4croBopoTcsI*, .pe tm .JmeTcsi*.
<..> B HM <..> 6tn oMelmo nO(1mi ripopox <...>, B OCHOB,
- nomtk Meccosi (cyTE, AHToxpocTa) <• • •>•
(Lit. izg.: 142-44, n. 2]
Rozanov was also attacked by Solov'ev as a demonic and
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Antichrist figure.' 59 Yet despite this mutual 'demonizing',
both men recognized in the other elements of prophetism,
even if this was, as Rozanov claimed of Solov'ev, a false
prophecy. A letter of 1895 from Solov'ev to Rozanov appears
to hint at some sort of mystic conspiracy:
He TOJIEKO S BepIa, TO M& 6paTE5 rio yxy, HO H
orrpaaøe TO BN B CflOBX Bame Harrc OTHOCHTJThHO
signum IapcTB	 EOKHS1. KTO OHHKOBO sHaeT rio orr&y 0
OHHKOBO riOHM4T H oteoae 9TH 3HaxM, sarioro HuH
npeape	 LtapcTBa Eoico. Te, KoHeHo, pams rio yxy, H
HHTO He MoceT paserro
Losev writes that Rozanov also affirmed a prophetic kinship
with Solov'ev to his nephew, S. M. Solov'ev, shortly after
Solov'ev's death: '3aieM xrr ccopimoc	 c BJIaiiiopoM
ConoBeBImt? Ber	 oa tnri	 ''s'
It is clear that both men recognized and reacted to
features in each other which they felt to be particularly
crucial at the time. Losev argues that Solov'ev realized
the importance of Rozanov and so had to engage with him:
'OH	 noHHMan, TO O9HOBU0H cauia y,e MOUHbIM
YXOM coBpeMeHHocTo, sacnyaiigo	 caoro cepesoro
iairii' 162	 would not be absurd to see their mutual
engagement and antagonisms as motivated by a suspicion of
similar strengths. They showed a combination of similar and
fundamentally opposed inclinations which must have both
repelled and drawn them repeatedly towards each other.
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Rozanov's statements about Solovev's prophetic nature, 'c
BoroM - roBopWrc*, <pe JmeTc*', are reminiscent of his
own writerly self-definition in Uedinennoe and Opavshie
list'ia. As Rozanov recognized, they both show a constant
journalistic instinct in spite of their grander, more
spiritual aspirations. They are both 'many-legged', not so
other-worldly as to be unaware of journalistic advantage.
Both men set themselves up to be, in some degree, modern-
day prophets. Solov'ev's portrayal of Rozanov as an
Antichrist was founded on the same faults that Rozanov
accuses him of, an immense egotism and the desire to put
his own words before God's.
Yet the most exhaustive scholars of the two men's
lives, Viktor Sukach and Losev, both emphasize that the
acuity of their literary polemics was in contrast to the
friendly tone of their private correspondence. Losev notes
that such an 'extraordinarily good-natured' attitude to a
critic who was hostile to him is 'the rarest exception' in
Solov'ev's correspondence.' 63 For the polemic between the
two was extremely heated and even abusive.
As with his evaluation of Leont'ev, religion, and in
particular the way in which a religious attitude showed
itself in a person's life, was the crucial touchstone in
Rozanov's attempt to understand Solov'ev's essential
nature. Shortly after Solov'ev's death, Rozanov claimed
that he was 'genuinely religious', and praised his
contributions to original Russian religious thought: 'OH
rrpomencsi 4cneoxonoM>> rio amey pesmrosoy tOMJ1H3MY
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1MHHO OT Toro, TO B HM ye aroperrcs 9TY3M x
IOJ1H}ThTh4 pe.nøro9}Th.i TMM , K CMOMY	 pe.TIHrMH,
a e oxo.no However, even this area of
reforming activity was described by Rozanov as 'publicism',
and only four years later, on the first publication of
Solov'ev's letters, he contradicted these views, arguing
that Solov'ev was not instinctively religious. He cites the
mocking tone with which Solov'ev describes the monks at
Sergiev Posad in a letter to Strakhov, and claims that
Solov'ev's interest in theological questions was more of an
intellectual exercise than a matter of faith.' 65 Not unlike
Leont'ev, Rozanov sees Solov'ev as lacking an inner
instinctive approach to religion, and being able to
understand religion only through other intellectual
activity; for Leont'ev this approach was aesthetic, for
Solov'ev it was systematic. He believed that both men could
understand only the forms of religion and lacked a sense of
instinctive religious joy, without which their knowledge
was nothing. Solov'ev created the last theological system
in Europe, but as a system it was based on a logical
approach to faith, which for Rozanov was a denial of faith.
Rozanov claimed that Solov'ev was too preoccupied with
himself to understand the most simple things of religion.
He compares his self-immersion to Tolstoi: 'OH CMOTPMT
TO.TILKO Ha ce6, poHe ce6si OH i qero He	 -	 OTTOrO
He flOH4T eue B penMr'. [Lit. izg.:
350, n.1] Thus he completely ignored what was for Rozanov
the most essential of essentials in religion, marriage and
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the family. In a letter to Gor'kii, Rozanov insists that
Solov'ev's indifference to the 'flesh and blood' questions
of Rozanov's own life was the real cause of their disputes:
51 xora o6 9TOM Bna. CorroeBy (T. e. qTO xoepø 6yjyT,
epo rio riOflHO Heo6ecneeHHocT, npOCTHTYTKaM) Harmca.n, -
	
TO OH riepemen K	 mOCOcCKHM TeMaM*,	 OCTO He
	
KOBbD	 51 TOTt aC, He sa ce6SI, a xa
6M sa MHP - rIOyBCTBOBa.T1 K HMY npespeHe, 	 STO 66tnO
HacTo51neH np!HO,	 TO	 t BTOPWHO	 caTpM1ecK4*
166
In the second book of Opavshie list'ia, he attacks Solov'ev
together with Florenskii, Tsvetkov and Bulgakov for their
evasion of, or indifference to, the crucial questions of
marriage, divorce and the family in all their writings on
religion:
Bri. CoJ1oBeB amcan cM&csI JThD6BT*, HO BB C?iC3i JThD6BH* -
STO CTCTBHH51 mococxa TeMa: HO	 OH Hil OHO
CTP0t K B	 C51TH TOMX <CO'U4H.* He I1OCB51TKTI pa3Boy,
eBcTBeHHocTH BCTYflIOUX B 6paK, wseHe 1! Boo6ue TepH.M Il
MyKe cei . H.H 01H0 CTOKO ei e rioMor.
[0. 1. II: 514]
Rozanov quotes Solov'ev as calling the sexual instinct the
'base instinct'. 167 In his afterword to the publication of
Leont'ev's letters he emphasizes the aversion on the part
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of both Solov'ev and Leont'ev to the flesh, and fleshly
love. He compares their revulsion from the contemporary
world to the self-castrating sects at a time of imminent
apocalypse. 168 Rozanov believed that they were wrong.
Freedom from despair was not to be found in a renunciation
of the flesh but in its joyful understanding and respect:
CoJ1oBeB, aoe KK H JleoHmeB, Kax	 aopBmi ce6
1OCTOM roroj-rb,
 He yCMaTpHBa..TLH rzonoTe.nBHoro, CBTJ1OtO H
npaexoro cojepioro B TOM, Ha TO nocrHoBeHHe coeprmn
yze OpMreH. Mery TM
	
!CTHLH3M*, xoero a*rarr J1eoHTeB,
H BC OHH TpH, Mor .1BHHyTEC. H He no IYTH CKOrIeCTBa, HO
rio rPOTHBOTOJIOHOMY riyTW, - K OKOHHHIO TOrO 4csTeJHHKoBoro
nepHOa*, C KOTOPNM tT CpaBHH.TIH Bec 	 pyr CKOI1eCKHX
169
The new 'ice-age' of planetary 'dessication' and despair is
evident for Rozanov not only in a fear of the flesh but
also in the attempt to fix words in scholastic system in
the belief that in control and submission there is an end
to fear. Rozanov sees their ascetic existence as not a
truly felt religious attitude, but a reaction of horror at
the emptiness and intellectual poverty of contemporary
life. Solov'ev sought refuge in logical, and Leont'ev in
aesthetic, order. Rozanov sees both Solov'ev and Leont'ev
as themselves implicated in the stagnating and dessicating
influences in society that they sought to escape.
Solov'ev and Leont'ev, as was fitting to their
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sectarian sympathies, were both theorists of the
Apocalypse. Rozanov remarked on the similar tone of sadness
and hopelessness in both men's writings on the end of
history:
CHoBa: 4d'oFM MarorH*, 4cfinis mundi* H T. r., oqeH
HaITOMHHaDT M3BCTHO taee Bii. CosloBbeBa 0 KOHUe BCeMH)HOM
HCTO H AHTHXpHcTe. rnaBHoe - TOHOM HanoHaxT, rpycmr,
6e3HaecHocm1D. <.•.> Enace py3EsL, o, KoHeHo, He pars
roopur o 6yjyneM*. , no CBOCTBHH0 YCCKO rrpHahrKe; 0
rpopee !4HcilH, t YBCTB TYT He MOT 6MTB H pe, xa OH
Boo6rre H He MHTCH, xpoe xaK H6nHorpatOB-
rpo6oBuxoB. fleoHTEeB Ha 10 neT pamme casan T ?ICSIb,
KoTopa amyena W3 YCT ConoBEeBa (on.m fatum) •170
floBecm Bn. ConoBreBa 0 4MOHrOJIBCKOM saoea
	
EBporr&
nepe AHTHXpHCTOM, noaJiy, napannenBHa, H, no,ianyii,
.THpyeT noi TwecKe SOBM 11-Ba. To H ix,pyroe sHar.ieHyeT
BoO6rre BJIHKE TOCKY no HJeaJ1e. 110 HJThHOM cynecTBoBa},
rio HeasIBHoM ime.
[0. 1. I: 319]
An attraction towards a more contemplative, even mystical
mood was an expression of the Apocalyptic anticipation of
both men. Yet although Solov'ev lived to experience the
resurgence of mysticism in society, Rozanov claims that he
failed to make contact with the new generation despite a
ready interest on their part: 'B BTOM BTOPOM rIOKOJIHMH 6Lmo
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3aMeTHo eee enat eHcTBoBaTb, a ConoBeB He yz .iei )HTb
He JecTBoBam. Kax-To OH MH caan o ce6e, 'ITO OH - He
flCHXOflO*. OH cxaan 9T0 JpyI'HMH CJ1OBa1, HO BaMeTHO, TO
OH asie.n y ce6 0 HeocTaTKe 9TO epTH. ' ''
Yet Rozanov emphasized the contemplative mystic mood
of Solov'ev's poetry. He believed that the poetry expressed
his 'true' nature, and saw it as very much in the spirit of
the contemporary decadent writing and speculation. This,
combined with his apocalyptic expectation, makes Solov'ev
as expressive of the 1890s as of the 1860s that formed him:
'HacTosmee CosIoBbeBa 6tno ero cypa'1Has, oceHH
saTeM HKOTOThI cyeBepM. rlepBo6ErrHoro cKnaa, flOtITH rio THIY
B)OECTB H KO31OBCTBa (4ceprm1* Ii T. ri.) , ii saTe ero
cpaoe H cpamoe yriopoe	 6JIH9OCTH KOHL
pa H flT1CTBH AHTHxpHcTa."72 Other 'decadents' were
similarly drawn to these aspects of Solov'ev's writing. As
Belyi confessed to Florenskii: 'CTOT 4CymHe, 3HOHI
.t1HIH, H OnT, H OLHTb XBTIDC ra B.naxwiirpa ConoBeBa ii
BeCE, 6Ba1D O&T YBCTBOM KOHL <.•.>. lacTo SI BHYTPHH
6yHTy1 IOTHB CO.UOBbeBCTBa H IOTOM CHOB H CHOB flOHHKIC
ero ZYXOM. '
Most importantly for Rozanov, it was only in his
poetry that Solov'ev revealed his true self:
ToJmKo CTHXH XOpOlflH...
CTHXH 6LUIH xopom, re OH rrriaxa.rx o ce6e, o coe
e ru O norH6me gyme
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• .> TOJIBXO B CTHXX ConoBbeB H BLt3MII CBO J1W1HO H
oco6emioe, cBoe opHI'!HaJ1Hoe H }ioBoe. To.nbxo 3Cb HBT
ero	 ora B 8-MH TOM&X 1O3LT HBYT ero CrIOCO6HOCTH H
y-qeHocm, OCTP	 M )HanexTMKa H H3yMiTenEHaB pyHLMI,
pa6oTariIas Ha '1y!cHMH TeMaMH <. .
In his conclusion to the publication of Leont'ev's
letters, Rozanov quotes Solov'ev's poem 'Belye
kolokol'chiki' as evidence of the anticipation of new life,
contrasting with the rest of his writing: 'CTHxoTBopeHHe
STO rny6oxo-HoBo, a icn ero, H coepaHHe, H Haeca -
coTBope}. STo TO-TO coTBopeHHoe jt rmo Co.noBbeBa' 176
Rozanov believed that the grief and longing which
occasionally found expression in Solov'ev's poetry, but
never in his prose, outweighed all the lugubrious wit of
his journalism, by which he sought to conceal it.
Characteristically, the most precious quality is the one
that is kept silent: '3araotHa H rrry6oxa ero TocKa; TO, 0
'eM o MOnqan. A cnoBa, aricaoe - Bce caMaR o6LtKHoBeHia
YPHflHCTHK <.•.>. ' [Ued.: ill]
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CHAPTER VI; ROZANOV AND DECADENCE
THE 1890s AND THE BEGINNINGS OF DECADENCE
Rozanov was quick to respond to elements of the new 'poetic
and psychological' mood of the 1890s in the outcasts from
the 1860s and l870s. In Literaturnye izgnanniki he
emphasized the rarity of Govorukha-Otrok's attention to the
individual litso, against the political mood of the time:
'ctenoBelc, era nH!o, ero cep.we,
	
tora	 eflOBeeCTBO
60-x rooB - ero 3aHMa.no. H B TOM OH rrpecTaBneT CO6OE
9MTHO H LHHO BHO nepexoa Tex .TIT B HTO HOBO H
rIpoTHBono.nocHoe.' [Lit. izg.: 463] This historical
transition is of great interest to Rozanov, as he himself
experienced the conflict between the optimism of the 1860s,
and the new contemplative psychologism of the 1890s.
Rozanov argued that it was a specific atmosphere in society
that so stifled the work of these writers. In his articles,
and his footnotes to Literaturnye izgnanniki, Rozanov
indicates distinct changes in mood in Russian society
across the decades from the 1860s to the l890s. His
analysis of these changes suggests the influence of
Grigor'ev's concept of an atmosphere (veianie .) of an era.
Rozanov's description of the transitional points of Russian
history often comes close to the depiction of an
individual's spiritual or psychological state. At times it
has such force of personal belief that one could equally
well be tracing the movements of Rozanov's own mental
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climate. This projection of one's own mood on to the world
was, however, a common method for Rozanov: 'CKyHo 0 ce6e,
a xax M& H4HM MSTB MHP IOT cesr*' - TO H 0 ts1pe
CKYHO. 1
Rozanov describes three crucial phases in recent
Russian history: the optimistic positivist spirit of the
l860s, the transitional phase of disillusioned atheism in
the l870s and 1880s, and the new mystical, psychological,
and religious rebirth of the 1890s and beginning of the new
century. Rozanov describes the central phase of unbelief in
footnotes to Literaturnye izqnanniki:
B KOHU KOHUOB, flOTH CO Cfl9} Cxa)KeM, TO B 70-Me,
80-Me rot pycce riepen	 crpanmyi TpareHr	 ymLI,
Tparex	 HHO MHOHOO xonoa, <. . .> - 0 HI4KTO xoro e
.TJ:E6HJ•I, cpaan OT 9TOO H BCTKH He JTID6rLJI
(Lit. izg. : 252]
Rozariov cites as proof the 'terrible observation' of
Strakhov, who had intimate conversations with Dostoevskii,
that Dostoevskii was unable to believe in God, and was
tormented by this.
• .> B 80-x rojax	 ymero CTO.TIeTH$L Poccosi w O6UeCTBO
pyccKoe nepecono CTOflB pa3HTeJmHo-rny6oKHr aTeH3M, TO mono
ae oria JocToeBcxoro, PaoHcKoro o (W3BHHHTe) Po3aHoHa
rrpeirio.naranw pyr y rpyra aTeH9M, HO cKpBaerIN.: O TOFO
xasa.nocb HBO3MO)!(HE1M <<BepoT, <<He CTaToHEm .f>> - Bepom!!
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Kax,	 T0	 riepeMeHH.nocB,	 rIepeMeHH.noc 	 Co	 CTIIIHO
He3ar4eTHocmIo, HO - <<F0cTB npmen B HoiH H THXO,- H ceJm;
H 1	 OeHE IOCTO	 H 51 3HaIO, TO y MH51 43a CTHOIO
- rocTb, pyr, peanimt Kax HOH eTH>). <<MLI Bce	 oeH
1IpOCTO*. floeMy? KaK? Kora HaIaJIH BepwrB? HeBeoMo,
HeH3cneHMo. 51 ca (B o6ueCTBe, B HCT0pMH) nepeim eiir a
HM 9TY rJlaBy 51, H CM He 3HIO 4cKor)a Bce CJ1ytThLT1OCE*.
[Lit. izg.: 251-52, n.2]
Dostoevskii did not live to see the quiet return of
faith in the 1890s that Rozanov describes. However, Rozanov
believes that it is anticipated in his work. He describes
Dostoevskii's images of Zosima's love for all humanity as
the desperate attempt of a man, freezing in the snow, to
create some warmth by blowing into his numb fists and
stamping his feet on the ground, motivated not by the
warmth of conviction but by the unbearableness of the
cold. 2 Rozanov believes that Strakhov, Leont'ev and even
Solov'ev all suffered the effects of this 'tragedy' of a
spiritual 'ice-age'. 3 He argues that this is because the
lack of receptive warmth around them, in society and in
their readers, prevented the seeds of life in their thought
from germinating, and contributed to their isolation.
The new mood of the 1890s was characterized by a new
attention to metaphysical aspects of philosophy, and a
resurgence of interest in religious questions. It was a
reaction against an exclusively rational and materialist
approach to reality. The transition was marked by the
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founding of journals such as Grot's Voprosy filosofii i
psikhologii in 1889. Rozanov saw the overwhelming
characteristic of this new phase as a deepening of the
instinctive and non-rational, mystical inclinations in man.
The battle against rationalism in the writings of Strakhov
and fellow 'literary exiles' at last found a resonance and
receptive audience in the new intellectual atmosphere and
developed into a more complex exploration of man's mind,
his instinctive and subconscious motivations.
Rozanov called the new attention to the non-rational
aspects of man's thought and behaviour 'psychologism'
('psikhologichnost''). He saw himself as foremost amongst
the writers who had provoked this change, together with the
younger generation of 'literary exiles', Rtsy, Shperk and
Florenskii, and argued that their activity represented a
decisive move away from the radical anti-individualistic
approach to literature: 'Pexo-peo y MH MeJThKaeT !.ThICJTh,
TO HarlopoM cBoe1 flCHXOflOHOCTH 51 ooneio nTepaTypy. T.
e. TO fl0TOM 6yyT ricxoiiormt, - KaK 51 Hafl& (Pr..w,
cIn., fflriepx, erne HecxoJmKo, HeMHoro) .' [0. 1. II: 545-46]
Rozanov argued that the changes in ways of thinking in
society were demonstrated by new words that had become
current in speech and articles. He emphasizes words such as
'psikhopat', 'psikhologichnost'' and 'chutkost'', that were
indicative of this change in mentality:
B Moe BpeM51, np Moe )K3H, cosaiic HKOTON HOBM
csIoBa: B 1880-M roy 51 CaM ce6si H3Bfl <<rIcxorxaTOM*, cMe51cb
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H BecencE HOBOMY YHOMY CilOBy. IO Ce651 $1 HH OT xoro
(KaeTc.) ero He cn:BIxa.n. 11OTOM (Bperi fflorleHrayspa) 	 ore
CTJIH H3MBTb ce	 HJIH pyrHx; IOTOM rIO$BH.TIOCE 9T0 B
)IcypHanax. Terlepb STO 6paHHa KsmKa, HO	 STO
oöosHatmmo <<6oJIeSHB yxa*, poje EaipOHa <. • .>. fIOTOM
riosee BO3HHKIIO CJIOBO <qexaeHT*, H ToKe CSELTI H3 rIepBETX.
fflriepx c ropocio roBop.rr o ce6e: <<51, 6aTeHKa, exaeHT*.
9To 6mo paHbme, eM r o6a ycnimam o EpicoBe; A. Eesmt
- He poa.nc. Tenep pacripocpaHmoc CJIOBO <<tiyTKH*:
HYHO 6N IOCMOTPTh xwry <<0 noiaHm; HO B
<<YTKOCT	 H <<MacTpoeHM*, C PKHM coSHaHI4eM HX H
tW3}{HHM HX BaHOCTH, 5 rrMca.n STY KHH.
Bce 9TH C.TIOBa, HOBM B o61IecTBe H B JIHTPTYP,
Brpa)IcarrH - CTYI1H - orpooe yrny6rreiririe e.noBeKa. Bce
CTIIH Heoxo ICMeTepIIMHKaMII*, H B STOM cy'rB. Ho cam
<<MeTep3HKaI* paHLme, eM ycniiman 0 MeTepHKe.
[Ued.: 68]
Rozanov identified characteristics that he had looked
for in the neglected conservative writers and thinkers of
the previous generation amongst this new generation of
thinkers. His characterization of both movements reveals
the consistency of his own concerns. Govorukha-Otrok
demonstrated, Rozanov believed, the psychological
transition from Strakhov's approach, which had been marked
by faith in intellectual rigour. As Rozanov argues, the
questioning of such faith can lead to greater freedom and
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intimacy of tone, and of the very objects of enquiry. In
Literaturnye izgnanniki, Rozanov told his readers to pay
attention to the change in tone when reading the letters of
Govorukha-Otrok after those of Strakhov.
Characteristically, he uses the term 'chutkii':
BHMaTe.nEH1r cizyx	 3CflLT B 9THX CTOKX
IHCBM	 ymy COBCM MHOO ToHa, ecen y H. H. CTpaxoBa
<...>. Crpaxo 6LL11 HCT OCO6eHH0BD HHCTHTYTCKOIO HCTOTO
(eHcxHe HHCTHTyTH): HO HJTh3 CKPE!Th, TO HHora XOTC
<...> CnYCTHTEC5I B IOBJThH& 9TaC, B xyXH, H T8.N
rIOKOrIaThC oKono KmaHHL CKOBOpOOK, rrporo H ripo., H
TO HHO) B <r!pHcnyre Ha xyxe* Habenrb H YCJThUII1III TOH
pet 6onee apowmi H 6onee co3ByIHuH cepxuy, 1eM y
Knacc}mIx HaCTaBHHU, yqHTe.ne H y WKTPHCEL TaK
roBopyxa: c i .i .j-ierqe,	 .nbeTc pe, OH 6oimme
Ham*, eM BeJlHKoneri}mIH 1-1 yte& CTpaxoB, XOT OH H He TK
COJ1HH H HaeeH.
[Lit. izg , : 443, n.1]
The writer, and his readers are drawn to 'go underground'.
These were the scenes, and tones of debate, anticipated by
Dostoevskii, the writer whom Rozanov had described as being
left out in the cold, even from his own dreams, by his
contemporary context. Dostoevskii's writing was a vital
impetus to the new intellectual atmosphere of the 1890s.
Dostoevskii's psychological and religious depths were the
focus of concentrated attention for the first time. Rozanov
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had himself helped to initiate this rediscovery with his
essay, Legenda a Velikom Inkvizitore, and his critical
introduction to the 1894 'Niva' edition of Dostoevskii's
collected works. 4
 Rozanov wrote that Dostoevskii had
anticipated the new 'tone' of debate, which he saw as the
tone of the kitchens and cellars, the images that he uses
to describe the tonal transition from Strakhov to
Govorukha-Otrok in the passage above. 5 'Cellars' and
'underground' imply a new sort of questioning, this was the
exploration of these very 'cellars' and 'undergrounds' in
the human mind. Rozanov claimed that much of this
questioning was ignored at the time when Dostoevskii was
writing. In the article 'Odna iz zamechatel'nykh idei F. M.
Dostoevskogo', Rozanov discusses the rediscovery of Zapiski
iz podpol'ia as a vital work underlying the entire new
'decadent' mood and questioning in society. He interprets
an article by Mikhailovskii, attacking the book, as a last
attempt of an out-dated rationalist way of thinking to
defend itself from Dostoevskii's inevitable destruction of
its theories: 'MxanoBcxr	 yriepcs B CT&PEE CTpO, B
HgBet}mr cTpo, qTo6rL Kax-H16y 3BTøThC OT reHrasmHo
JlocToeBcKoro.' 6 From the turn of the century, the
'underground' ('podpol'e') took its place alongside terms
like 'psychologism' and 'psychopath' in the new
intellectual vocabulary that Rozanov described in
Uedinennoe:
LIe.jmnk p	 mcaeiie BHarierocsI ycriexa, - 11. ifiecToB,
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MepeKoBcKi, 'THnOCOOB, - Ha-ian IOCT0HH0 CCNJTaTE3CSI Ha
<<flOrIOJThHOrO qeJloBeKa*, rIorIoJmHy10 HflOCOMIO'>, 10I1OJThHYI
KpHTrncy*. . . H TPH 4(rrorU1ojme, rIOH5ITH flOU1OJTh,
HaKoHeL, cjejianc TKMM ze <<6erimmi OHM B nTepaType,
.i rrpecce, KK !cOra-TO <<J1mHr	 enoBeK*
TypreHeBa, ero <<OTg&	 eTH>, KTIH xaic <HpaBcTBeHHoe
riocne ToncToro .
'Decadence' was also a term in the new vocabulary. In
Uedinennoe, Rozanov claimed that he was among the first to
use it. He writes that Shperk was calling himself a
decadent before Belyi was born.B Yet Rozanov also used the
term to attack other writers and distance himself from
contemporary trends. Unlike the other new 'psychological'
vocabulary, 'decadence' was a heterogeneous and shifting,
although the most general term for the many new movements
in writing, philosophy and other arts. A foreign word,
originally with negative connotations, it was alternatively
paraded and rejected by different groups and individuals at
various stages of their activity. Rozanov was no exception.
Despite showing such an excited awareness of the new mood
and language of the 1890s, Rozanov's reaction to the
supposed representatives of this change was initially
ambiguous. His first article about the decadents, published
under various titles, 9 shows an alienation from the
aesthetic manifestations of this movement. This hesitancy
is also evident in a letter to Pertsov of 1897 about a
possible meeting with the critic Volynskii: 'UlrLepx roBoplur
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- XOpOmH, ripoco	 qeJIoBeK, 51	 BCex C4BOJCTOB
rrpecasisrji KaK1l.a!-To
However, Rozanov could not but recognize the impact of
this movement and soon realized its possibilities. Many of
the new generation of slavophiles, or 'literary exiles'
such as Florenskii, Em and Bulgakov, became associated
with the movement, and so began to play a more active role
in Russian culture. The movement brought forth new talents
like Andrei Belyi, whom Rozanov pronounced on first
encounter a genius. 11
 The overlaps between the new
slavophiles, religious thinkers, and literary decadents
were extensive, as was shown by the attendance at the
Petersburg Religious and Philosophical Society, and at the
increasing numbers of literary gatherings: the
Merezhkovskiis' 'salon', Ivanov's 'tower' on Wednesdays,
Rozanov's Sundays.'2
 Viktor Sukach claims that decadence
offered Rozanov an escape from the dead end that
conservatism had become by the end of the century.'3
In a letter to Pertsov, Rozanov explained the change
in his attitude towards the new movement by his realization
that decadence could give a new impetus to the fight
against the stagnancy of liberalism and rationalism, in a
way that could never have been achieved by the
conservatives:
a, 6aTlornKa, H CTfl mo6wrb )exaeHToB; OH	 CEO4H
<<osIeToBHMM pyKal. cesram TO, ero He MO ce.nam KaTK0B
coM	 rpoMaM,	 CTPaXOB	 cBoe	 paccyHTeJmHocTEBD,
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o6paoBaHHoCTEIO H THXOiI 6opb6O. <. • .> Bce cyMepe1Hoe
H5ICHO HM HpaBHTc. <. . .>. CO6CTBeHHO . 6!LTI POCT}Th
KOHCBTOOM He rio JThD6BH K KoHcepBaTwaMy, HO rio HHBHCTH
ic m6epam.isMy <. • .> H ero <<cpeHeHExoMy*, cnaeHiicoMy c
KHCJIOTLO,	 rIPOTHB STO	 oTBpaTHTeHoi	 KYJThTYpHO-
nosTwecKo MHKTIOB1IHH& <.. •>. Ho	 TO 4(HoneToBHe
YKH BOCTOP)!(CTBOB)1M H JIHOePaIIM3M CaN 4cCrIaCaeTCSI ya
MO)KHO - . CTHOBJI1OCE BHYTHHO CBOOHEIM. a, 6oimme
cyMpaxa, 6osm,me HeMcH0cTH! öoimme nowecxoro, oimme
cBsToro! K epy IOJ1HTHK H a 3EtPaBCTBYeT apa <•
The decadent movement appealed to Rozanov as
representing a literary mood dissatisfied with the
limitations of rational enquiry and interested in the
meeting point of knowledge with what is unknowable: the
area that is described as 'twilight' and 'unclear'. He
recognized that the movement offered a new broad field for
enquiry and exploration in print, while he in turn became
an inspiration to the decadents. This was the beginning of
an era which, in 1913, he hailed as offering the sort of
speculative and mystically-inclined readers who would have
provided warmth and encouragement for Solov'ev, Leont'ev
and even Strakhov.
Rozanov was an active contributor to the journal Mi
iskusstva from the start. His friendship with the
Merezhkovskiis led to his participation in the founding of
the Religious and Philosophical Society and of the journal
Novyi put' in 1902. Rozanov was at the centre of the new
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intellectual activity: his ideas were frequently the main
themes and sources of inspiration for the decadents, in his
articles for the new journals, at the various decadent
evenings, and as topics of debate at the meetings of the
Religious and Philosophical Society. Yet Rozanov resisted
typification, remaining at a distance from the decadents.
As Zinaida Gippius recognized, Rozanov could not be defined
by any literary grouping or alignment: 'KaeTc5I, c 1900
roa, ecn He paHbme, POaHOB c6.rraeTcB C jiepaypo -
9cTeTHecKo cpeoi B lleTep6ypre. I1pHMKHYJI K 9TO CTpye?
OTHBD ReT. OH BHYTHHO HecKnoaqem*. 15
In his articles for Mir iskusstva and Novyi put'
Rozanov could branch out from his themes of the Church,
ecclesiastical dogma and sectarianism to more esoteric
articles on Judaism and Ancient Egypt, as well as writing
on contemporary events. He soon found his unique role
amongst the new aesthetic avant-garde. Gippius describes
his excitement at the founding of Novyi put': '0 Po9aHoBe
TO rOBOpwrb. OH 6LLTT HCK3HHO pax cypHasiy. flpecre cero
- ynpoc.n,	 TO6I eMy anM I1OCTOHHO MCTO 4cHa qTO
9axoIeT*, To6 H3BHO OHO 6ino <(B CBOM yrny. ,16 The
new journals gave Rozanov an unparalleled new freedom and
outlet for the full range of his interests. His articles of
this period explore far more directly man's religious needs
and their historical forms of expression in a free and
eclectic way, despite the 'triple censorship' that Gippius
described in Zhivye litsa, her memoir of the period. This
was the official censors of the state and Church, and the
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unofficial censorship of the intelligentsia, of whom, she
writes, Rozanov was blithely unaware, as he was of the need
to be 'politic', for tact and timing.' 7 Rozanov soon gained
a reputation as the initiator of much of the new debate on
the relation between God, religion and the world. Blok
observed the power of these new enthusiasms over his friend
Evgenii Ivanov, in a letter to Sergei Solov'ev in 1904: 'OH
BI-IO.TIHe H 6e3pa3e.rrsHo rr&.riaeT Po3aHoBF,u H MepezKoBcxwM. 18
These new opportunities for discussion were
stimulating for Rozanov, and for the first time his daring
and idiosyncrasy was enthusiastically encouraged. In a
footnote of 1913 to Literaturnye izgnanniki he implies that
his articles had at last found a sympathetic readership in
this generation, who did not experience the obstacles to
understanding that Strakhov, Pobedonostsev and others had
complained of:
ICHerIOHSLTHOCTh PosaHoBa* ecTE oHa H3 H9yMHTenrTx 4,U.fl$L
Po3aHoBa*.
 cTopoR. <...> TYT CTB KaKasi-To HHOCHHK3MS
MeH5I: ey TM KK Bce, HyBesm, 3rMsIeB, I'HnococoB, flepLoB
- flOHHMJ1 MH B K1<JOM CJIOBe, flOH4J1H MH B OTTeHKaX,
B HOCK3HHOM (cTamH B c<MHpe HCKyCCTBaD H B icH. fly'rø*)
Tax-xe flOHIOT RaK 51 ca ceósi - ae cTy.reHT& YHHBCHTT
XOBHO aKae1H. 11OteMy sTo? 4To? - Ignotum... MoeT
6wrb yx patx reHepaLHH? Yze <<He TO noxorreire*?.
[Lit. izg. : 246-47, n.2]
This sort of empathetic understanding was what Rozanov
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believed had been so fatally lacking in the previous
generation of readers. Rozanov writes of the
representatives of the new decadent movement as the
inheritors of the traditions of thought that marked out the
group of 'literary exiles' in their isolation. Thus he
emphasizes their understanding of the 'unspoken' thought
and shades of meaning. In describing both groups of writers
he emphasizes the persistence of forms of non-verbal
communication surrounding the literal meaning of what is
said, the importance of intonation, resonance and gesture.
Rozanov was stimulated by this enthusiastic new readership,
the readers who 'understand me as I do myself', who would
read with an instinctive subjective identification. He
sought readers who understood the movements of his self-
contradiction in the exploration of his ideas. In a letter
to Pertsov of 1918, Rozanov declared himself a decadent,
describing the process of understanding beyond words that
united him with Pertsov and Florenskii, just as it had
united the generation of 'literary exiles':
H BOT, BXOJT KO MH ii. ii. ii. <<ii rxpo t e* -	 (caN
eKaeHT, KoHeqHo) - y3ia poiie yUIH*, y3HaI -
6esrnacHo, 6es roBopa, 6e3 oxa3aTencTBa, i XOT M& C 4cJM
<HTpHeM> Cepr <eeBeM>* - paccopKTmcB, HO B Cy1IHOCTH-TO
BeE MU - OHO	 TO e. (I)JlOp <eHcIcM>, KOHeHO, TO)1C
eKaeHT 1' CflIKOM eKaeHT . ' 9
In the above letter Rozanov explicitly connects this
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form of internal understanding with Judaic religious
traditions. The religious sense of the Jews was marked by
an emotive understanding was more powerful than words: 'Mx
rny6oxa. TaHa siewr B oco6oM roope cepua, OT .Lynm x
yme*, 6e3 nocpecTBa, flOT 6e3 SBYKOB, 6e9 C.TIOB' •20 Here
Rozanov uses the same phrases with which he characterized
his own writing, and identified the spirit in which it
should be understood. He believed that it was this Judaic
force of achieving an internal communication of the soul
'almost without words', that makes all other books apart
from the Bible redundant. Thus the decadents, like the
'literary exiles', are characterized in so far as they
answer to Rozanov's ideals of verbal and literary activity,
whose sources were ancient and sacred. His writing on both
movements shows the consistency of his own interests,
although this could lead to a wilful identification of
characteristics in writers that conformed to Rozanov's
ideal, but were more eloquent of this ideal than of the
writers themselves.
Despite his late assertions of decadence, Rozanov
never completely identified himself with the writers whom
he heralded as so liberating an influence. The decadents
were valuable as a point of contact through which he might
explore ideas of interest. He observed them as a phenomenon
which represented alternatively attractive and repellent
aspects of literary engagement. As Gippius noted, Rozanov
was drawn to the meetings and houses of the decadents, to
the Merezhkovskiis and to Remizov in particular, but came
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always alone, keeping his visits secret from his wife.2'
There is a sense that these houses marked out an area of
illicit excitement and free play for Rozanov, in contrast
to the sacred home, which Rozanov had made his shrine of
all eternal values, yet which would have been threatened if
it had not been clearly marked of f from these places of
free exploration. Artistically, Rozanov remained at a
distance from the new writers. He had little sympathy for
decadent and symbolist poetry. Gollerbakh describes
Rozanov's avowed incomprehension of Briusov and other
'young' poets. 22 Yet he acutely ridiculed the more lurid
extremes of erotic mysticism in his few articles that deal
with the modern poetry. His slightly ironic description of
the decadents' 'violet arms' in the letter to Pertsov,
quoted earlier, underlines his detachment. Most symbolist
poetry he found fantastical and unrealistic.
Rozanov could afford to ignore the failings of the
poetry for the sake of the new arena that decadence gave
him in which to engage with the themes of human religious
and sexual expression, to express himself freely in the
style he chose, without being expected to produce a
rational polemic or a consistent argument. Journalistic
opportunities, such as his regular column for Novyi put',
'V svoem uglu', allowed Rozanov a familiarity of tone and
address to the reader that he had increasingly sought. His
intimate confidential tone stood out against other, more
grandiose metaphysical speculation. His own spiritual
speculations were almost always rooted in the precise
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details of life and human behaviour. However, this
difference soon became a crucial point of divergence.
Rozanov found the decadents superficial and their writing
insufficiently rooted in the realities he held sacred:
flepe neg!}mn.1 (C5I I0H0C5lTC5I HCTO a6cTpaKTH&e BHteHHM, He
iennrtiecsi i 9a Kaxyio pea.imHyi xecTBHTeJmHOCm, iwero
W3 pea.imHoro zpa He ecyue H ce6e, <.•.>. Cpex 9TMX
cLeH, npeMeToB, C.TIOB,	 I6XMM B0Cfl0MMHHHN M3
MH	 XeCTBHTenbHOCTH H HCYIEHXC 	 nepe 6e9 Haz'.1epeH H
ci.f&cJ1a, nonaac	 ax 6ri 6pomei-mmre, Kax 6i noTepHmie
M&cflH, 6e pa9BHTMs, ae 6e3 cxonxo-H6yrD Heo6xoHMo
CB5SH. 23
Rozanov emphasizes the absence of concrete and specific
details in the writing of the decadents, which would have
rooted these thoughts in time and place: 'ExBa 1Th1 BO Bce
9TO C.TIOBeCHOCTH M0H0 HTH cooTBeTcTBeHHoe HM - HM
ropoxa, asawe HCTHOCTH i- qaca.' 2 This contrasts with
his own opavshie list'ia genre, which is marked by an
almost superstitious naming of the time and place of
Rozanov' s thoughts.
Sukach claims that the 1905 revolution resulted in a
new phase of conservatism for Rozanov. 25 Increasingly he
appealed to the Russian people, their religious need, and
rural traditions, which he sees as containing an essential
reality. He contrasts this to the vanity of literary life
in the city which he came increasingly to see as a
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dangerous evasion of such reality, in which a chimera might
conquer, at the expense of thousands of hidden and
unexpressed existences. Rozanov's early reservations about
the decadents are echoed in an outburst in Uedinennoe:
EesyMe - M051 ripeai	 Hb; HJLPOM	 pyr	 Tax
COIOTHBJ1JIC5I c6J1!(eHW1O C exaeHTaM. flycTMe n, 6e9
Hae}m5I, ie Hy!amIe Poccr!. .CnaBa riwrepaopo a ee Ha
H8N. flyCTb HKOTOLT 	 TaJ1aHTsmBLIe, a TO BCe paBHO. Bce
paso C TO'1K 9PHK	 KocTpoM&, EjmLa, KoHxpeTHoro,
9HeHHoro. Moe erxo 6rmo 6Mm c rIepeoimcxi, THTOBiM,
MaxcwoBn..i <...>; BOT J1IDELM, BOT pyccxHe. A CTfflK4*
rrpo &ryT , raice paHme, eM HcT.rIeeT 6yMara.
[Ued.: 1281
MEREZHKOVSKII. GIPPIUS AND ROZANOV
Dmitrii Merezhkovskii was seen by Rozanov as embodying the
continuing weakness of the decadent movement, and as a
particularly painful example of the emptiness that
threatened contemporary life. Indeed, in Rozanov's
descriptions, Merezhkovskii could be seen as the supreme
embodiment of esoteric isolation from reality. His work is
sterile and unproductive, because he lacks true connection
to human life. As with Solov'ev, Rozanov claims that he is
unable to produce work of value, despite the immensity of
his literary output. Both men are pitiable figures, because
the energy of their, as Rozanov believes, redundant
intellectual activity shows a longing to take an active
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part in life. In his Mimoletnoe of 1915, Rozanov describes
them as lacking physical substance, which for him
symbolized their inability to make words flesh: 'a i
Boo61Ie B Co.noBeBe, BOT xaic i B MepeicKoBcxoM, CTB xaKas!-To
CTpaHHa. (r c'rpamHasi	 iea) rppea.JmHocm. 4cToHo I!X
HeT*,	 TOHO OHH He pojtm.!cb*. A XOT Mey Ha1
rpseH, no flCBOHHMOM <CoJioBeB>, <MepexoBcKr*. 26
Both men shield their physical absence in a profusion of
words that signify very little:
51 xax-To yrioaii pa (B aopH3Max), TO CTB cTpaHH&e sno
(TaMHcTBeHHire) , iie ocTaBnIn1e csiea OT ceósi, cø.1qecxoro
BrIeaTneHMsI, KK 6L1 HeocsisaeM&e, 6ecrLnoTHlIe, a TOJThKO
sBeHr!e*,	 4croBopmHe>>,	 criopsirgie	 ii	 flOTH	 cera
TaJIaHT.nHBLTe. J1BDH <6es 9arlaxa B ce6e* <.•.>.
J1ior..i He TflOBCH1i. fljoj, xoguie rio seN.ne i He
B 9Mfl CBOI Hory. He Borue	 T 4(He
rraxynHe* 27
Rozanov usually sees sadness as an emotion whose nature is
hot, that binds us to the world and to other living things,
generating intimate words. However, Merezhkovskii's sadness
has no heat: 'nopaTeJmHo, TO caa PYCTB ero -
XOnOHasi. rpycTb Boo6tre enna no nppoie cBoe: HO y Mep-
oro oHa i3Menma cBoeH rpipoe.' [0. 1. I: 3131
Rozanov is particularly wary of Merezhkovskii's lack
of Russianness, the lack of an instinctive sympathy for or
familiarity with the aspects of Russian life that Rozanov
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held most sacred:
He TOJThKO B MepeKoBcKoM ecm cpaa rppea.JmHocm,
HO	 4cMI1 ero Kax-To CTHHO HeeCTBHTeJTeH. OH BHO
OBOPMT o Pocci H 0 XpHcTe. Be TeM&. H CTH}Th1M O6pa3OM
HH XpMcTa, ii Pocc B ero CO1HHeHHX HeT.
Kax 6yTO OH HHKO	 He ON.J1 B Pocc...
H xax 6yTO OH xora He 6Lu1 xpeneH...
YBwreJmHO.	 YBHTesIEHOe	 SIBJIeHMe.	 51	 JyMaI,
ecTBwre.,mHoe . a-iocJ1ejHee ectaace* 28
Merezhkovskii is described as an incarnation of the very
unreality that Rozanov feared to be immanent to modernity
and had at first hoped that the decadents might overcome.
Instead he is exemplary of the very planetary coldness and
dessication that is described in Rozanov's writing with
increasing force from 1913. Rozanov argues that
Merezhkovskii was compelled to write incessantly as though
to try and overcome his lack of substance, yet he succeeds
only in immortalizing his own emptiness:
0, xax cpamo ero He JrBD6Hm, wero He HeHaBHeTB,
BCe HaTE, MH00 HTaT, rIOCTO5IHHO HTam, H HaKOHe, K
noc.neHeI4y Hect acTH1o, - BHO m4cam, T.e. B1HO sarrHcEIBaTb
CBO IYCTOTY H	 TO, TO	 BCKOO eCT
OCTTOHO rope, ec.nH ae H CO3HTC TOJThKO B ce6e.
OT 9TO0 MepexoBcKr	 enio rpycTeH.29
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CTpamHaM	 MepeoBcKoro	 CTOOH	 -	 ero
HeeCTBMTeJ1EHocTb. HppeasmHocTb.
H OH BC CMJIHTC BOLJ1OTHTBC H OT BTOFO ce rOBOpMT.
Ho CJIOBO riano Ha 9eJI. He ax poca, a xa cyxa
9eM.nsi. <.•.>
flopasHTenbHo, TO cazie ero BOJIEIUHE CJIOBA (y nero ix
oro) TO(e He	 HCT1OT K enoBexy. He BcacEmaITc.
icCsmtmana* i 'iiero*. TO ycaco .o
Rozanov's reference to Merezhkovskii's 'big words'
echoes a point made by Blok in an article on Merezhkovskii
of l909.' Blok described Merezhkovskii's use of immense
letters to indicate God and Christ that dominated his
entire writing. Rozanov quoted Blok's article in an article
of the same year, concluding: 'MepeIicoBcKr ecm aie
peJ1HrHosHo-6esBxyc}mr qe.noBeK, H, flpH.r K TOH icn,
HaHHaemI flOTH ce paramam B HeM. Ja... BYKBLT
orpoMHze, cJIoBa Bcera rpoHxHe: HO KOM CflOB, 6YXB,
BHHOCTH - H HT iero.'32 Both men were repelled by the
loudness with which Merezhkovskii declaimed about things
that are intimate and sacred.
Rozanov described Merezhkovskii's writing as a series
of unfelt poses. Even his radicalism after the 1905
revolution is dismissed as political opportunism:
H OH JOOBOIIHO H COHTJTBHO cTa.n 4CflOfflJTh,	 TO6}I
4CI1OMTH*'. .
H <<riomen*. .
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.> Teriep OH	 HEt nM6epaJmH1I nwcaTenr
PycH, co6J tIaiclIHi* ae o6poeTenb	 nepaTopoB.
[0. 1. I: 312-13]
Rozanov's argument about Merezhkovskii's lack of
content is echoed in the observations of various
contemporaries that Merezhkovskii adopted much of his
subject matter from Rozanov. The teacher Vladimir Gippius,
a cousin of Zinaida Gippius, told Rozanov's daughter that
Merezhkovskii's writing on Dostoevskii was significantly
influenced by Rozanov's ideas: ' IOTOM Tax xopoma xra
MepexoBcxoro <ToncTo .i JocToeBcxHM*, TO oHa rrpoxya
XYXOM xiMrM amero oTLta.' 33 Gor'kii also cites Rozanov as
one of the writers whom Merezhkovskii plagiarizes in a
letter of 1924: 'tIcaTesIB OH H TanaHTJ1MBEm, o6paoB y nero
HeT, Ha6IDaTeJThHOCTT! - TO)K HeT, 3HHH ero	 cera
HaxoJu1 co	 TeJm)FrBn!. CBo1I 	 zesi	 - He o6sIaaeT, 6epeT
MX y TflHTflMBO rMnrrMyc, y B. B. POSaHOBa, y ifiecToBa, 6pai
y HMLme, y JlocToeBcxoro. M cera öpa.n rrrroxo.' 34 Similarly,
Belyi maintained that Merezhkovskii adopted features of
both Rozanov and himself: 'Pa3roBop rrpoTexa.n B crzeLlMaJmHOM
,IcaproHe, KOTOpIU .1
 Enaxesz, rxpomyxpoa P-Ba H pacxpac ero
Moei nanHTpoH cxeM, MOMX xpaconmcc ynoo6rxeHH. ' Prishvin
wrote in his diary that Merezhkovskii was 'in love' with
Rozanov, even at the time of Rozanov's official ostracism
from the Religious and Philosophical Society: 'BCeM
w3BecTHo, TO MepeKoBcxr	 Bmo6rreH B Por3aHoBa, H caN
PosaHoB flHIflT B . YexHHeHoM>>: &9a TO OH (Mepe,zKoBcxH)
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MH mo6rT?*'36
Yet Rozanov had compassion for Merezhkovskii as a
somewhat pathetic and uncreative figure. There is no trace,
however, of compassion in his attacks on Gippius, despite
the similarities of argument in much of their critical
work. The genuine parallels between the articles of Gippius
and Rozanov, their underlying concern for the true
development of individual identity (litso) and its
interconnection with others in society, contrasts with the
superficial thematic similarities of Rozanov and
Merezhkovskii's writing, which are more usually linked
together. Yet Rozanov was far more intolerant of the
personality of Gippius, who was the cleverer and more
independent thinker of the Merezhkovskii partnership.
In his Mimoletnoe of 1914, unpublished at the time,
Rozanov characterizes Gippius as a 'sorceress'. Rozanov was
repelled by Gippius's intellect which he called 'diabolic':
CJI0Ba ICflH BCe MepeacoBcxoro, ooro MepexKoBcxoro. 3-
ia rrpaana yi H ocTpoTy. 4cEa6be-xoJztoBcKoe Haano. OHa
Boo6me xonyHb, o6 TOM H TepHaBLeH roBopH.rz <. •
OHH Boo6ne HMH0XKO e ymre. 4Ya* TOJThKO iia 3.,
6ecoBcKr H B5IB0flCKM yMOM, HenoBH)!cH11M, oxaMeHensn4,
HCKOJThKO roroneBcKHM, 6e9 o6peTeHM H BLDKeHHsI. 3. Boo6ne
(<HerIoBwHa* <• . .>. KYPHT narlHpocH,	 axymeie yxa
(cKnHeme HaymeH}mTe, o T0mH0TM) . Ho oa BH	 EBoncKorO
yejmxa* To)Ke HeyMHa.37
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The vehemence of Rozanov's unpublished attacks on Gippius
was perhaps motivated by the fact that he was uneasy with
overly intellectual women, thus he seeks to depict
Gippius's intellectual acumen as a supernatural and
malevolent force in order to distance himself from it.
Rozanov believed that women were most powerful when they
expressed what he saw as essential 'feminine' qualities of
gentleness, yielding receptivity, or passivity.38
Rozanov found the intellectually suppressed eroticism
of the relationships between the Merezhkovskiis and Dmitrii
Filosofov repellent. He makes free allusion to these
relationships in the Mimoletnoe of 1914. Although Rozanov
uses increasingly demonic overtones, suggestive of the
mystical apocalyptic mood of pre-revolutionary St
Petersburg, to describe the Merezhkovskii circle, he is
dismissive of their own interest in the Apocalypse:
MepexKoBcxHe cenan eanme ycm 0 HOTCTIHO
e.nasxo ox roa Tpo, TOI rIp0B.ne1E cm [ ocot ] Ba Ha CBO
c'ropoHy. TyT o <<3r1Hr4a& t.apE[*, 	 ie cera ocaanioecsi
Hen0HSLTHBm4O. H rio6eo.rro <.. .>.
• .>	 H	 pemoszoc	 npeo6paoHaTb	 Peil [oro3Ho) -
Mn[ococcKoe] o6[necT]Bo. 4EyeN cMemoBaTb	 BOJflOLM1O o
Anoxanoricoc* .
Rozanov became increasingly distant from the
Merezhkovskiis as they turned their organizing enthusiasms
towards the social cause. He felt that their actions were
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self-deceiving, and that the idea of their kinship with the
Russian people was absurd. Gippius explained Rozanov's
alienation from their cause as deriving from his own
instinctive antipathy to 'social questions': 'P1Hora
Po3aHoB, rio reHariEHoMy HaøTwo, Mor w3pexaTb BU B BTOH
o6.nacT oqeHb Bepmr, ae ripopoecKHB. Ho e noia.ii TYT
POBHO HPerO, OP&HHCKH He MO!' rIoHaTb, H oTBpafla.TicM. 40
Rozanov	 describes	 the	 earnestness	 of	 the
Merezhkovskiis' activity as naive and childish: 'OHH KaKHe-
TO	 TH (xyxeciirncH-eTH), - B HenoH.faHH POCCHH, B
pa3o6igeH Co BCK4 (YCCK	 YXOMi H BMCT (cyTb JeTe)
Co CTP11IHO Cepbe9HoCTEI, flOT	 B CBOHX
npaxecxx aiciiax* (oco6eHHo 4crIonHTHxa*)' • 41 Always
acute to the evidence that was not expressed in words,
Rozanov pays far less attention to the Merezhkovskiis' and
Filosofov's written articles than to their physical style
and details of their appearance. The incongruity of these
fastidiously refined decadents courting the hungry worker
produced a crude absurdity. They are remote from 'fleshly'
realities, not merely those of physical love, but also from
the reality of the bread and butter questions that they
claimed to be adopting in their support of the workers'
cause. The Merezhkovskiis and their followers had become
too much like the radicals, for whom the social cause
became an empty slogan. Thus in the £4imoletnoe of 1914,
Rozanov writes a scathing attack on the hypocrisy of the
Merezhkovskiis. He attacked them for proclaiming 'social
responsibility' while receiving private incomes from their
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parents' state pensions and maintaining the instinctive
refinements of their aristocratic background. The attack
was also a reaction to the r.1erezhkovskiis' distancing from
Rozanov. He believed that they had broken with him because
his wayward self-expression and reputation as a reactionary
was an embarrasment to their new-sought social-democratic
image:
51 He IPOTE o6uecTBemiocTM roBoplo, a	 OTHB
XyJO O6UeCTBeHHOCT1...
rIpOTIB T3JROCI1OBM51 B	 r1pOTB a.TIBmH B
cO6rrecTBeHrt&r4 eBTe.TIeM* cIK11OCOOB BLTPSJ1 6z ce6sl
<...> ec.m 6t OTKa9aJICSI OT nec 	 rio cny6e oa <...>,
eiCTBHTe.JmHOro T!HOO COBeTHKa.
Ho OH TOO He eJ1aeT.
A c.noBa ero? KoMy ow HyzH1T.
CrioBa HYHEI - flyIliKHa. BaT ra HHX MO)I(HO rLTIT1Tb i
peHmr,	 neHcMl!. A HamM cnOBa TK O6LIKHOBeHH&.
H qTO e TOJ1TC51 CO CBOW. CJ1OB1 Pe.n [Mro9Ho] -rm
[ococxoe] o6IIecTBo. <. . .> Tax	 9TO npa3JHors1aronaHHe.
To axoe c.nosa* oxo.no ipa6omi*? CnoBa BO BCBKOM
cnyae cpeero HaeH51, L! He 6oiee.
To e tTO rleceHica, KOTOPYIO ypmtxae UOpTHO. <. • .> HO
H TYT: flCTb M rioe nopTHo. A H TO TO6BT 110-HHOMY Ha YXO
mpHKarra 3HHaHa HHKonaeBHa. BTo, ripao 	 ae He
oCBe(aeT. <. • •>
)eKajeHmi.	 B TYJOBOM	 orrpoce OH	 oCTanHcb
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exaeHTal. <. • .>
Ho e-e,	 TO)K He rIOHMMaIO TO peBOJIKL1MH B tgI-l6JleTax.
H c narrpocxaI., KOTON axxymex o-re-xonoHoM.42
Rozanov's claim that the social element was alien to
him does not mean a contempt for human connection and duty.
He believed that the slogans of social improvement belied
the real state of relations between people. He claimed that
love was foremost a tie of blood. Rozanov was distrustful
of social 'brotherhood' or even love of one's neighbour,
counselling people instead to direct their love to their
family and home above all, and remain true in this.
Rozanov's written comments on the Merezhkovskiis in
his Mimoletnoe of 1914, which he did not seek to publish,
perhaps give a distorted picture, particularly of Gippius.
He himself admitted that he had received immense kindness
and goodwill from them. The distortions are perhaps
increased by the fact that Rozanov presents them in these
writings as a phenomenon of Russian culture, they become,
to a certain extent, symbols of his anxiety about the fate
of Russian culture as a whole. Perceptive insights become
exaggerated into caricature in Rozanov's imagination,
taking on an hysterical and fantastical tone. Thus the
Merezhkovskiis are transformed into demonic, bloodless,
half-children, half-sorcerers, conjuring an apocalypse in
a haze of perfumed cigarette smoke. Rozanov actually spent
a great deal of time in their company until the 1905
revolution. It was only later, maybe, that he transformed
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them in his imagination. Perhaps the best refutation of the
extremes of Rozanov's attacks are Gippius's own
reminiscences of Rozanov, published in Zhivye litsa. These
give a very lucid and fair appreciation of Rozanov, much of
it in his own words, with none of the grotesqueness with
which Rozanov is carried away in his descriptions. Like
much of her critical writing, they demonstrate a calm and
independent intellect, remote from the charges of demonism.
The Merezhkovskii entourage was not the only target of
Rozanov's increasing trepidation about the decadents. In
his books and articles that followed the 1905 revolution he
began to attack the movement as a whole, as an
insignificant and ephemeral literary phenomenon. In the
article 'Kritik russkogo dcadenc'a', he distances himself
entirely from the movement and its journals as though he
had never taken an active part in them. He compares the
insignificance of the decadent publications with the power
of the established press:
• .> 'ITO TaKoe TOHHbK4	 4cBecN* C øx noriymtceio
rxOrrHC"1HKoB OKOflO STMX acciecxx CTOflIOB rle qaTH. OeH
MaJlo, noT.ITH iiero. <. •.>	 - yronox pyccxoi
J1TepaTypLT, 6bJOUMC 3a CY1ICTBOBHH <...>. Ho	 TOJThKO.
STO - 4HHO yrOnOK, HO H pyccKa. nTepaTypa. )eKaeHTcTBO
OTH1OB ee He O6OH.no, He rro6etu -xo	 Her! .
Rozanov had hoped that the new direction of writing
implied new depths of spiritual perception and would lead
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to a reassertion of a truly Russian religious tradition,
and religious originality. However, by 1909, Rozanov is
pessimistic, even about the effects of the new
psychologism, seeing the implicit understanding beyond
words that he had always sought no longer as a force for
renewal but as a symptom of approaching old age:
$1 3MTHJ1 BLflII 0 CTHHO nopae ncHxonorMHocTH cex
j exay eHToB, KKHX BcTpean: OHH n0HMMaIOT Bce OTTHKH yicx
acpoe	 c rionycrioBa, c ooro B3rJ1a, Kaic 6yTo ye B
yrpoOe MTH o	 BC51KH HCTOHH H 0HflHB
IMM0	 peimi, ormrrm1H. <...>	 TO	 penocm, 9T0 -
cTapocTB. Ho CTPOCTb H He TBOpHT. B
pemHTeJThHo HT TBop-1ecTBa, H ?TO 1x xOpOHHT, xax
nHTepaTypHoe TeeHHe
Rozanov's disenchantment with the decadents was
accompanied by a new nostalgia for the youth, energy, and
naive optimism of the 1860s. The spirit of the 1860s, which
he claimed as his first intellectual enthusiasm, had left
a persistent mark on Rozanov. In articles such as 'Homines
novi. young revolutionaries, the inheritors of the
men of the lB6Os, are described as innocent, like people
before the Fall. 46 The young marxist idealists become, like
the Ancient Egyptians or Jews, a symbol of untroubled and
free existence, before the Fall of scholasticism and
literariness, the increasing isolation of people, and the
freezing and dessicating effects of knowledge. Rozanov
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admires their purity and naive conviction in contrast to
the jaded sophistication of the decadents. They reawaken
Rozanov's hopes for a resurrection of the Tree of Life.
Rozanov associated this new life with joy and strength, he
saw pessimism as a symptom of the ageing of the planet,
accelerated by over-reliance on literary authority.
A letter to Pertsov of 1900 anticipated Rozanov's
later reaction against the decadents; in it he complained
of their 'gloominess', and celebrated the 18th century as
the most optimistic, rational and materialist age:
Xopomo ceroi o XVIII B.	 IlylnIu4He. <. • .>. CaMI	 ecesi
H paLHoH<aJibHEt> H MaTepBn<HIH> [BeK] . A Bb B
Becenocm, 6aTeHBKa, CTB CBO C!.ICSI; B fin de sic1e H
exa<eHTax> 1! y Bac MH He HBHTC	 HOC Ha KBHHTY
noBecKnD. TaK HT HeJma, c BT a.neKo He yemb, HOM
He YHOC$ITCB. HexoTopoe yepeoe H nocTo5!HHoe ecee XLyUIH,
xa)IceTcsI, yroo Eory.47
In 1914 Rozanov describes the activity of the
decadents as the mere sprinkling of perfume on the immense
load that represents the work of the l860s:
SaTeM 90-Ne ro&, rrpxo	 H 14CTHKOB. . . OHH
rlo6pw3rasrH yxa H3 IHICTK Ha orpoi B03, Co CKHflOM
Ha BC CTerrb, C M&aHHeM yiBOflOB Ha BC! CTerIb, - H BOB,
KOHeHO, He ocTaHoBHnC, a yx BNCOX.nH. Terrepb, H O CHX
flop, B CyTIHOCTH, TOH BCe slHTepaTypN eCTh TOH 60-x rOOB.
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TOH L Terr, Bce corep)KaHHe.48
For Rozanov, the 1860s remained the far more powerful
phenomenon in Russian literature: '110 pKOcTH, BITYKJ1OCTH
H CaNO6WTHOCTH Ta.naHTa HH OgHH 	 IO9TOB He
ro.nc ae o OBH HeKpacoBa.' 49 Rozanov's articles
for Novyi put' on the men of the sixties show a nostalgia
for the idealism of this period in contrast to the
'greyness' of contemporary life:
TaK, øeaii 60-x rooB 6LLTI yTKnHTapHLmD, HO B KaKOM-
TO npopo'ecTBeHHoM, CB5I1IHHOM cM&csIe. <. •.> )Ksi eriep B
cepexoe H HepemHTeIIrDHoe Bpe, BM5 He coTBopIonee
HHKKHX	 BMH He flHTM&X HH B KKY1O CTOOHY Ha.re,
HJTh35I C 0006eHHOr CHJ1OK He fl0YBCTBOBTh xpacomi 60-x
rooB, en masse.5°
Rozanov criticized the decadents for putting forward
the principle of creative individualism at any cost. The
decadents lacked the corresponding originality of talent to
justify their individualism:
B TNC5tflThI pa rIpHxO.UHTCSI y6eHTEC, <...> o 'zero C
IPC31OBYTEM <HHHBHyaJ1H3MOM*, OTOBHHOCTb JHHOi yfl1H -.
He KO6N K yr.rxy6neHHlo ee, a	 ora K rIpOCTOM
TOOBO 6eCCOBeCTHOCTH. HHK0r0 He 6LtnO; BCe OHH*. . . 51
YK3LTB	 Ha Haqa.TI0 HHHBHyaIIBH0CTH, TaX KaK ero oeHb
BLUBH&IOT eKaeHTH, KK cneLlHanbHoe XHCTHHCKO yBCTBO,
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xax coe tIyBcTBO, B pesIrHoHo - cnocotcKr1x co6pai-mix.
Rozanov is particularly critical of the mood of self-
indulgent longing in literature: 'TO - 'rocxa oI-be4HeHM,
owHoecTBa, r.ny6oxoro 9row3Ma! H TOflEKO... H Hero TYT
HT <. • .>. TO eanex	 MOflI3M* BCSIKO
CTBO HaTypM, He MOY1I4 nepeCTyrIHm 9a CBOe
This was not a deepening of the self , rather a need to
publish without any justifying creative depth: ' qe.noBex He
xoeT	 He yMeeT 6orree 0 ce6e Monam: BcsIxoe MaJ1emee
yBCTBO, BC5IKYIO HOByIC fl!BSIBHYBfflYIC M&CJIB OH TOOThTC
BNCK3Th pyr	 <. • •> HI1PMHHO 9KT1TB flTHEM
CTaHOM. '
In this respect, Gippius' criticism of contemporary
writing shows interesting similarities to Rozanov's. In the
article 'Dekadenstvo i obshchestvennost'' she describes the
replacing of true individuality by egoism in decadence:
HHEUTBM.IYaJ1HCT oocTps!eT CBOe co3HaHe J1HOCTH Ha <. . .>
noBe yBCTBa O6IIHOCTM, CB59HHOCTh C pyr 1M'1HOCTBN.
Y eKaeHTa HT 9TOM UOBN, HT H4KKOO t YBCTB O6IIHOCT,
CBaHHOCTM, - HH Mane1nero . OH IOCTO He HOO9PBT, TO
CTB xpyre, KOM Hero. He	 HyKHO flOBN, oHa - OH H
B CO6CTBeHHOM cxcsie cnoa, 	 coHa}ifr1H JThqHOCT1.54
Like Rozanov, Gippius argues that it is only on the basis
of a sense of connection with others that a true
individuality can be developed. The 'decadents' have so
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little sense of belonging to the real world that they
hardly bother to make their thoughts explicit. They are
singing only for themselves. Rozanov was as aware of the
need for a renewed sense of connection as Gippius, but
unlike her, he saw socialism as symptomatic of this need,
not as its cure. Gippius's analysis of the distancing and
loss of communicative words in society is almost identical
to Rozanov's own diagnosis. Yet Gippius claimed Rozanov
himself to be an example of this loss:
• .> smi, H3MeH.CE 0 pacmopsic 0, rnaBHoe - oxogi jo
co3HaHo. cBoe <JU4HOCTH*, Bce 6onee o 6osiee pao6uam1cb,
TePTIH LMHO3HtIYIEOSI cjiosa, 0 eriep flOtITO wiero He M0YT
nepeam .ripyr
	
pyry <...>. Po9aHoB, STOT BeJ1MKr
rInoToBL4er4* (xax 6LzBaIT JyxoBog&) - rroiue flOJlyCnOBaMH-
nonyHaxaMo, 03 9BYKOB TBOP He6PIEB&JIEL c.rroBa 0 He6EmaJmts ox
coeTaHosI
In a review of Uedinennoe, Gippius, writing as Anton
Krainii, accused Rozanov of precisely the egoistic
isolation that he had condemned in the decadents. Her
demands for a greater demonstration of true character, or
'lichnost'', in contemporary literature at first echoes
much of Rozanov's own writing : '3nsi Toro e, t To6H eT
H TO cxasam, HeocTaTo1Ho 6HTh rroTepaTopoM: ao 6Nm ene
H t ,IIOBXOM, J1WHOCTE <. . .>. flMqHoro, XIW.THOCTe1 ceqac
o'eH Ma.no s HameH ripepaco noTepaType. ,56 However,
Gippius accuses Rozanov of an exaggerated sense of this
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individual character. Rozanov shows a lively, responsive
individuality, but an immense egoism that professes
indifference to any phenomena except himself. Gippius cites
the passages where Rozanov speaks of lacking a sense of
contemporaries. She protests against the detrimental
effects of his claimed indifference to morality, his
antipathy to social issues and to the term
'obshchestvennost''. She even argues that a book that is so
fundamentally individualist has no right to exist in print,
despite Rozanov's literary talent. It contains thoughts
that no one would dream of making public. Gippius argues
that this unrestricted growth of personality is as
detrimental to its source as its suppression in
contemporary culture: 'EoneHeHHoe-yporIBoe
<CaMoCTH*, - JIHOCTH, - .HmaeT esioexa ero enoeecix
CBOCTB , B xoHLe-xoHLoB, KaK STO H CTpaHHO, - iae ero
TO e .cm.iqHocTr*.' 57 This statement about Rozanov is
itself an echo of Rozanov's criticisms of the decadents.
Rozanov replied to Gippius's complaint that Uedinennoe
should not exist in a continuation of his supposedly
impermissible genre, arguing that this was the only form in
which books should exist:
iTaxo xire HYIB3 6&rr	 (THrI. o6 'Ye.) . C OHOH
CTOpO}mT, 9T0 Talc,	 ?TO 51 t yBCTBoBa.rI, OTB2 B Ha6Op.(...>
Ho c jpyro CTOPOH&, CTOJTB )e CTHHO, iTO TO KH
HenpeMeHHo Hao 6rr, w y MeH.51 raice Me.rrbKasra !.mtC.n, qTO,
co6cTHeHHo, Bce CFiMH -	 onmx 6rrrb Tax1e, T.e. <H
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npecmaic*	 He	 Ka.rIcoH*. B CY1IH0CT
	 H
KaimcoHax* (anieropwecicr .i) Bce mo HeMHTepecHbI.
[0. 1. II: 368]
As discussed in the first part, Rozanov believed in
the value of his literary nakedness, it was a stance by
which he sought to undermine illusory authorities and false
posturing. He also claimed that it was a device by which he
sought to overcome the distancing between people in
society. 58
 However, his 'nakedness' was also an assertion
of a defiant self-accountability that Gippius and others
interpreted as an evasion of responsibility. Gippius
believed that Rozanov's 'nakedness' was too much of a
subjective freedom and thus allowed, paradoxically, for
further self-concealment, an evasion of communication with
the other, and of the other's judgement through an absolute
defiance of one's individual truth. Rozanov himself used
the opavshie list'ia genre to expose his own self-critical
debate over whether his writing was an act of immense
compassion or 'Neronic' egoism.59
Both Rozanov and Gippius wrote about decadence without
specifically associating themselves with the movement, and
both held up each other as exemplifying the shortcomings of
decadence. These shortcomings, which they exemplified in
the other, were often similar. Rozanov's and Gippius's
articles on contemporary life and writing frequently
addresss common concerns, which are seemingly contradicted
whenever they discuss each other directly in print.
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Rozanov's writing about Gippius, and Gippius's critical
writing on Rozanov, excluding her posthumous reminiscences
in Zhivye litsa, would suggest enmity and incomprehension.
However, contemporary accounts of their relationship
suggest that there were meeting points between the two.6°
Gippius's biographer, Temira Pachmuss, writes of a mutual
attraction between Gippius and Rozanov in the early days of
their acquaintance. 6' Gippius admired Rozanov's insight and
even genius in his penetration into the smallest details of
contemporary life. However, she also saw him as a maverick
individualist, unconcerned with the common political cause,
and willing to risk the consequences of the most
irresponsible extravagances of self-affirmation and
provocative political pronouncements. Yet Rozanov's
solitude continually stated its aim, which was to renew its
connection to the world of people and things as well as to
God.
Nevertheless the continued portrayal of Rozanov by his
contemporaries was as a defiant individualist, who was
frequently compared to Nietzsche. Merezhkovskii was the
first to call Rozanov the 'Russian Nietzsche' 62 Rozanov's
attacks on the hypocrisy of contemporary Christianity and
morality, his defence of individual creative freedom and of
spontaneous response to nature against scholasticism
furthered the comparisons. In a letter to Pertsov Rozanov
claimed that he had no desire to read Nietzsche: 'Boo6ne
ecm HPBCTBHH5( rrpaBa, KOTOpa. COCTOiT: H4KOrO He o6r!
(C 9TOi TOK	 HHBHKY HLWe, H I0CTO He XOY ero
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HTam:	 TOJThKO	 He	 roBopHTe	 cIHJi<000tOBy>	 H
	
Mep<eKoBcKoMy>.' 63 	He	 increasingly	 described	 the
Nietzschian influences in pre-revolutionary Russia, as well
as the decadent phenomena of demonism, mysticism and
apocalyptic foreboding, as superficial and self-indulgent.
The mania for Nietzsche, or for the simplified slogans that
Nietzschianism had become amongst much of the contemporary
reading public, stimulated the hyperbolic individualism
that Rozanov criticized in contemporary literature.
Korzhavin emphasizes this effect of Nietzschianism in
Russian intellectual life: 'He o cococ	 esxoBeecxHx
CMTYL	 TYT petb, a TOJIEKO 0 6e3rpaHtiHoM ripae
Hfl0BT0MMEIX	 nH!HocTe	 Ha	 caMopaerne
caMoyTHepx(eHHe.' 64 Self-expression was an inalienable part
of Rozanov's existence, but Rozanov maintained that this
self-expression was dependent on God. Rozanov always
protested against the absurdity of associations with
Nietzsche, emphasizing his own weakness, softness and
awkwardness, although assertion was an equally strong part
of his nature. Rozanov claimed to 'summon God', but he
equally emphasized his need for and dependence on God, for
whom he was 'little', seeking God's comfort and protection.
BLOK AND ROZANOV
Blok showed an ambiguity towards the decadent movement,
characteristic of figures who were themselves considered
leading decadents. Unlike the early symbolists or the
futurists, decadence was a movement that no-one seemed
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quite sure that they wanted to belong to. Instead they
would flirt with the term, associating themselves in a
provocative and tentative rather than a decidedly assertive
manner.'5 In notes for an article on contemporary poetry,
written in the winter of 1901-02, Blok distinguishes
between 'good' and 'bad' types of decadence. He describes
the detrimental effects on literature when a lack of talent
seeks to escape detection in a fashionable obscurity." Yet
in 1909 Blok wrote to Rozanov that it was important to
accept the term 'decadence', arguing that it was impossible
to be an active contemporary writer and not be implicated
with decadence in some way: '51 He oTpHLa1o, TO . IOBHHH B
eKaeHTcTBe, HO KTO TflE B HM He rI0BHHeH, KPOMe
MepTBeLoB? yMaIo 1TO Bi ero He HB6erJIH, IOTOMY TO OHO -
O4H riiy6oxoe H P3HOCTOPOHH 	 BrIeHHe.
Rozanov and Blok were more closely involved than might
be expected from their distinctly different literary
personas. Although they expressed themselves quite
differently in their lives, manner and work, they both
deeply valued the specifically Russian tradition of
literature and culture, particularly in its neglected
aspects, such as the writings of Apollon Grigor'ev. Even
their journalistic altercations reveal an intensity of
engagement with each other's writing which suggests that
they could not ignore each other. Although both writers are
crucially important innovators in Russian literary history,
they valued the traditions that had formed their culture
and saw their own work as emerging from these traditions.'8
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Even in their polemical exchange of letters in 1909,
discussed below, both writers used images from the Russian
tradition to justify their political views. 69 They showed
a similar ambivalence in their approach to literary
movements such as decadence. Elok shared Rozanov's anxiety
about decadence being remote from real life, both in its
literary output and its mental attitude. In a letter to his
mother he emphasizes, like Rozanov, the importance of real
life as the motivation and strength of valuable work: 'ec
exaeHcTBa H COCTOHT B TOM, TO ypaet COqHOCTh,
pKOCTb,	 3HeHHOCTb, O6pa3HOCTB, He TOSIBXO THTTMqHOe, HO H
xapaxepoe <. • .>. A B eue oro COqHOCTM, KOTOPY
XYOZHHK OJDI(eH BorLnonam.' 7° Like Rozanov, Blok did not
believe that this sense of the central importance of living
life should exclude the more mysterious aspects of this
life. Blok was himself very much drawn towards the areas
that Rozanov called 'unclear', to mystical speculation and
apocalyptic foreboding. 71 Yet like Rozanov he was impatient
with the superficiality of the decadent movement, as well
as the poverty of much of the actual writing. 72 Blok's
notebooks and letters show a distance from the early
fervent activity of the Merezhkovzkiis and also Rozanov. He
was particularly frustrated by the activity of the
Religious and Philosophical Society, which he thought was
diverting the attention of the intelligentsia from their
responsibilities to the people into futile religious
discussions."
Blok valued Rozanov's insights into Russian life and
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his extreme perception about contemporary literary figures.
He quotes Rozanov's judgements in his own articles on
Gor'kii, Andreev and Merezhkovskii, although he argues that
this perception was at times masked by the flow of
journalistic polemic. Blok and Rozanov had a similar
attitude to Gor'kii. They valued his writing less for its
literary merit than for what Rozanov termed, and Blok
quoted, the 'boundlessnesss of his ideal' and the
genuineness of his anxiety for Russia. 74 Blok valued the
profundity of Rozanov's own thought far more than his
journalistic activity. He emphasizes in particular the
power of Rozanov's solitary and individual questioning: 'H
He HOBOBPMHCTBOM CBOMM 	 He <peJrHo3Ho-LnococcxoH*
esTeJmHocmio opor HM PoaHoB, a THO CBoe, OHOYMbM
CBO4, TeMmm M CTCT}ThTh rrec}i 0 Jm6BH' Blok
considered Opavshie list'ia a work of extreme importance
for Russia and compared it with the writings of Apollon
Grigor'ev, in an article introducing a new edition of
Grigor'ev's works: 'H xaa 6JwOCm C CMO spxo
coBpeMeHHocT, C OflaBII1HM1 flHCTB' PO9aHOHa. Be 	 TH
OTEIBK4 rICeM, Te e 'orIaBre sm.icmsi.' 76 In 1913 he
wrote in a letter to Otrokovskii: 'flpoTMTe 3aMeaTeJ1bHy1O
KHHY Po3aHoBa OrraBmre flHCT*. CK0I[K0 TM rny6oKorO o
neqaTH, o nTepaType, o rrHcaTeJmcTBe, a r.naBHoe - 0
c.13HH. ' "
Blok argued that it was the responsiveness to
immediate life that was the strength of Rozanov's writerly
insights. He did not believe that Rozanov's essential
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genius was for metaphysical speculation, but lay in his
penetrative human insight, very much rooted in this
world. 70 Again drawing a parallel with a recent figure from
the conservative and national literary tradition, Blok
compared Rozanov's lack of true recognition to the fate of
Dostoevskii, who was also seen as a reactionary and whose
most valuable insights were not realized until after his
death. 79 He saw this as the gulf, in both men, between
their most personal insights and their public role:
'Po3aHoB He yMep, H MY He MOYT rrpocwr TOI'O, TO OH
B KaK0M-To <<HOBOM BpeMeHM*. Hao, 	 TO6Lt
eJzoBex yMep, 'aTo6r ripom.no nocne Toro	 neT. Tora
TOJThKO 'OrIaBme JTHCT	 YBHJT CBT 6O)M. 80
Blok had earlier written to Rozanov about his concern
that his true merit was being concealed by the public
perception of him as a reactionary journalist for Novae
vremia: 'Beiuxa TaHa,
	 .t.nsi MH oe	 cTpamHa., - TO,
TO HO OHX pyccxx rrHcaTen.x (H B Bac Terrepb) crLneTaTc
axe	 errpp&e rIpOMBOpeM, KK	 yx rJIY6HH& H
TflMBOCT H YX... <<HoBoro BpeMeHH*.' In the same letter
Blok reproached Rozanov for addressing him as a 'decadent',
in a pejorative tone; if he was to follow this example, he
argues, then he should call Rozanov a 'novpvremenets',
instead of a 'profound mystic' or an 'outstanding
writer'. 82
 Blok's repeated hostility to Novae vremia in
particular should be understood with the caution that he
and his family were readers of the paper until 1905, after
which Blok stopped reading it. His antipathy is thus partly
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a symbolic antipathy, an attempt to break with the
political atmosphere of his upbringing and move towards a
more radical position.
A comparison of both mens' views after the 1905
revolution is more revealing than the split and relative
political positions of Rozanov and the Merezhkovskiis.
Despite a fervent public polemic, they showed certain
similar sympathies. Blok was far more perceptive about the
contribution of Rozanov's writing, particularly of
Uedinennoe and Opavshie list'ia, than Gippius ever was.
Both recognized the importance of the liberal
intelligentsia of the l860s, and compared the power of that
period to the poverty of contemporary debate, particularly
in the press. Yet in the article 'Popy, zhandarmy i Blok',
Rozanov accused Blok of a lack of responsibility to
Russia's cultural tradition. He accused him of a decadent
and apocalyptic pose that did not have the interests of the
Russian people at heart. He attacked Blok together with the
decadents and the new generation of 'idealists', writers
such as Bulgakov, Askol'dov, Sergei and Evgenii Trubetskoi,
for claiming originality, and not acknowledging the
tradition of which he had hoped that they would prove the
fruitful heirs: 'xa 6yTO B Pocc	 o mix i eamsa He
cyIIecTBoBaJ1o, KK 6yTO OH o6flaroeTenrcTBoBaflH POCcHX,
B OBOTB o6 <M)eaJm.TsMe*' . He cites the
achievements of Solov'ev, Strakhov and Leont'ev as thinkers
who had kept alight these original questions against the
current of radical theory and protests against the
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absurdity of dismissing their contribution:
• .> grin ero e BTO sa6BeHHe? TO sa 6paTCTEO B cTop,
TO a eHcTBo KYJThTYPEI <...> ecm K)KBTh W3 Hac,
BLIcKaKBa5I, HaqHeT HTB ce6s B riepc i Kpam: <<51*, icsi*,
*s*. s51 Bce Haqa.TI, OT MH5I BCe rIOTflflO. . .*
0,	 ri xpcT1. aHe - H}IIBryaJ1ØCT, 6e	 recxoro
.acxyrIBTa npe)KoB*, 6e3 YBCTB poa, rLneMeHH, po.wTHLI!"
Rozanov urged a return to a recognition of a shared
culture, based on ties of blood and religious needs as the
remedy for this isolation. He criticized the religious
themes expressed in the debates of the decadents as
abstract and remote from the ritualistic, factual Russian
tradition to which Rozanov adhered despite his complaints
against the Church. Rozanov reasserts the importance of the
religious cult, and the Church or 'khr pm', in popular life.
This was the essential poetry of the people, far removed
from the obscure and lurid literary novelties of the
decadents. Rozanov believed that the decadents should
recognize the power of these traditional sources of Russian
religiosity: 'He riopa mi onosamc ErxoKy H	 YHM
exaeHTaM, B HKOTOHX	 T He opae	 nymøx
Bo3MoHoCTe*,	 H3 6ecrLnoH11x rlycThnm OTMLH riepe
Ha CTOPOHY STWX CTO.rIrrOB pyccxo	 W3HH, ee TBeprtBrHE, ee
H oxpaHHTe.ne1. '
Blok replied to Rozanov in a letter warning against a
sentimental attachment to the Church which had become a
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tyrannical institution: '51 He no&ry x nacxaimo aypee
x HcaKrno, 11OTOMy TO He MOY pasJ1Hi14m, 4TO 6necTHT:
coJ1aTcKasl KacKa ini HKOH <. • .>. Bce BTO MH 110 KPOBM
0TBpaTHTeJTrbH0.' 8' In his reply to this letter, Rozanov
appeals to this very liberal 'blood' in Blok:
• .> ae KOBH5I HHTflJ1HTHOCTE He 11OHHMT rnayiiero
My1Ka, <. . .> He nocrae TIoTeBcIux i6erj&x ceJleH
• .>. flnayigri cTapllK, <. . .> rIyCTE BC OH rIO.TIOH cyeep
H HenoHHMaHs1*) - ecm CTOJTh e rlpeKpacHoe, 6naropoHoe 1.i
BeKOBeHOe s1Br1eie, ax Barn
	
EeKeT0B. floqeMy .i 6z He
o6H51Tbcs?! a rroeMy, T0 MeIrIaeT?! Saraxa BceL PYCCKOM
HCTOPHH.
In his reply, Blok was not swayed by Rozanov's images of
popular devotion. His intellectual critique of the corrrupt
and compromised Orthodox Church was combined with an
idealistic vision of a powerful new young Russia, that he
claimed was anticipated in the Russian literary tradition:
'HaM aenaa B pareax YCCKO sIHTepaTyp& OT flymKHa
roron	 .ro ToncToro, BO B3OXaX W3MyteHHEDC	 YCCKMX
O6TrecTBeHH&X )e51Tene XIX BeKa, B CBTJThDC H HenOKyrllThDc,
JThIIIIb BPMHHO flOMYT!BflTDCCB 	 opax	 CCK1X MYXMKOB -
orpoa <...> xoHterns1 )!cMBo, orye 	 IDHO Poccrri1.'
In this letter Blok explicitly justifies revolutionary
terrorism, although it has been argued that this
declaration was 'polemically provoked' by Rozanov. 89 In
earlier articles, Rozanov had also expressed his attracted
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to the simple idealism of the young revolutionaries. 90 By
July of the same year, Blok distingushed his vision of a
new Russia from what he saw as Rozanov's nostalgic and
retrograde conservatism, yet his words are not so remote
from Rozanov's earlier writing, particularly his reference
to Dostoevskii's prophetic musical exposition:
51 (M&) He c Te, KTO a capy PoccHlo (Cois pyccoro
Hapoa, ca i PosaHoB!) He c TeM, KTO sa BOflH3M <. . .>,
HO sa HOBYID Poccrii, Kaxylo-To, umi - sa sHHKaxyio* <. • .>. TO
t ecm OflSITB - neci o <HOBOM rpa)KraHMHe (Kaxoro ripopotm
ripopoaT - arrpep tocToeBcEBi, HO ripopoa He H esie,
a TO.TIKO B riecHe) •j
Rozanov's post-revolutionary writing returned to interests
and sympathies that were closer to Blok's own. In 1919 Blok
asked Rozanov's daughter if she could send him Apokalipsis
nashego vremeni, of which he only had the fifth issue,
urging that he had great need of the book. 92 Sergei Hackel
has argued that Rozanov's response to the revolution in
Apokalipsis nashego vremeni, with its depiction of the
revolution in apocalyptic terms and emphasis on the end of
Christianity in Russia, influenced images in Blok's
Dvenadt sat'93.
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CHAPTER VII: LITERARY SECTARIANISM AND APOCALYPSE
Heretics and sectarianism have been associated with
millenial and apocalyptic expectations since the early
Middle Ages. The mood in Russia at the end of the
nineteenth century also showed a resurgence of interest in
both. This was as much a literary as a social phenomenon.
There was a tradition of literary interest and engagement
in religious sectarianism in Russia. Sectarian themes are
present in the writing of both Tolstoi and Dostoevskii. At
the turn of the century writers were interested in the
habits and activity of popular religious sects and
explicitly identified their own activities with them.
Andrei Belyi described his early interest in Rozanov and
the Merezhkovskiis as an interest in new types of
sectarians, as the 'initiators of their own sects'.'
Berdiaev also described a sectarian mood in Petersburg
before the revolution. Gippius was known to be involved
with some sectarian groups; an 1893 diary entry notes a
proposed visit to the khlysty, suggesting that she was in
some way involved with the community: 'no&i y K X-TaM. Be
51 amcaa B I yMe.' 2 In a diary entry of 1921, Prishvin
compared Rozanov and Merezhkovskii to the sectarians, who
sought religion outside the official Church: 'XpcToc a
UPKOBHO orpao (TosIcTo, ocToeBcKMH, MepexKoBcKi,
Po3aHoB, ceKTaH'rw)
At the time of the founding of the Religious and
Philosophical Society the Merezhkovskiis were making visits
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to sects and schismatic monasteries. The sectarians were
frequently discussed or referred to at the meetings of the
Society. Members of the decadent movement were drawn to the
sectarian movements, either through curiosity, or because
there were indeed parallels between the decadent opposition
to the established forms of religion and culture and the
sectarians' own rebellion. Rozanov made a visit to some
khlysty near St Petersburg with the Merezhkovskiis. In 1914
he published a book about his encounter: Apokalipsicheskaia
sekta. 4
 His interest is also evident in articles for his
collections Religiia i kul'tura and Okolo tserkovnykh sten,
and in the book Temnyi uk.
Rozanov saw sectarianism as a symptom of extreme
spiritual anxiety, which is denied a responsive outlet. He
depicts the sectarians as devout believers, and emphasizes
the respect and affection which the khlysty show for the
Orthodox Church. He saw the sectarians as a source of truly
creative and spontaneous words:
Miz XOTM <. . .> cKaaTB, TO BoJ Hono6TBas	 cTpartaJ1Btecxa
MEIcnB 'erzoBeecxas i cepe qe.noBeqecxoe aBHo nepepocn
YCflOBHYRD	 HCKYCCTBHHY1O	 6orocJIoB	 4
6orocnoBoB. <. •
)KHBLI, MIeprHqHEI
 enep TOJThKO ceKTH, KOTOPM MHHO B
EBT'!(eHMP! rrocTa .ui ce6e sajaty
Hy, ecrm B3Th, Harlp., name pyccxoe CKTHCTBO <. . .>, TO
B)B ye OHO OHO BO BC$IKOM crryae He OBOHT 0 4CrIOTYXIIIeM
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paepe qenoBeecTBa*. Mano n TM ero ecTb.6
Rozanov's intense interest in sectarianism and its
relation to official belief has close links with his
literary activity. In the essay of 1896, 'Psikhologiia
russkogo raskola', Rozanov describes the impulse of
sectarianism in terms of the religious tradition of the
Word, man's need for creative utterance and communication
with God, and the impulse to resist finalizing forms. Much
of this essay can be read as a description of Rozanov's own
attitude to his need for and use of the word in his
writing, although he does not associate himself with the
sectarians. He talks of the 'nearness' of God for the
sectarians, and of their communication with God in ways
that anticipate the descriptions of his own writing in the
opavshie list'ia genre: 'osiwra <...> - U.JL HMX - 9T0
o6uenie c BoroM, STO cne cn CBOX C Eoecx1Mi,
HKOTOPO COCTOH 9KcTa3a, 1crIonHeHHoe BDHH2 . '
Rozanov writes about the schism as a possible source of
salvation. He argued that its spiritual energy should be
tapped and chanelled into all forms of existence:
HyHo flOMHTb O OPHHJThHOM H OPOMHOM BHeHMH, KOTOPO
crmiana pycca yma B pacxone, 06 9TO 6earHe HHHLJHaTHBH,
aKLHH, COBO 6Opb6EI H flO93HH. <...> BCe TO MTJThHO H
HBoe, TO CT B pacKone, TO YXOBHO rIHBO*, KOTOLIM OH
6eCOpMeHHO Manon O CHX riop XHCTHHCKYID ymy, - STO
oniio 6&m 6epeHo coxpaHeuo, OflHO 6im B3MTO Ha, xax
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CT0POH	 cT1HHa B HeM,	 3JITO rIO BCeM 0MM anrero
6r
Literature was the form of existence which Rozanov was
most concerned to reinvigorate. His writings on sectarians
continually emphasize their sense of the living word, the
free and creative word of prophecy, against words that are
bloodless and rhetorical. Rozanov's writing became an
essential need and freedom, just as spontaneous prayer was
for the sectarians. He saw his writing as a 'monastery', a
solitary focusing of the spirit in God. He calls his
opavshie list'ia 'my soul'. His writing could be seen as a
model of art as sectarianism, making a bid for spontaneous
individual religious creation, and claiming authority in
God, when existing religious institutions are no longer
responsive to peoples's spiritual needs. He exhorts his
readers to seek refuge in sects, as 'the last citadels of
the spirit':
Cexmi, CeKTaHCTBO - BOT 'ITO Hy(H0. 3arIIpaTeCb, 311OM, B
ceKTEI: 9T0 nocrree raIeJmIc! yxa. Sam aITecr) B HMX; 0
OTKaTaTeCE B CTOpOHKy.
UepKoB, .sXpaMoHa BeHoro* - Bb TO!Z orIo3wr0Be.na.
M. 6. ee-To 11O3OTOBO3M 0 0JT
	
epewi Beero. C.noBa j ee
Bce	 a YBCTB BC HoBr,xe, HoBeHExIe. . .
Ivask describes Rozanov's sympathy, demonstrated in
Apokalipsicheskaia sekta, towards the sects, whom he saw as
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deeply spiritual, like the 'last beautiful people on
earth'.'° Rozanov's descriptions of sectarian life are
reminiscent in tone of his evocations of ancient cultures,
and his juxtaposition of Dostoevskii's Son smeshnogo
cheloveka with pictures of Ancient Egyptian groups and
families in Semeinyi vopros v Rossii. Ivask notes the many
sectarian motifs in Rozanov's writing. He interprets
Rozanov's appeal for religious spontanaeity and intimacy
between people as proof of his sectarian sympathies. There
are clear parallels between the sectarian approach to
religion and the religious attitudes that Rozanov expressed
in his writing. The sectarians were noted for their freedom
and waywardness in interpreting the religious tradition.
They emphasized the individual's spiritual potential and
his freedom in relationship with God. Rozanov's refusal of
external authority, his claims of having authority in God
for his freedom of speech, his assertion that people should
forget the weight of book authority and be responsible only
to their own lives and the writing of their own opavshie
list'ia, as well as his explicit linking of prayer with
dance and celebration, make him a possible literary
sectarian, as well as an heretic in his writings on Christ.
Rozanov admired the intimacy of these people, their
instinctive religious nature, and their audacity, being
frequently from poor and uneducated backgrounds, to take
responsibility for their own relationship with God. In the
article 'Psikhologiia russkogo raskola' he describes the
way that the sectarian dukhobortsy would greet each other
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by bowing to the ground before 'the image and likeness of
God', and he notes with approval the freedom with which
they used words in religion, in creative prophecy. 11 It is
probable that Rozanov saw the popular sectarian creative
activity in prayer, music and dance as a far more genuine,
and more purely motivated, verbal creation than the refined
literary attempts of the symbolists and decadents. Khovin
writes that it was natural that Rozanov should have felt
this sympathy:
roBop. 0 CeKTaHTaX, 0 flPOPOCTBOBHH5IX HX nepe.r
KPYOM 6paTEeB H cecTep, 0 Kpy)!CeH!$Ix XJThICTOBCXMX, nneT
PoBaHoB, 'iTO HYCHO e ii (ceKTaHTar) B 'iBM HH6yb, KK
HH6yB 4BMBTTh yx>> CBO.
BHBepTeTh yx?!
KoMy xe, KK He PosaHoBy, 3HT ripo 9T0: BC OH B
BMBT&X Lyxa, B YPOCTBX ero 12
Prishvin's notebooks record Rozanov's comments on the
sectarian characteristics of his contemporaries. Reading
Blok in 1940, Prishvin remembers how Rozanov had pointed
out Blok to him at the Religious and Philosophical Society:
'Po3aHoB H3 TOJIIThI JH BHTanIHM 3a YKB EnoKa H cxaan
- BOT HaIL! XJThICT, H HX MHoro, Bce XJThICTEI.' 13 Prishvin's
notebooks are valuable for giving a member of the younger
generation's impressions of the atmosphere in St Petersburg
before the revolution. They show the strong influence of
Rozanov's ideas and imagery. Prishvin noted Rozanov's
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identification of the decadents as sectarians, which
perhaps influenced his own beliefs, since he repeated in
his notebooks an almost superstitious designation of the
Merezhkovskiis as khlysty. His diary entries for 1914 share
with Rozanov's unpublished Mimoletnoe of the same year a
sense of repulsion and hyperbole in the characterization of
the Merezhkovskiis. Like Rozanov, he describes
Merezhkovskii as lacking flesh and blood, and Gippius is
caricatured as a prostitute with a cigarette between her
lips.' 4
 Prishvin contrasts Blok and Rozanov, distinguishing
them respectively as 'European' and 'Russian' decadent-
sectarians. He compares Rozanov to Legkobytov, the founder
of a sect of khlysty:
ECTE ceira ciywrene KCTH B fleTep6ypre: xexae.
3YHTb X HCTOpI.
• .> KpacoTa eCTE, TO(e 6or.<.. .> Ecriw CTTh Ha
eponecyio TOKY SHH5I, TO MO)!CHO OTOBThC OT coero
HapoHoro, OT rIpHpobr, OTLa. BOT TKOBEt exaeHTH, Harip
<iep> Enox. Ecn e CTT Ha HPOJHYRD TOKY 3PH, TO B
KOPH BOCCTT Ha EBporIy, XpHcTa - xaic czenari Po9aHoB.
flerKo6&rroB CTb BepyDrg Po3aHoB. OH ie oimme Hapo,
geM, LTTb MOeT, BCb HapO.r.'5
The interest in sectarianism is closely bound up in
apocalyptic expectation, as was evident in the title of
Rozanov's book Apokalipsicheskaia sekta. Rozanov emphasized
this in his essay Russkaia Tserkov': 'CTapoBepw pycce i
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Boo61Ie Bee pycexe cexmi yripeaio He TOJThKO B omH6xax t-
HMHX ITPBHTJILCTBHHY1O YCCXYR	 HO HHae H He
HLTBRT ee, rIOCTOHHO H rpoMxo, xax 4cLapcTBoM AHTHXpMCTa*.
I IpHTOM C y6e)ieHHeM H lThr.flOM, axoro Ha 3anae He CYMT
npe.rCTaBHTE ce6e ! 16
Avril Pyman has argued that the pre-revolutionary
atmosphere was marked equally by nostalgia for past ages as
for a new age. The myth of a past era serves as a model for
future anticipations.' 7
 Rozanov's nostalgic depictions of
Ancient Egyptian and Judaic communities are of less
importance as historical documents than as a conjuring of
a longed for ideal existence and so a part of
eschatological and apocalyptic expectation. Pyman argues
that nostalgia itself can be for the future as much as for
the past, for an imagined as much as for a once-lived
existence. Rozanov himself explicitly connects ancient
religions, Ancient Egypt and paganism with the ideal life
of a future age in his Apokalipsis nashego vremeni. He uses
Zosima's words from Brat'ia Karamazovy to explain a future
existence that was anticipated in ancient religions.'8
Rozanov's writings show a persistent nostalgia f or a
gentle, loving and sexually fertile community. He describes
a mental and physical unity between people ('sliannost'').
Apocalyptic sectarianism showed similar characteristics to
those that Rozanov admired in ancient cultures and heralded
in imagined new ages. The existences, both past and
anticipated future, that Rozanov evokes, are marked by the
primacy of physical spontaneous expression and language and
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the absence of an authoritative written culture.
In Siniavskii's introduction to his book on Rozanov he
describes a mood of intense, even apocalyptic expectation
in society at the time, that yielded a new type of writer
of this period, exemplified in part, though not fully, by
Rozanov: 'B He 3BYT yrpoaiouie, npopoecc&e,
HOTEl. Be eno lOHCXOLHT ax 6& ripi
nociex BpeMeHax.' 19 This sense of 'last times' leads to
a sharpened search for truth, God, religion, and for
sources of true individuality, purpose or identity. David
Bethea cites Berdiaev and Lotman in support of his thesis
of a national 'apocalypse of consciousness' in Russia.2°
He seeks to explore the relation between the apocalyptic
mentality and literature, seeing the revolution as a model
for apocalyptic revelation. He writes of the symbolist pre-
revolutionary period as a period of unparalleled richness
and breadth in Russian literature, citing the work of
Solov'ev, Merezhkovskii, Rozanov, Blok and Belyi amongst
others 21
Losev exemplified this Russian mixture of prophecy and
expectation when he wrote in 1918:
HacTan T5LFOCTHEI H )!(YTKH nepo KalcoH-To TOIIEKO eue
eLtciYBCTBYeMO arloKar THKH. Kax oeaiioc BErnie, pyccxasi
rmoco HHXO He saiasiac qeM-nH6o pyri, rzoio
rymH, J1WHOCTH H BHYTPHHO (rIoBHra*. H BOT Ta yma, 9Th
J1MHOCTB H STOT BHyTpeHHMi rioyriox erieps CO.IIPOI'HYJIHCE B
MHCTHeCKOM y,Kace, B KYTKOM O)KHHHH KOHL 22
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Losev claimed that Dostoevskii was central to the new
apocalyptic sensibility. He singled out Brat'ia Karamazovy
in particular for its prophetic anticipation of the world's
end. 23 In Nachalo veka, Belyi describes the apocalyptic
interest amongst the Russian literary intelligentsia before
the revolution. 24 Belyi wrote to Florenskii about his sense
of apocalypse, claiming that he sought confirmation of his
sense of foreboding in the writing of Solov'ev, who was far
more powerful and 'apocalyptic' for him than Dostoevskii:
'Ecnr 6N IocToeHcK o6naxasi TO ceneio rlpo3op.Tm1B0cTH,
iax Bn. Co.noBeB, TO BMeCT0 cEpameB KapaMaoBc.. r em
6 Arroiza.nn-icrc*.'25 Belyi notes the subsequent
apocalyptics, naming Rozanov, Merezhkovskii, Blok and Anna
Shmidt 26
Rozanov's preoccupation with the Book of Revelation
was a constant in his writing, and not only in the most
obvious, late example of this, Apokalipsis nashego vremeni.
Rozanov developed his own idiosyncratic combination of
apocalypse with the everyday in his journalism. In an
article for Novyi put' of 1904, he attacked the moral
judgements made by society on unmarried mothers, claiming
that he was fighting against a 'demonism' in society, and
citing this as a sign of the last days:
BOT	 TO-TO	 c'rpaurHo, 'ITO 9a6panHcb o	 B
6e3rrpeeJmHyI BIIHy, P 4YXOM YCT CBOHX* (Toe - He
T3re!'IeCKrr!, He nps!MO, a KocBeHHo, B cBoeM poe TOHOM*
yxOM> ytIeHwI)	 y6HBa1OT rIpaBeJHwx>>, - KaK cxasao B
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ArToKasIHrIHce 0 TOM, KTO 4(HapexeT ce6. BoroM* 	 BflHT ce6e
rIOKflOHHTEC5L <.. .>.
4cTakHa 6e93axoH ye aana )CTBOBTh *, cxasan erre
AnocTo.n. TakHa 6eS3aKoHH5* fl)HT B TOM, TO JI1OH HeOOJIHMO
aarr 1YBCTBOBTh co6.TIa3HeHrr!e: 4ZOTH&He EN CTHT .KO
6o3	 27
Yet while claiming real evidence of apocalypse in
these neglected social issues, Rozanov condemned what he
saw as an artificial and merely literary apocalyptic mood
among the decadents. He argued that the decadents had
lowered apocalypticism to a literary pose, remote from the
concerns of real life:
Cym-To	 B TOM H COCTOHT, JTO OHH	 ero He
YBCTBYIDT H TO <XOT IOJ1OBHH CHUMJIHH npoBasIHTc5r, TO TM
siyme,	 IOTOMY	 TO TM ar1oxaJrITHHee*.	 M BaI(eH
AnoxanHrzcHc, a e mo;
	
HHO neanee cJ1ymaTeJIe.
• .> Baiaia KapTHHa, 5LPKOCTE H BfleqaTrteHHe.28
Rozanov believed that marriage and childbirth were the
truly urgent and 'apocalyptic' issues. Yet Belyi accused
Rozanov of a trivialization of the apocalypse by combining
it with his personal themes: '4AnoxanHrrcHc* KYJThTHBHOBJ1
Po3aHoB, HO YBCTBO lKOHLa*, cKaTaCTpOy*, B
pacxprre 4TaH* rIOIIOBEIX, coeasi C HMM BeTxMH 3aBeT*.'
Rozanov, on the other hand, argued that a true sense of the
apocalypse was rooted in day to day reality and
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observation, and dismissed much of the apocalyptic writing
of contemporaries as a melodramatic concern with literary
effect.
In 1913, Rozanov describes the birth of apocalyptic
expectation amongst Russian writers and thinkers and
includes himself amongst those who had an 'inner sense' of
apocalypse. He claims that Dostoevskii was the first to
sense what was to become a fact of Russian life, the
anticipation of an impending crisis or 'ending'. He argues
that Strakhov and Rachinskii's opposition to his use of the
biblical Apocalypse in the text of his Legenda o Velikom
Inkvizitore represented the limitations of their outlook,
and of the outlook of the time, that Dostoevskii alone saw
beyond:
KpoMe oioro JocToeBcKoro, <<ycTBo ArIoKaJlMrIcHca* Boo6ue He
6ruio rIpo6yz.reHo B ame o6rEecTBe 80-x roo. Tora MHHO
ce 4cnponeTen	 epes JpyrL. e	 pLT*, -	 xora MF1t BfleTefl
4CBOT B Hall M!p* - tPJBCTBO ArioxanMrrcica 	 y	 cex
npoyjinocr,*. MHeIe CTpaxoBa PatMHcKoro - rrpoeo CTHHO
sr.nsi ac*, grt MepeiKoBcKoro, Po3aHoBa, EBr. fl. HBaHOBa,
cero xpyra e.Pen rHo3Ho-c&nococxoro o6rrecTBa. ITrL Hac
Anoxarirrrcc* - CBOH, TO CT <TOqHO YXLTO cTa.rl CBO4*,
<JyrneBH&M. MHe OH CTPIIIHO 61J1[ 6rIr3Ox B IOY rrcaH
4JIereH)& 06 HHxBHTOpe*.
[Lit. izg. : 253, n.1]
David Bethea interprets the use of the apocalypse myth
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as a bid for freedom, an attempt to break with the
traditional cultural categories of oppositions, of old and
new, East and West, that had weighed down Russian
consciousness throughout the nineteenth century. He argues
that the myth of the apocalypse had such appeal because it
promised to replace myths of sporadic renewal and reversal
that had dominated the intelligentsia for years. He sees
Rozanov as a prime activist in this process. Rozanov's
apocalypse is seen as personal as much as political,
enacted through his writing. Bethea argues that Rozanov's
modernism, his stylistic innovations and creation of genre,
was the work of a literary anarchist and the personal
embodiment of the apocalypse of Russian literature:
Rozanov, who insouciantly demolished generic boundaries,
mixed fact and fiction, and placed statements of the most
intimate lyrical pathos alongside statements of riotous
buffoonery <...> became the Bakunin of Silver Age prose.
Perhaps better than anyone it was this combination of
philosopher and pater familias in a soiled dressing gown
<...> who epitomized the sense of simultaneous anarchy and
faith, "openness" and "closure", hanging over his
generation 30
Rozanov responded to the apocalyptic atmosphere of the pre-
revolutionary years in a typicelly personal way. He carried
out both a 'public' and 'private' apocalpyse. Indeed he
mixes the two, using the defence of his own absolute self-
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accountability and autonomy to strengthen the sense of his
public apocalypse. Rozanov declared that he measured the
world from his own personal experience. His literary
apocalypse demonstrated how much the world created by his
writing had become the only place of existence for Rozanov
by this time. It had become a private refuge from the
public and literary world. Yet it was the apotheosis of his
literary activity. Rozanov's late writing became a public
demonstration of the contradictions in 'his soul', as he
called the opavshie list'ia genre.3'
Rozanov was aware of these contradictions in his
writing. He described his own writing, and through it the
whole of literature, disintegrating through its own
dialectical contradictions, as though he were a microcosm
of literary apocalypse:
ora xaeTc5I, TO o	 e npocxoT paoewe
jiTepaTypw, caoro cyrieca ee. MOT 6Hm, 9T0 ecm Moe
MpoBoe 4cemploi*. <. . .> HBHO BO	 ie ecm xaxoe-To
saepmee nHTepaTypEl; J1MTepaTypH0CT; ee cyuecTBa - xax
nOTpe6HOCTL1 OT3HTb 	 BrpaTb. <. . .>	 y MH5L MenExaeT
cpaoe 'iYBCTBO, 'ITO 51 nocnej	 rB4caTe.rlb, C XOTOI1M
nepaypa Boorre ripepaøc cKOpO. JIx	 CTHYT 1OCTO
HTh, CITa51 CMemHP1M, HeHyc}mTM, OTBTTJThFI&M
mTepaTOpCTBOBaTb. OT 9Toro, MOX(T 6L1m, y MH51 coame
KaKoro-To 'rxoc.neiero HecacT51>>, cnBa1oueroc51 B MOM
T4YBCTB C 451*. i5I> 9T0 y)1(acHo, ragKo, orpoio, TparMHo
nocnee TpareweM:	 6o B HM Kax-To	 anexTMqecK
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paiiotnoc	 ce9J1o>> xonoccanE,Hoe miceneee 4(51*
nTepaTypM.
[0. 1. II: 332-33]
Rozanov declares that he might be the writer with whom
writing will end for good. He seeks an end to the writing
that is crushing spontaneous life, and anticipates a new
golden age where people will 'simply live'. In this new age
Old Testament forms of worship, such as prophecy and song,
would replace the scholastic and dogmatic book-learning of
the New Testament. In P.ozanov's Mimoletnoe, the apocalyptic
impulses are increasingly frequent and direct. Rozanov's
depiction of the new world that would emerge from this
transformation was free from the domination of print and
publishing, a return to a culture of manuscripts and
handwriting. Even the apocalypse itself would bear the mark
of its inescapable literariness: 'BN xwMaeTe, KOHL csea
6yxeT * jmie i nnaNeHr*? rionHoTe, e xoHeL cBeTa* 6yer
IOCTO B cTorm1caHMH.'32 Rozanov attacked the literary
culture which he associated with Christianity in
Apokalipsis nashego vremeni, where there is a vivid account
of the living man trapped under a bookshelf:
.> OH TOT taKT, tITO <io HXO1TC51 no mKacoM*,
coeiimae Kaxoe-To coporae B rpy. .1(KaIc ,rrrno norian
Tya?* Ho - <nonan*. flpiToM - Kro? 6miemee HT51 Eo1ce,
KOTOPO CT atzana MHpa, CT coaram MHpa, 6ELTEO mo6ienm.
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HaaBH.na H 3BHfl BCSI	 HCTOpH5L. CT0nBK0
xo4eHTapHeB. CTOrIBK0 rzreqaHr*. Pa3Be MOX(HO CBMHYTb
aie 6M6nHoTex4. <. ..>
Ho enoe He ypae	 Bce cToHeT. XOTb 6ET yMep.
Uu1HsaL .i nere 6srj-io 6N LnnaT. A TO HeBo3Mox(Ho nnaTb.
Bce CTOHBI, CTO}ThI.
CTpaHHa cTOHya. LHBHnw3aLHsr.
[Apok.: 633]
In this passage Rozanov emphasizes that the libraries,
and the symbolic bookshelf, fell upon the Jews. In a letter
to Izmailov of 1918, Rozanov explicitly rejects the
connection of his writing with the Russian and Christian
literature that has led to Russia's downfall and calls
himself 'the last Jewish prophet', emphasizing the fact
that he saw his work as being in a far more broad context
of a religiously active Word, distinct from the confines of
'cold' literature: '51 ze tcocepeqo ce6s CHTE
rIO1TH He PYCCKHM flHCTflM*, HO HCTO5flIMM H BOMCTHHY
riocnemi epecx ripOpoxoM. '
The sense of apocalypse in Rozanov's writing is
closely linked to his own constant evaluation of his own
writing and its relation to Russian literary history.
Rozanov was as aware as anyone that he had created
something unique in the history of Russian literature, and
his statements about this genre express a repeated faith in
his role as a writer. Yet his writing had a clear intent:
to counteract the negative and destructive effect of
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literature and 'literariness' in Russian life. Rozanov thus
describes himself as a warrior, in battle with literature,
seeking victory and the annihilation of the negative tenets
of literary nihilism, radicalism or satire, and any blind
faith in printed phrases. Ironically, his remedy is a
literary one, expressed through writing and publication.
Yet Rozanov claimed that he was seeking to destroy
literature:
MFICJm MO5T 6EU1a M	 OCTHTC5I BsnoMam nHTepaTypy.
flOpy6MTb Te rIOMOCTK4, Ha KOTOEDC OHa L3IHTC5L BLTnWHBaeT
6pxxo.
.>
51 oTpHLa, co6cTBeHHo, He oie	 oro: KaHTepa,
oHBw3MHa, rp6OeeBa, roroi, BTOY I1OJIOBMHY ToncToro I-i
cex ncaenei 60-x rooB* C <cye6HoiO peOpMO1O*. TO e
$1 oTpHLa, co6cTBeHHo?	 Herroaiiiie Poccr
Poccm .
.pyccxas smepaypa CTb ecacie pyccKoro Hapoya.
eyzen rocyapE ee 1mTan? Ee HYHO ITOCTO BXHYT
mxon. Heyx'e.nr MO)!HO <(BocnwrLIBaTb eTeø* Ha
i Ha aceme Ha cBoelo OHO1O seMsIeI 	 Ha csoi poHhTh.1
HapooM?35
.6OIIHT yma 9a POCCMIC.
oiwr sa ee HHrw.mr3M.
EcnM ta* (T. e. HMrM.nMSM) - ora cMepm, rpo6. Tora
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He HYCHO cH3HM, 6LITHSI. <<EcflH PoCcH 6yeT HHrKHCTHHob -
TO Pocc	 HY)!(HO rrepeca 	 6EITB, H HY)KHO )Ke.naTb, To6EI oHa
nepecTarra 6Lrrb.
.>
BOT re sacaa yma. Ho xax 4cHHrHnH3M npoeT, ora
flOTH ce HHrHJIwCTHt HO? <. •
Ho BO e e OH ripomen? Ho si - s. Bomma pasta icco
Bcez*. <. •
BOT re aaa yma. BOT oero 6ojieio. B0T oiero
flHrfly.3'
Rozanov writes that Russian literature will lead to
the inevitable destruction of Russia itself. He sees its
centre in the 'demon' Gogol and the 'devilish' laughter of
his satire. Satire and mockery have replaced respectful
love for Russian life and culture. In 1915, in the
unpublished Mimoletnoe, Rozanov argues that the only
conclusion of nineteenth century Russian literature is
revolution:
a	 siwrepaypa (Hama) XIX BK H H rne.na pyroro
ycTpeMneHM, xax BieCm ymy aerioeiecxyio H OCHOBTB Ha
MecTe ee
I1YCTOCJIOBHE.
<.•
4ero e si ru1ay-To, TO mepaypa 	 ero He rIoHiaeT,
HHO He YBCTBYT . BrIo.rIHe ecTecTBeHHo . . .
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I1OnITIOCTh. Mepsocm. B TaHHo rrIy6He cBoe roroJTh -
HMHHO Mepsocm.
tIoX yMaTh , TO OH <<IIOH$iJI H opam Hanly Pyc, Hamy
CBTyI H rxpexpacyio (Bo Bcex ee riopoxax) Pyc, - C ee
cTpaaHeM, C ee MHorOyMHeM, C ee CIIO)HOCTEK - T0 IOCTO
r.rryrio.
Hero ripaBeHoro, mo6smero, TporaTeslBHoro, r.ny6oxoro
He flOIILflO OT roroJl5i. OT nero 4HHO riom.ria oHa Mepsocm. BOT
9T0 - nomiio. M ano co6oBD Pyc.
HHrHJIH3M - He.IcJI4 6es Toron.	 o rorosi.R
Bcsi pycca iepaypa arrcaa He H pyccxe TeM&.
flpecTaBbTe ce6e te.nyio J •IHTepaTypy, - poMa, paccxa3Ll,
- re Bce rOBopMTc, merIeTc,
	 BBHBaeTc, flOTC5L H
rnaroneTc* - o 6oM6OqKax, 0 TOM, KK oi	 c.ne.nH a
BMe3a	 BNcoxonocTaBrIeHHoo	 IIHLJa*	 <. • •>•
	 OcTaB
H B3J1HM Ha TO KK peK.naMy...
M6o BB mepaypa - nHTepaTypo, HO	 B HeH
volens-nolens	 aopa ecm H CTOOH peKnaa. <..•>
CKaXHTe, icax e He 6LrrT 4BOJThDLHH* B PoccHH, - CTOJTh
peKnaMMpoBaHHo?39
Dostoevskii is an exception to the succession of
literary detractors of Russia. Rozanov sees Dostoevskii as
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a precursor of the Russian literary apocalypse, the only
writer to penetrate what was essentially Russian, depicting
'pyccxie nepex CBeTonpecTaBsIeHHeM' ° Rozanov saw his own
writing as embodying the essential Russiannness that
Dostoevs]cii had described, a 'subjective' insight and
warmth that he believed made him the only true Russian
writer after Dostoevskii: 'He cepe Ha Pyc He 6Knoc
Tax CHJThHO, Tax HerlpepLtBHo... Hre MO9 He rxoyan 0 TK
MHoroM.' 41 Rozanov wrote of giving his physical life to the
literary event and in this way achieving a sort of
redemption for Russia. He claimed that by his warmth and
sense of suffering he could counteract the destructive
effects of the legacy of Gogol' and the nihilists:
sHe HTIT*, H Bce-TaKH . YBCTBYIO 11o6exy.
OHa B M03Y MoeM, OHa B KOCTX M0HX. OHa B &XH
MOeM: $1 nriy CMJmHee, 	 N BI, H rxepenny Bac.
Co MHO Bor. A C	 HT	 ero (sHrøsIr.IsM*) •42
Kax e, oHaxo, epes xaxo	 MXHH3M* . ooner
roro?
sO PosaHoBe* 6yyT CT0flEXO e rIHcam, xax so rorone*
H CO6CTBeHHO PosaHoB axa e ssaraxa* xax sroron.<...>
sYcriex* roroJl5L <. . .> BCb H O6'b5CHMeTC TeM, TO <. ..>
OH	 ero H H FOBOPMJI, H BO-BTOpLIX, TO OH rIOrIaJI, COBI1a.TI
c cai'm raxx
	
H riomimm B HaL1HOHaJmH0M xapaxepe - C
LHHH3MoM, C apo	 y PYCCKHX, C CHJ1O
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roroqyne Tosrrr&, KOTOPa5I <...> MHT TOflT crie3I,
HJ1H3M ! caae (TyT YBCTB0 Moe Bapi!, zoroe ne
o&BcHwBmee).
..> Y nero 6eccoepaTenHocTb I.! rop)&Hsi. Bce opM
- xai< H! y xoro* <. . .>. Y MH5L - HaB03MT. 4cH0 H x.neBe tins!
saroa CKOT pormcs! H&ffl Criacwre.nB*. Poiir.noc 6ecxoHeqHoe
coxiepane. <KaK !3 epa - iepeso*. neB9MHcK!e Ta!HcTBa.
Berie 1eB3rrIHcKr1e TaMHCTBa. <OT ermexoro -
Rozanov claimed that Russian literature, particularly
Gogol', had destroyed the sacred sense of the word,
creating a people of cold theory and empty words, who
ignore the suffering and words of those closest to them.
Characteristically, Rozanov's images of his warmth and
fecundity yields a comparison of himself both to Christ and
to the dung in Christ's stable. The description of himself
in Christ-like terms was increasingly insistent in the 1915
Mimoletnoe. Rozanov's attack on historical Christianity and
the book tyranny that it had helped to produce were,
paradoxically, accompanied by a literary assertion of his
Christ-like role, as comforter and refuge of the weak. The
assertion of the uniqueness of his role in Russian
literature was pierced occasionally by doubts that he
himself has been seduced by his own literary talent and
betrayed the cause for which he was writing. The depiction
of himself as a spiritual mLnister was an attempt to
distance himself from this ambiguous literary role, yet
this itself proved to be a literary pose. Rozanov could
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only act and minister through his writing. He even claims
that his books are the embodiment of this, they were like
'medicine'." Rozanov appeals to the 'hidden and forgotten'
existences of mothers, orphans, the weak, needy and
downcast, but wards of f students, or anyone who might
approach him with preconceived expectations or literary
ambition. He describes his writing as having a very
specific, seemingly sacred role, for the comfort of souls.
He uses the Christ-like phrase, 'come unto me':
- Eyy m. si c Hat eeM? rIpoue - ripec 5TH S flOJTY
4CHaInHM pyCCKHM*.
<
rocrxoH, KOM 6t si xoTen 6ErrB HyzeH?
KTO	 B YTemeHHM...
KTO OJHHOK...
B OCO6eHHOCTH, B OCO6eHHOCTH - xoro 0cTaBHMH.
REt, HKCMBM - MHT KO MHe. 0, icax	 e He HY)KHO
xpacHBEzx!! He	 He HyHo, xax H xora ripH	 HH.
CHpoTr, Man qHKH...
rMHasHcrK...
CTyeHrEr? Hy, rIYCTB flPDXOJT
	
He ajo.
Booiie <xosstbu4 oMa*. Boa&e. BOT TO HYJX1OTCS B
jpoax>>. Bce - MOM.
Ja. Ho s- TO	 HY)!CH nø?
STO gpyro BOrrPOC. 0ItH He HTaT. HM exora HTaTB.
BOT 51 HCTHHH&I1 pyr Tex, KOMY <<Hexora clHTam'>.45
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Ko	 ie riptiy	 (ecim KorJIa - H46yB rIpHyT) He)KFr&e,
nnayire,	 cxop6mie,	 sMyeHH1re.	 3aNyeHHie.	 flpwyT
6nymBMe (cna6Ne)... Toimxo fl5UC He Hy)!Ho...
H 5 CK8Y 1M: 5! cera 6pm TaK0H e cia6ri, xax ce
ae cna6ee Bac, i Iy1rLI,	 flOX0TflBN. Ho cerja
yma M051 nriaana o6 STO coe cxIa6ocTH.<. . .>
aae YCTPO1MT BetepID Focriorno. . Betepio	 CTY1O -
em	 ce	 6e 6jiya...
H anoe	 am nec, nec	 Cna6ocTH enoBeecxok,
nec	 CKop6!4	 enoBeecKo,	 neci	 HeocToHHcTBa
qejioBeqecKoro. B KOTOHX onrzae ce 9T0...
H Ha 9TOT eHTD rocnoLb 6yeT C H&M* •46
Bce-Taxri	 .	 .Po3aHoB	 BenHKosIerIH1tb:	 B	 O6IIeM
3ywrejmHoe	 perrine Tpya, B0JIHeHMSI, sa6oT, cHa
6eccoHH1rThI <. • •>•
H TeM&...
Ces!, mKorIa, penHr, LepKoBb...
flp!6eine eH,	 BOB. - flpocTwryTox.
<<flog Po3aHoBm roro MecTa,	 .g xax MaTxa Bcex
9anTKn.
Ho 80 TOMOB: aoe spemime 3onocrwx rleperineToB.
- Ax, P0BaHOB: a Bb PosaHoB mt He JUD6Kn KHMry?
He rno6tn. KpoMe ce6. .
Rozanov emphasizes the paradox both of his writing as
being 'for those who have no time to read', and of the
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immensity and splendour of his literary legacy in someone
who directed so much energy at a challenge to literature.
In Mimoletnoe and Posle Sakharny he repeatedly explores
this paradox:
BCSI 1MH0CTh H BC5I )!cH3H npepauea B slHTepaTypy...
• •>
BcBx - . coaan*. 51 ze xora He coqHHsuI*: HHxora
m eoro rmaa oero TBopeHH*. HHKora He $3aYM&BaJTh.
lcOyM&BaTb* e coepmeHHo HCOHO (r4 BooOpasHm He
Mory*)
51...
BOT H BCe. ITIOTOMY 51 YM1O, $flOrnThIH e.noBeK* TOJThKO 'B
MOHX coieHx •
Rozanov saw Uedinennoe and Opavshie List'ia as the key
works in his literary revolution, and evidence of its
sacred, as distinct from literary, nature.
Characteristically, he justifies Uedinennoe as a self-
crucifixion:
Be3yMHo .nr6mo cBoe 4Ye.* H sOn. .n.*. tlpHmno e Ha YM
axoe Haam. <• . •>
Toiixo 9T0 JIXJThD B CBO	 nHTepaType. lipotlero He
yBa)za1o. sCotHTisIn KHHrH). C'rapaiicsi 61rrE <<BenrncoslernrEm4*.
.>
H <<On. n.* 51 CHTIO cami rIaropo.rHN,	 TO
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rrHcasi.
Ceroa MJThKHYII0 Ha H3BonHKe: CB5flIEHHOE ECTE. STO M0
flO3H H IPMBT MHpy. A BCMY roBopI: 43XpaBcTBy!,
CB5I1IEHHOE ECTE*. Ja, TO MO cym.
He OUI6KO 6wiio 6H cxa3am, TO B 4cYe.* H (Ofl. .n.*
cTan KaK pacrIsTHe .
Rozanov's protest against literature was the
translation of the passing moments of his private
existence, which usually defy transcription, into the
public form of literature. 50
 He claimed that through his
opavshie list'ia genre he would 'overcome' literature by
pushing it to its extreme, so that its authority would
collapse through its own contradictions. Writing would
become subsumed by life. Ironically this meant that he
increasingly identified his life with literature until his
life could only be lived through his writing, so that his
intentional contradictoriness threatened his own, not
literature's collapse. In the battle with the printing
press, print threatened to win, and consume Rozanov's life.
In Mimoletnoe, Rozanov expressed severe doubts about
the opavshie list'ia genre. He feared that he may himself
have been seduced by the pustoslovie that he condemned in
all Russian literature. 51
 He had hoped to restore a sacred
sense of the word in his writing but asks whether he too
has not been seduced by fame and literary ambition. He
described his need to keep on writing, when he was on the
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brink of conquering literature and giving the last word to
literature, as a fatal temptation. The unpublished
Mimoletnoe of 1915 is itself evidence of Rozanov's need to
continue writing the opavshie list'ia, while hesitating to
print and publish them. 52 In these pages that were
genuinely not for publication within his lifetime, Rozanov
describes his inner conflict in apocalyptic terms, as a
demonic temptation:
HeyTeuiHir rr.na	 0 CBOM sYej..
Kax Mor si ca papymm Bce. CaN. CaM. CaM. HHKTO eue.
HtxTo 6ri ero i He CMO oonem. Ho 4coone.rx CaN
PoaHoB*. OTIIHO. T.e.	 BparoB. )lrrsi 3na. )J..nsi	 Boiia.
BOT	 ora He BPKfl B Hero, a ripmnoc YBHETE.
Y, xBocTamti. Y,	 epT. H ce e 51 LTIDR) Ha Te65L.
BeH. flpOTBFThI4. Eoe.
Kora s yb.iaJ1: ooneio BCD rrTepaTypy*, - TO 51 yan
eo 06 4cYe.*	 <<On. ji.. H Mor 6&i, ecim 6 dcYeiL*
OCT8J1OC O)HO. Be	 51 9HJI rio ThCEMM - XOTSI 6L1 ropbKoro,
y	 a TO - TO OHO IOH9BO1O esrnajoe BneaTs1eHHe, C
Hero cwram BpeMsl*. TyT xHOCT1X 51BO.na: B9JYMJ1
4rIOMOraTb eMy*. STO K&K 6& arIocToJmT aasm rmicam
np4elaHMs1 x CBOIIM rloc.naHM51M*; KITH XpøcToc aan 4C0651CH51TB
npouame CBoe c yeHKaM*: M KUO51 paccesl.nacb. Bce
o6paTmocb B KPT0H M BaTy.
ansnoMsI pacce51nacb. H 4cYeiHHeHoe* -
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crloBa, CflOB H C.nOBa,
a e OHO HY)!HO
CJIOBO.
A s rican
CJIOBO.
fI OHO )Ke 6ELTIO HarlHcaHo. CesraHo.
Pa3pymHm 6uro Hen51. <...> M	 pyr si CaM...
OTJ1OME1B51 nO ycoqxy OT flMTIK H CTJ1 fH xHaTbCsr B
HIPHSiTHLTX H o6UeCTBeHH1tX oco.
.>
Xa-xa-xa-xa...
- 
t epT. A 51 nnaiy. M Bce-TaKH 51 'le.nOBex H
6oimme Te6sL. HeT - cHJmHee T5i. H6o si C EorOM - y Hor Ero,
a T B)SIH 4d1p0TI4BHMK Bo*.
Rozanov here repeats his faith in the original impulse
for the writing of Uedinennoe. Yet Rozanov is led into a
fatal temptation. The need to write continuously threatened
the purity of the very role that he sought to play. He
fears that he is unable 'simply to live', the immediate
spontaneous life that he defends, and that he sought to
restore to Russian society by the very writing of his
books. He suspects that he is himself imbued with all the
fatal flaws of 'literariness' that he understands so well
and believes will lead to the downfall of life and culture
in his country. He compares the continuation of his
opavshie list'ia genre to the writing of footnotes to
sacred words. It was these very footnotes and commentaries
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that he was to describe as containing the deadening weight
of scholarship that was crushing the life out of the man
trapped under the bookshelf in Apokalipsis nashego
vremeni. 54 It as though Rozanov himself realized that he
was trapped, as inescapably as the man, by an inability to
live without books. Rozanov fears that he is in danger of
becoming a paradigm of the prolix 'empty-wordedness'
(pustoslovie) that is anathema to him, and of being unable
to write the sacred and prophetic 'Word' (SLOVO) for
Russian literature.
In the unpublished Mimoletnoe of 1915, Rozanov
questioned his own aims in publishing his opavshie list'ia
genre:
A M.6., STO H CTb npecyrrree - rIy6JIHKOBaTb icYe.*
H 4c0r1. n.*?
O'eH H. 6Mm.
3arryTa.rrc MO y. He By. He noH1a.
M. 6rrb, .nHTepaTypa Boo6rre rxpecTyrLneHHe?
<HeT, oero e: ecm ecm Ta.nawr H&flMCTh flOM HJIH
noBecTb*.
COI HHHTE. BH.IWMam. Ta.narrr Boo6paxeHHsI.
Ho	 9T0 e saóaBa? - cornamaicb - 9a6aBa TanaHTa?
Ja. A BLT npHl-LqnH	 B Ca.NOM eiie. B STOM H
aicmoaeci ripecyrmeHHe .
Rozanov sees this use of writing as 'horrific' and yet
he continues to revel in his uniqueness, in the power with
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which his constant writing invests him, in his becoming a
singular literary phenomenon. Rozanov's repeated
associations of his role as a writer with that of a
national martyr, saint, or even Christ-figure, his
assertion of a constant spiritual activity to the point of
exhaustion in the service of Russia, is his defence against
accusations, and his own doubts, that there is something
wrong, or even sinister, in his ultimate literariness. The
roles that he chose suited the apocalyptic tone in which he
presages the end of writing of which he hopes to be an
agent.
HH OJHOi B5UIO CTOKH Ha TKOM HH3MPMOM
flOTHHH Bcex rpyo i c 1882 r. (IcoFIt.ri yHHBepcwreT) -
HI! OXHO B5J1O, 6e C3HeHHO, rmeynecsr CTpOKM.
YBHTeJThHO. Briomie Y E!TJThHO ropeHe. CKoJmxo e
6mo arzaceo B ie XipOB*, TO6EI COZTE TKO yOBMIWThIi
KOCTP
Rozanov repeatedly uses images of firewood to describe the
themes that he had brought to the attention of the national
consciousness. The image of writing as burning implies a
contradictory impulse to that of literature as permanent
authority; the burning not the preservation of words.
Rozanov described his own writing as being like a burning
coal pulled out from the f ire, 57 and frequently used images
of explosions that burn and leave no trace to describe his
ideal of the writer's task. 58 He wanted both to bring an
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immense fuel of cultural and historical themes and to
overcome them in a sacramental burning that would free him
from the burden of past books and authorities. Thus he
might truly represent the 'end of literature' and the
phoenix-like emergence of spontaneous, book-free life. This
activity took over his entire existence.
In Opavshie list'ia, Rozanov had described the
terrible power of his compulsive literariness that
supposedly sought to free human existence from its
enslavement to books. 59 He wavered between the
glorification of this ultimate literariness and a horror of
its all-consuming power. He feared that he himself, more
than anyone else, was fatally possessed by literature, and
not free to live at all. These doubts are a continual part
of Rozanov's attempts to determine the reasons for his
writing. He feared that his self-transformation in
literature was also a loss of life. The exultance in his
own literary feat is undercut by a sadness and continual
sense of longing for a life that literature cannot provide:
' KoHeL* M. 6. lccMepTb*. BOT 9T0 KOHeLJ* H M.6. 4CCMepTb*
JIHTepaTypH, IIHTepaTypHOCTH, 51 YBCTBYID B ce6e. 51 HeapoH
roBopH.n o riiy6oxo cxop6H 6LFTB nHTepaTopoM, H ora 4(6.
JIHTePaTOpOM* (c yat e) Bcex pa.ryeT, - MH51 TO <...> TO4T
TOMJTHHM o Toro yac}mrM, epHEM, TO 51 He MIO CpaBHHTb.
rrpø 6e3yMHoi are
	 n4eHHo W3H1, 51 Bb He KHBY H
HWCKOJThKO He 7iH31, a TOJIBICO <<rrHcaJm. Ho OCTBJI51S! B CTOOH
4(calloro H	 K TM 4(BenHKorO rIHcaTeJIsI*. , 51 H
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yMa, x.1TO Boo6rre He poa.nocr erne enoBeKa, y KOTOOO
cnoiiva Bce ero jmiuo riepemno 6M B nHTepaTypy*, criosia Bce
6M'rHe ynernoc 6Et B <<JrHTepaTypy. TTaTejm BHHT, o 'iero
BTO He ec 4xaecTBo*, a XTPOCTO ecm).
.> Mor e nepaypa H ae ( t To-To 6pe3,KHT B yMe)
J-rHTepaTypa BOO6ne B CBOM pO)K.teHMH H CYIICTB ecm 4cMO7!
B KOTOH	 HHKO	 He e rIpHXOH.fl>, HO TYT )Mfl cera
i . 6. 6ecrraM5iTHo poimc.6°
In this passage Rozanov claims to have been born in
literature and so to contain in himself the contradictions
of its development and its death, as well as revealing its
origins. He is the Alpha and Omega of literature, its
apocalypse. He was seeking to end literary activity by
making his writing convey the ultimate possibilities of
expression: 'TaKHM oOpasoM BHO BO MH ecm xaxoe-To
raepmee JIMTepaTyp&; nHTepaTypHocTH; ee cyiieca - Kax
rioTpeôHocTH OTP9HTh H nNpa3HTb. EoJmme TO e ene
BErpaaTB? flayTHHlr, B9oxH, nocneziiee yJToBMMoe.' [0. 1. II:
333] Yet he also claimed to embody the original impulse of
literature; thus he could not escape his own
'literariness'. Rozanov sought to further the apocalypse
and revolution in Russian literature and unwittingly
achieved his personal literary apocalypse. By making his
entire life into a literary statement he had hoped to
conquer literature, instead he found himself trapped in
writing.
In a letter of 1918 to Gollerbakh, Rozanov described
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his campaign in literature that produced his opavshie
list'ia genre. He refers to Dostoevskii's battles. In his
opavshie list'ia genre Rozanov had pushed the
'subjectivity' that he identified in Dostoevskii to its
ultimate limits so that the world in which the apocalypse
would take place became increasingly encapsulated in
Rozanov's interior world:
B&i HaeTe, 'ITO MOH .KYer.* H 4c0r1. .TT.* B sHa'IHTeJmH0L4 cerieH
coppoaii no iaepee!.i Ha'Iam mrrepa'rypy c xLpyroro
KoHLa: BOT C xoHLa Toro yeJW HeHHOrO , yeHHeHHsI, cepwa*
H 4ccBoe yMKH*, 6e3 BCSIKOI coL.-eMoxpaTH'IecxoH CBOnO'IH.
)Ka.ta OCBOONThC OT Hee, )YXOBHO OT ee BLIMTH - oxosta
O cyopor H CYMCCTBM. reHHaJm}mTe 43anHcKH H3
norronEsL*, )ocToeBcxoro ecm IO'ITH 6eccKrrEDHa 6op6a C
coL.-eM. CBOI!OtIBIO*.61
The intimacy and solitude that Rozanov defended in his
writing threatened to become Rozanov's only world. Rozanov
cannot escape the close involvement with the things around
him that denies an objective distancing:
MHp, KOTOHH . ysaio, c.nyrnaio, BH(y, - KOTOPNH Tax
inomo H BoCTOpracb i - OH <Moi MLTp*. H flOHCTHH Po3aHoB
H3 cPosaHoBa* HHKK He MO(T B&ICKO'IHTb, HH - 3YHTB
1Po9aHoBa*.
1TO H CTB Moe	 T. e. axoe CSIHIIIKOM
6nH3xoe OTHOHH Bcex eiie KO MH 62
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Rozanov reaches a position where he sees all knowledge as
centred in the individual. He denies the objective
existence of 'facts' independent of himself: 'rue r.ioe*
KOHTC - oiaec HCTOpm. Heima iwiero flOHTh He
oe*."3 Under the pressure of external circumstance this
solitary 'subjectivity' threatened to develop into an
increasingly solipsistic self-referential world, despite
moments of startling insight into external events. Losev
has argued that Rozanov's need to stake out an original and
'subjective' viewpoint hindered his true genius which was
in his perception of the very external facts that he
claimed not to notice;' 4 however, Rozanov maintained that
his 'subjectivity' was the very source of his insight.
In the unpublished Mimoletnoe Rozanov's self-depiction
became increasingly fantastical. Images rooted in the city
and contemporary civilization are replaced by a florid
imagery of a fecund and pantheistic world. The description
of himself as a Christ-like figure gives way to that of a
pagan God, giving succour to all:
.0	 KopoBa. <. • .> Mjemi, H MOJIOKO COHTCI M3
BEMeHH...	 OHO TaKoe KpacHBoe, 6erioe, pooBoe, orpoMHoe.
P1 axe tiy umte eT&Ipe cocKa. PosoEHe. 4crIpto riococair cSLt*.
TO - . T. e. y ce6si riococari 6L1. <. •
CTpamHo m6mo, ora y MH$ MOIIOKO TeieT.
H xariae Ha TpaBLT, Ha PCTHH. Bc5I poa B MOJ1OK	 -
BacBKa ripome.n. <<P1 BC5I xpama B M0J10K* - BacrKa rlpome.TI. H
HT x(ryecTH, '3rro6H. PoaHoB yipaxouee aano ipa. Bce
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HHT H COCHT MOH THTbKH>.
.>
H xoeTc. Bcex HacEtTHTE. 51 XOTJ1 6N, TO6H ce TJI.T
KOPMHJIHCb OT MeH$. H B J1Yt1YBD	 HYTY . yMaIo, T0 Mor 6t
HCE[THTh cex 6HKOB MMpa.
BOT .
PosaHoB 65
Critics have seen this as a fatal hypertrophy of Rozanov's
subjective freedom. Nosov argues that Rozanov's artistic
freedom took over his life, and resulted in the loss of his
true independence: 'TBoplecx 1IYTb PoaHoBa - ecxoaeas
BaxaHajiMsi CBO6OghT, oprøacecxoe HaHa)KeHHe, B KOTOO B
1coHLe KOHLOB yToHyiia ero yma, ero nwIHOCTB.' 66 Sukach also
describes a crisis in Rozanov's relationship to the outside
world: ')ByflHKOCTB, pacerxneocm C09Ha}4. H YCJIHH
penexci 1-IpHBeJIH PosaHoBa K rJ1y6oKo	 ZW3HHHO mpaMe,
KOTOPY1 OH CTJ1 OCIC3THTb TOJThKO Ha HCXO 	 CBOHX HeH.
UpaMa sTa saxsixariac BO ce 6onbme	 6omme rroepe
'WBCTBa reCTBHTesrrDHOCTH H, KaK CneCTBHe, B aTaflEHO
OpeeHHOCTH Ha HYtCTM B He. 67
But Rozanov's non-participation was not simply a
matter of personal choice. His own principled self-
contradiction in literature had destructive consequences.
He was increasingly ostracized by his contemporaries for
articles that were deliberately provocative in their
voicing of right-wing and anti-semitic opinions. A
succession of events, including his estrangement from the
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Merezhkovskiis, his exclusion from the liberal journal
Russkoe slovo in 1911 and the Religious and Philosophical
Society in 1913, combined to make Rozanov an increasingly
isolated figure. He claimed to despise these manoeuvres,
but made enough reference to them in his writing for it to
be clear that the ostracism hurt. In 1911 and 1912-13 he
had found a refuge for his need for uncompromising self-
expression in the writing of Uedinennpe and Opavshie
list'ia. Yet this itself became a literary trap. Readers of
the second book of Opavshie list'ia accused Rozanov of
'forcing' an artistic pose rather than genuine self-
revelation. From 1913, both in subsequent opavshie list'ia
(Sakharna and Mimoletnoe), and in footnotes to the
publication of Literaturnye iz gnanniki, Rozanov returned
more and more insistently to the analysis of his own
literary phenomenon. The defiant individualism and
hyberbolic self-invention of the unpublished Mimoletnoe of
1915 are perhaps the most desperate document of Rozanov's
bid to justify his writing and transcend his self-imposed
contradictions.
The revolution seemed at first to offer Rozanov an
opportunity to break out of this isolation. Apokalipsis
nasheo vremeni, perhaps the ultimate statement of
contemporary life as apocalypse, was distributed as
pamphlets and Rozanov was once more in direct contact with
his readers. He believed that this work could have a
transforming apocalyptic effect, as he wrote in an exultant
letter to Izmailov in 1918:
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)e.icTBTeJmHo,	 peea ArIOK-ca. O
flpHIILFIH, OHH - BOT... rocno! Hy, ce 9T0 51 pasyio. <...>
Yce c 8-9 BEflI. flOSIBHTC51 ripMo cpamiioe Teme 	 y MH5I
• .> icAnox.* oneH 6 neaTaTsc51 xax B 9IOXY PeopMaL
Yimprxa oH-ry'rTeHa 500.000 sxseMn.n51poB - 0 Tora OH
XOJDICH 6N 0 OH CMO 6T, CMOT pe.nor. riepeopo (rloToMy qTO
CKSTb 4LepKOBH1T* TO MAJIO) •68
The style of this letter is characteristic of Rozanov's
late letters in its exclamatory, over-excited tone, at
times approaching hysteria. In the letter he also reaffirms
his instructions that all his anti-Jewish writings should
be destroyed, describing the 'apocalyptic' transformation
of his views: 'B BHY tenoro arIoKanonToz. riepeopoa rrpeje
cero coBepmaneroc51-To B MO xyme.''9 Rozanov asks
Izmailov to publish his letter immediately in two different
newspapers. He claims that the letter has an historic
importance, emphasizing his own revolutionary role: 'TO
II0CMO, 5! BepE, ocTopoiecKoe. Ero cxaano He6o. C nero
H0HTC51 pe&opMaL1Hs1. TLT, Cama - YnBpox OH ryTTeH, 51 -
.JIRDTep.' 7 °
 Although Rozanov's tone was still extreme, the
short lived publication of Apokalipsis nashego vremeni
saved him, for a time, from his own divisions.
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CHAPTER VIII: ROZANOV. WRITING AND RELIGIOUS BELIEF
Rozanov's opavshie list'ia are marked by a continual appeal
to God. At the moments of deepest doubt on the nature and
justification for his writing, Rozanov has recourse to God
as a higher author and guarantor of his utterance. He is a
source of authority beyond the immediate reader. He
justifies Rozanov in his endless need for speech when he is
most doubting of its value or purpose as written literature
for an audience. Yet Rozanov has been seen as a thinker in
a crisis of belief. Losev believed that Rozanov's writing
could be explained only by a profound inability to believe
in anything but his own sensations: 'Po3aHoB - eJ1oBex,
KOTOPEt Bce flH4T HH HO iTO He BepHT." Losev's
intimations of Rozanov's lack of belief are important.
Rozanov, whose work is seemingly immersed in religion, for
whom writing was like prayer, who made persistent addresses
to God and claimed that God was as close to him as any
human, is perhaps more important in showing the strength
and variety of man's need for God rather than as a
convincing proof of God's real presence.
Shestov noted the subtlety of Rozanov's religious
position. He wrote of Rozanov's love for God despite his
lack of faith:
Po3aHoB mo6M.n Bora, Po9aHoB cicarr Eora, HO TOO roporo
sepa epT, sa KOTOPO J1KIM O6eTOBaHO 60)KeCTBOM <<He
WI5I Bac mero HeBosMo)KHoro*, OH B cede He HXOKTI
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ripao o6 9TOM paccxa3an. H flPBELHBETh pacca 06 yiepme
Bore 6osmme acT nojy , eM	 McnoBeoBaHHe øero
He OBOPHX yme CTWH
Prishvin notes in his diaries Rozanov's daughter's
statement that her father did not believe in God but rather
in his own 'discovery'. On their second meeting she affirms
that he was religious. 3 This swing of views is quite
representative of the prevarication in Rozanov's own view.
Other contemporaries interpreted Rozanov's writing as
a Nietzschian battle against God, or the work of an
Antichrist who wanted to put himself on an equal footing
with God. Yet it is perhaps truer, and more interesting, to
see in Rozanov, as Shestov did, an emotive impulse towards
survival in a world that has lost its immediate sense of
the sacred. What is striking is Rozanov's amazement and
reverence before a man who prays, even before an empty sky:
Ecm 6M aze KTO He mo6rm Bora, KK He nomo6Tb 9TY flJD6OB,
K Bory? 1y)LHoe e.no - penr; Kax-To yeeT e esioex
caoe acyiioe coe - 6oni, cTpaaH, ropecT,	 MM}Tht,
eceHeBHLre, - CB5TE c cam	 Heoc9aen,
Be3ecy1M. <. . .> H CB$T e e.noBex MOILUMHC.. . Ecrri 6&
ae 4ZTaN*, B He6ecax,	 6rio rrycTo, Icax HeripeMeHHo X0T5T
CKITU!, TO BC	 BHO c.net	 ye ca rio ce6e
cym peiir	 BM3LTBIOT K ce6e pemrooe yii.uieie.. .
• .> peJ1HrHor3Hoe-)!e YBCTBO P0CTO ecm, BOTHO BP0H0
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aic 3pee	 o6oIisrHr.ie. rIoMosimc. xoeTc5D), 4C311063ThD ora
MOSIHTC	 enoex* (9pesmne) , e xopomo xor.ua i& Bce MO3IMC
(o6uocm, yiMBepcasmHocTb) - STO IOCTO Moe xoy 1i He
cBsaHo HIS! c KKOIO	 eeio. MHe a)Ke KazeTcB, TO a'reHcT rio
OTTflHBOM	 <. . .> MO)KT	 rr BC paBHo
pen 1rosH1m qenoBexoM. PenroHoro qerloBeKa i y3HaRD, xora
OH	 KK OH KYflKTI BII Ha 6asape; pemrooro
eiioexa si yr3Ha, c 1 1/2 CTPHMLM KHiYr, re-HyJb 3
cepen-mr, Bce paBHO. Pe rOsHOCTE) ecm 4CTKflB esxoBeKa*,
crm flOCTOHH ero yui, a B 3BCOCTH OT STO'O -
IOCTOHM ce ero 43HM, xeTenBHOCT, nocTyrIKoH, - M OH
cKa9HBaeTc5 BO BCSKO MeJ1O, He OTB513BTC5I OT tierioea
H B eM	 }irKorra.5
Rozanov loved man's capacity for religion more than
God. His continual summons to God in his writing is more
revealing of his fear of God's absence, than of an
overwhelming sense of divine presence. His writing can be
understood as a struggle to understand his need for God and
his fear of living life without anything sacred. He lived
at a transitional time in Russian history, where the speed
with which systems of value were discredited was suddenly
rapid. The rapidity with which people exchanged entire
faiths, materialist and idealist, must have undermined the
most resolute faith in received truths, particularly for
one who was so acute to the abuse of words and concepts by
personal manipulations and self-deceit. Rozanov lamented
the loss of a spontaneous sacred sense in everyday life.
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His nostalgia for, and interest in, past civilizations, as
well as his moments of apocalyptic utopianism and longing
for a new Golden Age were attempts to make good this loss,
to restore man's sense of a sacred connection to the world
of the everyday in which he was living.
Rozanov's writing, supposedly so modern, is a defence
against modernity, as well as a demonstration of his
bewilderment at that modernity. The painstaking acuity with
which Rozanov recorded every movement of thought, although
it contained elements of pose, is perhaps less self-
indulgent than it at first seems. For in his self-
contradiction and prevarication ('vseshataemost'), his
sense that the only truth could be found in his own
movements of thought and belief, he shows us not the
defence of a constructed system but the deliberations of an
individual hesitating on the brink of affirmation. He shows
us the movement of will in its attempt to believe. Writing
in some way makes good the shortcomings of faith.
A letter to Pertsov written in 1900 is revealing about
a turning point in Rozanov's writing career. It expresses
a point of existential as well as literary doubt, a crisis
in self-confidence. In this letter Rozanov questions the
various directions of his writing and reveals the concerns
that were the underlying causes of his future work. Yet the
letter is also rich in the accidie and boredom of someone
who has lost a sense of joy and energy, which were vital to
Rozanov's sense of the sacred everyday. The tone is
unusually bleak, Rozanov expresses doubts in God, and in
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man:
CKBepHoe iame EpeMsi, T.e. CKBHO same 6eccHJIHe. <. • .>
K ey zsi:& cnoco6ari? YMepeTB. Hy, TO [BceM] rrpre CMTB
H OH yMpeT, He B	 MYPOCTH H3 - ra rpaHHLBI.
<.. •> Boo6we y Ha jyme yacoe T0M.TIeHHe. 1YBCTBO
YTOMflHHOO rIfloBa. 4yBCTB0, orja xopa6im YTOHYJ1 - H He
sHaeum, TO iienam, H ae He noiaexim CT&H ropw3o}rra.
CKyiHO H CHpOTJ1BO.
• •>
ICYMpeM - nOxopoHrT. • •>> Ba3apoBc
	 <<Jionyx*. flpejcTaBTe,
qTo	 e cneLHasIBHo OTBPTHTJThHO KaI( rIHcaTesII: csIaBa.
OTC1D)a BLICYHYJI 6ri srx BceM ripooarr
	 rpo6*. Hero HT
CKYH H
	 tCKopo flH o MorKri, a TO xaiio	 ce
B	 a	 aio xoieTc. B CYUJHOCTM KaOMy ai opo,ie
qejioBeKa. )a BPHO TOO H CTOHT qejioBeK.
Mmoe-nmoe. A MHTfHOO Bce
	 y esiosexa H
H3HH.
KoMy HY)!(H MO <6pax*. HKOMy xpoe MeH.. I'! c nero i
cTapa1ocr? BHj HHHBHYJ1BHOO cyMacmecTBMsl. 4Y xa.toro CBO
KoHeK*, H BTOTO KOHBK J11CTH HaItBaIT TanaHT0M, a a He6ecax
xa ero Haa&BaIyr? )a H ecm m He6eca? a H HYThI sm? Ox,
KaK xoenoc 6i, a e sHar.
Hrero He 9H 6
Rozanov asserted that disbelief in, or indifference
towards, an afterlife was in no way a negation of religious
belief. As he wrote in a footnote to his contribution to a
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collection of articles on 'Death', published in 1910:
flo-BHiMOMy	 -p $IKO6M	 yHBn5eTcsi, 'ITO BO MH
par3.reJ1eH1I, He CBSHM HH sarpo6Horo cyWecTBoBaHM,
KOTOPO si oepra	 K KOTOPOMY PBHOEIYH, H penrooe
tIYBCTBO, KOTOpOe H3J1M'IHO BO MH ecTb. Ho
	 3arpo6Hoe
- TO 1HHO <txesi*, <<KoHLerILw*, H, KaK
TaKoBa, cpowrcsi wmi B03HHXaeT <. . .>. <. • .> HO 6e3cMepTHe,
3arpo6H:& arip? TO Ht5I H HcKyccTBeHHocm, 9T0 - He TK
o6rqe, BaIcHO, HeoxoHMo, HCTHHHO H rmiTaTeJ1Ho, TO yie
raneKo He TI( ecrr, Kax permirH .
Rozanov's bid at eternity had to be made in this
world. His sense of the transience of this world was
sharpened by a firm conviction that this is the only world.
He could not imagine an afterlife, but this does not
contradict his religious sense. This is perhaps the
essential characteristic of Rozanov's sense of the sacred
and the source of its strength. Religion is found in what
is evident, the immediate surroundings, and not in a
distant spiritual world. Man had to break with the illusion
of a future redemption, and redeem himself immediately, so
that he was free to live, and to concentrate on what is
most valuable and most fleeting. Life in the here and now
had to be made eternal in its immediacy, through writing.
Rozanov's writing was a constant assertion of his love for
this world because, although full of suffering, it was the
only world. Rozanov had a horror of death which he believed
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was final, absolute. Mochul'skii recgnized this as a source
of Rozanov's constant need to write: 'Ero aepa ce rcm
H BC BHHH 3CLIBTb - He I'OLeHTpH9M
H CaM0B.Tn06.TIeHH0CTb, a 6op6a Co CMPTIO 8
Rozanov continued this battle until his own last weeks of
life, dictating the physical process of his own death to
his daughter, who transcribed his words, so that this final
living experience could also become a part of the last
opavshie list' ia.9
This belief in the finality of death became the
central motivation of Rozanov's opavshie list'ia genre.
These writings continued many of the doubts expressed above
concerning literary fame, doubt of God and doubt of
salvation. Yet they were also a bid to assert the value of
this world. As Rozanov continually asserted in his opavshie
list'ia, real life was most sacred of all. It was the
reason for his writing:
CaMoe CYIICTBHHO - IPOCTO JeCTBHTeJmHoCm.
(3a y6opKo Kf-rHr H B MErC.TIH, FIOtIM3,
HI43zaJr iYer. )
[0. 1. I: 285]
Rozanov argued that real life was the source of all true
culture and should be treated with as much reverence as
metaphysical speculation, indeed it was an inseparable part
of metaphysics. He feared the loss of a sense of life's
immediate and immense power would lead to the destruction
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of real life. He wrote to Blok in 1909 that the sustaining
of a true culture depended on this careful attention to the
immediate reality that surrounds US: 'Boo6ue ZI9Hb YKCHO
6etHa HacTosuriM, HacTo.na KYJThTYP HTICH KYJThTYPI H
COCTOHT B CTPHO 6epe)!(HoM OTHOfflHHH KO BCMY
HacToneMy. ,10
Rozanov sought to overcome his fear of an impending
non-existence by the reassertion of his connection to the
world of things, through writing. His opavshie list'ia
genre was his attempt to restore man's relation to his
immediate reality, to awaken him to the thoughts that occur
in response to unknown people he crosses in the street, the
sound of the ventilator, or the words of his children. Only
this world is given justification, and eternity, as Rozanov
sees it, in words. By fixing the passing instants in words,
he believes he has in some way redeemed a loss. Rozanov
criticized the fragmentation of contemporary life. The
structure of his books were not an attempt at a mimesis of
modernity, but a bid to rescue moments of reflection and
concentration from the chaos of impressions. Rozanov could
not accept that things must simply cease to exist. He would
only accept an afterlife if it contained all the tiny
details and material 'things', the clutter of this world.
Thus he wondered if you could hear the ventilator 'there',
in the other world, and claimed that he would go to heaven
only together with his handkerchief, and would accept
heaven on no other terms.
In Opavshie list'ia	 Rozanov gives a detailed
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description of the process of his thought as it reaches out
to make contact with the world of things, and the
subjective reasons for this need to make contact:
51 iora He oraj&Baxrc, He HcKa.rI, H noriiman,
He coo6paaii. <. • •>
Ho Mersi BpyI' rropaasio t To-HH6y. M&cim	 ripeMeT.
Hnr: 4CBOT Tax-6Er (oTTya-I) 6pocMT cBeT*. <• • .>
B 0THOHWH IC flPZMTM, 1cnM 'oTTya-To. y MH5I
Lna rat apoBaHHocTb. <.• •>
B CYIgHOCTH,	 B	 He H3MHHJ1C C KocTpor (neT
13) . To e paoymre x xopomo*
	 ypio*. Te ze IOCTYTIKI
1IO MOTHEY 4cmo6OImrrHo* H xoeTc. Ta e, rro,ajiyk,
XOnOHOCTB øm cxopee 6e3yt acTwe K oKpyxaueMy. Ta e noT
nOCTOsLHHa. rpyCTb, oTKya-To TeIcyIra. neam, KOTOPa5I TOJIIKO
MflT 4(3aLerIxH>> HJIH rIoBoa*, rro6r rieper B CTPaIITHYK
BHYTHHX1, 6om, o cne... Ta e HeHocm, TOJIIK0 rryiras
arerucH.
OcHoBHoe nocany Moe OTHOfflH K MHPY ecm H)KHOCTB H
rpycm.
OTKyya oHa H B
	 co6cTHeHHo, oHa C0CTOHT?
MHe neanEHo, TO Bce ecoepmeo <. • .> qTO CMMM
BeflaM KaK-TO HeXOpOmO, OHH He YOBneTBOPeHhI, HJ 6OJIBHO. TO
B WaM <<6OflEHO*, TO CTB rIOCTO.HHOe Moe 3a BC
)KH3HB. epe 9T0 6OJThHO* rIpOXOHT He,KHOCT. Ben ze
KaNyTC5 KaKI-To 06HKeHHEMH, IcaxNH-To CHpOTa, KTO-TO HX
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MaJIo rno6rr, KTO-TO x Mairo r4eHwr. <<HeeHEs* e Bce err B
a&cme cene 3acny)KHBaI0T, i I,4He peTeJmHo iw oHa BeIgr
B pe He aanac ypHOIO. $1 6t 1(0 BCM LtoTparHBa3lacb, BCM
flPOBO1 6M 4crIO mepce* <.. .>. MHe HHora Ka)!CeTC, qTO si
BeqHO 6Ei C 1E BOOBJ1 y Eora*... He TO so.nomre si6JIOKH,
He TO C'IaCTbe, BOT STO y6aBfleHT1e rpycTH, BOT BTO y6aBJIeHHe
6OJIH, BOT BTY Y,KCHYID CMPTHOCTh H <oxoHaaTe.nbHocm moe*,
qTo BCe KoHaeTcsI* H BC He BernO.
[0. 1. I: 263-64]
In this way Rozanov tried to overcome his own schism
between writing and life. Writing was a way to break
through an immobilizing sense of incompleteness, both his
own and the world's. Things seem unfulfilled until Rozanov
has conferred power on them in words. It is through his
telling, through their inclusion in his subjective world,
that they participate in the divine plan as designated by
Rozanov. The centre of this world is his own perception and
all things participate in this world as he reaches out
towards them in words. Rozanov sees his own writing as a
sacred act confering an eternal voice and existence on
incomplete existence through the word. The process ensures
a guarantee of the sacredness both of his own words and of
his world. The attempt to preserve the sacredness of his
own writing was particularly important for Rozanov, who
felt the dangers to his integrity, and the dangers with
which words were fraught, acutely. The relation of words to
things was the only honest religious stance for Rozanov.
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Rozanov claimed that a writer had a duty towards things as
much as towards words and purely stylistic achievements:
MacTepcTBo rIHcaTe.ncTBa COCTOHT He B OHOM nape
rrHcEMa, cJIoBa; XOT5I OHO Heo6xoMMo - HO BTOT ap rmca
5LBJLLTC$ TOJIbKO 3KJ1HTJIE}ThTh{ 9BHOM LflH xpyrHx, 6onee
BHYTPHHHX H paroLeHH&x, apoB. CYIIHOCTED !CTJThCKO xym
B ropao 6oimmeM, eM y O6HKHOBeHHnX ixre,
nape BHHKTh B BUH H JIIO6HTE BeIrH, BMTb HX H Bpa3pO6,
H B O6o6UeHH, B CB3H, B naHopaMe.
Bce TO He TOJThKO B 1rIOCTpOeHFThTX*
npoH3BeeHMx (TepaTypa ripH ciir), HO H MoeT He
OTpaHTEIC H B Ka toi aricoe
Despite his protestations against the terrible and
artificial aspects of 'literariness', Rozanov's work is
underlain by a complicated faith in the relationship
between the world, existence and writing. The living
existence that he celebrated against the suffocations of
literature could only be made felt through writing.
Rozanov's own writing was an attempt to fix in words his
fleeting relationship with the outside world that he felt
to be so sharply transient, and so to doubly renew his
attachment to it. He sought to make his own 'literature' as
close as possible to the notes that he describes above as
being just as expressive as constructed literary works of
the writer's feeling for things. The love for things should
include the very shadows of these existences, which was for
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Rozanov as important as the thing itself:
BN Ir6HTe He TOJIbKO rIpeMeTH, HO & THM rrpeMeToB.
Tax B mO6B.
flIo6HTe He TOJIKO .JTRD6OBB, HO	 TH JIIO6B 12
Rozanov believed that literature and the press had betrayed
this duty of writing. Words dominated life but they no
longer enlivened it. The words themselves had lost the
'shades' and 'details' that were for Rozanov the vital
aspect of all things and existences:
Cxoimxo CIIOB 0 xax Mario iciie.
Bcy. B pa3roBopax. B neqao.
.tyma qerIoBeecxa. pacrrariac Ha C.flOB. A XsiiIcflO? - szHe
Mo)IceM*.
Ca&e	 c.rioBa	 enep	 noTeprro	 oymeBrIeHoe,
npOTSDKeHHHOCTE. CJloBa CTa.TrH es TeHe, 6e criopoHocTeo*.
YacHo.
Yracno yBaFeHoe 1(0 BCM	 13
Rozanov claimed that the hidden life of things was
sacred. Things were more valuable for him in their 'shady'
existence than in their clear outlines:
4Bor TakHe*: oae Ero HeJm3. He Ha6snoano flO B&1, TO BO
BCM nope panoa sTa eaiasi o rny6oxa. acTeHt0Bocm,
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CTEITIHBOCTB, YTMBHH ce, - TO yXOT, xax B CPOTO
HX BCeX, B	 THI EOX'M$I*	 , HI(OHL, B
CYIICTB0 HecrioBe1Moro JIHT4a*? OT 9TOO BCe riiy6oxre Ben
MHP He BLTrIHBaTC, a 3aTeH1OTC, xyJa-TO YX0T OT
r.nasa, He yamaio Ha ce6g , He OB0T o ce6e. <. • .> Mie
ripo He X0TJI0CB 6L1	 Tb B TKOM rIJIOCKOM Mpe, re BItH
6Lmr 6Br mmemr TO rsIaBHo rrpeiiec	 cBoe, TO OH He
XOTT 6NTb BH11MH, TO OHW BeHO yX0MT, CKEIBXTC •14
The silent, unspoken existences of things is of immense
importance for Rozanov, in contrast to the loud and empty
words of literary ambition. Rozanov claimed that his
obligation to things was to 'give voice' to silent
existences, not in the noisy declarations of print, but in
the private note form of the opavshie list'ia genre. This
attention to the 'orphan' -like lives of things included the
life of his family to whom he gave voice and eternity in
his writing. He claimed that his writing was an attempt to
recognize, in words, all the silent influences of his life.
Rozanov's family was the basis of his fusion of his own
life with literature, that he saw as his unique literary
phenomenon :15
- 9T fl1QTH <. •.> BCe MH OTJ1H, OT BCeI'O B MHpe
oTpex.m.lcB, To6LL e 6Lmo xopomo, yTOTHO, He ropecTHo,
CrIOK0HO, HaxoHeL, CHOCHO. H HMKTO iX TpyJa 0 K03HH He
BHHT, He B0HT 6e3H& pa6oTM 0 caMooTpe t eHM. H oxora o
T0M He 6yeT paCCxa3aHo. 9T0 - B Mrne. B MHOBO MrIIe. OHO
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He	 He yeIe H <<6e ronoca, 6e3 9EtKa*
(3aKpw.laTb, cIca9aTb)	 . .> TaK TO e axoe si: TO .qBHO 4(B
cBeTe*, qTO OKOJTO HHX ,!cr4BeT? (nHTepaTop, roBoplo) 	 a o,
MO)KT 6rm, ecm caoe cBeTnoe, TO $1 B CBOeH )!HHH yBwIasI,
yr3Ha.n. OHW posr BCe MOH eaimi, OKTTh4 <<CyMepxr
npOCBeiIeHH*, poui 4cJ1ereHy o BeJTh4KOM HKBH3HTOpe*,
<<MecTo XPMCTHHCTB B HCTOpHH*. 51, cO6cTBeHHO, TO.TIBKO
r1epepa6amIBan* B COB (rz[oToMy] q [ To ] iiie 6m xaH ap
cnoBa) TO, TO BHJ1 H TO noMean MO BHMaTenb}mr
B9rn51. He y )15Irtr1eBa e, He y Bepra, He y AneKCaHrIpOBa, He
y CrrHHa s 6pasi HeH: a	 - xyx, )TCKO H cnaJmm. B0T
4cCax	 re 51 <<HaYT4HJTC51 BceMy*. <. • .> cnyqao H
HeHcnoBeMMo 4CB KYXH H Cfl3ThH*, B TPYX H 9a6oTax, B
6one3Hslx H
	 - 51 B CaMOM ye.ne YBHJI 06'BeXTHBHO H
6eccTpacTHo 4cs1y'nuee*, eM co6paitM, JIeKUHH, KHHrH. •16
Sukach describes Rozanov's need to give voice to voiceless
existences as a bid for eternity: 'O1H H3 OCHOB}ThIX MOTHBOB
PoaHoBa - TO ero 4flOHB B 6eCCMepTHe*.
rny6oKo CB519HH& CO CBO ceeio, Po3aHoB cpajan H3-Sa HX
( j eTe ri eR&) <<6e3rnacHocri* ri 6ebsrsmcoBocTH*. Y nero
ae yxopesiac	 HeKa51 rIOTpe6HOCTb	 HX
cyrrecTBoBaHwe>>.'"
Rozanov claimed that he had brought private and
'shady' existences into the public sphere of the book, in
the belief that this would in some way redeem the book:
• • Mey	 iiiorr	 MOTHBi,	 nOtleMy	 51	 rrrm.iy
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<Ye [rneHoe]* (H nocieyIorree), CTb TOT:
BenMxoe crxacH6o rpy.
HeT - JIw4Hee, 6iie H ropee: He OCTBHTh He
He BNpa)eH}mm, He <noLeJioBaH}mm* H CBPX
TaHoro rioLeny H 51BHO-TO, caoe rlpexpacHoe,
caoe moe, Ha eM 51 poc H BocrrMTaJlcSi, TO MH B 3HH
rroMorano, TO MeH51 B )I(WHH 6J1aroc.noBJ1no. MHe 6Emo 6H
CTffiHO yMepem, Si He cen 6r ce6si )J1aropo)tHEM, CJ1H 6H TO
BCe OCTa.TIOCb rnyxo, rJe-To B TeHH. 0, 51 xopomo 3HaI),
CJIHTflKOM xopomo, qT  CYTb cai.mre
CaCTJ1MBNe H 6JlaropOJLUThIe, H tcTNe; HO BCe-TaxH*. . . Moer
LIT!, nama BHi51Si 13HB, KaxOBO HBOflBHO He MOT He 6E:TB
3HB BCSiKOO rrHCaTen51, corpeec H HYIIIHTCSi 6naropoH1mi
&necHbn! MaprapHTxax', ecii
	 t He	 Tax oem
OTeJ1siTBcSi OT tCTHO	 H9HH... tiTo Bce, o6NxHoBeHRo, Tax
arnyxo arrepo OT KH4rH...
51 pemiJi	 eioro YJ1yflhIHT	 xHHry, Boo6ne xry,
PHOTBOHB meJIKY xBepH. MHe BCe-TaKH CTP1IIHO anxo xHr;
Boo6IIe KHHI'; XOT$1 51 C H!H H
	
Ho 9Th paa
rIoHcTHHe CKBO3B KPOB H CJ1eN*.
xry 51 pemm nepe.nO1cHm sMaprapHTxaMH* . ' B
Only this value of the moment, this charged attention
to the momentary detail, is a bid against death and
temporality. Rozanov's relation to the things of this world
is so important to his writing that he records his gradual
sense of approaching death as a distancing from things. He
describes his anxiety in the face of this loss of
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connection, which was the mainstay of his writing and thus
of his life. He realized that the loss of this connection
would mean the end of writing and so death:
He en OT MH5I OTX0T, a si OT eue OTXO(Y.
H He aMeTHJI. Berr 	 aie e, )!MBHe, Hy!cH1re.
Ho ye He HY(HLI MHe, KOTOPOMY Boo)IIe CKOPO HHtITO He
CTHT Hy!cHo...
HH eHa...
HH eTi4...
KpoMe <apuIwHa B IIIøHH* H
	
B gJlHHy*. I1ocJ1eH5
rIOCTe.1Th 6oJThHoro...
Y*cacHo 19
Khovin described Rozanov's affirmation of things and
details as a groundbreaking outlet for spiritual emotion,
freeing man from the false claims on eternity of
abstractions: ')O CHX flop yXOBHa. CH3HE 6e3
H IHH peInTeJThHO HeM&cnMa 6na. ,20 Rozanov claimed
that his writing made the momentary detail eternal. The
opavshie list'ia genre was an attempt to hold perceptions
that are described as 'eternal' amidst the fragmentary,
transient, everyday incidences. His work is making a bid
against death and the relentless progression of time, yet
it recognizes this very continuous temporal motion as a
principle of the work. The titles of three of the central
books in this genre, Smertnoe, Opavshie list'ia, and
Mimoletnoe, bear witness to this sense of transience.
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Miicnr HamH, KaK TpaBa, BMCTBDT M yipaio. Ho paoc
riearni cym KaKe-To onara	 B Cxna BeHOCTH.
9T oT.naraHSi SI i arcHBaI B
TO	 rtrcTIcr!>>) CTE s CflHOCT BceoOrrasI Be'4HaSi .TrHTepaTypa
<<Bcex ac*. Ho HKOMY He flXOJTT Ha M HaneaTam.22
Rozanov is trying to find a way to free the new ideas that
each man contains, by releasing him from the pre-conceived
views with which literature and journalism have subdued
him. He wanted to stir people into the depths of their own
lives before they passed them by, diverted by illusory
slogans and goals that have been given a false sacredness
through print. The best response for a reader is for him to
begin reading his own life. He should 'read' the book of
his life in order to focus on his unique collision of
circumstance. He should learn not to seek one fixed view,
but to live with passion the 'themes' of his life. Rozanov
saw his writing as a spur to readers to lead them away from
pure literary engagement to thinking about life:
51	 B: H KTO xo .IeT 'ry1TBCSi* y MH5I ( tiHTaTerrH) - c.nyma1Te
cero MeHSI, ii Ha He ocTaHaBnHBaSicb, aice (ocoeHHo
TaJlawrnHBHe 'IHTaTeJ1H) He ocTaHaBrrMBaSic H Ha cyMMe*, a OT
MHSi <6oKoM* apaac TM BoJmeHHeM H KH9HB, icaxoz 51 rope
BOT MHoro .neT H He ycTaBaSi: H T O)ZHHffl H3Hb (Hart
.npyrlMH TeMaMH) TIC e CCTJ1MBO H rpycTHo, flJ1OOTBOPHO H
OISiTb YCTHO - O oTqasiHMsI, O MorHimi, 4xax 6L1 O CMTH*
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H OL5TE riepexogi B OHH5l, o He xoiy 6ojiee, oHoJmHo*! •23
CO6CTBeHHO, ecT oa xira, KOTOPYID tle.rroBeK 069aH
BHT3ThHO rIpot HTam, - 9T0 KHHra ero C06CTBeHHOH H3HH.
, CO6CTBeHHO,	 CTB oa xHra, KOTOP	 rn nero rio-
HCTOMIIMY noyHTe.rrHa, - STO xra ero rIH1HO	 HH.
OHa oxa eMy OTKPIT BIOJIH, H - ey O7HOMy.
Co6cTBemo, STO H CTh TO HOBOe, coepmeo HOBO B MMpe,
HH Ha TO t yKOe He noxoee, TO OH MOZT r1pot HTam, y3Ham.
Ero mHaS W3H - exjHHCTBeH}mti HOBSI caKT, KOTOpth OH C
COO 1HHOCHT Ha r3eMnr.
• .>
tIO9ToMy 4(YeHH.* C06cTBeHHO, Ka*zE 1e.noBex o6sIsaH o
ce6e HarIHCaTb. STO eCTE	 HHCTBHHO HacsIeHe, KKO OH
OCTBJIT MHPY H xaoe MHY OT nero MOHO IOJ1Th, H MH
rrpae ero nonyt irr. 4cBce ripoee He CynecTBeHHo*, - H BCe
rrpoee, TO OH MO HanHCaTh H.TIH cxa9aTb, JIMIflb acm BepHO;
4zBepHOe* TM H B ero BJIacTH, He B ero 3HaHHsIx.24
The 'one book', the sacred book, was for Rozanov, this
act of faith in relation to one's own life that delivers
utterance. The writer of his life opens himself up to the
existence around him and his word is like prayer. Rozanov
believes that everyone should be writing their own Opavshie
list'ia. This responsibility to one's own experience and
the need to answer to it in words is close to the Russian
sense of philosophy that is immanent to the individual
life. The process of self -uncovery was an endless
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potential, yet man could only grow if he was open and
responsive to these seeds of growth, the 'inner characters'
with which he is inscribed. Each man's word is unique, by
listening to his voice we gain access to his irrepeatable
existence. For Rozanov the stifling prolixity of
depersonalized voices in print had overwhelmed this
intimate attention to human voices. Thus the last 'leaf' of
Opavshie list'ia:
Bce rsryrne ronoca
- H Hao.
Toimxo OJHH c.na6, HTPCHYThTH ronocox cera 6yrzeT
CMemBamcsL c MOMH cnesai.
xora OH MOflKHT	 MeH, xoy tm cnerr&
rnyx B ce6e caMoM, an und fur sich.
(rios,rrr-ro HO(.&XJ H H& ,razIe H Bcer4a)
(0. 1. I: 330]
Rozanov's opavshie list'ia genre, supremely innovatory
and modernist, was a reaction to the failings of modernity
in the private lives and culture of individuals. It is also
an affirmation of Rozanov's own spirit, that, as
Mandel'shtam noted, was continually seeking to feel out the
walls of a true culture. 25 Writing down was Rozanov's act
of faith. His amazement before the chance and passing
configurations of things, moods, and his own thought was
more powerful for him than any Orthodox belief. Rozanov was
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perhaps unable to believe in God, but his writing became a
way of speaking about the impossibility of life without
belief, of the need to celebrate and recognize the power of
his life and the world in which it was lived in the belief
that these moments are the most important, and should not
be lost or left unspoken and unrecorded. Despite all his
disclaiming, Rozanov had an immense faith in writing. It
was the only religious stance possible for him.
An attempt to define Uedinennoe in the unpublished
Mimoletnoe of 1914 is revealing of the relation between
Rozanov's need for writing and his need for God:
- 4cYegMHHeHoe*?
TO rma rrwcaTen. 0 CB0M rIHcaTeJmcTBe.
(B	 He rrorra.s Ha n-oe2,r)
MoiceT 6b1m,
	 oTKa9 6e36oixa OT coero 6e36o)fcsL.
HeT.
51 Begs MIIHbK	 rpycTmm. PasBe axe 6r1maBDT
6es6oriiaMr?
Focrzo! 51
	
ora He YXO1JI OT Tesi.
(Hasa.z B TpaMBae)
(recr-12.Tc.51 Ha rIJroIr1a,rKe) 26
The passage is a statement of a writer's inability to live
without writing, and a lament at his enslavement to a
profession that he saw as deeply flawed. It also implies
that it is only through writing that R.ozanov can stave off
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the impending sense of God's absence. The passage ends with
a familiar reassertion of Rozanov's smallness,
vulnerability, and therefore connection to God, yet the
sense of Rozanov's constant need for writing to overcome
his sense of lack is persuasive. Rozanov feared his own
Godlessness as he feared his own loss of connection to
life. Sensing God's lack, Rozanov attempts to renew his
connection to God through writing, which is why his
assertions of the sacred nature of his writing, and his
sense of completion in God are so constant.
Rozanov reveals more about the difficulty of living
without belief in the face of death and isolation than
about the workings of God or religion. He is often called
a mystic. Yet we do not learn from Rozanov, as we can in
the writings of medieval religious writers such as Anseim
or St Bernard, about the movements of soul as it gives
itself up to religious possession. It is rather Rozanov who
possesses God, and observes his own need for, or rebellion
against Him. Rozanov's attitude to God is angry, doubting,
rebellious, affectionate, but above all human and not held
in reverence or awe by a presence that he describes as
being as near to him as a guest in his house 'on the other
side of the wall', 'a friend, as real as my children'. 27 He
refers to Him by his first initial (''), a sign of
intimacy, just as he names his family and intimates.
Writing, as Remizov noted, was a form of prayer for
Rozanov, 'A mcaT M MOJ1HTbC OHO H TO )K <. • .> Po3aHoB
TO rioacirr.' 28
 It was, as Rozanov himself declared, the
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refusal of a Godless man to accept his own Godlessness, and
the refusal of a non-believer to accept death. In his
opavshie list'ia genre, Rozanov created for himself a form
of expression as continuous and physical as the prayers of
the Hesychasts, but one that gave him absolute license. It
was an extremely modern form of prayer f or the particular
complexities of contemporary thoughts, anxieties and needs,
in the absence of other receptive forms. Rozanov's
innovation in writing was produced from the restlessness of
a man who cannot bear the absence of God and the fact of
death's finality rather than from an affirmation of faith.
Yet it was an affirmation of a constant curiosity or
delight in instants of transient life, and a joy in the
words that fix them and somehow redeem the sense of endless
loss. Rozanov's 'ear', that he speaks of, the rhythm and
pauses of his thought, seek to overcome the anxiety of
passing time in a world where God is not evident, while
consciousness is alert and perhaps more acutely 'spiritual'
in its complexity than in earlier, supposedly more
religious times. This new form of writing was a freedom and
revelation for readers and writers who had been restricted
to the dominant forms of nineteenth century literature.
Rozanov's spiritual and emotional needs, which may have
been motivated by doubt just as much as by faith, produced
a modernist literary form that opened up possibilities for
writers who could not accept the fixed faiths of their
society, and who were living, like Rozanov, in a time that
had lost its confidence.
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CONCLUS ION
Rozanov saw his own writing as a religious task, and I
believe that it sprung from needs and impulses that can be
understood as religious, in the broadest sense. Rozanov's
writing, like that of Bakhtin and Mandel'shtam, is marked
by an acute awareness of the importance of the word. All
three writers, so distinct in their style and approach, are
concerned with the tangible presence and situatedness of
words, the relation of words to life, and man's religious
instinct. Mandel'shtam and Bakhtin do not speak directly
about their personal faith, but like Rozanov, are more
interested in man's capacity for faith, and the variety of
his religious expression. All three writers are tangential
to Orthodox traditions of the word, and yet they are
immensely important for the meeting of this tradition with
more literary activity. In his search for a written
expression adequate to his beliefs, Rozanov exemplifies
many of the values upheld by Bakhtin and Mandel'shtam in
their essays on writing and the word: above all the
situatedness of utterance in immediate physical experience,
the sense of bytiistvennost' of words, the value for the
historical role of language in culture, and the disclaiming
of an immediate interlocutor.
The lasting power of Rozanov's writing lies in this
concentration on the immediate experience. For Rozanov, the
thought that is written down is inseparable from the things
that surround man as he thinks, the physical presence of
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his desk and writing objects, the changing light through
the blind, the noise of his childrens' voices in the next
room; this sharply felt transience is what Rozanov makes
his eternity. By writing down and publishing this
transience Rozanov addresses the gap between the constant
loss of physical life and the illusory permanence of
literature. At his most candid, Rozanov recognized that
writing was as much a compensation for the shortcomings of
belief as a driven assertion of that faith. He makes his
life a constant record of his fear of losing the world;
hoping for God, but only as a guarantee of the continuation
of this immediate and tangible life. I think that this is
the most lasting effect of his writing as religious
thought.
Yet the impulse that generated Rozanov's prolific
output cannot be separated from his writing style, which
has proved highly influential. Rozanov's style has
penetrated, whether or not consciously, to much of the
writing about him. Memoirs and criticism are almost
universally marked by extensive quotation of the writer; it
is very hard to give a sense of Rozanov's work without
using his own words. Rozanov's infectious 'voice' has been
highly influential in Russian writing. Rozanov's phrases
and tones of speech influenced later Russian writers,
notably Siniavskii and Venedikt Erofeev, as noted in the
introduction. Rozanovian resonances continue to make
themselves felt in contemporary Russian literature; for
example, the first Russian Booker prize winner, Mark
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Kharitonov, won with a story about a man who collected
random thoughts scribbled down on sweet papers in a
suitcase, a new development of the 'box' of fallen leaves;
(Mark Kharitonov, Linii sud'by. iii Sunduchok Milashevicha,
Izbrannaia proza, 2 vols, Moscow, 1994, I, pp. 17-382)
This lasting influence of Rozanov's writing is more
than purely formal, and affects our whole perception of
literature and its relation to experience. Rozanov was
preoccupied by the contradiction between spontaneous life
and life saturated in and constantly becoming literature.
Yet perhaps the power of his work is to make us aware of
the paradox and even of the illusory nature of the
opposition. The opavshie list'ia genre is an intricate
product of a literary mind and consummate reader, yet it is
also a reaction to events that happen in life, and to
Rozanov's own needs and instincts. It would be a
falsification to attribute all the cries and appeals in
these writings purely to literary contrivance. The
Uedinennoe and later opavshie list'ia genre, some of which
was never intended for publication, was the product of need
and conflict. There was a need, not unique to Rozanov, to
speak and write with a greater freedom than that
conventionally permitted in literature, as well as a sense
of the futility of the traditional apparatus of literary
invention. Rozanov's response to this need was extremely
important for his contemporaries and for later generations.
Rozanov's exhortation to readers, in Pered Sakhprnpi,
to read the book of their own lives and to write their own
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Uedinennoe, as witness to their own thoughts, experience
and 'inner letters' seems a genuine conviction rather than
device. Of course to speak of what is 'true' and 'genuine'
in Rozanov's writing, or indeed in anyone's writing, runs
the risk of falling into the very traps that Rozanov
himself so cleverly exposes. Yet there are recurring themes
in Rozanov's work that show a constant and involuntary
preoccupation with the theme of writing and reading as both
freedom and enslavement, and a need to stake out a true
relationship with the word, that Rozanov knew to be
changeable, tyrannical and fraught with deceit, not least
the constant danger of self-deception. Many writers
consider themselves to be speaking the truth when their
words belie them, the difference with Rozanov is that he
claimed not to care. Yet this claim itself is part of the
testing out of the boundaries of truth and invention, a
testing of the self and of the impulse for constant
utterance. Although Rozanov does not succeed in freeing his
reader from literature, he nevertheless greatly broadens
the scope of his reader's reception of and response to what
he reads, both within and without the 'official' canons of
literature, and perhaps allows the man trapped under the
bookcase in Apokalipsis nasheo vremeni to breathe a little
more freely.
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169-79.
10. V. V. Rozanov, 'Iz starykh pisem. Pis'ma Vlad. Serg.
Solov'eva', Voprosy zhizni, 1905, 10-11, pp. 377-90(377).
11. 'Iz starykh pisem', p. 378.
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Lisa Crone, 'Nietzschean, All Too Nietzschean? Rozanov's
Anti-Christian Critique', in Nietzsche in Russia, ed.
Bernice Glatzer Rosenthal, Princeton, New Jersey, 1986, pp.
95-112.
64. N. Korzhavin, 'Anna Akhmatova i "Serebrianyi vek",
Novyi mir, 1989, 7, pp. 240-61(240-41)
65. Blok made an ironic comment on the leading decadents
including himself in his satirical tables of contents for
the decadent journals, that mocked the style and titles of
contemporary articles (Aleksandr Blok, 'Shutochnye
programmy zhurnalov', Sobranie sochinenii, VII, pp. 441-
45). For a discussion of Blok's attitude to decadence and
modernism, see Wiadimir Weid1's essay 'The Poison of
Modernism', in Russian Modernism. Culture and the Avant-
Garde. 1900-1930, ed. George Gibian and H. W. Tjalsma,
Ithaca, New York, 1976, pp. 18-30.
66. Aleksandr Blok, 'Nabrosok stat'i o russkoi poezii',
(Dnevnik 1901-1902 goda), Spbranie sochinenii, VII, pp. 19-
68(26)
67. Aleksandr Blok, letter to Rozanov, 17 February 1909,
Sobranie sochinenii, VIII, letter 208, pp. 273-75(274)
68. On Blok's hostility to modernism as an innovation alien
to the spirit of the Russian tradition see Wladimir Weidle,
'The Poison of Modernism', pp. 20-23. Blok feared that
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innovative artistic movement led away from the central
concerns of art which he believed should be with the
essence of man's existence.
69. See Blok's letter to Rozanov, 17 and 20 February 1909,
Sobrpnie sochinenii, VIII, letters 208 and 210, pp. 273-75,
and 276-77, and Rozanov's letter to Blok, received 19
February 1909, Mysli o literature, pp. 516-18.
70. Aleksandr Blok, letter to his mother, 30 January 1908,
Sobranie sochinenii, VIII, letter 157, pp. 226-27(227).
71. Avril Pyman describes the influence on Blok's thoughts
in 1901 of a play by Gippius on transgression through
blood-sacrifice, which originated from Merezhkovskii's and
Rozanov's ideas about Dostoevskii's heroes. See Avril
Pyman, The Life of Aleksandr Blok, 2 vols, Oxford, 1979-
1980, I, The Distant Thunder. 1880-1908, pp. 94-95.
72. See Blok's diary entry for 11 October 1912, '0
MoepHcTax . 6ORDCB, TO y iøx HT crepsi, a TOJIbKO -
awri BOKY riycToT&', Sobranie soch±nenii,
VII, pp. 162-64(164).
73. See Blok's notebook entry for 29 October 1908, in
Aleksandr Blok, Zapisnye knizhki 1901-1920, Moscow, 1965,
pp. 118-19. Blok praised Rozanov and Ternavtsev'S
contributions but argued that that their discussions could
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74. See Aleksandr Blok,	 '0 realistakh',	 Sobranie
sochinenii, V, pp. 99-129(103)
75. Aleksandr Blok, 'Literaturnye itogi 1907 goda',
Sobranie sochinenii, V, pp. 209-32(211).
76. Aleksand Blok, 'Sud'ba Apollona Grigor'eva', Sobranie
sochinenii, V, pp. 487-519(510-11) . In a letter of 1916,
referring to his edition of Grigor'ev, Blok argues that it
is to Grigor'ev, not to himself or Rozanov, that the public
should turn at this time of cultural crisis: 'KCTaT - 0
rpropBeBe: XOTb 6it xoMy rrpinno B ronoy ariwcaT rio riOBOY
MHO KHI' 0 HeM, a e 0 Po3aHoBe ii He o6o
e, KOTON	 03DKH 6M 6}lTb ajec nocIIeJHeø criwe B
xonecHiLe. Be B rpropeBe ecTBTerIHO 3II0(H1i CKPH
rpoao KyJmTypr, KOTOH Tax joropa	 o ce riopw nO
rierno noiex paBHoymaI.' (letter to A. A. Izmailov,
28 January 1916, Sobranie sochinenii, VIII, letter 391, pp.
455-56(456)).
77. Aleksandr Blok, letter to V. M. Otrokovskii, 23 April
1913, Sobranie sochinenii, VIII, letter 343, pp. 416-
17 (416)
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Sobranie sochinenii, VIII, letter 74, pp. 126-29(129).
79. See Blok, Sobranie sochinenii, III, pp. 444-45, also
Blok's diary entries for 1911, Sobranie sochinenii, VII,
pp. 92 and 107 on Rozanov's exclusion from Novoe slovo.
Avril Pyman writes that Blok compared the liberal
intelligentsia's view of Rozanov's situation to his
grandfather Beketov's view of Dostoevskii, a mixture of
private admiration and public disapproval. The Life of
Aleksander Blok, II, The Release of Harmony. 1908-1921, p.
192.
80. 'Sud'ba Apollona Grigor'eva', p. 511.
81. Blok, letter to Rozanov, 17 February 1909, Sobranie
sochinenii, VIII, letter 208, p. 274.
82. Sobranie spchinenii, VIII, letter 208, p. 274.
83. 'Popy, zhandarmy i Blok', pp. 206-07.
84. 'Popy, zhandarmy i Blok', p. 207.
85. 'Popy, zhandarmy i Blok', p. 209.
86. Sobranie sochinenii, VIII, letter 208, p. 275.
87. Letter to Blok, received 19 February 1909, Mysli 0
literature, pp. 516-18(516). Blok later described this
letter as 'very valuable', and sent a copy of it, together
with his own comments, to Rozanov's daughter Nadezhda, in
1919, after Rozanov's death. The letter, together with a
commentary on the correspondence of February 1909, is
published by S. A. Beliaev and L. S. Fleishman, 'Iz
blokovskoi perepiski', Blokovskii sbornik, II, Tartu, 1972,
pp. 398-406.
88. Letter to Rozanov, 20 February 1909, Sobranie
spchinenii, VIII, letter 210, pp. 276-77(277)
89. See 'Iz blokovskoi perepiski', p. 399.
90. For example in the essay of 1901, 'Homines novi...'.
91. Aleksandr Blok, entry for 15 July 1909, Zapisnye
knizhki. 1901-1920, p. 154.
92. See 'Iz blokovskoi perepiski', p. 402. Blok notes
receiving a copy of Apokalipsis nashego vremeni and a
letter from Nadezhda Rozanova in the notebook entry for 30
July 1919, Zapisnye knizhki 1901-1920, p. 469. Blok's
markings in this copy are detailed in Biblioteka A. A.
Bloka. Opisanie, ed. K. P. Lukirskaia, 3 vols, Leningrad,
1984-86, II, 1985, p. 216 (markings in Ital'ianskie
vpechatleniia, Uedinennoe and Opavshie list'ia, pp. 214-
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93. See Sergei Hackel, The Poet and the Revolution, Oxford,
1975, pp. 166-71.
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NOTES TO CHAPTER VII
1. Nachalo veka, p. 158.
2. Quoted in V. Ziobin, Tiazhelaia dusha, Washington, 1970,
p. 33. Here Zlobin comments on the seeming incongruity ofGippius' sophistication and the passion of the sects: 'KTo,
ILU1L Ha BTy HapyMHeHHy1O, HaJ.IMeHHyD HMOflOY &M'f, .rxeHøBo
3aKypaIny TOHKyIO Ha.rymeHHyFD narm4pocy, Ha BTY 1carxpw3Hy
exaeHTKy, Mor 6E cKa3aTh, qTo oHa crIOcO6Ha ro
raxonamc B 9eMnBD, Kax B oai BToporo
flpHIneCTB, pacKoJmHKH, o KOTOpLIX, C TIGM yBaeHeM i
BocToproM, paccxammae B CBOe KH4re Te .iHr niiK* B. B.
Po9aHoB.' (pp. 33-34). The diary entry is for March 7 1893,
translated in Between Paris and St Petersburg . Selected
diaries of Zinaida Gippius, translated and edited by Temira
Pachmuss, Urbana, Chicago, 1975, p. 63. Gippius describes
her meetings with the sects in a short story, 'Sokatil', in
her Chernoe p0 belomu. Piataia kniga rassk pzov, St
Petersburg, 1908.
3. 'Prishvin o Rozanove', p. 171.
4. V. V. Rozanov, Apokalipsicheskaia sekta. (Khlysty i
skortsy), St Petersburg, 1914.
5. Russkaia Tserkov', p. 348.
6. Leont'ev, Pis'ma, p. 132.
7. 'Psikhologiia russkogo raskola', p. 58.
8. 'Psikhologiia russkogo raskola', p. 81.
9. Posle Sakharny, p. 110.
10. George Ivask, 'Russian Modernist Poets and the Mystic
Sectarians', in Russian Modernism. Culture and the Avant-
Garde, ed. George Gibian and H. W. Tjalsma, Ithaca, New
York, 1976, pp. 85-106(89).
11. 'Psikhologiia russkogo raskola', pp. 57-58.
12. Khovin, Ne udpdno-li-s?!, p. 28.
13. 'Prishvin o Rozanove' p. 199. See also the entry of
1922: 'Po3aHoB cxam Ha .neTy Enoxa: XJThICTET, Bce OHH
XJTCTI, BOT TO	 H OH.' (Prishvin o Rozanove', p. 172).
14. See 'Prishvin a Rozanove', pp. 165-68.
15. 'Prishvin 0 Rozanove' p. 164.
16. Russkaia Tserkov', p. 336.
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17. A History of Russian Symbolism, pp. 3-4.
18. See Apok.: 638-39
19. Siniavskii, "Opavshie List'ia", p. 8.
20. David M. Bethea, 'On the Shape of the Apocalypse in
Modern Russian Fiction: Towards a Typology', in Issues in
Russian Literature before 1917, ed. J. Douglas Clayton,
Columbus, Ohio, 1989, pp. 176-95(176).
21. 'On the Shape of the Apocalypse in Modern Russian
Fiction', p. 180.
22. 'Russkaia filosofiia', p. 227.
23. 'Russkaia filosofiia', p. 227.
24. Nachalo vekp , pp. 158-63.
25. 'Perepiska P. A. Florenskogo s Andreem Belym', p. 35.
26. Npchalo veka, p. 159.
27. 'Sredi obmanutykh i obmanuvshikhsia', pp. 12 8-42 (141-
42)
28. 'Popy, zhandarmy i Blok', p. 208.
29. Nachalo veka, p. 158.
30. David M. Bethea, The Shaie of Apocalypse in Modern
Russian Fiction, Princeton, New Jersey, 1989, pp. 109-10,
n.5.
31. Stephen Hutchings explores the conflicts inherent in
Rozanov's translations between the public and private
spheres as the motivation for Rozanov's late writing in
'Breaking the Circle of the Self; Domestication, Alienation
and the Question of Discourse Type in Rozanov's Late
Writings', Slavic Review, 52, 1993, 1, pp. 67-86.
32. 'Mimoletnoe. (Izvlecheniia)', p. 299.
33. Letter to Izmailov, 7 August 1918, 'Pis'ma V. Rozanova
k A. Izmailovu', p. 126.
34. Mimoletnoe (1915), pp. 294-95.
35. Mimoletnoe (1915), p. 108.
36. Mimoletnoe (1915), p. 185.
37. Mimpletnoe (1915), p. 17.
38. Mimoletnoe (1915), p. 319.
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39. Mimoletnoe (1915), pp. 27-28.
40. Mimoletnoe (1915), p. 303.
41. Mimoletnoe (1915), p. 321.
42. Posle Sakharny, p. 116.
43. Mimoletnoe (1915), pp. 116-18.
44. See Smert.: 156, 0. 1. II: 378.
45. Mimoletnoe (1915), p. 58.
46. Pered Sakharnoi, pp. 328-29.
47. Mimoletnoe (1915), pp. 296-97.
48. Mimoletnoe (1915), p. 91.
49. Posle Sakharny, p. 109.
50. See 0. 1. II: 332-33, and Posle Sakharny, pp. 109 and
116.
51. The doubts could have been in part occasioned by
critical reaction to the second book of Opavshie list'ia,
which several people had seen as literary artifice in
contrast to the spontaneous words of Uedinennoe and the
first Opavshie list'ia; see the commentary in tJedinennoe,
p. 640. One letter in particular occasioned doubts about
Rozanov's role; see 'Pis'mo ot neizvestnogo druga' printed
in Posle Sakharny, p. 88.
52. See 0 sebe i zhizni svoei, pp. 759-60.
53. Mimoletnoe (1915), pp. 329-30.
54. Apok: 633.
55. Mimoletnoe (1915), p. 304.
56. Mimoletnpe (1915), p. 13.
57. See 0. 1. I: 251.
58. See for example: 'Religiia - kak svet i radost'', pp.
4-5.
59. See 0. 1. II: 333.
60. Posle Sakharny, p. 117.
61. Letter to Gollerbakh, 7 June 1918, 'Pis'ma Vasiliia
Rozanova Erikhu Gollerbakhu', p. 140.
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62. Posle Sakharny, p. 107.
63. Posle Sakharny, p. 112.
64. See 'V poiskakh smysla', p. 52.
65. Mimoletnoe (1915), P. 30.
66. Estetika svobody, pp. 204-05.
67. V. G. Sukach, introduction to the publication of
'Russkii Nil', p. 190.
68. V. V. Rozanov, letter to Izmailov, undated (possibly
between 28 July and 3 August) 1918, 'Pis'ma V. Rozanova k
A. Izmailovu', p. 125.
69. 'Pis'ma V. Rozanova k A. Izmailovu', p. 125.
70. 'Pis'ma V. Rozanova k A. Izmailovu', pp. 125-26.
Rozanov had compared himself to Luther before, in his
Mimoletnpe (Mimoletnoe (1915), p. 25):
Hy BOT, a Bi rOBOpHTe - mocoM5. tZHJ1OCOtH MHoro -
a PoaHoB O)HH.
J1HLo. 1e.nOBeK. B !CTOpH1. BOT.
<.•
JbDTep ecm ThoTep...
A BacëHox CTb BacéHox...
Rozanov saw Luther as a symbol of one who, not unlike
himself, sought to unify religion and life: 'JIRDTep, aas
peJmfrHoHoM	 CJ1HBa1nXC B <OHO* peir	 H
('Irodova legenda', p. 43). In the article 'Pamiati
A. S. Khomiakova', Rozanov characterized Luther as a 'truly
new man', representing a freedom from authority and a
recognition of man's weakness and lack of all-encompassing
knowledge. He gives Luther words that anticipate his own
later appeals in Mimoletnoe: 'BosJ1IT6r(eHH&e eTH! 51 oTxpLLTz,
TO ripwameecsi BCMHHOBD H oxoHaTeJIbHo HCTHHOI - He
ecm BCMMH5 H HaasIHa. HcTHHa. rIepe HeO0M MBI -
CHpOTLI. 51 CMJThH Bac - HO H 5 c.ria6. CTHH H B HCTHH -
a B crioco6e oTHomeHM5 x HCTHHe. 1e.nOBexy 	 ero He
xpoMe yjeria - HcxaHMsI, <...> HHT 	 a co6oio, i xya BM
yK&eT same 6onee	 pee cepLe.	 <. • .> Peiiirr
oenoBeHnac. eiioex CKOMHO flH3HII CKOMHYX CBO geiy
orpaHeHHocm.' ( V.	 V.	 Rozanov,	 'Pamiati A.	 S.
Khomiakova', Novyi put', 1904, 6, pp. 1-16(9)). The writer
and contemporary of Rozanov, Natal'ia Maksheeva, claimed
that Rozanov was called the 'Russian Luther', in her speech
at the 'trial' of Rozanov by the Religious and
Philosophical Society, January 1914: see '"Sud" nad
Rozanovym.	 Zapiski	 S.-Peterburgskogo	 Religiozno-
filosofskogo obshchestva' in V. V. Rozanpv: pro et contra.
Antologiia, comp. V. A. Fateev, 2 vols, St Petersburg,
1995, II, pp. 184-215(200-01)
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NOTES TO CHAPTER VIII
1. 'V poiskakh smysla', p. 53.
2. 'V. V. Rozanov', p. 51.
3. See 'Prishvin o Rozanove', pp. 180-82.
4. 'P0 tikhim obiteliam', p. 264.
5. 'Smert'... i chto za neiu', pp. 257-58, footnote.
6. Letter to Pertsov, XXV, September 1900, Sochineniia, pp.
510-12(510-11)
7. 'Smert' ... i chto za neiu', pp. 257-260, footnote.
8. 'Zametki o Rozanove', p. 391. See also Mimoletnoe(1915), p. 99, on Rozanov's horror of his own non-
existence.
9. The rhythm of this transcription becomes, not the
falling of leaves, but the burning of splinters of wood,
each one giving light for a fragment more writing: 'OT
fl1HK K SIytIHKe, Hasr, OflTB ara nytHKy, cKope,
exora iam, ceac rioTyxHeT. floa oHa ropT, I .1& amme
ee Ha py6nb.' 'Poslednie mysli umiraiushchego V. V.
Rozanova', in T. V. Rozanova, 'Vospominaniia ob otse,
Vasilii Vasil'eviche Rozanove, i vsei sem'e', pub. L. A.
I1'iunina and M. M. Pavlova, Russkai p literatura, 1989, 4,
pp. 160-78, 165-66(165).
10. Letter to Blok, received 19 February 1909, Mysli p
literature, pp. 516-18(517).
11. '0 pis'makh pisatelei', p. 431.
12. Mimoletnoe (1915), p. 328
13. Mimoletnoe (1915), p. 152.
14. 'Tragicheskoe ostroumie', p. 202.
15. Rozanov described his family as the spur to all his
writing (and not merely the opavshie list'ia genre), in the
second book of Opavshie list'ia: 'BCe BH0CJ1O 3 OHOM
6om, Bce BLIPOCJIO H9 0HOH T0'K. J1TepaTypHoe IIMH0 0
Taxo cerzem crrKnoc, T0 .r.n5L MH He 6itrro nTepaTypbI*.,
a r3Lno Moe jeno*, i jae .nHTepaTypa 000ne ceria BH
0THOHM5I K MOMY	 eiiy.	 J1wHoe rlepenHslocb B
yHrBepca3mHoe.' [0. 1. II: 5331
16. 'Neizdannye "Opavshie list'ia"', p. 185.
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17. 'Neizdannye "Opavshie list'ia"', p. 227, n. 71.
18. 'Neizdannye "Opavshie list'ia"', p. 209.
19. 'Neizdannye "Opavshie list'ia"', p. 172.
20. Ne ugodno-li-s?, p. 16.
21. Pered Sakharnoi, p. 337.
22. Letter to A. S. Glinka (Volzhskii), 16 February 1916,
Uedinennoe, p. 640.
23. 'Literaturnye i politicheskie aforizmy', p. 672.
24. Pered Sakharnpi, pp. 326-27.
25. '0 prirode slova', p. 248.
26. 'Neizdannye "Opavshie list'ia"', p. 196.
27. Lit. izg.: 251, n.2.
28. Kukkha. Rozanovy	 '	 p. 47.
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during Rozanov's lifetime or soon after his death, this is
indicated by 'unpublished', next to the year of writing in
brackets. Some articles have had various titles according
to the year and place of publication: titles are given here
according to the source listed (most recent editions of
Rozanov's work give details of the history of publication).
References to articles in collections of Rozanov give only
the title, place of publication, and date(s). In the case
of works recently published in journals the name of the
person who prepared the publication is also given. Only one
publication is referred to for each work, this is the one
that is used for references within the text.
'A. P. Chekhov' (1910), Sochineniia, Moscow, 1990, pp. 410-
20.
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'A. S. Pushkin'(1899), 0 pisatel'stve i pisateliakh,
Moscow, 1995, PP. 36-47.
'Aforizmy I nabliudeniia' (1894), Sumerki prosveshcheniia,
Moscow, 1990, pp. 101-69.
'Afrodita i Germes', Vesy, 1909, 5, pp. 44-52.
'Aleks. Andr. Ivanov i kartina ego "Iavlenie Khrista
narodu" (1906), Sredi khudozhnikov, Moscow, 1994, pp.
238-43.
'Aleksei Stepanovich Khomiakov. K 50-letiiu so dnia
konchiny ego	 (23 sentiabria 1860 g.	 - 23
sentiabria	 1910g.)' (1910),	 0	 pisatel'stve	 ±
pisateliakh, Moscow, 1995, pp. 456-66.
'Amerikanizm i amerikantsy' (1904), 0 pisatel'stve i
pisateliakh, Moscow, 1995, pp. 164-66.
ApokaliTsicheskaia sekta.	 (Khlysty i skoptsy),	 St
Petersburg, 1914.
Apoka1irsis nashego vremeni (1917-18), 0 sebe i zhizni
svoei, Moscow, 1990, pp. 577-647.
'Apokaliptika russkoi literatury' (1918), 0 pisatel'stve i
pisatel±akh, Moscow, 1995, pp. 673-76.
'Avtobiografiia' (1891), 0 sebe i zhizni svoei, Moscow,
1991, pp. 685-92.
'Avtoportret Vi. S. Solov'eva' (1908), pub. V. G. Sukach,
Obshchestvennaia mysi'. Issledovaniia i publikatsii,
I, 1989, pp. 232-46.
'Avtor "Balaganchika" o peterburgskikh Religiozno-
filosofskikh sobraniakh'(1908), 0 pisatel'stve i
pisateliakh, Moscow, 1995, pp. 262-72.
'Bednye	 provintsialy...'(1910), 	 0	 pisatel'stve	 i
pisateliakh, Moscow, 1995, pp. 443-48.
'Belinskii	 i Dostoevskii' (1914), 	 0 pisatel'stve I
pisateliakh, Moscow, 1995, pp. 592-600.
'Brak i khristianstvo. (Iz perepiski s pravoslavnyrn
sviashchennikom)' (1898), V mire neiasnogo I
nereshennogo, Moscow, 1995, pp. 107-39
'Chem nam dorog Dostoevskii? (K 30-letiiu so dnia ego
rozhdeniia)' (1911), 0 pisatel'stve i pisateliakh,
Moscow, 1995, pp. 529-36.
Chernyi ogon' (1917, unpublished), Mimoietnoe, Moscow,
1995, pp. 335-410.
'Cherta kharaktera drevnei Rusi' (1892), Reli giia i
kul'tura, Moscow, 1990, pp. 82-95.
'Chuvstvo solntsa I rastenii u drevnikh evreev' (1903),
Novyi put', 1903, 3, pp. 162-71.
'Dary Tserery (Shekhiny)', Novyi put', 1903, 6, pp. 138-52.
'Dekadenty' (1904), Sochineniia, Moscow, 1990, pp. 430-42.
'Demokratizatsiia zhivopisi' (1897), Religiia i kul'tura,
Moscow, 1990, pp. 146-52.
'"Demon" Lermontova i ego drevnie rodichi' (1902),
pisatel'stve I pisateliakh, Moscow, 1995, pp. 95-105.
'Deti Solntsa... kak oni byli prekrasny! ...' (1903),
supplement to Semeinyi vopros v Rossli, 2 vols, St
Petersburg, 1903, II, pp. 484-516.
'Domik Pushkina v Moskve' (1911), Mysli o literature,
Moscow, 198, pp. 305-07.
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'Dukhovenstvo, khram, miriane' (1906), Okolo tserkovnykh
sten, 2 vols, Farnborough, 1972, I, pp. 324-44.
'Dunkan I ee tantsy (15 ianvaria 1913 g. v Malom
teatre)' (1913), Sredi khudozhnikov, Moscow, 1994, pp.
388-91.
'Dva stana' (1906), Okolo tserkovnykh sten, 2 vols,
Farnborough, 1972, I, pp. 387-403.
'25-letie konchiny Nekrasova (27 dekabria 1877 g. - 27
dekabria 1902 g.)'(1902), 0 pisatel'stve i
pisateliakh, Moscow, 1995, pp. 108-19.
'28-go ianvaria 1881-1901 gg. (o F. M. Dostoevskom)' (1901),
Okolo tserkovnykh sten, 2 vols, Farnborough, 1972, I,
pp. 234-38.
'Embriony' (1899), Religiia I kul'tura, Moscow, 1990, pp.
287-96.
'Eshche o "60-kh godakh" nashei istorii', Novyi put', 1903,
3, pp. 171-72.
'Eshche o smerti Pushkina (1900), Mysli o literature,
Moscow, 1989, pp. 247-62.
'Esteticheskoe ponimanie istorii' (1892), 0 pisatel'stve I
pisateliakh, Moscow, 1995, pp. 5-10.
'Estonskoe zatish'e' (1903), Inaia zemlia. moe nebo.
Moscow, 1994, pp. 54-66.
'Evropeiskaia kul'tura ± nashe k nei otnoshenie' (1891),
Sochineniia, Moscow, 1990, pp. 145-53.
'Fedoseevtsy v Rige' (1899), Okolo tserkovnykh sten, 2 vols,
Farnborough, 1972, I, pp. 23-36.
'Gde istinnyi istochnik "bor'by veka" (1895), Reli giia i
kul'tura, Moscow, 1990, pp. 153-62.
'Gde zhe "religlia molodosti"? (P0 povodu vystavki kartin
M. V. Nesterova)' (1907), Sredi khudozhnikov, Moscow,
1994, pp. 246-52.
'Genii formy. (K 100-letiiu so dnia rozhdeniia
Gogolia)' (1909), 0 pisatel'stve i pisateliakh, Moscow,
1995, pp. 345-52.
'Gogolevskie dni v Moskve' (1909), Sochineniia, Moscow,
1990, pp. 335-39.
'Gogol''(1902), Mysli o literature, Moscow, 1989, pp. 274-
80.
'Gogol' i Petrarkha' (1918), Sochineniia, Moscow, 1990, pp.
443-44.
'Golosa iz provintsii 0 missionerstve' (1901-03), Okolo
tserkovnykh sten, I, pp. 192-214
'G-n N. Ia. Abramovich ob "Ulitse sovremennoi
l±teratury"'(1916), 0 pisatel'stve i pisateliakh,
Moscow, 1995, pp. 630-35.
'Granitsy nashei ery' (1899), Semeinyi vopros v Rossii, 2
vols, St Petersburg, 1903, I, pp. 37-52.
'Gustaia kniga'(1914), 0 pisatel'stve i pisateliakh,
Moscow, 1995, pp. 576-85.
Homines novi...' (1901), Kogda nachal' stvo ushlo... (1905-
1906 gg .), St Petersburg, 1910, pp. 14-28.
'I shutia,	 ± ser'ezno. .' (1911), 	 0 pisatel'stve i
pisateliakh, Moscow, 1995, pp. 497-500.
'I. V. Kireevskii i Gertsen'(1911), Sochineniia, Moscow,
1990, pp. 392-400.
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'Ideia "messianizma" p0 povodu novoi knigi N. A. Berdiaeva
"Smysi tvorchestva" (1916), in N. A. Berdiaev: pro et
contra. Antologiia, camp. A. A. Ermichev, 2 vols, St
Petersburg, 1994, I, pp. 276-79.
'Ideia	 ratsional'nogo	 estestvoznaniia' (1892),
Literaturnye izgnanniki, London, 1992, pp. 65-106.
'Interesnye knigi, interesnoe vremia i interesnye
voprosy' (1900), Okolo tserkovnykh sten, 2 vols,
Farnborough, 1972, I, pp. 37-59.
"Ippolit" Evripida na Aleksandrinskoi stsene' (1902),
Sumerki prosveshcheniia, Moscow, 1990, pp. 273-84.
'Irodova legenda' (1901), V mire neiasnogo i nereshennogo,
Moscow, 1995, pp. 40-53.
'Istinnyi "fin de sic1e"' (1898), V mire neiasnogo i
nereshennogo, Moscow, 1995, pp. 54-60.
Ital'ianskie vpechatleniia (1909), Inaia zemlia, moe
nebo..., Moscow, 1994, pp. 81-235.
Iubileinoe izdanie Dobroliubova' (1911), pub. S. Bocharov
and V. Sukach, Opyty. Literaturno-filosofskii sbornik
ed. S. S. Averintsev et al., comp. A. V. Gulyga,
Moscow 1990, pp. 323-26.
'Iudaizm', Novyi put', 1903, 7, pp. 145-61, 8, pp. 127-46,
9, pp. 160-89, 10, pp. 96-131, 11, pp. 155-84.
'Iv. S. Turgenev (k 20-letiiu ego smerti)' (1903), Q
pisatel'stve i pisateliakh, Moscow, 1995, pp. 138-45.
'Ivan Liapunov' (1900), 0 sebe i zhizni svoei, Moscow, 1990,
pp. 648-55.
'Iz daleka', Novyi put', 1903, 7, pp. 172-87.
'Iz istorii zhurnalnoi polemiki', Novyi put', 1903, 10, pp.
212-18.
'Iz monastyria domoi' (1913), Inaia zemlia. moe nebo...,
Moscow, 1994, pp. 612-20
Iz oklevetannoi knigi' (1899-1905), Okolo tserkovnykh sten,
2 vols, Farnborough, 1972, I, pp. 253-63.
'Iz podrobnostei tserkovnoi zhizni'(1906), Okolo
tserkovnykh sten, 2 vols, Farnborough, 1972, I, pp.
354-85.
'Iz poslednikh list'ev', Knizhnyi u gol, 5, 1918, pp. 6-7.
'Iz poslednikh list'ev' (1918-19), Knizhnyi ugol, 7, 1921,
pp. 3-8.
'Iz "poslednikh list'ev" V. V. Rozanova'(1918, some
unpublished), pub. G. Morev, Vestnik novoi literatury,
3, 1991, pp. 183-91.
Iz pripominanii i myslei ob A.S. Suvorine (1913), Moscow,
1992.
'Iz starykh pisem. Pis'ma Vlad. Serg. Solov'eva', Voprosy
zhizni, 1905, 10-11, pp. 377-90.
Iz vostochnykh motivov(1916-17), V mire neiasnogo i
nereshennogo, Moscow, 1995, pp. 339-424.
'Iz zagadok chelovecheskoi prirody' (1898), V mire neiasnogo
i nereshennogo, Moscow, 1995, pp. 21-39.
'K 20-letiiu konchiny K. N. Leont'eva (1891 - 12 noiabria -
1911)', 0 pisatel'stve i pisateliakh, Moscow, 1995,
pp. 553-55.
'K lektsii g. Vi. Solov'eva', Mir iskusstva, 9-10, 1900,
pp. 192-95.
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'K lektsii g. Vi. Solov'eva ob Antikhriste' (1902, revision
of above, unpublished), pub. T. V. Pomeranskaia and A.
L. Nalepin, Kontekst, 1992 (pub. 1993), pp. 81-88.
'K 50-letiiu konchiny Ap. A. Grigor'eva', 0 pisatel'stve i
pisateliakh, Moscow, 1995, pp. 600-02.
'K vseobshchemu uspokoeniiu nervov...' (1911), Sochineniia,
Moscow, 1990, pp. 296-98.
'Kak proizoshel tip Akakiia Akakievicha' (1894),
Nesovmestimye kontrasty zhitiia, Moscow, 1990, pp.
234-46.
'Kak khorosho inogda "ne ponimat'"...' (1911), Sochineniia,
Moscow, 1990, pp. 292-95.
'Katkov kak gosudarstvennyi chelovek' (1899), Nesovmestimye
kontrasty zhitiia, Moscow, 1990, pp. 340-48.
'Khristianstvo passivno iii aktivno?' (1897), Reli giia i
kul'tura, Moscow, 1990, pp. 186-98.
'Khristos i "bogatyi iunosha" (1904), Religiia i kul'tura,
Moscow, 1990, pp. 427-31.
'Khristos - Sudiia mira' (1903), Religiia i kul'tura,
Moscow, 1990, pp. 542-59.
'Khudozhestvo ispuga i mirovoi ego smysi' (1910), 0 sebe i
zhizni svoei, Moscow, 1990, pp. 660-64.
'Kiev i kievliane' (1910), Inaia zemlia. moe nebo.
Moscow, 1994, pp. 537-63.
Kogda nachal'stvo ushlo...(1905-1906 gg.), St Petersburg,
1910.
'Kogda-to znamenityi roman'(1905), 0 pisatel'stve i
pisateliakh, Moscow, 1995, pp. 184-92.
'Kolebaniia mira' (1918), Knizhnyi ugol, 4, 1918, pp. 9-11.
Konstantin Leont' ev i ego "popechiteli" (1919), pub. V.
Konstantinov, Nachala, 1992, 2, pp. 88-91.
'Kontsy i nachala "bozhestvennoe' 1 i " demonicheskoe", bogi
i demony. (P0 povodu glavnogo siuzheta Lermontova)',
Mir iskusstva, 1902, 8, pp. 122-37.
'Kritik russkogo decadence'a', pub. V. Sukach, Voprosy
iiteraturv, 1993, 2, pp. 210-19.
'Krotkii demonizm' (1897), Relicriia i kul'tura, Moscow,
1990, pp. 199-206.
'Kto istinnyi vinovnik etogo?', Russkoe obozrenie, 1896, 8,
pp. 640-55.
'Kul'turnaia khronika russkogo obshchestva i literatury za
XIX vek' (1895), Religiia i kul'tura, Moscow, 1990, pp.
96-120.
'L. Andreev i ego "t'ma" (1908), pub. V. Sukach, Voprosy
literatury, 1993, 2, pp. 189-96.
L. N. Tolstoi i Russkaia Tserkov' (1912), Religiia i
kul'tura, Moscow, 1990, pp. 355-68.
Legenda o velikom inkvizitore F, M. Dostoevskogo. Opyt
kriticheskogo kommentariia (1891) and
'Priiozheniia' (1894), Nesovmestimye kontrasty zhitiia,
Moscow, 1990, pp. 37-186, 186-224.
'Literaturno-khudozhestvennye novinki' (1912), Sochineniia,
Moscow, 1990, pp. 299-306.
Literaturnye izgnanniki (1913), London, 1992 (reprint of
St Petersburg, 1913 edition).
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'Literaturnye novinki' (1904), pub. V. Sukach, Voprosy
literatury, 1993, 2, pp. 174-85.
Literaturnye ocherki, St. Petersburg, 1899.
'Literaturnye simulianty' (1909), pub. V. Sukach, Voprosy
literatury, 1993, 2, pp. 197-201.
'Lomonosov. Ego lichnost' i sud'ba (4 aprelia 1765 g. - 4
aprelia 1915 g.)' (1915), pub. S. Bocharov and V.
Sukach, Opyty. Literaturno-filosofskii sbornik, ed. S.
S. Averintsev et al., camp. A. V. Gulyga, Moscow 1990,
pp. 335-40.
Liudi lunnogo sveta (1911), Uedinennoe, Moscow, 1990, pp.
7-192.
'M. Gor'kii i a chem u nego "est' somnenhia", a v chem on
"gluboko ubezhden"...'(1916), 0 pisatel'stve i
pisateliakh, Moscow, 1995, pp. 619-23.
'M. lu. Lermontov (k 60-letiiu konchiny)' (1901), Mysli 0
literature, Moscow, 1989, pp. 263-73.
'M. V. Nesterov' (1907), Sredi khudozhnikov, Moscow, 1994,
pp. 252-58.
'Magicheskaia stranitsa u Gogolia' (1909), 0 pisatel'stve ±
pisateliakh, Moscow, 1995, pp. 383-421.
'Mechta v shchelku' (1902), 0 sebe i zhizni svoei, Moscow,
1990, pp. 655-69.
'Merezhkovskii protiv "Vekh". 	 (Poslednee Religiozno-
filosofskoe sobranie)' (1909),
	
0 pisatel'stve i
pisateliakh, Moscow, 1995, pp. 354-58.
Mesto khristianstva v istorii (1899), Religiia ± kul'tura,
Moscow, 1990, pp. 22-46.
'Metafizicheskii razgovor' (1910),
	
Inaia zemlia.	 moe
nebo..., Moscow, 1994, pp. 514-25.
'Mimokhodom. (Iz sluchainykh vpechatlenii)', Novyi put',
1903, 1, pp. 133-37.
Mimoletnoe (1914-1916, unpublished), published as
'"Mimoletnoe" V. V. Rozanova', pub. lu. K. Terapiano,
Novyi zhurnal, 92, 1968, pp. 119-30.
Mimoletnoe (1914, unpublished), published as 'Neizdannye
"Opavshie list'ia" ("Mimoletnoe") V. V. Rozanova',
pub. V. G. Sukach, Kontekst, 1989, pp. 172-228.
Mimoletnoe (1914, unpublished), published as 'Mimoletnoe.
(Izvlecheniia)', pub. S. Bocharov and V. Sukach,
Opyty. Literpturno-filosofskii sbornik, ed. S. S.
Averintsev et al., comp. A. V. Gulyga, Moscow, 1990,
pp. 294-315.
Mimoletnoe (1915, unpublished), published as Mimoletnoe.
1915 god., Mimoletnoe, Moscow, 1994, pp. 5-334. (Also
published by A. N. Nikoliukin in Novyi zhurnal, 190,
1993, pp. 171-257, 192-193, 1993, pp. 178-273.)
'Missionerstvo i missionery'(1901-03), Okolo tserkovnykh
sten, 2 vols, Farnborough, 1972, I, pp. 175-227.
'Moliashchaiasia Rus'. (Na vystavke kartin M. V.
Nesterova)' (1907), Sochineniia, Moscow, 1990, pp. 270-
73.
'Na granitsakh poezii ± filosof ii (Stikhotvoreniia
Vladimira Solov'eva), 0 pisatel'stve I pisateliakh,
Moscow, 1995, pp. 48-56.
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'Na knizhnom i literaturnom rynke (Artsybashev)' (1908),
pisatel'stve i pisateliakh, Moscow, 1995, PP. 280-86.
'Na kontserte Shaliapina' (1913), Sredi khudozhnikov,
Moscow, 1994, pp. 409-13.
'Na lektsii o Dostoevskom' (1909), pub. S. Bocharov and V.
Sukach, Opyty. Literaturno-filosofskii sbornik, ed. S.
S. Averintsev et al., comp. A. V. Gulyga, Moscow,
1990, pp. 316-21.
'Na panikhide 0 Vi. S. Solov'eve' (1901), Okolo tserkovnykh
sten, 2 vols, Farnborough, 1972, I, pp. 239-42.
'Na vystavke "Mira iskusstva" (1903), Sredi khudozhnikov,
Moscow, 1994, pp. 215-17.
'Na zakate dnei. L. Toistoi i byt' (1907), 0 pisatei'stve i
pisateiiakh, Moscow, 1995, pp. 231-36.
'Narodnyia chteniia v Peterburge' (1902), Okolo tserkovnykh
sten, 2 vois, Farnborough, 1972, II, pp. 130-40.
'Nash "Antosha Chekhonte" (1910), Sochineniia, Moscow,
1990, pp. 421-26.
'Nashi voziiublennye usopshie' (1900), Okolo tserkovnykh
sten, 2 vois, Farnborough, 1972, I, pp. 95-109.
'Natsional'nye talanty' (1902), Sochineniia, Moscow, 1990,
pp. 375-78.
'Ne v novykh ii dniakh kritiki?' (1916), 0 pisatei'stve i
pisateiiakh, Moscow, 1995, pp. 623-30.
'Ne ver'te beiietristam...'(1911), 0 pisatel'stve i
pisateiiakh, Moscow, 1995, pp. 483-87.
'Nebesnoe i zemnoe' (1906), Okoio tserkovnykh sten, 2 vols,
Farnborough, 1972, I, pp. 281-323.
'Nechto iz sedoi drevnosti' (1899), Religiia i kui'tura,
Moscow, 1990, pp. 247-86.
'Nekrasov v gody nashego uchenichestva' (1908),
pisatel'stve i pisateliakh, Moscow, 1995, pp. 244-55.
'Neotsenimyi urn' (1911), pub. S. Bocharov and V. Sukach,
Opyty. Literaturno-fiiosofskii sbornik, ed. S. S.
Averintsev et al., comp. A. V. Gulyga, Moscow 1990,
pp. 326-34.
'Neuznannyi fenomen...' (1903), Sochineniia, Moscow, 1990,
pp. 203-15.
'Nominalizm v khristianstve' (1898), V mire neiasno go i
nereshennogo, Moscow, 1995, PP. 61-66.
'Novaia reiigiozno-fiiosofskaia kontseptsiia Nikolaia
Berdiaeva. "Smysi tvorchestva. Opyt opravdaniia
cheloveka" (1916), N. A. Berdiaev: pro et contra.
Antologiia, comp. A. A. Ermichev, 2 vols, St
Petersburg, 1994, I, pp. 261-69.
'Novye embriony' (1901), Reli qiia i kul'tura, Moscow,
1990, pp. 296-306.
'Novye sobytiia v literature' (1911), 0 pisatel'stve i
pisateliakh, Moscow, 1995, pp. 494-97.
'0 blagodushii Nekrasova'(1903), 	 0 pisatel'stve i
pisateliakh, Moscow, 1995, pp. 125-38.
'0 bor'be s zapadom,	 v sviazi s literaturnoi
deiatel'nost'iu odnogo	 iz	 siavianofilov' (1890),
Literaturnye izctnanniki, London, 1992, pp. 3-64.
'0 delikatnosti ± prochikh melochakh' (1910), Inaia zemlia.
moe nebo..., Moscow, 1994, PP. 631-37.
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'0 Dostoevskom' (1894), Sochineniia, Moscow, 1990, pp. 170-
82.
'0 drevnikh I novykh zhertvakh' (1902), Okolo tserkovnykh
sten, 2 vols, Farnborough, 1972, II, pp. 447-50.
'0	 khudozhestvennykh	 narodnykh	 vystavkakh' (1897),
Sochinenhia, Moscow, 1990, PP. 257-66.
'0 Konst. Leont'eve' (1917), 0 pisatel'stve i pisateliakh,
Moscow, 1995, pp. 651-57.
'0 Lermontove' (1916), 0 pisatel'stve I lDisateliakh, Moscow,
1995, pp. 641-43.
IQ ItNarodo...Bozhjj, kak novoi idee Maksima Gor'kogo' (1908),
pub. V. Sukach, Voprosy literatury, 1993, 2, pp. 186-
88.
'0 neporochnoi sem'e I ee glavnom uslovii' (1899), Semeinyi
vopros v Rossii, 2 vols, St Petersburg, 1903, I, pp.
72-84.
'0 pisateliakh I pisatel'stve' (1899), Sochineniia, Moscow,
1990, pp. 231-47.
'0 pis'makh pisatelei' (1909), 0 pisatel'stve I t,isateliakh,
Moscow, 1995, pp. 430-33.
'0 Pushkinskoi akademii' (1899), Mysli o literature, Moscow,
1989, pp. 232-39.
'0 rabotakh L. V. Shervuda' (1905), Sredi khudozhnikov,
Moscow, 1994, pp. 227-29.
'0 simvolistakh I dekadentakh' (1896), Reli giia I kul'tura,
Moscow, 1990, pp. 163-76.
'0 simvolistakh. Pis'mo v redaktsiiu' (1896), Russkoe
obozrenie, 1896, 9, pp. 318-21.
'0 sladchaishem lisuse I gor'kikh plodakh mira' (1908),
Religiia i kul'tura, Moscow, 1909, pp. 560-71.
'0 studencheskikh besporiadkakh' (1898), Reli giia	 i
kul'tura, Moscow, 1990, pp. 121-28.
'0 sviashchenstve i "blagodati" sviashchenstva' (1902),
Okolo tserkovnykh sten, 2 vols, Farnborough, 1972, II,
pp. 437-44.
'0 vere russkikh' (1906, unpublished), pub. M. M. Paviova,
Russkaia literatura, 1991, 1, pp. 111-23.
'0 zvukakh bez otnosheniia k smyslu', Novyi put', 1903, 7,
pp. 165-72.
'Ob a-dogmatizme khristianstva' (1906), Okolo tserkovnykh
sten, 2 vols, Farnborough, 1972, II, pp. 455-72.
'Ob odnoi osobennoi zasluge Vl. S. Solov'eva' (1904), Okolo
tserkovnykh sten, 2 vols, Farnborough, 1972, II, pp.
367-83.
'Ob odnom somnenii gr. L. N. Toistogo' (1901), Okolo
tserkovnykh sten, 2 vols, Farnborough, 1972, I, pp.
231-34.
'Ob osnovnom ideale tserkvi' (1902), Okolo tserkovnykh sten,
2 vols, Farnborough, 1972, II, pp. 444-46.
'Ob otluchenii gr. L. Toistogo ot Tserkvi' (1902-06), Okolo
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